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Abstract 
A group of countries has initiated an international collaboration to develop a next 
generation (i.e., Generation IV) of nuclear reactors.  The Generation-IV nuclear reactors 
are expected to achieve higher thermal efficiencies from what is currently within the 
range of 30 - 36% to 40 - 50% and even higher.  The Generation IV International Forum 
(GIF) Program has narrowed the design options of the Generation-IV nuclear reactors and 
focused on the development of six nuclear-reactor concepts.  These concepts are the Gas-
cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), Molten Salt Reactor 
(MSR), SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR), Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor 
(SFR), and Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR). 
Currently, there are 444 nuclear-power reactors worldwide out of which 428 units 
are pressurized light-water reactors, boiling light-water reactors, and pressurized heavy-
water reactors (Nuclear News, 2017).  In other words, the water-cooled reactors comprise 
approximately 96% of the current fleet of commercial nuclear reactors.  The desire to 
improve thermal efficiencies of these reactors from the current range of 30 ‒ 36% to 40 ‒ 
50% has led to the development of SCWRs.  The pressure-vessel and pressure-tube (or 
pressure-channel) SCWRs are considered as the next generation of the current light-
water- and heavy-water-cooled nuclear reactors. 
Chosen as one of the six Generation‒IV nuclear-reactor concepts, the SCWRs are 
expected to have high thermal efficiencies within the range of 40 ‒ 50% owing to 
reactor’s high outlet temperatures.  The Canadian pressure-tube-type SCWR is featured 
with 3-batch refueling, 336 vertical fuel channels, a porous ceramic insulator inside the 
pressure tube, and stainless-steel cladding.  The reactor operates at a pressure of 25 MPa 
with the coolant temperature rising from 350 to 625°C.  Consequently, sheath and fuel 
centerline temperatures are significantly higher in SCWRs compared to those of the 
current water-cooled nuclear reactors. 
As the SCWRs are in the conceptual design stage, more studies are required in 
terms of their modeling aspects.  The main objective of this thesis is to conduct a study on 
specifics of the thermalhydraulics and neutronics of a pressure-tube SCWR based on an 
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understanding of the supercritical-water phenomena and their impacts on reactor design 
and operation.  This thesis investigates the impact of several thermalhydraulic modeling 
parameters on fuel and cladding temperatures of a pressure-tube SCWR.  The 
investigated thermalhydraulic modeling parameters are: 1) variable heat transfer 
coefficient, which is affected by thermophysical properties of supercritical water, axial 
heat flux, and three heat-transfer regimes: normal, improved and deteriorated; 2) 
thermophysical properties, which are affected by the bulk-fluid-temperature profile along 
the heated length and pressure drop along the fuel channel; 3) variable axial and radial 
heat-flux profiles of a fuel assembly (bundle string), which are affected by the neutron 
flux; 4) radial non-uniform heat generation inside the fuel; 5) axial and radial variable 
thermal conductivity of a fuel; 6) contact thermal resistance between the fuel and 
cladding; 7) heat loss from the coolant to the moderator, which is affected by the thermal 
conductivity of a ceramic insert; and 8) pressure drop of the coolant along the fuel 
channel.  The main neutronic aspects, which have been incorporated in the neutronic 
model, include 1) variable coolant density along the heated length of the fuel channel, 
which affects neutronic properties of a lattice and, hence, the neutron flux and 2) number 
of energy groups, which affects the calculated channel powers. 
A coupled thermalhydraulic and neutronic analysis was conducted in order to 
determine heat-flux profiles in the reactor core.  The ultimate goal of the 
thermalhydraulic/neutronic calculations is to ensure from the design point of view that the 
sheath temperature will not exceed 850°C (design limit) and the fuel centerline 
temperature will not exceed the industry accepted limit of 1850°C for the UO2 fuel and 
1500°C for the UC fuel.  The boundary conditions of this analysis were based on the 
design specifications of a pressure-tube SCWR with the High Efficiency Re-entrant fuel 
Channel (HERC) and the 64-element fuel bundle as the reference fuel-channel and fuel-
bundle designs, respectively.  ThO2-PuO2 was considered as a reference fuel, while the 
fuel centerline temperature and the cladding temperature were also calculated for UC and 
UO2+SiC. 
In this analysis, the reactor core was divided into three burnup zones.  For each 
burnup zone, the thermalhydraulic analysis as well as transport and diffusion calculations 
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were conducted for a fuel channel with the maximum thermal power.  For each analyzed 
fuel channel, the transport calculations were conducted using DRAGON at every 25 cm 
to take into account the density variation along the heated length of the fuel channel.  
Further, the diffusion calculation was conducted using DONJON based on nine energy 
groups.  A code was also developed to analyze the thermalhydraulic aspects of the fuel 
channels. 
The developed thermalhydraulic code is a one-dimensional code.  This code uses a 
bare-tube heat-transfer correlation, which was developed for upward flow of supercritical 
water within the operating conditions of a PT SCWR, as a conservative approach towards 
any bundle design.  The selected correlation is known as the Mokry et al. (2011) 
correlation, which is currently the most accurate correlation compared to the other 14 
bare-tube heat-transfer correlations proposed within the last 55 years (this statement is 
based on IAEA (2014)).  The Mokry et al. (2011) correlation was developed by Mokry, 
S., Pioro, I.L., Farah, A., King, K., Gupta, S., and Peiman, W., from the Faculty of 
Energy Systems and Nuclear Science at the UOIT.  The Mokry et al. (2011) correlation is 
capable of predicting heat transfer coefficients at normal and improved heat-transfer 
regimes including the heat transfer at pseudo-boiling.  In addition, another empirical 
correlation was used to define a minimum heat flux at which the deteriorated heat-transfer 
regime starts. 
Very few experimental data have been published on heat transfer and pressure drop 
in bundles.  Even if there were data for one bundle design, the data could not be applied 
to other bundles since each bundle has its own unique design, which in turn leads to 
different levels of turbulization and heat-transfer enhancement.  Hence, as a conservative 
approach, it is of paramount importance to apply a universal correlation to calculate heat 
transfer in any flow geometry. 
The experimental data on bundles cooled with supercritical water show that the 
three heat transfer regimes (i.e., normal, improved, and deteriorated), which are observed 
in bare-tube experiments also exist in bundles.  As a result, it was proposed that a bare-
tube correlation for supercritical water can be used as a conservative approach compared 
to correlations developed based on bundle geometry, because in bundles enhancement of 
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heat transfer exists due to various appendages, grid spacers, and etc.  Thus, the 
implementation of the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation in the developed code is a universal 
approach in calculating the heat-transfer-coefficient profiles as this correlation can also be 
applied to bundles. 
This thesis further investigated the impact of another heat-transfer correlation, 
namely, the Dittus-Boelter (1930) correlation, which is widely used at subcritical 
pressures, for the calculation of the cladding temperature in the subject SCWR.  
Calculations of the cladding temperature based on the Dittus-Boelter (1930) and the 
Mokry et al. (2011) correlations revealed that slightly lower cladding temperatures (up to 
8%) are computed when heat transfer coefficients are calculated using the Dittus-Boelter 
(1930) correlation.  However, this deviation is within the uncertainty of the Mokry et al. 
correlation for calculated temperatures (about ±15%).  Therefore, this finding confirms 
that the use of the Dittus-Boelter correlation is also adequate and justified in the design of 
SCWRs.  Based on this conclusion, the design of the SCWR can proceed with the current 
tools.  Eventually, when experimental data are available for a particular bundle design 
proposed to be used in an SCWR, a new and more accurate heat-transfer correlation will 
be developed and our knowledge of specifics of heat transfer at supercritical pressures 
will be implemented in the developed code. 
For the pressure-drop calculations, the developed code includes a large number of 
friction factor correlations such as the Filonenko (1954), Blasius (1913) and Petrov and 
Popov (1985) correlations most of which were developed based on experimental data 
obtained in supercritical water.  A gap-conductance model has also been implemented in 
the developed thermalhydraulic code to take into account the impact of the gap 
conductance on the fuel temperature.  The fuel centerline temperature calculation also 
accounts for the non-uniform heat generation in fuel pellets.  In addition, the developed 
thermalhydraulic code incorporates a model for the calculation of the heat loss from the 
coolant to the moderator.  The model provides a wide range of correlations for the 
calculation of the effective thermal conductivity of the ceramic insulator, which is 
considered as the most influential parameter in calculating the heat loss along with the 
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heat transfer coefficient between the fuel channel and the moderator.  The code also takes 
into account the variation of the coolant temperature within the flow tube. 
This thesis explored the impact of the variation of the axial and radial heat-flux 
profiles of a fuel assembly as well as a non-uniform heat generation inside the fuel pellets 
on the fuel centerline temperature.  The results of this study showed that the fuel 
centerline temperature is more sensitive to the axial heat flux associated with different 
rings of the fuel assembly (bundle string) rather than to the non-uniform heat generation 
inside the fuel pellets.  In other words, the impact of a non-uniform heat generation on the 
fuel centerline temperature is negligible.  The results further imply that the inclusion of a 
non-uniform heat generation in the calculation of the temperature distribution inside the 
fuel pellets should be commensurate with the scope and objectives of a study. 
This thesis investigated the impact of the thermal conductivity of the fuel on the 
temperature distribution inside the fuel.  The fuel centerline temperature was calculated 
for ThO2-PuO2 while the thermal conductivity of the fuel was calculated based on two 
available correlations.  The fuel centerline temperatures showed significant differences 
within the range of a few hundred degrees due to large differences in the predicted 
thermal conductivity values. 
This thesis also investigated the impact of a gap conductance on the fuel 
temperature.  When a gap of 20 μm was taken into account, the fuel centerline 
temperature increased around 180°C and 187°C, respectively, for the fuel elements in the 
inner ring and the outer ring.  Based on the available information and the assumptions 
made in this thesis, the results of this analysis suggest that the gap conductance should be 
included in the thermalhydraulic models of the SCWRs.  Further, modeling of the gap 
conductance with a constant number does not adequately take into account the impact of 
the gap conductance on the fuel temperature. 
The amount of heat transfer from the coolant to the moderator was calculated.  
Based on the developed thermalhydraulic model, it is expected that approximately 136 
kW of heat is transferred from the coolant to the moderator per fuel channel.  This 
amount of heat corresponds to 1.8% of the thermal power of the reactor or 46 MW.  The 
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impact of taking this heat loss into account is considered to be negligible on the fuel and 
cladding temperatures. 
The analysis results showed that the impact of the pressure drop on the fuel and 
cladding temperatures is negligible.  However, it should be noted that this negligible 
impact is only valid when the pressure drop under normal operating conditions is 
considered.  In accident scenarios where the pressure may drop significantly, the pressure 
drop and hence changes in the heat transfer regime and thermophysical properties of the 
coolant will have a significant impact on the fuel and cladding temperatures.  The 
pressure drop analysis also showed that the Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation is the 
most accurate correlation, among the examined correlations, for the calculation of the 
friction factor at supercritical conditions. 
The investigation of the use of a high-thermal-conductivity fuel, namely, UC 
showed that even though the UC fuel results in lower fuel centerline temperatures, the 
chemical compatibility of the fuel with the cladding and the coolant should also be 
considered.  Several studies have reported speculative chemical compatibility of UC with 
water.  Therefore, even though UC may be a good option for nuclear reactors cooled with 
coolants other than water, it may not be an optimum choice for a water-cooled nuclear 
reactor unless the design challenge related to the chemical compatibility of UC with water 
is addressed through further research and development. 
Similar to UC, the use of an enhanced-thermal-conductivity fuel, namely, the UO2 
fuel with 89% SiC was also investigated.  Even though the melting point of this fuel is 
high and it is chemically compatible with water, the main issue with UO2 based fuels and 
specifically composite fuels such as UO2-SiC is that the fuel should be highly enriched in 
235
U to reach the required target burnup.  As such, ThO2-PuO2 has been selected as the 
fuel of choice for the subject PT SCWR. 
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Nomenclature 
A surface area, m
2
 
Acr cross-sectional area, m
2
 






B burnup, MW day/Mg(U) 
c speed of light, approximately 3.0E+08 m/s 
cp specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg K 
𝑐?̅? average cross-sectional specific heat, (
ℎ𝑤−ℎ𝑏
𝑇𝑤−𝑇𝑏
), J/kg K 
D diameter, m 
Dd diffusion coefficient, m
2
/s 
Dhy hydraulic-equivalent diameter, m 
Eym Young’s modulus, MPa 
E energy, J 
𝐸𝑔 energy range for energy group 𝑔, eV 
𝐸𝑡 total energy per unit volume, J/m
3
 
F force, N 
𝑓 friction factor 
𝑓𝑡𝑢 thermal utilization factor 
𝐺 axial mass flux, (m/Afl), kg/m
2
s 
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𝐺𝑏 Gibb’s free energy, J/kg 
𝐺𝑠𝑚 Shear modulus, MPa 
𝑔 gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
𝐻𝐷 Meyer hardness, MPa 
h specific enthalpy, J/kg 
ℎ𝐻𝑇𝐶 heat specific transfer coefficient, W/m
2
K 
𝑘 thermal conductivity, W/m K 
𝐿 length, m 
𝑚 mass, kg 
?̇? mass flow rate, kg/s 
N atomic density, atoms/cm
3
 
𝑁(𝑟, ?́?, Ώ, 𝑡) neutron angular density, (cm3 ∙ sr ∙ MeV)−1 
𝑃 pressure, Pa 
𝑃𝑝 porosity, % 
𝑝ℎ heated perimeter, m 
𝑝𝑠 resonance escape probability 
Q heat transfer rate, W 
𝑄gen volumetric heat generation, W/m
3
 
𝑞 heat flux, W/m2 
𝑞′ linear heat generation rate, W/m 
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q+ non-dimensional heat flux number, (q/G) (β/cp) 
𝑅 gas constant, cal/K mol 
𝑅𝑡ℎ thermal resistance, K/W 
R’ thermal-shock resistance, W/m 
𝑅𝐷 percent diameter increase per atom percent burnup 
s entropy, J/kg.K 
𝑇 temperature, °C 
t thickness, m 
?⃗?  velocity, m/s 
𝑢 velocity, m/s 
𝑉 volume, m3 
Vi volume fraction of phase 𝑖 
∆𝑧 mesh size in the axial direction or vertical direction, m 
Greek symbols 
α thermal diffusivity, (k/ρcp), m
2
/s 
αcf ratio of capture to fission cross-sections 
𝑎𝑖,𝑗 fractional group yield for delayed neutron group 𝑗 for nuclide 𝑖 
𝑎𝑖,𝑖
𝑃𝑁 fractional group yield for delayed photoneutron group 𝑗 
𝛼𝑃 power coefficient of reactivity, mk/W 
𝛼𝑇 temperature coefficient of reactivity, mk/K 
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β volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, 1/K 
𝛿 time, s 
𝛿𝑖𝑗 Kronecker delta function 
ε surface roughness, m 
𝑠𝑚 spectral emissivity 
𝑓 fast fission factor 
έ creep rate, 1/h 
η average number of neutrons emitted per neutron absorbed 
𝜂𝑟𝑓 reproduction factor 
𝜃 angle between axial direction of fuel channel and vertical direction 
𝜃 inclination angle to horizontal plane, degree 
Λ prompt neutron generation time, s 
𝜆𝑖,𝑗 decay constant for delayed neutron group 𝑗 for nuclide 𝑖 
µ dynamic viscosity, Pa.s 
ν kinematic viscosity, m
2
/s 
νp Poisson’s ratio 
𝜈𝑛 number of neutrons emitted per fission 
𝜐𝑑,𝑖
𝑃𝑁 delayed photoneutron yield per fission for nuclide 𝑖 
𝜐𝑑,𝑖 delayed yield per fission for nuclide 𝑖 
Π𝑖𝑗 stress tensor, Pa 









𝛴 macroscopic cross-section, cm-1 
𝛴𝑠
𝑔′→𝑔(𝑟)  macroscopic scattering cross-section from energy group 𝑔′ to energy 
group 𝑔, cm−1 
𝛴𝑅,𝑔(𝑟) neutron removal cross-section of group 𝑔, cm
−1 
σ microscopic cross-section, cm
2
 
𝜎𝑠 stress, Pa 
𝜎𝐹 modulus of rupture, MPa 
τ viscous stress tensor, Pa 
𝜏𝑤 wall shear stress, Pa 
𝜑𝑖 neutron flux associated with neutrons in energy group 𝑖, (cm
2s)−1 
Ψ(𝑟, ?́?, Ώ, 𝑡) neutron angular flux, (cm2 ∙ s ∙ sr ∙ MeV)−1 
 
Non‒dimensional numbers 
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g energy group 
g gravitation 
gen volumetric heat generation 
hy hydraulic equivalent 













pc pseudocritical point 









w properties calculated at wall temperature 
wet wetted 
wt weight 
x element to element ratio 
 
Abbreviations 
AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 
AGR Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor 
AHFP Axial Heat Flux Profile 
AHWR Advanced Heavy Water Reactor 
BCT Body-Centered Tetragonal 
BOC Beginning Of Cycle 
BTU British Thermal Unit 
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BWR Boiling Water Reactor 
CANDU CANada Deuterium Uranium 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
CNL Canadian Nuclear Laboratories 
CP Collision Probability 
CVR Coolant Void Reactivity 
DHT Deteriorated Heat Transfer 
ECC Emergency Core Cooling  
EMT Effective Medium Theory 
EOC End Of Cycle 
ETC effective thermal conductivities 
EU European Union 
FCC Face-Centered Cubic 
FCLT Fuel Centerline Temperature 
GFR Gas-cooled Fast Reactor 
GG Green Granule 
GIF Generation IV International Forum 
HEC High-Efficiency fuel Channel 
HERC High-Efficiency Re-entrant Channel 
HP High Pressure 
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HTC Heat Transfer Coefficient 
HTR High Temperature Reactor 
HWR Heavy Water Reactor 
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency 
ID Inner Diameter 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IHE Initial Heavy Element 
IP Intermediate Pressure 
LFR Lead-cooled Fast Reactor 
LHS Left Hand Side 
LMFBR Liquid-Metal Fast Breeder Reactor 
LOCA Loss Of Coolant Accident 
LOFA Loss Of Flow Accident 
LP Low Pressure 
LWR Light Water Reactor 
MOC method of characteristics 
MOC Middle Of Cycle 
MOX Mixed Oxide  
MSR Molten Salt Reactor 
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA) 
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NPP Nuclear Power Plant 
OD Outer Diameter 
PT Pressure Tube 
PV Pressure Vessel 
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor 
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
RBMK Russian Acronym for Reactor of High-Power Channel-type 
REC Re-Entrant fuel Channel 
RHS Right Hand Side 
SB Slug Bisque 
SCC Stress Corrosion Cracking 
SCW SuperCritical Water 
SCWR SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor 
SFR Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor 
SQA Software Quality Assurance 
TD Theoretical Density 
TRISO TRIstructural ISOtopic 
UC Uranium Carbide 
UC2 Uranium dicarbide 
UN Uranium Nitride 
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UO2 Uranium dioxide 
UO2‒BeO Uranium dioxide composed of beryllium oxide 
UO2‒C Uranium dioxide composed of graphite fibers 
UO2‒SiC Uranium dioxide composed of silicon carbide 
VHTR Very High Temperature Reactor 
WNA World Nuclear Association 
YSZ Yttria Stabilized Zirconia 
 
 







Since Thomas Edison switched on his Edison light bulb, which was powered by an 
electric generator at his Pearl Street Station power plant in 1882, electricity has become 
an essential and inseparable part of our modern life.  Today, our houses and cities are 
lightened up, our industries are driven, and our countless devices are powered by 
electricity.  The positive impact of electricity on our societies is enormous such that the 
prosperity of a nation to a wide extent is directly proportional to the amount of electricity 
produced in that country.  The challenge that our generation is facing is to ensure people, 
in every village, city, and country regardless of how technologically advanced that 
country is, have access to electricity and enjoy a higher standard of life.  Even though 
electricity has been produced from many sources such as coal, natural gas, hydro, and 
nuclear (please, see Figure 1-1 for world electricity production in 2014), our global 
challenges tend to shape the destiny of the electric power industry in terms of opting for 
‘clean’ sources of electricity production. 
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Figure 1-1 World electricity production from all sources of energy in 2014 (Shift 
Project, 2016). 
As shown in Figure 1-1, in 2014, almost 93% of world electricity was produced by 
coal, gas, hydro, nuclear, and oil.  Among these sources of electricity, coal, gas, and oil 
are categorized as fossil fuel sources.  The contribution of these fossil fuel sources to 
electricity production alone was about 60% of the total production in 2014.  Fossil fuels 
are also the largest source of greenhouse gas emissions into the environment.  Thus, to 
combat the global warming challenge, it is incumbent upon all countries to reduce their 
greenhouse gas emissions, which in turn requires more investment in electricity 
generation technologies with low carbon footprint such as hydroelectric, wind, solar PV, 
and nuclear.  Figure 1-2 shows the CO2 emissions per GWh of electricity for the lifecycle 
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Figure 1-2 Lifecycle greenhouse gas emission of several electricity generation 
technologies (WNA, 2011). 
In power plants, electricity is generated by conversion of mechanical energy into 
electrical energy.  In general, an electric generator is used to convert the mechanical 
energy, which is produced by rotation of the turbine blades as steam passes through the 
turbines, to electrical power.  The main difference between the conventional and Nuclear 
Power Plants (NPPs) is in the way steam is produced, in other words, the source of heat, 
which is used to convert liquid water to steam.  In fossil-fuel power plants such as coal-
fired power plants, heat is generated by combustion of a fossil fuel, which produces heat 
due to an exothermic chemical reaction.  On the other hand, in NPPs, heat is generated by 
conversion of mass to energy caused by nuclear reactions, mostly fission in the current 
commercial NPPs. 
The genesis of nuclear power, similar to many advanced technologies, which are 




.  A series of 
unprecedented scientific discoveries opened a new vista for releasing an enormous 
amount of energy from the atom.  Through these discoveries, nuclear science and nuclear 
fission were developed.  Nuclear fission is a reaction in which the nucleus of a heavy 
nuclide splits into smaller nuclides; a few new neutrons are created; gamma rays are 
                                                 
1
 The US patent office issued 11,490 patents (innovations) from 1790 to 1840 while the number increased 
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emitted, and a significant amount of energy is released.  Since the discovery of fission in 
1938, nuclear fission has been used as the basis for the production of heat in all 
commercial nuclear reactors.  Even though these reactors can be categorized based on 
their cooling medium, pressure boundary, nuclear fuel, or neutron spectrum, they all have 
one common feature, which is the production of heat via a fission chain reaction in a 
nuclear fuel. 
Similar to other electricity generation technologies, the nuclear technology has its 
own advantages and disadvantages.  However, in the context of greenhouse gas 
emissions, NPPs are similar to renewable energy technologies such as solar PV, wind, 
biomass, and hydroelectric.  Despite their low greenhouse gas emissions, there has been a 
continuous effort to design and construct safer NPPs with higher thermal efficiencies.  In 
the following sections, Section 1.1 and 1.2, an overview of the evolution of nuclear 
reactors from their inception until the present day is provided. 
1.1 Generation I – III Nuclear Reactors 
For the first time, in the 1950s, prototype nuclear reactors were used for the 
production of electricity.  Generation I (1950 – 1965) nuclear reactors, such as 
Shippingport, Magnox, Fermi1, Dresden, EPG, and others (U.S. DOE, 2002), were those 
early prototype reactors which later led to the development of Generation II and III 
nuclear reactors.  Generation II nuclear reactors were commercial power reactors, which 
became in operation from 1965 to 1995.  These reactors include Gas-Cooled Reactor 
(GCR), Advance Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR), Boiling Water Reactor (BWR), Pressurized 
Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR), Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR), Light-water cooled 
Graphite-moderated Reactor (LGR) and Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR). 
Generation III (1995 – 2010) are the modern nuclear reactors, which demonstrate an 
evolutionary improvement of the Generation II nuclear reactors.  Generation III nuclear 
reactors are featured with improved design parameters such as passive safety, higher 
thermal efficiency, and improved fuel performance.  These designs include water-cooled 
NPPs with a thermal efficiency of 30 to 36%, liquid sodium-cooled NPPs with the 
thermal efficiency up to 40%, and carbon-dioxide-cooled NPPs with the thermal 
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efficiency up to 42%.  Similarly, Generation III
+
 (2010 – 2025) nuclear reactors provide 
an extra improvement regarding the safety and economics of NPPs.  Generation III and 
III
+
 nuclear reactors include ABWR, System 80
+
, APWR, ESBWR, EPR, ACR-1000, and 
AP1000 (U.S. DOE, 2002).  Figure 1-3 illustrates a timeline of these developments. 
 
Figure 1-3 Nuclear technology roadmap (U.S. DOE, 2002). 
Since the 1970s, when the first commercial NPP started to generate electricity, the 
nuclear industry has increased its share in generating reliable and ‘clean’ energy.  In 
2014, NPPs generated 10.8% of the total electricity produced in the world from various 
energy sources (Shift Project, 2016).  Coal, natural gas and hydroelectric shares in the 
world electricity production were 38.9.0%, 22.0% and 16.8% (Shift Project, 2016).  
However, coal-fired electricity generation is considered as a dominant source of 
greenhouse-gas emission leading to global warming.  Hence, to combat global warming, 
demand for clean, non-fossil-based electricity is growing. 
Despite their detrimental environmental impact, fossil-based power plants have 
achieved high thermal efficiencies, which make them attractive.  Combined-cycle gas-
fired power plants have thermal efficiencies up to 62% and supercritical pressure coal-
fired power plants up to 55%.  On the other hand, the majority of the current water-cooled 
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NPPs have thermal efficiencies within the range of 30-36% (Pioro and Kirillov, 2013b).  
Thus, there is a need to develop NPPs with higher thermal efficiencies to be competitive 
with the modern thermal power plants with respect to thermal efficiency and superior in 
terms of the greenhouse-gas emission.  In response to this need, the nuclear industry has 
focused on the development of the next generation of nuclear reactors (i.e., Generation 
IV) an overview of which is provided in Section 1.2. 
1.2 Generation IV Nuclear Reactors 
Since 2000, several countries have initiated an international collaboration to 
develop the next generation (i.e., Generation IV) of nuclear reactors.  The ultimate goal of 
developing these reactors is to achieve improvements in the following areas: 1) 
sustainability, 2) economics, 3) safety, 4) reliability, 5) and proliferation resistance (U.S. 
DOE, 2002).  From an economics point of view, the thermal efficiency of NPPs with 
these reactors has to be increased from the current level of 30-36% to 40-50% and 
beyond.  This increase in thermal efficiency would result in a higher production of 
electricity compared to the current PWR, BWR or PHWR technologies.  In other words, 
Generation-IV NPPs will produce 1.4 to 1.5 times more electricity from the same amount 
of thermal power. 
The Generation-IV International Forum has narrowed its focus on the development 
of six nuclear-reactor concepts.  These concepts, which are summarized in Table 1-1, are 
Gas-cooled Fast Reactor (GFR), Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR), Sodium-
cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), Lead-cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), Molten Salt Reactor (MSR), 
and SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor (SCWR) (U.S. DOE, 2002).  Among the 
Generation-IV nuclear reactor concepts, only the SCWRs use water as the coolant.  
Furthermore, the thermal-spectrum Pressure-Tube (PT) SCWRs use heavy water as the 
moderator.  Thus, the PT SCWRs are considered as the future of both light-water and 
heavy-water reactors due to the utilization of both light water and heavy water as the 
coolant and the moderator, respectively.  Since a PT SCWR is the subject of this thesis, 
further information on the SCWRs is provided in Section 1.3. 
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480-800 low U-238 + 
MSR fast fluoride salts 700-800 low UF in salt 







water 510-625 very high UO2 
SFR fast sodium 550 low 
U-238 & 
MOX 







1.3 SuperCritical Water-cooled Reactor Designs 
The SCWR designs can be categorized based on a variety of design aspects such as 
the pressure boundary or the neutron spectrum.  Given the pressure boundary, the SCWRs 
are classified into two categories: a) Pressure Vessel (PV) SCWRs (Oka et al., 2010) and 
b) Pressure Tube (PT) or Pressure Channel (PCh) SCWRs (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  A 
PV SCWR requires a thick pressure vessel with a thickness of about 30 cm (Oka et al., 
2010) to 50 cm (Pioro and Duffey, 2007) to withstand high pressures.  The vast majority 
of PWRs and BWRs are examples of PV reactors.  On the other hand, the core of a PT 
SCWR consists of distributed pressure channels, with a thickness of 10 to 15 mm, which 
may be oriented vertically or horizontally, analogous to RBMK and CANDU (CANada 
Deuterium Uranium) reactors, respectively.  Table 1-2 presents a summary of the SCWR 
designs. 
                                                 
2
 Seven concepts are listed in the table because the development of MSR has gone in two directions. 
3
 high = 7-15 MPa 
4
 +=with some U-235 or Pu-239 
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With respect to the neutron spectrum, mainly thermal-neutron-spectrum concepts 
have been considered; however, conceptual designs of fast-neutron-spectrum SCWRs 
have also been proposed.  One design aspect that significantly influences the neutron 
spectrum of the core is the moderator, which affects the amount of moderation or slow-
down of neutrons.  Thermal-neutron-spectrum SCWRs can utilize mainly liquid 
moderator options.  These options include light water, in the PV SCWRs, and heavy 
water, in the PT SCWRs.  But a solid moderator such as beryllium oxide or zirconium 
hydride is not ruled out for use in the PT SCWRs (Kirillov et al., 2007; IAEA, 2007). 
The liquid-moderator concept can be used in both the PV and PT SCWRs.  The 
only difference is that the moderator and the coolant are the same fluid in a PV SCWR.  
Thus, light-water is a practical choice for the moderator and the coolant.  In contrast, in 
the PT SCWRs, the moderator and coolant are physically separated.  Hence, both liquid 
and solid moderators can be utilized in the PT SCWRs.  One advantage of using a liquid 
moderator such as heavy water in the PT SCWRs is that the moderator can act as a 
passive heat sink. 
Regardless of the neutron spectrum or pressure boundary, the SCWRs operate at 
pressures and temperatures above those of the critical point of water at 22.1 MPa and 
374°C.  As shown in Table 1-2, the operating pressure is about 25 MPa.  Depending on 
the developing country, the inlet temperature varies between 270 and 400°C and the 
outlet temperature is between 500 and 625°C.  As discussed in the next section, Section 
1.4, the high operating pressure and temperature of the SCW NPPs lead to higher thermal 
efficiencies compared to those of the conventional NPPs. 
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Table 1-2 Design parameters of SCWR concepts. 
Parameters Unit Canada China EU 
Japan (University of 
Tokyo) 
Korea Russia U.S. 
Pressure 
boundary 







Thermal Thermal Fast Thermal Thermal Fast Fast Thermal 
Thermal power MW 2540 3800 2300 2744 2358 3846 2730 2800 3830 3575 
Thermal 
efficiency 
% 45-50 43.4 43.5 43.8 43.8 44 44.0 42.9 44.4 44.8 
Electric Power MW 1143-1270 1650 1000 1200 1033 1700 1200 1200 1700 1600 
Operating 
Pressure 
MPa 25 25 25 25 25 25 24.5 25 24.5 25 
Coolant Tin °C 350 280 280 280 280 280 270 400 270-290 280 
Coolant Tout °C 625 510 500 500 503 508 545 550 540 500 
Coolant flow 
rate 
kg/s 1320 1927 1179 1418 1210 1862 1020 - 1890 1843 
Fuel - UO2/Th UO2/MOX UO2 UO2 MOX UO2 UCG MOX MOX UO2 




- 5.8 4.4 - - 5 
Maximum 
cladding T 
°C 850 650 630 650 650 620 630 650 - 840 





Yetisir et al. 
(2011) 
Liu et al. 
(2010) 
Schulenberg 
et al. (2011) 
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1.4 Thermal Efficiency of SCWRs 
The thermal efficiency of an NPP to a large extent depends on the temperature and 
pressure of the steam at the inlet to a turbine.  In the case of a direct or an indirect 
Rankine cycle, the operating parameters of the steam at the inlet of a turbine depend on 
the operating temperature of the reactor coolant, which itself depends on the pressure of 
the primary coolant in water-cooled reactors.  Considering the water-cooled reactors, 
BWRs, PWRs, and CANDU reactors comprise the vast majority of the current 
commercial NPPs.  As shown in Figure 1-4, PWRs have the highest operating pressure 
approximately at 15 MPa followed by CANDU reactors and BWRs, which operate at a 
pressure of 11 and 7 MPa, respectively.  These reactors are all categorized as subcritical 
with respect to the operating temperatures and pressures of the primary coolant 
 
Figure 1-4 Operating parameters of several reactors (Courtesy of Pioro and Duffey, 
2007). 
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Operating at subcritical pressures limits the thermal efficiency of the water-cooled 
NPPs.  At subcritical pressures, there must be an adequate operational margin between 
the operating pressure and the critical pressure.  If the pressure and temperature reach 
their values at the critical point (i.e., 22.1 MPa and 374°C), the critical heat flux 
approaches its minimum value, which in turn results in melting of the sheath and the fuel.  
Hence, it is necessary to maintain the pressure within an operational margin due to 
pressure fluctuation during the operation.  As a result, the thermal efficiency of NPPs, 
with water-cooled reactors, cannot be substantially improved from the current values by 
operating at subcritical pressures.  Therefore, to achieve higher thermal efficiencies, the 
operating pressure of the primary coolant of the reactor must be increased to pressures 
above the critical pressure of water (Peiman, 2011). 
As shown in Figure 1-4, the SCWRs operate at pressures and temperatures above 
the critical pressure and temperature of water.  Over the last few decades, utilization of 
the supercritical “steam” turbines in coal-fired power plants has led to thermal 
efficiencies around 40-45% compared to 30-36% for the current NPPs.  The 
implementation of the same technology in the supercritical water-cooled NPPs will result 
in higher thermal efficiencies.  Thus, the SCWRs benefit from a proven technology for 
their balance of plant. 
There are several Rankin-cycle options to convert the thermal energy of the 
supercritical “steam” into work.  These design options include direct, indirect, and dual 
cycles.  In an indirect cycle, the supercritical coolant passes through steam generators to 
transfer the heat to a secondary fluid, which passes through the turbine(s).  The advantage 
of an indirect cycle is that potential radioactive particles are contained within the reactor-
coolant loop.  On the other hand, the temperature of the secondary loop fluid is lower than 
that of the primary loop (e.g., reactor heat transport system loop), which in turn results in 
a lower thermal efficiency compared to that of a direct cycle (Pioro et al., 2010).  Figure 
1-5 shows an indirect Rankine cycle developed for an SCWR (Naidin et al., 2009). 
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Figure 1-5 Indirect Rankine cycle (Courtesy of Naidin et al., 2009). 
 
In a direct cycle, supercritical “steam” from the reactor passes directly through a 
supercritical turbine eliminating the need for steam generators.  This elimination reduces 
the cost and leads to higher thermal efficiencies compared to those produced in indirect 
cycles.  With direct cycles, the thermal efficiency can be increased through a combination 
of reheat and regeneration options.  When a regenerative option is considered, steam is 
extracted from the high-, intermediate- and low-pressure turbines and sent to a series of 
open and closed feedwater heat exchangers to increase the temperature of the feedwater 
to the inlet temperature of the reactor.  Figure 1-6 shows a direct no-reheat cycle with a 
regenerative option (Naidin et al., 2009). 
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Figure 1-6 Direct no-reheat cycle with regeneration option (Courtesy of Naidin et al., 
2009). 
 
In a direct single-reheat cycle, supercritical “steam” from the reactor passes through 
a high-pressure turbine.  Then, a percentage of the steam flows through the Steam Re-
Heat (SRH) fuel channels inside the reactor core from the outlet of the high-pressure 
turbine, but at a lower pressure.  As the steam passes through the SRH fuel channels, its 
temperature increases to the same temperature as that of the rest of the fuel channels but 
at a pressure between 3 and 7 MPa (Pioro et al., 2010).  At the outlet of the SRH 
channels, super-heated steam passes through the intermediate pressure turbines.  Figure 
1-7 shows a direct single-reheat cycle with the regenerative option (Naidin et al., 2009). 
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Figure 1-7 Direct single-reheat cycle with regeneration for SCW NPP (Courtesy of 
Naidin et al., 2009). 
 
A temperature-entropy (T-s) diagram of a single-reheat cycle is shown Figure 1-8.  
From point 1 to 2, water is pumped from the outlet of the condenser to the Low-Pressure 
(LP) heaters, deaerator, and High-Pressure (HP) heaters where the pressure and 
temperature of the water increase to those at the inlet of the reactor.  From point 2 to 3, 
the coolant passes through the reactor where its temperature increases to the outlet 
temperature of the reactor (or the inlet temperature of the HP turbine).  From point 3 to 4, 
the supercritical “steam” enters the HP turbine.  Through an isentropic expansion, the 
temperature and pressure of the supercritical “steam” drop as the steam drives the HP 
turbine.  From point 4 to 5, steam enters a heater, which increases the temperature of the 
steam to a temperature similar to that of the outlet temperature of the reactor but at a 
pressure lower than that of the reactor.  From point 5 to 6, the superheated steam passes 
through the Intermediate-Pressure (IP) and LP turbines.  Eventually, steam leaves the 
outlet of the last LP turbine and enters the condenser, where the steam is converted into 
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liquid water by transferring heat into a heat sink.  As shown in Figure 1-8, the exhausts of 
the HP and IP turbines remain in the superheated region, while those of the LP turbine 
fall into the saturated line. 
 
Figure 1-8 Temperature-Entropy diagram for single-reheat cycle with regeneration 
for SCW NPP (based on Naidin et al., 2009). 
 
As shown in Equation (1-1) and illustrated in Figure 1-9, the efficiency of a 
Rankine cycle can be represented by the ratio of the work capacity to the heat put into the 
system.  Work capacity of the system (𝑊) is calculated as the difference between the heat 
put into the system (𝑄𝑎) and the unavailable heat of the system (𝑄𝑟).  Hence, the thermal 
efficiency of an NPP can be improved/increased by lowering the condenser pressure, 
increasing the temperature of the steam at the inlet of the turbine, increasing the pressure 
gradient between the boiler (or the reactor in the case of an SCWR) and the condenser, 
and the implementation of the reheat and regenerative systems in the Rankine cycle. 











Figure 1-9 Efficiency of Rankine cycle. 
 
1.5 Heat Transfer at Supercritical Conditions 
As discussed in Section 1.4, SCW NPPs achieve higher thermal efficiencies 
compared to those of the current water-cooled NPPs owing to their high operating 
temperatures and pressures.  Such high operating temperatures (e.g., 350 to 625°C at 25 
MPa for a generic PT SCWR) and pressures are feasible by operating above the critical 
point of water.  Moving from subcritical pressures to supercritical ones is a conventional 
way, which was used by thermal-power industry more than 50 years ago.  Hence, the 
bases for the development of the SCWRs are considered to be as follows: 
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 PWR’s technology (current pressures up to 16 MPa) 
 BWR’s once-through or direct cycle 
 Supercritical “steam” generator technology and turbines from coal-fired 
power plants 
 Experience of nuclear steam superheating at several BWRs in the USA and 
Russia 
Heat transfer at supercritical conditions is characterized by significant changes in 
the thermophysical properties of the fluid specifically within the pseudocritical regions.  
A pseudocritical point exists at a pressure above the critical pressure of a fluid and a 
temperature corresponding to the maximum value of the specific heat for this particular 
pressure (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  Figure 1-10 to Figure 1-12 show density, specific 
heat and thermal conductivity of water at 22.064 and 25 MPa obtained from REFPROP 
Version 9.0 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2010).  These two pressures 
correspond to the critical pressure of water and the pressure proposed for the SCWR 
concepts, respectively.  The thermophysical properties undergo significant changes near 
the critical and pseudocritical points.  These changes are the greatest near the critical 
point while they become more gradual in the vicinity of the pseudocritical points. 
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Figure 1-10 Density of water at 22.064 and 25 MPa. 
 
Figure 1-11 Specific heat of water at 22.064 and 25 MPa. 
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Figure 1-12 Thermal conductivity of water at 22.064 and 25 MPa. 
In an SCWR, the difference between the coolant density at the inlet and the outlet 
of the reactor is quite high.  For a generic PT SCWR in which the coolant temperature 
varies from 350 to 625°C, the density of the light-water coolant changes from 625 to 67 
kg/m3.  Consequently, traditional approaches used for the transport calculation of the 
nuclear reactors such as CANDU reactors are not adequate.  Hence, appropriate changes 
to the transport calculations should be made in order to accommodate for the variation of 
the coolant density across the reactor core of an SCWR. 
Further, higher fuel and cladding temperatures are expected for the SCWRs 
compared to those of the conventional commercial nuclear reactors.  From a safety point 
of view, both the fuel and the cladding must comply with their design-temperature limits, 
which are 1850°C for UO2 fuel and 850°C for the cladding.  Therefore, it is necessary to 
utilize thermalhydraulic models, which use suitable empirical correlations and compute 
the fuel and cladding temperatures within acceptable and known uncertainties.  As 
discussed, the SCWRs are in the conceptual design stage and hence more studies are 
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required in regard to their modeling aspects.  Therefore, this thesis investigates the impact 
of several modeling parameters on the thermalhydraulic characteristics of a PT SCWR. 
1.6 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 2 depicts the evolution of the Canadian PT SCWR in regard to the 
modifications made to the core configuration, fuel-channel, and fuel-bundle designs.  This 
chapter also presents a literature survey of the current state-of-the-art in the 
thermalhydraulic and neutronic modeling of the SCWRs.  Chapter 3 outlines the research 
objectives of this thesis with respect to the thermalhydraulic and neutronic modeling of 
the SCWRs.  Chapter 4 provides details about the thermalhydraulic and neutronic 
modeling of a PT SCWR.  Chapter 4 outlines the thermalhydraulic model and all the 
equations used in the developed thermalhydraulic code.  The transport and diffusion 
calculations are also explained in this chapter.  Chapter 5 focuses on the verification and 
validation of the developed thermalhydraulic code.  Chapter 6 specifies five analysis 
cases in support of the objectives of this thesis.  These analysis cases investigate the 
impact of the axial heat flux, non-uniform heat generation inside the fuel pellets, gap 
conductance between the fuel and the cladding, the pressure drop of the coolant, and heat 
loss from the coolant to the moderator on the cladding and fuel temperatures of a PT 
SCWR.  Chapter 7 provides the results of the analyzed cases outlined in Chapter 6.  
Chapter 8 draws conclusions and makes recommendations based on the outcome of this 
thesis. 
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Modeling & Design Progress of SCWRs to Date 
As discussed in Section 1.3, in terms of the pressure boundary, the SCWRs can be 
designed as PT and PV reactors.  Despite their differences in core design and some design 
specifications, both PT and PV SCWRs share common features and similar design 
challenges.  For instance, both SCWR types operate at the same coolant pressure of 25 
MPa with similar operating temperature ranges (280-500°C for the PV SCWR and 350-
625°C for the PT SCWR).  Even though there are more options available for the PT 
SCWR, nevertheless, both SCWR types can take advantage of supercritical steam cycles 
for their balance of plant.  However, the major challenges in the development of the 
SCWRs are the reliability of materials at high pressures and temperatures, high neutron 
flux and an aggressive medium such as supercritical water.  Thus, the exchange of 
information among the designers of both SCWR types is an essential element in 
overcoming these challenges. 
2.1 General Overview of Pressure Vessel SCWRs 
There have been extensive studies on the PV-type SCWRs in Japan, China, EU and 
other countries (Oka et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; Schulenberg et al., 2011; Schulenberg 
et al., 2014).  These studies focus on areas such as core and fuel design, plant systems, 
plant control, and safety.  Similar to PT SCWRs, the main challenge facing the core 
design of a PV SCWR is to eliminate peak cladding temperatures.  In a PV-type SCWR, 
which is being developed in Europe, the inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant vary 
from 280 to 500°C, respectively.  This temperature rise results in an enthalpy change 
from 1230.5 to 3165.9 kJ/kg across the core.  On the other hand, across the core of a 
conventional LWR, the coolant temperature varies from 291.9 to 325.8°C, respectively, 
which corresponds to an enthalpy change from 1294.4 to 1489.5 kJ/kg (Westinghouse 
Electric Corporation, 2005). 
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A comparison shows that the enthalpy rise across the core of a PV-type SCWR is 
approximately 10 times higher than that of a conventional LWR.  Consequently, 
implementation of a one-stage coolant heat-up would lead to peak cladding temperatures.  
Schulenberg and Starflinger (2012) proposed a core concept with a three-stage coolant 
heat-up.  As shown in Figure 2-1, in the first stage, the coolant passes through the 
evaporator assemblies, which are placed in the center of the core.  In the second stage, the 
coolant with a downward flow passes through the first superheater assemblies.  In the 
third stage of the coolant heat-up, the coolant with an upward flow passes through the 
second superheater assemblies at the periphery of the core (Schulenberg et al., 2014). 
 
Figure 2-1 HPLWR pressure vessel and core structures (Schulenberg and 
Starflinger, 2012). 
 
Another aspect of the core design of this PV SCWR is the provision of moderator 
boxes.  Light-water flows through these boxes to allow for the thermalization of neutrons 
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since, at temperatures above 392°C, the coolant density is less than 200 kg/m
3
 which does 
not provide an adequate thermalization of the neutrons.  The moderator boxes are 
surrounded by the fuel assemblies.  Each fuel assembly consists of 40 fuel elements with 
an outer diameter of 8 mm.  To enhance the heat transfer between the fuel elements and 
the coolant, the fuel elements are featured with wire wrap (Schulenberg et al., 2014).  The 
evolution of the core and fuel assembly design of a PT SCWR is described in Section 2.2. 
2.2 Design Progress of Pressure Tube SCWRs 
The core and fuel assembly of a PT SCWR are different compared to those of a PV-
type SCWR.  Since this document focuses mainly on a PT SCWR concept, the following 
sections provide a brief summary of the Canadian SCWR concept.  Section 2.2.1 provides 
a review of the evolution of the Canadian SCWR concept, in regard to its core design, 
over the past decade.  Section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 present, respectively, an overview of 
various fuel-channel and fuel-bundle designs proposed/considered for the Canadian 
SCWR as the reactor core design has progressed to date.  Section 2.2.4 provides an 
overview of various nuclear fuel options categorized as low thermal conductivity, high 
thermal conductivity, and composite fuels. 
2.2.1 Pressure Tube SCWR 
The conceptual design of the Canadian PT SCWR has evolved over the course of 
the last decade.  Despite some design modifications, the inlet and outlet temperatures of 
its light-water coolant are set, respectively, to 350 and 625°C at an operating pressure of 
about 25 MPa.  The core configuration of the initial design was very similar to that of a 
CANDU reactor.  Analogous to a CANDU reactor, this SCWR design also was featured 
with online refueling.  As illustrated in Figure 2-2, the fuel channels were located 
horizontally inside a cylindrical tank called the Calandria vessel.  The Calandria vessel is 
filled with the heavy-water moderator, which has an average temperature of 80°C 
approximately at the atmospheric pressure.  The core of a 2540-MWth PT SCWR 
consisted of 300 fuel channels each 6 (six) meters long.  Chow and Khartabil (2008) 
provided the specifications of two fuel channel designs.  These fuel channel designs are 
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known as the High Efficiency Channel (HEC) and the Re-Entrant Channel (REC), which 
have been described in Section 2.2.2. 
 
Figure 2-2 Schematic diagram of CANDU-SCWR (Courtesy of Dr. R. Duffey - Pioro 
and Duffey, 2007). 
Later in 2011, Yetisir et al. (2011) proposed a PT SCWR with a vertical core, 
shown in Figure 2-3, which is composed of 336 fuel channels.  Similar to the previous 
design, the inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant are 350 and 625°C, respectively.  
The fuel channels are located inside the Calandria vessel, which is filled with the heavy-
water moderator.  The temperature of the moderator is kept at 80°C at a low pressure.  
Hence, the Calandria vessel does not need to be designed as a pressure vessel owing to 
the low-pressure moderator (Yetisir et al., 2011).  Table 2-1 provides the specifications 
for this reactor design. 
Table 2-1 Operating parameters of PT SCWR (Yetisir et al., 2011). 
Parameters Unit PT SCWR 
Electric / Thermal power MW 1220 / 2540 
Thermal efficiency % 48% 
Coolant / Moderator - H2O / D2O 
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Parameters Unit PT SCWR 
Pressure MPa 25 
Tin / Tout coolant °C 350 / 625 
Mass flow rate per channel kg/s 3.91 
Thermal power per channel MW 7.6 
Number of channels / Heated length -/m 336 / 5.0 
Lattice pitch cm 25.0 
 
In contrast with the previous core design, the length of the reactor core was reduced 
from 6 meters to 5 meters in the latter design with a vertical core.  Also, the online 
refueling was eliminated and batch refueling was chosen for this design mainly due to the 
challenges associated with online refueling at high operating pressures and temperatures.  
Similar to some PWRs, a 3-batch refueling scheme was considered for the further 
development of this reactor design.  Even though the core design still maintained the 
outlet feeder pipes, the inlet feeder pipes were replaced with the inlet plenum.  This 
design modification is such that the light-water coolant enters the inlet plenum from the 
top.  As the coolant passes through the fuel channels, its temperature increases to 625°C 
at the outlet of the core.  Eventually, the coolant flows through the outlet feeders and the 
riser to the outlet header.  From the outlet header, the supercritical steam flows to a high-
pressure turbine.  As Figure 2-3 conveys, this specific vertical core configuration 
eliminates the possibility of using REC leaving HEC as the primary fuel channel option. 
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Figure 2-3 3-D View of a pressure-tube SCWR (Yetisir et al., 2011). 
Over the course of its development, the design of the Canadian SCWR has further 
evolved.  With an objective to resolve the design issues related to the previous designs, 
Yetisir et al. (2015) proposed a new core design.  The latest core design concept, shown 
in Figure 2-4, is mainly differentiated from the previous concept because of the location 
of the inlet and outlet plenums (Yetisir et al., 2015).  Unlike the previous design in which 
the outlet plenum was located at the bottom of the core geometry, both inlet and outlet 
plenum are located on the upper portion of the reactor core in the current design.  
Consequently, the current design eliminates the use of the inlet and outlet feeder pipes.  
This design modification also requires new fuel channel and fuel bundle designs.  The 
latest fuel channel design, for this core configuration, is described in Section 2.2.2 while 
the fuel bundle design associated with this fuel channel is presented in Section 2.2.3. 




Figure 2-4 Core configuration of the Canadian SCWR (Yetisir et al., 2015) 
It is notable that the current core design of the Canadian PT SCWR is very similar 
to that of Atucha II reactor core, which is a pressure-channel reactor with vertical fuel 
channels, cooled and moderated by heavy water similar to CANDU reactors (González et 
al., 2011).  A cross-sectional view and a 3-D view of the Atucha II reactor core are shown 
in Figure 2-5 (Mazzantini et al., 2011).  In Atucha II, the control of the reactor power is 
achieved by the means of 18 control rods.  As shown in Figure 2-5, these control rods are 
inserted diagonally in the reactor core.  The orientation of the control rods leaves the 
space above the reactor available for the refueling of the core.  In addition, to these 
control rods, the reactor is equipped with a fast boron injection system, which injects 
boric acid in the moderator as the second shutdown system (Mazzantini et al., 2011).  
Similar control mechanisms have been proposed for the Canadian PT SCWR.  As such, 
Raouafi and Marleau (2015) conducted Monte Carlo simulation of the inclined reactivity 
control rods and boron injection in the moderator for the Canadian PT SCWR. 
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Figure 2-5 Core configuration of Atucha II (Mazzantini et al., 2011) 
2.2.2 Fuel Channel Designs 
The core of a PT SCWR consists of distributed fuel channels, which host the fuel 
bundles or the fuel assemblies.  The design of the fuel channel has a direct impact on the 
thermalhydraulic and neutronic characteristics of the reactor.  For instance, the 
components of a fuel channel, the materials associated with them and their configuration 
affect the heat transfer from the fuel to the coolant and hence the fuel and cladding 
temperatures, heat loss from the coolant, void coefficient of reactivity and many other 
parameters.  Thus, the fuel channel design is at the heart of the reactor design for a PT 
reactor. 
A fuel channel design should comply with the requirement of withstanding high 
operating temperatures and pressures of the subject PT-type SCWR.  In contrast, 
available materials, which withstand such design temperatures, have high absorption 
cross-sections for thermal neutrons.  Thus, a fuel channel design must address the 
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limitations due to material options to allow for a maximum performance using the 
available materials.  In this context, the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has 
developed several fuel channel designs for its PT SCWR.  These fuel channel designs can 
be classified into two categories: 1) direct-flow and 2) re-entrant-channel concepts. 
A direct-flow fuel channel design is known as HEC (Chow and Khartabil, 2008), 
which was initially proposed for the Canadian PT SCWR with a horizontal core.  Miletic, 
Peiman et al. (2015) presented a thermalhydraulic and neutronic analysis of a PT SCWR 
with HEC as its reference fuel channel design.  Also, Peiman et al. (2013) analyzed the 
thermal design aspects of HEC regarding the heat loss from the fuel channel to the 
moderator.  Section 2.2.2.1 provides a brief description of HEC. 
There are several REC designs.  AECL has developed a few REC designs for its PT 
SCWR.  Other countries have also developed re-entrant fuel channel designs.  For 
instance, a re-entrant fuel-channel concept was developed by Russian scientists and was 
utilized at Unit 1 of the Beloyarskaya NPP in the 1960s (Saltanov et al., 2009).  India has 
also designed a re-entrant fuel channel for its Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) 
(Thakur et al., 2011).  Section 2.2.2.2 provides a brief description of the REC designs 
considered for the Canadian PT SCWR. 
2.2.2.1 High-Efficiency Fuel Channel 
HEC was initially proposed for the PT SCWR concept with a horizontal core.  This 
fuel channel was also considered as the primary fuel channel for the initial design with a 
vertical core.  HEC consists of a pressure tube, a ceramic insulator, a liner tube, and the 
fuel assembly as shown in Figure 2-6.  The outer surface of the pressure tube is exposed 
to a low-pressure moderator.  The purpose of using a thermal insulator is to reduce the 
operating temperature of the pressure tube and heat losses from the coolant to the 
moderator.  The low operating temperatures of the pressure tube would, in turn, allow for 
the use of the available materials such as Zr-2.5%Nb, which has low absorption cross-
sections for thermal neutrons (Chow and Khartabil, 2008).  The liner, which is a 
perforated tube is made of stainless steel, intends to protect the ceramic insulator from 
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being damaged during operation or possible refueling due to stresses introduced by the 
fuel bundles and from erosion by the coolant flow. 
 
Figure 2-6 3-Dimensional view of HEC (prepared by W. Peiman based on Chow and 
Khartabil, 2008). 
Despite its advantages, there are concerns regarding the construction, assembly, and 
maintenance of HEC.  One potential problem with this design is the issue of the structural 
integrity of the ceramic insulator.  In other words, if the ceramic insulator erodes, cracks 
or fractures, it might be difficult to repair or replace the ceramic insulator.  Also, when 
the ceramic insulator loses its structural integrity, small fractures of the ceramic insulator 
can get into the coolant due to the presence of a perforated metal insert, which in turn can 
block sub-channels and lead to hotspots on the fuel bundles.  Also, if the deterioration of 
the ceramic liner was to occur, the thermal barrier is weakened, and potential hotspots 
could also occur in the pressure tube.  The presence of hot spots may result in some 
problems such as hydride cracking of the pressure tube.  Hence, alternative design 
concepts have been considered for the PT SCWR.  One such alternative design is REC, 
which is described in Section 2.2.2.2. 
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2.2.2.2 Re-Entrant Fuel Channels 
There are several re-entrant fuel channel designs.  The first design consists of a 
pressure tube and a flow tube, which are separated by a gap.  The coolant flows through 
the gap between the flow tube and the pressure tube.  When the coolant reaches the end of 
the fuel channel, it flows inside the flow tube where the fuel assembly (e.g., a bundle 
string) is placed.  The outer surface of the pressure tube is in contact with the moderator.  
The use of such fuel-channel design is possible only if the liquid moderator is pressurized 
to reduce the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator.  Figure 2-7 shows a 3-D view of 
the fuel channel and the direction of the coolant flow. 
 
Figure 2-7 3-Dimensional view of re-entrant fuel channel (prepared by W. Peiman 
based on Chow and Khartabil, 2008). 
Since the heat transfer from the coolant to the moderator in the latter fuel channel is 
significantly high, this design has been modified in the form of the fuel channels shown in 
Figure 2-8 and Figure 2-9.  The second design (see Figure 2-8) consists, from inside out, 
of a flow tube, a pressure tube, and a Calandria tube.  As shown in Figure 2-8, the outer 
surface of the Calandria tube is exposed to a liquid moderator.  The gap between the 
pressure tube and the Calandria tube is filled with an inert gas, which provides thermal 
insulation, reducing the heat losses from the ‘hot’ pressure tube to the moderator. 
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Figure 2-8 3-Dimensional view of re-entrant fuel channel with a gaseous insulator 
(prepared by W. Peiman based on an AECL design). 
 
The third REC design is a combination of HEC and the REC design shown in 
Figure 2-8.  This fuel channel, which is shown in Figure 2-9, consists of a flow tube, liner 
tube, ceramic insulator and pressure tube.  One advantage of this fuel channel is that 
forces due to fueling/refueling are not exerted directly on the ceramic.  In addition, the 
ceramic insulator reduces the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator and acts as a 
thermal barrier, which in turn results in relatively lower operating temperatures of the 
pressure tube.  Such low operating temperatures allow for the use of Zr-2.5%Nb, which 
has low absorption cross-sections for the thermal neutrons, as the material of the pressure 
tube.  Therefore, lower heat loss, better protection of the ceramic insulator, and possibility 
of using Zr-2.5%Nb as the material of the pressure tube are several advantages of this fuel 
channel. 
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Figure 2-9 3-Dimensional view of re-entrant fuel channel with a ceramic insulator 
(Peiman et al., 2015). 
The latest Canadian PT SCWR core is featured with a newly developed fuel 
channel design, namely, the High-Efficiency Re-entrant Channel (HERC).  As shown in 
Figure 2-10, this fuel channel consists of a central flow tube, liner tube, insulator and 
pressure tube.  Table 2-2 lists the dimensions of the fuel channel components (Pencer et 
al., 2013; Lokuliyana, 2014). 
 
Figure 2-10 3-D view of HERC with 64-element fuel bundle design (Nitheanandan, 
2015). 
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Table 2-2 Specifications of the Canadian SCWR fuel channel and fuel assembly 
(Pencer et al., 2013; Lokuliyana, 2014). 
Component Dimension, cm Material 
Flow tube, ID 8.9 Zr-modified 310 Stainless Steel 
Flow tube, thickness 0.1 Zr-modified 310 Stainless Steel 
Fuel elements on the inner ring, OD 0.83 15 wt% PuO2/ThO2 
Fuel elements on the outer ring, OD 0.93 12 wt% PuO2/ThO2 
Cladding, thickness 0.06 Zr-modified SS 
Inner liner tube, ID 14.4 Zr-modified SS 
Inner liner tube, thickness 0.05 Zr-modified SS 
Insulator, ID 14.5 Zirconia (ZrO2) 
Insulator, thickness 0.55 Zirconia (ZrO2) 
Outer liner tube, ID 15.6 Excel (Zirconium Alloy) 
Outer liner tube, thickness 0.05 Excel (Zirconium Alloy) 
Pressure tube, ID 15.7 Excel (Zirconium Alloy) 
Pressure tube, thickness 1.2 Excel (Zirconium Alloy) 
Lattice pitch (square) 25 D2O + fuel channel materials 
 
From the inlet plenum, the coolant flows downward inside the flow tube.  As the 
coolant reaches the bottom of the fuel channel; it flows upward in the gap between the 
flow tube and the liner tube (Yetisir et al., 2015).  The coolant temperature increases as it 
flows through the fuel assembly and eventually it reaches the outlet plenum.  It is notable 
that the latter fuel channel design is fundamentally similar to a fuel channel designed for 
an Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) in India (Thakur et al., 2011; Todosow et 
al., 2012). 
One safety requirement of the Canadian PT SCWR is to meet the no-core-melt 
criterion.  The no-core-melt criterion refers to the ability to maintain the temperatures of 
the components of the reactor core below their melting points during postulated accidents.  
To investigate the compliance with this requirement, Wu et al. (2015) performed a safety 
assessment of the Canadian PT SCWR.  In their analysis, HERC and the 64-elment fuel 
bundle were used, respectively, as the reference fuel channel and fuel bundle.  The 
moderator temperature was considered to be kept at 80°C while the heat transfer 
coefficient between the pressure tube and the moderator was assumed to be constant at 
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1000 W/m2K.  In the three investigated cases, the decay heat corresponded to 2%, 3% 
and 4% of the reactor power. 
In their study, Wu et al. (2015) used the SCTRAN code to analyze a Loss of 
Coolant Accident (LOCA) with the loss of Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) System of a 
PT SCWR.  The simulation took into account the effects of radiative and convection heat 
transfer.  Wu et al. (2015) calculated the radiative heat transfer from the fuel bundles to 
the pressure tube and eventually to the moderator at various decay heat ratings.  The 
conducted simulation at steady-state conditions showed that the maximum sheath 
temperature associated with the inner and the outer rings of the fuel bundle were 1278 
and 1192°C, respectively.  Wu et al. (2015) concluded that the Canadian SCWR complies 
with the no-core-melt concept in the case of a LOCA with the coincidental loss of ECC.  
Hence, HERC is considered as an ideal fuel channel design, which is currently available 
for the Canadian PT SCWR. 
2.2.3 Fuel-Bundle Designs 
AECL has developed several fuel bundle designs for use in PT reactors.  These fuel 
bundle designs include the 43-element CANFLEX®
5
, Variant-18, and Variant-20 
bundles.  CANFLEX is a 43-element fuel bundle, which consists of 35 fuel elements with 
an outer diameter of 11.5 mm and 8 fuel elements with an outer diameter of 13.5 mm.  
Similar to the CANFLEX fuel bundle, the Variant-18 and Variant-20 fuel bundles have 
43 elements.  However, the difference is that only 42 elements are fuel elements.  The 
central elements of the Variant-18 and Variant-20 fuel bundles have an outer diameter of 
18 mm and 20 mm, respectively.  The central element contains burnable neutron absorber 
(Leung, 2008).  Parallel studies by other researchers resulted in the development of the 
54-element, 64-element fuel bundle designs (King et al., 2011).  In both designs, the 
central element is unheated with an outer diameter of 20 mm.  The outer diameter of the 
fuel elements in the 54-element fuel bundle design is 9.5 mm while the corresponding 
diameter for the 64-element fuel bundle design is 9.13 mm. 
                                                 
5
 CANDU Flexible. 
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Table 2-3 provides a summary of the dimensions of the fuel elements of these fuel 
bundle designs.  Table 2-3 also includes the dimension of the fuel elements of a 37-
element fuel bundle design, which is used in CANDU reactors, for comparison.  As 
shown in Table 2-3, the general trend in the development of the new fuel bundles is to 
reduce the diameter of the fuel elements and to increase the number of fuel elements.  
Fuel elements with smaller diameters result in lower fuel centerline temperatures for the 
same fuel-channel specifications (e.g., coolant flow rate, thermal power, or length). 
Table 2-3 Diameters of fuel elements in several fuel bundle designs (Leung, 2008; 




Element Outer Diameter (mm) 
Center Ring#1 Ring#2 Ring#3 
37-element 37 13.06 13.06 13.06 13.06 
CANFLEX 43 13.5 13.5 11.5 11.5 
Variant-18 43 18 11.5 11.5 11.5 
Variant-20 43 20 11.5 11.5 11.5 
54-element 54 20 9.5 9.5 9.5 
 
All of the above fuel bundle designs were developed during the time when the 
horizontal core configuration was being developed and HEC was considered as the 
primary fuel channel option.  Several other fuel bundle designs were developed later as 
the Canadian PT SCWR design evolved to the initial vertical core configuration.  AECL 
developed the 50-element (Boczar et al., 2010), 54-element and 78-element (McDonald et 
al., 2011) fuel bundle designs.  In the 50-element fuel bundle design, the annular fuel 
elements were used in the outer ring to reduce the maximum fuel temperature.  Table 2-4 
lists the geometrical specifications of these fuel bundle designs. 
Table 2-4 Geometry specifications of 50-element, 53-element and 78-element fuel 
bundles (McDonald et al., 2011). 
Parameter Value Value 
Elements per bundle 50+1 54+1 78+1 
Elements in rings 1, 2, 3 12, 18, 20 12, 18, 24 15, 21, 42 
Pitch circle radius of ring 1, cm 2.8755 2.88 3.655 
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Parameter Value Value 
Pitch circle radius of ring 2, cm 4.3305 4.33 5.11 
Pitch circle radius of ring 3, cm 6.10 5.8 6.295 
Radius of central pin, cm 1.94 1.9 2.82 
Outer radius of central pin cladding, cm 2.00 2 2.88 
Radius of pins in ring 1 and 2, cm 0.62 0.61 0.62 
Outer radius of ring 1 and 2 pin cladding, cm 0.68 0.64 0.68 
Inner Radius of pins in ring 3, cm 0.375 - - 
Inner radius of ring 3 pin cladding, cm 0.315 - - 
Outer Radius of pins in ring 3, cm 0.865 0.61 0.35 
Outer radius of ring 3 pin cladding, cm 0.925 0.64 0.41 
Liner Tube inner radius, cm 7.20 6.80 6.80 
Liner Tube thickness, cm 0.05 0.10 0.05 
Insulator inner radius, cm 7.25 6.90 6.85 
Insulator thickness, cm 1.00 0.50 1.00 
Pressure tube inner radius, cm 8.25 7.70 7.85 
Pressure tube thickness, cm 1.20 0.90 1.20 
Lattice Pitch, cm 26.0 27.0 25.0 
 
Parallel studies by other researchers resulted in the development a 73-element fuel bundle 
design (Peiman et al., 2014).  Table 2-5 lists the geometrical specification of this fuel 
bundle design. 
Table 2-5 Geometry specifications of the 73-element fuel bundle. 
Parameter Value 
Total # of fuel elements 73 
# of elements on ring 1, 2, 3, 4 9, 18, 18, 27 
OD of Central Element, mm 18 
OD elements on ring 1,3,4, mm 9 
OD elements on ring 2, mm 9 
Radius of ring 1, cm 1.6 
Radius of ring 2, cm 2.6 
Radius of ring 3, cm 3.55 
Radius of ring 4, cm 4.65 
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Recently, the vertical core design of the Canadian PT SCWR has been further 
modified.  As described in Section 2.2.2.2, a new fuel channel design has been developed.  
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories (CNL, formerly AECL) has accordingly designed a new 
fuel assembly for this fuel channel.  This fuel assembly was initially designed with 62 
fuel elements located on two rings (Pencer et al., 2013; Lokuliyana, 2014).  However, 
further optimization studies were conducted on the fuel channel and the fuel bundle 
design.  The results of these studies led to the modification of the fuel bundle design.  The 
latest fuel assembly consists of 64 fuel elements located on two rings (Ahmad et al., 
2015; Yetisir et al., 2015; Pencer et al., 2014).  Similar to the proposed design in 2013, 
the fuel elements on the inner ring of the optimized assembly have an outer diameter of 
8.3mm and those located on the outer ring have an outer diameter of 9.3mm.  Figure 2-10 
shows a 3-D view of the fuel channel and the fuel assembly. 
Operating temperature has a great impact on the required thickness of the cladding.  
High cladding temperatures above 800°C are expected based on the published analyses 
(Ahmad et al., 2015).  At such high temperatures, the strength of the cladding material is 
significantly reduced such that a thick cladding is required if the cladding is to be 
internally pressurized.  On the other hand, a thick cladding results in an increased neutron 
loss into the cladding material which imposes an economic penalty.  Therefore, it is more 
viable to have a collapsible cladding (Yetisir et al., 2015) which reduces the fuel 
temperature due to better heat transfer between the fuel and the cladding.  Hence, the 
cladding thickness is considered to be 0.6 mm (Pencer et al., 2013). 
2.2.4 Nuclear Fuel Options 
In a nuclear fuel, the fission chain reaction is maintained by fission of fissile 
elements, which are capable of sustaining the fission reaction with neutrons of all energy.  
As such, fissile nuclides are used in the fuel of both thermal-neutron-spectrum and fast-








Pu.  Among these fissile nuclides, only 
235
U is a naturally 
occurring nuclide while others are produced by neutron capture of other nuclides during 
the operation of a nuclear reactor.  For instance, 
239
Pu is bred by neutron capture of 
238
U; 
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241




U is bred by neutron capture of 
232
Th.  
Hence, the current nuclear reactors rely on 
235
U as the primary fissile element.  
Considering the fuel composition, the nuclear fuel of most nuclear reactors consists 
primarily of 
238
U, which is a fissionable element that undergoes fission only with high 
energy neutrons, with a smaller fraction of 
235
U.  Fast-neutron-spectrum reactors require a 
higher percentage of fissile elements than thermal-neutron-spectrum reactors as the 








U is the primary fissile nuclide used in the fuel of nuclear reactors, 
the fuel is designed in various chemical and geometrical forms.  In terms of the chemical 
structure, nuclear fuels can be classified into four categories: 1) metallic fuels, 2) ceramic 
fuels, 3) hydride fuels and 4) composite fuels.  With respect to the geometrical 
configuration, nuclear fuels have been designed in the form of cylindrical pellets, annular 
pellets, pebbles, plates and TRISO pellets.  PWRs, BWRs, CANDU reactors use 
cylindrical fuel pellets.  VVER and RBMK designs use annular fuel pellets (IAEA, 2007).  
PBMR uses pebbles (Kadak, 2005) while VHTR uses TRIstructural ISOtopic (TRISO) 
pellets (OECD/NEA, 2014).  The fuel geometry in some research reactors such as 
Advanced Test Reactor is in the form of plates (Stanley and Marshall, 2008). 
For use in high-temperature applications, a potential fuel must have a high melting 
point, high thermal conductivity, and suitable irradiation and mechanical stability (Ma, 
1983).  These requirements eliminate the use of metallic fuels mainly due to their low 
melting points, phase change, irradiation instability, poor mechanical properties and high 
irradiation creep and swelling rates (Ma, 1983; Kirillov et al., 2007).  Even though 
metallic fuels such as uranium, plutonium, and thorium have high thermal conductivity, 
high fissile atom density, good neutron economy and excellent fabrication (Ma, 1983), 
metallic fuels have poor mechanical properties and corrosion resistance especially at high 
temperatures when exposed to air or water.  On the other hand, ceramic fuels have 
promising properties, which have made these fuels as the fuel of choice for the current 
commercial nuclear reactors and suitable candidates for the high-temperature 
applications. 
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Ceramic fuels have high melting points, good dimensional and radiation stability 
and are chemically compatible with most coolants and sheath materials.  Considering the 
chemical structures of the ceramic fuels, these fuels can be categorized as oxide (e.g., 
UO2, MOX, ThO2 and ThO2-PuO2), carbide (e.g., UC and UC2) and nitride (e.g., UN) 
fuels.  Oxides of uranium, thorium, and plutonium (i.e., UO2, PUO2, and MOX) have 
good corrosion resistance, high melting point, and excellent mechanical and irradiation 
stability.  Oxide fuels are also chemically compatible with the cladding materials and 
water.  As such, UO2, PUO2, MOX have been used as the fuel of choice in several 
commercial nuclear reactors such as PWRs, BWRs, and CANDU reactors.  Despite their 
advantages, oxide fuels suffer from low uranium atom density, low thermal conductivity 
and poor thermal shock resistance (Simnad, 1992).  On the other hand, carbide and nitride 
fuels have significantly higher thermal conductivities compared to those of oxide fuels. 
Hydrides of uranium and thorium (e.g., U–ZrH1.6 and UTh4Zr10Hx) are considered 
as promising fuels for future use in light water reactors.  The thermal conductivity of the 
uranium-zirconium hydride fuel is significantly higher than that of the oxide fuels such as 
UO2.  Simnad (1980) recommended a thermal conductivity of 17.6 ± 0.8 W/mK for 
design purposes.  In addition to its relatively high thermal conductivity, another 
advantage of the U–ZrH1.6 fuel is that it has a large prompt negative temperature 
coefficient of reactivity (Zakova, 2012), which is caused by higher fuel temperatures due 
to an increase in reactor power.  The reduction in reactivity, in turn, reduces the reactor 
power and hence the fuel temperature.  On the other hand, the atom density of uranium in 
the uranium-zirconium hydride fuel is less than that of the oxide fuels (i.e., UO2).  Hence, 
a higher enrichment of uranium is required to achieve the same burnup with the same 
power density (Galahom et al., 2014).  Further, U–ZrH1.6 has a large fission-product 
swelling, which is approximately three times that of the oxide fuels.  Due to large early 
swelling rates of the fuel, the maximum design temperature limit of the fuel is around 
750°C for steady-state conditions and 1050°C during transients (Olander et al., 2009).  
Therefore, the hydride fuels are not further discussed due to their low design temperature 
limits. 
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There is a growing interest in improving the thermal conductivity of low-thermal-
conductivity fuels such as UO2.  Research has shown that the thermal conductivity of 
oxide fuels such as UO2 can be increased by either adding a continuous solid phase or 
long, thin fibers of a high-thermal-conductivity material (Hollenbach and Ott, 2010; 
Solomon et al., 2005).  Some potential materials, which can be used to improve the 
thermal conductivity of oxide fuels, are silicon carbide (SiC), beryllium oxide (BeO), and 
graphite (C).  The improvement in thermal conductivity results in lower fuel temperatures 
and reduces the release of gaseous fission products (Hollenbach and Ott, 2010).  Figure 
2-11 shows the thermal conductivity of selected oxide, carbide, nitride and composite 
fuels. 
 
Figure 2-11 Thermal conductivity of several nuclear fuels (Peiman et al., 2012; data 
from: Cox and Cronenberg, 1977; Frost, 1963; IAEA, 2008; Ishimoto et al., 1996; 
Leitnaker and Godfrey, 1967; Khan et al., 2010, Kirillov et al., 2007; Lundberg and 
Hobbins, 1992; Solomon et al., 2005). 
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As summarized in Table 1-2, nuclear fuels such as UO2, UO2-ThO2, MOX, and UC 
have been considered for use in the SCWRs.  In Canada, UO2-ThO2 (Pioro and Duffey, 
2007) and UO2 (McDonald et al., 2011) were initially chosen for a PT SCWR.  However, 
as the design has evolved, ThO2-PuO2 is considered as the fuel of choice (Yetisir et al., 
2015).  Further discussion is limited only to several equations/correlations developed for 
the calculation of the thermal conductivities of UO2, ThO2-PuO2, UC, and UO2-SiC.  UC 
and UO2-SiC represent nuclear fuels from the category of, respectively, the high-thermal-
conductivity and composite fuels.  Further information about the nuclear fuels, which are 
presented in this section, is available in Peiman et al. (2016). 
The thermal conductivity of the 95% Theoretical Density (TD) UO2 can be 
calculated using the Frank correlation, shown in Equation (2-1) (Carbajo et al., 2001).  
This correlation is valid for temperatures in the range of 25 to 2847°C.  The thermal 
conductivity of the fuel varies with temperature and is affected by the manufacturing 
methods, the percentage of the porosity of the fuel, burnup, fission gas release and 
deviation from stoichiometry.  As such, there are uncertainties in the reported thermal 
conductivities.  For UO2, the uncertainty is about 10% for temperatures below 2000K 
while the uncertainty increases to 20% for temperatures between 2000 and 3120K (IAEA, 
2006).  In Equation (2-1), 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/m K and 𝑇 is the 













Figure 2-12 shows the variation in the thermal conductivity of UO2 due to fuel 
density, manufacturing methods and deviation from stoichiometry.  Figure 2-13 shows 
the impact of porosity and irradiation on the thermal conductivity of UO2.  Thermal 
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conductivity is shown for unirradiated UO2 and irradiated UO2 corresponding to a neutron 
flux of 1.16 × 1019 Neutrons/cm2 at 800 K before testing.  Also, Figure 2-14 shows the 
uncertainty associated with the thermal conductivity of UO2 for various percentages of 





Figure 2-12 Thermal conductivity of UO2 as a function of the percentage of 
theoretical density, manufacturing, stoichiometry, and irradiation (Peiman et al., 
2016). 
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Figure 2-13 Impact of porosity and irradiation of thermal conductivity of UO2 
(Peiman et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 2-14 Uncertainty in thermal conductivity of UO2 (Peiman et al., 2016). 
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Thorium is widely distributed in nature and is approximately three times as 
abundant as uranium.  However, ThO2 does not have any fissile elements to fission with 
thermal neutrons.  Consequently, ThO2 must be used in combination with a “driver” fuel 
(e.g., UO2, UC, or PuO2), which has 
235
U as its initial fissile elements.  The presence of a 
“driver” fuel such as UO2 in a nuclear-reactor core results in the production of enough 
neutrons, which in turn starts the thorium cycle.  In this cycle, 
232
Th is converted into 
233
Th, which decays to 
233
Pa.  Eventually, 
233
U, which is a fissile element, is formed by 
the beta-minus decay of 
233
Pa (Cochran and Tsoulfanidis, 1999). 
Figure 2-15 shows the thermal conductivities of ThO2, ThO2-UO2, and ThO2-PuO2 
as a function of temperature.  The thermal conductivity of (Th1-y Puy)O2 is calculated 
based on Equation (2-2), which is valid for the temperature range between 873 and 
1873K (IAEA, 2006).  In this Equation (2-2), 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/m K, 𝑇 
is the temperature in K, and y is the weight percent of PuO2.  Das and Bharadwaj (2013), 
IAEA (2006) and Belle and Berman (1984) provided detail information about thorium-
based fuels. 
 
Figure 2-15 Thermal conductivity of ThO2, ThO2-UO2, and ThO2-PuO2 (Peiman et 
al., 2016). 










Cozzo et al. (2011) also experimentally measured the thermal diffusivity and 
calculated the thermal conductivity of the thorium–plutonium mixed oxides.  Cozzo et al. 
(2011) used the laser flash technique to measure the thermal diffusivity of (Th,Pu)O2 
(with 3, 8 and 30 wt% PuO2) mixed oxides, PuO2, and ThO2.  Based on the experimental 
results, Cozzo et al. (2011) used the classical phonon transport model in crystal structures 
and developed a new correlation for the thermal conductivity of the thorium–plutonium 
mixed oxides.  The Cozzo et al. (2011) correlation is shown as Equation (2-3).  In 
Equation (2-3), 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/mK, 𝑇 is the temperature in K, and 𝑦 is 
the weight percentage of PuO2.  The relative error associated with this correlation is 











In regard to the carbide fuels, carbides of uranium and thorium have been 
considered as nuclear fuels (Simnad, 1992).  The use of carbides of plutonium has also 
been investigated but as mixed carbides such as UC-PuC (Ogard and Leary, 1970).  
Compared to the MOX fuel, the mixed carbide fuel has a higher thermal conductivity, 
higher heavy-metal density, and better neutron economy.  Carbides of thorium, ThC and 
ThC2, are the most stable compounds of thorium after thorium dioxide.  ThC is stable up 
to temperatures close to its melting point.  Carbides of uranium (i.e., UC2, U2C3, and UC) 
have desirable properties such as high thermal conductivities and high melting points.  
Among these carbides, uranium sesquicarbide (U2C3) cannot be manufactured through 
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casting or compaction of powder while UC2 may transform to U2C3 at high temperatures 
and under stress (Frost, 1963).  Consequently, mainly UC is considered as a nuclear fuel. 
Coninck et al. (1975) conducted experiments on hypo-stoichiometric and 
stoichiometric UC, and determined the thermal diffusivity and hence the thermal 
conductivity of UC.  Coninck et al. (1975) developed a correlation for the calculation of 
the thermal conductivity of hypo-stoichiometric UC.  This correlation, shown in Equation 
(2-4), is valid for a temperature range of 570 and 2000°C.  Coninck et al. (1975) also 
developed a correlation, shown in Equation (2-5), for the calculation of the thermal 
conductivity of stoichiometric UC.  This correlation is valid for a temperature range 
between 850 and 2250°C.  In Equation (2-4) and Equation (2-5), 𝑘 is the thermal 
conductivity in W/m K and 𝑇 is the temperature in K. 
 
𝑘 = 100 ∙ [2.04 ∙ 10−1 + 2.836 ∙ 10−8(𝑇 − 843.15)2] (2-4) 
 
 
𝑘 = 100 ∙ [1.95 ∙ 10−1 + 3.57 ∙ 10−8(𝑇 − 1123.15)2] (2-5) 
 
 
In addition to Equation (2-4) and Equation (2-5), Kirillov et al. (2007) recommended another correlation, shown in Equation (2-6) and Equation (2-7), for the calculation of the thermal conductivity of UC.  It is recommended to use Equation (2-5) for the calculation of the thermal conductivity of UC fuel because this 
equation provides the lowest thermal conductivity values for a wide temperature range, 
leading to a conservative calculation of the fuel centerline temperature.  In Equation (2-6) 
and Equation (2-7), 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/m K and 𝑇 is the temperature in K. 
 
𝑘 = 21.7 − 3.04 ∙ 10−3(𝑇 − 273.15) + 3.61 ∙ 10−6(𝑇 − 273.15)2, 323 < 𝑇




𝑘 = 20.2 + 1.48 ∙ 10−3(𝑇 − 273.15), 973 < 𝑇 < 2573 K (2-7) 
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Calculation of the thermal conductivity of the UO2-SiC fuel falls under the theories 
of composites which are classified into two categories.  The first class of theories, which 
is based on the work of Maxwell, assumes that inclusions are randomly distributed in a 
homogeneous mixture.  The second category, which is based on the work performed by 
Rayleigh, assumes that particles are distributed in a regular manner within the matrix.  
Adopting the second approach, Khan et al. (2010) conducted theoretical analysis to 
calculate the thermal conductivity of UO2-SiC.  Khan et al. (2010) determined the thermal 
conductivity of the composite fuel for three cases.  In Case I, Khan et al. (2010) assumed 
that all UO2 particles are completely covered with a layer of SiC.  In Case II, it was 
assumed that there were blocks of UO2 covered with SiC along the radial direction of the 
fuel.  In Case III, Khan et al. (2010) assumed that there were blocks of UO2 coated within 
SiC.  The SiC coating in the latter case was discontinued such that SiC covered only two 
opposite sides of each UO2 block. 
For all the three examined cases, the thermal conductivity was calculated for 97% 
TD and the weight percent of SiC was 12% and 8%.  The results indicate a small 
difference between the Effective Thermal Conductivity (ETC) of Case I and Case II.  
This little difference was due to the continuity of SiC layer in Case I and II.  However, in 
Case III, the discontinuity of SiC resulted in little improvement in ETC.  Therefore, the 
addition of a continuous solid phase of SiC to the UO2 fuel increases the ETC of the fuel.  
Khan et al. (2010) offered Equation (2-8) for the calculation of the thermal conductivity 
of the UO2–SiC fuel with 12wt% SiC, based on the analysis conducted for Case I.  In 
Equation (2-8), 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/m K and 𝑇 is the temperature in K. 
 
𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓 = −9.59 × 10
−9𝑇3 + 4.29 × 10−5𝑇2 − 6.87 × 10−2𝑇 + 4.68 × 10+1 (2-8) 
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2.3 Thermalhydraulics 
2.3.1 Heat Transfer 
An element of reactor design involves calculation of the cladding (or sheath) 
temperature to ensure that the cladding temperature stays below a certain limit under all 
normal operating conditions.  The most important parameter involved in calculating the 
cladding temperature is the heat transfer coefficient between the cladding and the coolant.  
At subcritical conditions, heat transfer correlations have been developed for PWRs, 
BWRs, and CANDU reactors.  However, research and development activities are in 
progress for supercritical water. 
It is well-known that the Dittus-Boelter correlation (1930) is the most widely used 
heat-transfer correlation for forced convection of liquid or gas at subcritical pressures (see 
Equation (2-9)).  All thermophysical properties in this correlation are based only on a 
bulk-fluid temperature, which makes heat-transfer calculations quite simple, i.e., no 
iterations are required.  Also, this correlation does not have any term(s), which would 
introduce a possible effect of heat flux on heat transfer coefficient. 
As shown in Equation (2-9), the Nusselt number is only a function of the Reynolds 
and Prandtl numbers calculated at bulk-fluid conditions.  Recently, this correlation (i.e., 
Equation (2-9)) was used for transient neutronic-thermalhydraulic calculations in a PT-






Heat-transfer characteristics of the coolant at a supercritical pressure differ from 
those at a subcritical pressure.  This difference is mainly due to significant variations in 
the thermophysical properties of the coolant as it passes through the pseudocritical region 
(for details, see Figure 2-16).  At supercritical pressures, there are also significant 
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Figure 2-16 Selected thermophysical properties of water at 25 MPa. 
 
In general, analysis of experimental data obtained in the upward flow of 
supercritical water in bare tubes (see Figure 2-17) (Mokry et al., 2011) and also in bundle 
flow geometry shows that due to specifics of thermophysical properties and various 
phenomena such as pseudo-boiling, pseudo-film-boiling, etc. three heat-transfer regimes 
can be identified (Handbook, 2016) (for definitions of terms used here, see Appendix 
J - Glossary): 
1. Normal Heat Transfer (NHT); 
2. Improved Heat Transfer (IHT); and 
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3. Deteriorated Heat Transfer (DHT). 
 
 
Figure 2-17 Three heat-transfer regimes possible at SCW conditions: Vertical bare 
tube, inside diameter 10 mm; upward flow; pressure 24.0 MPa; heat flux 432 
kW/m2, mass flux 503 kg/m2s (data from Kirillov et al., 2003). 
 
Heat transfer coefficients at the normal and improved heat-transfer regimes can be 
predicted through a number of heat-transfer correlations (see below).  However, it is 
much more difficult to predict heat-transfer-coefficient profiles at the deteriorated heat-
transfer regime. 
Therefore, the following empirical correlation (i.e., Equation (2-10)), was proposed 
for calculating the minimum heat flux at which the DHT regime appears in forced 
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convection in bare vertical tubes with an upward flow of SCW (Mokry et al., 2011).  This 
correlation, which has an accuracy of ±15% for the DHT heat flux, is valid for water 
flowing upward in a vertical bare tube with an inside diameter of 10 mm, a pressure of 24 
MPa, a mass flux between 200 and 1500 kg/m
2
s, and an inlet coolant temperature 
between 320 and 350°C. 
 
𝑞𝐷𝐻𝑇 = −58.97 + 0.745 ∙ 𝐺, kW/m
2 (2-10) 
 
Researchers have taken several approaches to reduce the uncertainties in predicting 
the HTC at supercritical conditions.  These approaches are the development of empirical 
heat-transfer correlations, look-up tables, analytical methods and use of computational 
fluid dynamics (Bae and Kim, 2009; Laurien, 2015).  Recently, Churkin et al. (2015) 
developed an empirical correlation for the prediction of the HTC for the normal heat 
transfer regime at supercritical conditions away from the pseudocritical point.  They used 
more than 3000 experimental points for water for the development of their correlation.  
Churkin et al. (2015) used approximately 4000 experimental points to compare their 
newly developed correlation and some other well-known correlations.  The range of the 
experimental parameters of this dataset, which was used for validation purposes, are as 
follows: pipe inner diameter 𝐷 = (2.5 –32) mm; pressure 𝑃 = (22.5 – 39.2) MPa; mass 
flux and enthalpy of fluid, respectively, 𝐺 = (193 – 3600) kg/(m2 s) and ℎ𝑏 = (120 – 3263) 
kJ/kg; heat flux on the surface of the pipe wall 𝑞 = (101 – 3460) kW/m2.  The Churkin et 
al. (2015) correlation uses the Dittus–Boelter correlation, which is shown as Equation 
(2-9), as the basis.  They also introduced correction factors, as shown in Equation (2-11), 
to take into account the variation in the thermophysical properties of water as a function 
of the temperature and pressure. 
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In Equation (2-11), 𝐍𝐮0, 𝐑𝐞𝑏, and 𝐏𝐫𝑏 are the values of the Nusselt number, 




 is a ratio of the fluid density at sheath-wall temperature to the fluid 
density at bulk-fluid temperature,  
𝑐?̅?
𝑐𝑝,𝑏
 is a ratio of the average integral specific heat along 
a cross-section of the channel to the specific heat at a constant pressure at the bulk-fluid 
temperature. 
To determine the values of 𝑚 and 𝑛 in Equation (2-11), Churkin et al. (2015) used 
the experimental data obtained in the normal heat transfer regime at supercritical 
conditions with water flowing upward and downward in vertical pipes of different 
diameters and lengths.  Their analysis of the experimental data showed that the value of 
𝑚 is 0.25.  The value of 𝑛 is determined as shown in Equation (2-12). 
 
𝑛 = 0.4        
𝑐?̅?
𝑐𝑝,𝑏⁄ ≥ 1 
𝑛 = 0.6        
𝑐?̅?




Many other researchers have also developed empirical heat-transfer correlations for 
the calculation of the HTC at supercritical conditions.  Pioro and Duffey (2007) published 
a comprehensive review of these correlations.  Zahlan et al. (2011) conducted another 
review of these correlations and compared them against the experimental data obtained at 
supercritical conditions.  In their study, Zahlan et al. (2011) compared the prediction 
capability of sixteen correlations including some of the most widely used correlations 
such as those developed by Bishop et al. (1964); Swenson et al. (1965); Krasnoscheckov 
et al. (1967); Jackson (2002); and Mokry et al. (2011).  The result of their comparison 
study showed that the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation results in the lowest Root-Mean-
Square (RMS) error within the supercritical region compared to all other examined 
correlations.  IAEA (2014) also concluded that the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation is 
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currently the most accurate correlation for predicting the HTC at supercritical conditions.  
Appendix I – Heat-Transfer Correlations – lists the Nusselt number correlations reviewed 
by Zahlan et al. (2011) and the validity ranges of these correlations. 
Table 2-6 shows the overall average and percentage of RMS errors in the three 
supercritical sub-regions, namely, the liquid-like, gas-like, and in the vicinity of a 
pseudocritical point.  In all three regions, the lowest RMS error is attributed to the Mokry 
et al. (2011) correlation. 
 
Table 2-6 Overall average and RMS errors in the three supercritical sub-regions 






Close to CP or PC 
point 




% eA, % eS, % 
Bishop et al. (1965) 5 28 5 20 23 31 
Swenson et al. (1965) 1 31 -16 21 4 23 
Krasnochekov et al. 
(1967) 
18 40 -30 32 24 65 
Watts and Chou (1982)
6
 6 30 -6 21 11 28 
Watts and Chou (1982)
7
 2 26 9 24 17 30 
Griem (1996) 2 28 11 28 9 35 
Jackson (2002) 15 36 15 32 30 49 
Mokry et al. (2011) -5 26 -9 18 -1 17 
Kuang et al. (2008) -6 27 10 24 -3 26 
Cheng et al. (2009) 4 30 2 28 21 85 
Gupta et al. (2010) -26 33 -12 20 -1 18 
Koshizuka and Oka 
(2000) 
26 47 27 54 39 83 
Hadaller and Banerjee 
(1969) 
34 53 14 24 - - 
Sieder and Tate (1936) 46 65 97 132 - - 
Dittus-Boelter (1930) 24 44 90 127 - - 
Gnielinski (1976) 10 36 99 139 - - 
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The Mokry et al. (2011) correlation is applicable to the following operating 
conditions:  water, upward flow, vertical bare tubes with inside diameter 3 ‒ 38 mm, 
pressure 22.8 ‒ 29.4 MPa, mass flux 200 ‒ 3000 kg/m
2
s, and heat flux 70 ‒ 1250 kW/m
2
.  
In addition to its wide range of applicability at supercritical conditions, the Mokry et al. 
(2011) correlation has a great ability in predicting the HTC at subcritical and superheated-
steam regions.  As shown in Table 2-7, the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation has the second 
lowest RMS error after the Gnielinski (1976) correlation in the subcritical region.  In the 
superheated-steam region, the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation results in the lowest RMS 
error of 17.4% compared to other correlations.  Therefore, the Mokry et al. (2011) 
correlation is the most accurate correlation, which is currently available, within the 
supercritical region, but also it is the most accurate in the superheated steam region and 
the second most accurate correlation in the subcritical-liquid region. 
Table 2-7 Overall average and RMS error in the high-pressure subcritical region 
(Zahlan, 2015). 
Correlation 
Subcritical liquid Superheated steam 
Av.er, % rms, % Av.er, % rms, % 
Dittus-Boelter (1930) 22 24 73.1 123.1 
Sieder and Tate (1936) 37 39 81 132.1 
Hadaller and Banerjee (1969) 40.5 42 18.4 32.1 
Gnielinski (1976) 8.7 14 79.1 126.3 
Mokry et al. (2011) 13.8 15.6 -5 17.4 
 
Mokry et al. (2011) developed a correlation for the calculation of the HTC at 
supercritical conditions.  The experimental data, on which the Mokry et al. (2011) 
correlation was developed, were obtained within the conditions similar to those of the 
proposed SCWR concepts.  The experimental dataset was obtained in supercritical water 
flowing upward in a 4-m-long vertical bare tube.  The data was collected at a pressure of 
approximately 24 MPa for several combinations of the wall and bulk fluid temperatures, 
which were below, at, or above the pseudocritical temperature.  The mass flux was ranged 
from 200 to 1500 kg/m
2
s; the coolant inlet temperature varied from 320 to 350°C and the 
heat flux was up to 1250 kW/m
2
.  The Mokry et al. (2011) correlation, shown in Equation 
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In Equation (2-13), 𝐍𝐮𝑏 and 𝐑𝐞𝑏 are the values of the Nusselt number and 
Reynolds number at a pressure 𝑃 and a bulk-fluid temperature 𝑇𝑏.  𝐏𝐫̅̅̅̅ 𝑏 is the average 
Prandtl number, which is calculated based on Equation (2-14),  
𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑏
 is the ratio of the fluid 
density at sheath-wall temperature to the fluid density at bulk-fluid temperature. 
 
 





In Equation (2-14), 𝑐̅?̅? is the average specific heat, which is calculated based on 
Equation (2-15), where ℎ𝑤 and ℎ𝑏 are the fluid enthalpy calculated at a wall temperature, 








None of the aforementioned correlations predicts the HTC with accuracy in all the 
three supercritical heat transfer regions, namely, (1) close to the critical or pseudo-critical 
point, (2) the high-density or liquid-like state and (3) the low-density or gas-like state.  
Hence, some researchers have developed alternative methods for predicting the HTC.  As 
an alternative approach, Zahlan (2015) developed a look-up table of HTC for water at 
high subcritical and supercritical pressures.  A unique feature of this look-up table is that 
it applies to normal, deteriorated and enhanced heat transfer conditions.  The input to this 
look-up table is a large number of experimental data while the unreliable data, duplicates, 
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and outliers were removed.  Zahlan (2015) assessed several heat transfer correlations, 
which have been developed at supercritical conditions, against the developed look-up 
table and determined the most accurate correlations for each heat transfer regime.  Then, 
Zahlan (2015) constructed an intermediary table by using the heat transfer coefficients 
produced by these correlations.  From this intermediary table, Zahlan (2015) created their 
final look-up table by replacing the heat transfer coefficient values predicted by the 
correlations with those of experimental values.  Zahlan (2015) further adjusted the HTC 
values such that the discontinuities which were not physically plausible were smoothened.  
Table 2-8 lists the range of parameters of the look-up table. 
 
 
Table 2-8 Range of parameters and grid nodes of the trans-critical look-up table 
(Zahlan, 2015). 
P (MPa) G (kg/m
2
 s) ∆Tw (K) hb (kJ/kg) 
19 100 10 1000 
20 200 20 1400 
21 400 50 1600 
22 700 100 1800 
22 1000 200 1900 
23 1500 300 2000 
24 2000 400 2050 
25 3000 500 2100 
26 5000 2150 2300 
28 2200 - 2400 
30 2250 - 2500 
- - - 2600 
- - - 2700 
- - - 3000 
 
In another alternative approach to empirical correlations and look-up tables, Laurien 
(2015) performed theoretical analysis to derive a set of algebraic equations for the 
calculation of the wall shear stress and wall temperature.  For this purpose, Laurien 
(2015) generalized the two-layer model, which considers the flow inside a pipe consists 
of two layers: 1) the laminar sub-layer and 2) the turbulent wall layer, to non-constant-
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property fluids.  Laurien (2015) examined the accuracy of the derived equations by 
comparing the predicted values of a heated pipe with experimental data.  Even though a 
high agreement was not achieved, but the predictability of the model improved with the 
use of correction factors.  Hence, further research and development studies are required 
for the use of the two-layer models for the prediction of the wall temperature at 
supercritical conditions. 
As research activities are in progress for the development of the SCWRs, an area, 
which has received considerable attention, is the heat transfer at supercritical conditions 
especially near the pseudocritical points, where the thermophysical properties of water 
undergo significant changes.  To better understand this phenomenon, the Generation IV 
International Forum has initiated an organized study of the heat transfer at supercritical 
conditions.  The result of this study is published by Rohde et al. (2015).  Rohde et al. 
(2015) outlined the results of ten independent numerical studies, which have used 
different approaches such as one-dimensional numerical study, analytical approaches with 
heat transfer correlations and RANS simulations with the SST turbulence model.  The 
results of these analytical studies were compared against the experimental data obtained 
from a 7-rod bundle with grid spacers.  The bundle consists of 7 uniformly heated rods 
with a height of 1.5 meters.  The outer diameter of the rods (or claddings) is 8 mm.  The 
cladding, which is made of Inconel-600, is one millimeter thick.  The gap between the 
rods is kept at one millimeter with the use of five honeycomb-shaped spacers, which have 
an axial length of 25 mm.  The hydraulic diameter of the rod bundle is 2.757 mm with a 
cross-sectional area of 192.2 mm
2
.  The distance between the start of the heated section 
and the inlet is 350 mm.  Table 2-9 summarizes the boundary conditions of three 
benchmark experiments.  The comparison showed that none of the numerical simulations 
predicted the deteriorated heat transfer.  The study also indicated that sub-channel 
approaches provide predictive capabilities that are comparable to those of sophisticated 
methods such as CFD simulations. 
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Table 2-9 Summaries of the experimental cases studied for water at 25.0 MPa 



















A1 24.25 0.4388 2283 n/a n/a n/a 58.1 
B1 80.45 0.2782 1448 19.67 22.51 22.52 n/a 
B2 246.45 0.2753 1433 34.14 34.08 34.13 n/a 
 
 
Shan et al. (2011) conducted a thermalhydraulic study of a 54-element fuel bundle 
at the conditions of a PT SCWR.  Shan et al. (2011) used the ATHAS code to perform a 
sub-channel analysis of the 54-element fuel bundle while a re-entrant fuel channel design 
was selected as the basis for their analysis.  They used the following inputs in their 
analysis: the Jackson correlation for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient, the 
Rowe and Angle model as the turbulent mixing model; 0.149 as the value of the gap-to-
diameter ratio, the Blasius correlation for the calculation of the flow resistance.  Shan et 
al. (2011) used CATHENA code to determine the amount of heat transfer from the fuel 
bundles via radiation.  In their reference case, the decay power was considered to be 2% 
of the nominal power.  The thermal conductivity of the insulator was 2 W/m K.  The heat 
transfer coefficient between the pressure tube and the moderator was assumed to be 600 
W/m2K.  The moderator temperature was assumed to be kept at 80°C. 
Shan et al. (2011) established a criterion for the cladding temperature based on the 
melting point of various stainless steel alloys.  As the melting points of various stainless 
steel alloys are between 1399 and 1455°C, Shan et al. (2011) chose 1350°C as the 
criterion for the cladding temperature.  The result of their analysis showed the maximum 
cladding reaches 761°C and 808°C, respectively, for the Beginning of Cycle (BOC) and 
End of Cycle (EOC).  Therefore, Shan et al. (2011) concluded that the 54-element fuel 
bundle meets the temperature criterion of 1350°C for both the beginning and end of the 
cycle.  Shan et al. (2011) also found the specified fuel bundle design transferred 2% of the 
total power to the liquid moderator via radiation heat transfer. 
Leung and Rao (2015) adopted an analytical approach to develop a heat transfer 
correlation.  In this analytical approach, they have used a sub-channel code and a CFD 
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code with an objective to develop a correlation that is suitable for predicting the HTC in a 
fuel assembly.  More specifically, the potential heat transfer correlation is aimed to 
predict the DHT regime.  Leung and Rao (2015) did not provide details about the adopted 
or developed methodology. 
Gradecka et al. (2015) performed a steady-state CFD simulation to investigate the 
heat transfer in a rod bundle with grid spacers at supercritical conditions.  In their 
analysis, the modeled geometry is based on the experimental setup presented by Misawa 
et al. (2009), which consists of a 7-rod bundle and five spacers.  The heated length of the 
rod bundle was 1.5m with each rod having an outer diameter of 8mm.  A 0.2 non-heated 
inlet section modeled to take into account the inlet effects.  The hydraulic diameter of the 
geometry was 2.757 mm. 
Gradecka et al. (2015) investigated three cases.  The first case, Case A1, was 
designed to study the pressure drop across the rod bundle.  In this case, the inlet 
temperature of the fluid was 24.2°C while no head was added to the coolant from the rod 
bundle.  The inlet temperature of the fluid was higher in the second case, Case B1, but the 
coolant temperature did not reach the pseudocritical temperature even though the heat 
was added from the rod bundle to the coolant.  In Case B2, the inlet temperature of the 
coolant was higher than the other two cases; and the coolant temperature rose above the 
pseudocritical temperature of the coolant.  Table 2-10 summarizes the boundary 
conditions of these three cases. 
Table 2-10 Boundary conditions of case A, B1, and B2 (Gradecka et al., 2015). 
Case 
No. 













24.2 25 26.33 - - - 
B1  80.43 24.98 16.69 19.67 22.51 22.52 
B2  246.43 25.03 16.52 34.14 34.08 34.13 
 
 
Gradecka et al. (2015) calculated the heat transfer coefficients obtained from their 
CFD analysis and compared them with the HTCs calculated from several empirical 
correlations.  The empirical correlations considered in their analysis were Dittus-Boelter, 
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Ushakov, Weissman, Markoczy and Jackson correlations.  Their comparison showed that 
for Case B1 the Markoczy correlation performed the worst as ±18% difference was 
observed between the CFD results and those of the Markoczy correlation.  For Case B2, 
the HTC calculated from the Dittus-Boelter correlation showed ±18% difference 
compared with the CFD results.  On the other hand, the HTC values calculated with the 
Jackson correlation showed ±5% difference when compared to the CFD results. 
Pucciarelli and Ambrosini (2015) investigated the use of CFD in the prediction of 
the heat transfer to fluids at supercritical conditions.  Pucciarelli and Ambrosini (2015) 
modeled two experiments in CFD.  The modeled experiments were obtained from a 4-rod 
bundle in trans-pseudocritical conditions (Zhao et al., 2013) and a 7-rod bundle (Misawa 
et al., 2009; Rhode et al., 2015) at lower supercritical temperatures.  The operating 
conditions of their experiments are summarized in Table 2-11 and Table 2-12.  In 
addition, Pucciarelli and Ambrosini (2015) investigated the effect of the grid spacers on 
the turbulence flow at supercritical conditions.  In their CFD model, the turbulence flow 
was modeled with the 𝑘 −  and 𝑘 − 𝜔 models.  At low temperatures, the CFD results 
were in agreement with the experimental data.  However, disagreement between the CFD 
results and the experimental data appeared at near the pseudocritical temperatures.  They 
found that the 𝑘 −  model over predicts the wall temperature while the 𝑘 − 𝜔 model 
under predicts the wall temperature at supercritical conditions. 
Pucciarelli and Ambrosini (2015) also found that the impact of the grid spacers on 
turbulence is negligible at operating conditions far from the pseudocritical temperature.  
However, the presence of grid spacers is important especially at higher temperatures.  
Hence, it is important to determine the location of the grid spacers in the design stage of 
the SCWRs’ development as grid spacers effectively reduce the adverse effects of the 
DHT regime on the cladding temperature. 
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Table 2-11 Operating conditions of 7-rod bundle experiment (Pucciarelli and 
Ambrosini, 2015) 
Case  P (MPa) Tin (°C) G (kg/m
2
s) 
Supplied Power (kW) 
Rod A Rod B,D,F Rod C,E.G 
B1  24.98 80.43 1447.56 19.67 22.51 22.52 
B2  25.03 246.43 1432.97 34.14 34.08 34.13 
 









1 1.3 26.01 348.2 456.5 455.4 
2 1.18 26.07 342.2 1472.1 785.6 
 
Podila and Rao (2015) used the STAR–CCM+ CFD code to investigate the 
possibility of the occurrence of a DHT regime in the SCWR bundles.  In their CFD 
model, Podila and Rao (2015) used the low-Reynolds SST
9
 𝑘–𝜔 turbulence model and 
wall 𝑦+ < 1.  The result of their analysis showed that the CFD model was able to capture 
the DHT regime at the supercritical conditions specified for the Canadian PT SCWR. 
2.3.2 Pressure Drop 
Pressure drop calculation at the supercritical conditions is similar to the subcritical 
single-phase pressure drop analysis.  The total pressure drop is the sum of the four 
pressure drop contributors.  As shown in Equation (2-16), these pressure-drop 
contributors are the friction ∆𝑃𝑓𝑟, flow obstruction or local losses ∆𝑃𝑙, acceleration ∆𝑃𝑎𝑐, 
and gravity ∆𝑃𝑔 (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  However, the differences may arise in specific 
correlations that are used in association with the friction and local losses.  Also, unlike the 
subcritical single-phase flows, the thermophysical properties of a working fluid undergo 
significant changes as its temperature passes through the pseudocritical temperature, 
                                                 
8
 pitch-to-diameter ratio 
9
 Shear Stress Transport 
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hence the acceleration pressure drop may become a dominant contributor at some specific 
supercritical conditions. 
 
 ∆𝑃 = ∑∆𝑃𝑓𝑟 + ∑∆𝑃𝑙 + ∑∆𝑃𝑎𝑐 + ∑∆𝑃𝑔 (2-16) 
 
 
The frictional pressure drop is calculated based on Equation (2-17), which is known 
as the Darcy–Weisbach equation.  In this equation, the frictional pressure drop is a 
function of the fluid density, mass flux, length and the diameter of the tube (or hydraulic 
diameter for a fuel channel), and friction factor, which is known as the Darcy–Weisbach 
friction factor.  In general, the friction factor, which is determined based on empirical 
correlations, has a significant impact on the accuracy of the results.  In Equation (2-17), 𝑓 
is the friction factor, ∆𝐿 is the mesh length in meter, 𝐷ℎ𝑦 is the hydraulic diameter in 

















Several correlations have been developed based on different working fluids 
including R134a, CO2, and water, for the calculation of the friction factor at subcritical 
and supercritical pressures (Fang et al., 2012; Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  Filonenko (1954) 
developed a correlation, shown in Equation (2-18), for the prediction of the friction factor 
in smooth circular tubes.  This equation is valid for Reynolds numbers in the range of 
4 × 103 to 1012(Incropera et al., 2006; Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  In Equation (2-18), 𝑓 is 
the friction factor and 𝐑𝐞𝑏 is the Reynolds number at a pressure 𝑃 and a bulk-fluid 
temperature 𝑇𝑏. 
 




(1.82 log10 𝐑𝐞𝑏 − 1.64)2
 (2-18) 
 
The Filonenko (1954) correlation is best suited when the properties of the fluid are 
considered to be constant.  In other words, the effects of heat transfer to and from a fluid 
are negligible.  Mikheev (1956) developed a correlation, shown in Equation (2-19), based 
on the Filonenko (1954) correlation (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  Mikheev took into 
account the effects of heat transfer by adding a correction factor to the Filonenko (1954) 
correlation.  In the Mikheev correlation, the correction factor is in the form of the ratio of 
the Prandtl number of the working fluid at wall-surface temperature to the Prandtl number 
at bulk-fluid temperature.  In Equation (2-19), 𝑓 is the friction factor, 𝐑𝐞𝑏 is the Reynolds 
number at a pressure 𝑃 and a bulk-fluid temperature 𝑇𝑏, and 
𝐏𝐫𝑤
𝐏𝐫𝑏
 is the ratio of the Prandtl 













Similarly, Petukhov (1970) developed another correlation based on the Filonenko 
(1954) correlation.  The difference between the Petukhov correlation and the Mikheev 
correlation is the correction factor which accounts for the heat transfer.  In the Petukhov 
correlation, the correction factor is in the form of the ratio of the fluid viscosity at wall 
temperature to the viscosity at bulk-fluid temperature.  The Petukhov correlation is shown 
in Equation (2-20) (Zhao and Jiang, 2011).  In Equation (2-20), 𝑓 is the friction factor, 
𝐑𝐞𝑏 is the Reynolds number at a pressure 𝑃 and a bulk-fluid temperature 𝑇𝑏, and 
𝜇𝑤
𝜇𝑏
 is the 
ratio of the fluid viscosity calculated at a wall-surface temperature to the fluid viscosity 
calculated at a bulk-fluid temperature. 
 












In the Filonenko (1954), Mikheev (1956) and Petukhov (1970) correlations, the 
Reynolds number is calculated based on an average bulk-fluid temperature.  Petrov and 
Popov (1985) developed a correlation, shown in Equation (2-21), based on the Filonenko 
(1954) correlation (Zhao and Jiang, 2011).  However, in their correlation, the Reynolds 
number is calculated based on fluid properties at wall temperature.  In this equation, the 
correction factor is a function of the ratios of density and viscosity at the wall-surface and 
bulk-fluid temperatures.  In Equation (2-21), 𝑓 is the friction factor, 𝐑𝐞𝑤 is the value of 
the Reynolds number at a pressure 𝑃 and a wall-surface temperature 𝑇𝑤, 
𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑏
 is the ratio of 




 is the ratio of the fluid viscosity calculated at a wall temperature to 
the fluid viscosity calculated at a bulk-fluid temperature, 𝑞 is the heat flux in W/m2, and 























Selander (1978) developed a correlation based on the Colebrook equation.  The 
Selander correlation, which is shown in Equation (2-22), is valid for the smooth and 
rough tubes (IAEA, 2001).  Haaland (1983) also developed a friction factor correlation, 
which is an explicit form of the Colebrook equation.  The Haaland (1983) correlation is 
shown in Equation (2-23).  In Equation (2-22) and Equation (2-23), 𝑓 is the friction 
factor, 𝐑𝐞𝑏 is the value of the Reynolds number at a pressure 𝑃 and a bulk-fluid 
temperature 𝑇𝑏,  is the surface roughness in meter, and 𝐷ℎ𝑦 is the hydraulic diameter in 
meter. 






























Similar to Petukhov (1970), Kirillov et al. (1990) also developed a correlation, 
which is shown in Equation (2-24), based on the Filonenko correlation.  In their 
correlation, Kirillov et al. (1990) multiplied the Filonenko correlation by the ratio of the 
fluid density at wall-temperature to the fluid density at bulk temperature.  Other 
researchers have used different correlations for the calculation of the friction factor at 
supercritical conditions.  Oka et al. (2010), Zhang et al. (2011) and Su et al. (2012) have 
used the Blasius (1913) correlation, shown in Equation (2-25).  Vierstraete et al. (2012) 
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In Equation (2-25) to Equation (2-26), as applicable, 𝑓 is the friction factor, 𝐑𝐞𝑏 is 




the ratio of the fluid density calculated at a wall-surface temperature to the fluid density 
calculated at a bulk-fluid temperature, and 
𝜇𝑤
𝜇𝑏
 is the ratio of the fluid viscosity calculated 
at a wall-surface temperature to the fluid viscosity calculated at a bulk-fluid temperature. 
Table 2-13 provides a summary of the reviewed correction factors.  As indicated, 
these correction factors are used to take into account the effects of the heat transfer to or 
from the fluid on the friction factor. 
 





















Applicable to normal and 
deteriorated heat transfer regimes  









In a PT reactor, local pressure losses are mostly due to the presence of the fuel 
bundles and their appendages (e.g., endplates, spacers, and bearing pads) and fuel channel 
geometry.  The pressure drop due to these local flow obstruction is determined according 
to Equation (2-27) (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  There are also other factors such as a 
sudden contraction as the flow enters a fuel assembly or a sudden expansion as the flow 
discharges from the fuel assembly, which contribute to local pressure losses.  However, 
these pressure losses are not taken into account in the present study.  In Equation (2-27), 
𝜉𝑙 is the local loss/resistance coefficient, 𝜌 is the fluid density in kg/m
3
, 𝑢 is the fluid 
velocity in m/s, and 𝐺 is the mass flux in kg/m2s. 
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In Equation (2-27), the local resistance coefficient, l , which is determined 
experimentally for different flow obstructions, accounts for the local losses.  These local 
losses may include the pressure drop due to grid spacers, fuel channel geometry such as a 
bend or inlet orifice.  Oka et al. (2010) assumed a resistance coefficient of 1.2 for the grid 
spacers.  This value is based on the grid spacer experiments conducted under subcooled 
water conditions.  Oka et al. (2010) also considered a resistance coefficient of 30 for the 
inlet orifice of a PV SCWR.  Brasnarof et al. (2011) provided the resistance coefficients 
of the CANDU reactor in Embalse.  The resistance coefficients of the grid spacer, inlet 
and outlet are 0.12, 0.39 and 0.36, respectively.  The resistance coefficient of the end 
plate is 0.34, 0.60 and 0.72, respectively, for a complete alignment, average alignment, 
and complete misalignment.  Brasnarof et al. (2011) also reported a surface roughness of 
2.16 μm for the cladding of the CANDU fuel bundles. 
The acceleration pressure drop is expected to be one of the most significant pressure 
drop contributors at supercritical pressures, especially when the ratio of the heat flux to 
mass flux, q/G, is high.  The importance of the acceleration pressure drop is because the 
thermophysical properties of the working fluid (i.e., coolant), specifically its density and 
viscosity, undergo significant changes in the vicinity of the pseudocritical point.  Thus, it 
is necessary to take into account the acceleration pressure drop when undertaking a 
pressure drop calculation at supercritical conditions.  The acceleration pressure drop is 
calculated using Equation (2-27) (Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  In Equation (2-28), 𝑢 is the 
fluid velocity in m/s, 𝐺 is the mass flux in kg/m2s, and 𝜌 is the fluid density in kg/m3. 
 
 ∆𝑃𝑎𝑐 = 𝜌𝑖+1𝑢𝑖+1
2 − 𝜌𝑖𝑢𝑖
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The pressure drop due to gravity is zero in horizontal tubes or fuel channels.  
However, in vertical geometries, the pressure drop due to gravity should be taken into 
consideration.  The pressure drop due to gravity can be calculated using Equation (2-29) 
(Pioro and Duffey, 2007).  In Equation (2-29), 𝑔, ℎ, ∆𝐿, 𝜌, and 𝛳 are the gravitational 
acceleration in m/s
2
, fluid enthalpy in J/kg, mesh length in meter, fluid density in kg/m
3
, 
and the inclination angle of the pipe or fuel channel to the horizontal plane (e.g., 90° for a 
vertical fuel channel), respectively.  In Equation (2-29), “+” sign is for an upward flow 
direction and “-” sign is for a downward flow direction. 
 
 ∆𝑃𝑔 = ±𝑔 (
ℎ𝑖+1𝜌𝑖+1 + ℎ𝑖𝜌𝑖
ℎ𝑖+1 + ℎ𝑖
) ∆𝐿 sin 𝜃 (2-29) 
 
 
Among these pressure-drop contributors, the friction and local losses depend on the 
empirical correlations.  Even though some of these correlations have been developed at 
supercritical conditions, most of the available empirical correlations were developed 
based on subcritical conditions.  Hence, research and development studies are required to 
determine the loss factors associated with local parameters such as endplates, spacers, and 
bearing pads. 
2.4 Neutronics 
There has been a great deal of research on the reactor physics aspect of the SCWRs.  
Wang and Pencer (2012) studied the power distribution inside the core of a PT SCWR.  
They used a diffusion code, DONJON, to calculate the thermal power distribution in each 
fuel channel of the reactor core while WIMS-AECL was used for the transport 
calculations to perform a 2-D benchmark.  Wang and Pencer (2012) used the 89-group 
ENDF/B-VI nuclear data library in their transport calculations.  The reference core, which 
was analyzed in their paper, consisted of an 18 × 18 array of lattices, which were 
surrounded by two arrays of the heavy-water reflector.  The lattices characterized the 
specifications of the 54-element fuel bundle.  The core arrangement consisted of lattices 
of three burnups, namely, 20.2, 40.5 and 57.8 MWd/kg IHE (Initial Heavy Element).  The 
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burnup regions were selected such that a flat power distribution and a k-effective of about 
one were reached. 
Having calculated the properties of the lattices for the three burnup targets, Wang 
and Pencer (2012) conducted diffusion calculation using DONJON version 4.  In their 
analysis, they investigated the impact of the single-cell and multi-cell methods on the 
transport calculations and hence on the channel powers and also the impact of conducting 
diffusion calculations based on 2, 4, 6 and 8 energy groups on the core power distribution. 
DONJON models using 2-, 4-, 6- and 8-group diffusion theories were created.  
WIMS-AECL single-cell and multi-cell methods were used to generate the lattice cell 
cross sections for use by DONJON.  The effects of the WIMS-AECL single-cell and 
multi-cell methods on the channel powers and the effects of the diffusion groups on the 
core power distributions were assessed. The energy groups used in their analysis are listed 
below. 
 2-energy groups: 0.625 eV 
 4-energy groups: 0.625 ∙ 10−6, 5.5308 ∙ 10−3 and 0.82085 MeV 
 6-energy groups: 0.3 ∙ 10−6, 0.625 ∙ 10−6, 1.097 ∙ 10−6, 5.5308 ∙ 10−3 and 
0.82085 MeV 
 8-energy groups: 0.03 ∙ 10−6, 0.05 ∙ 10−6, 0.3 ∙ 10−6, 0.625 ∙ 10−6, 1.097 ∙ 10−6, 
5.5308 ∙ 10−3 and 0.82085 MeV 
The results of their analysis showed that the SCWR neutron spectrum consists of a 
larger number of fast neutrons, which in turn affects the range of energy groups used for 
diffusion calculations and hence calculation of the power distribution inside the core.  
Further, Wang and Pencer (2012) found that the impact is less than 2.4 mk.  Wang and 
Pencer (2012) investigated the impact of the number of energy groups and lattice cell 
calculation methods, single-cell or multi-cell, on channel power.  Their analysis showed 
that two-energy group diffusion calculations are not sufficient such that a difference of 
5.18% in calculating the channel power was observed compared to cases with an 
increased number of energy groups.  The impact of the lattice calculation methods is 
about 6.6 mk on the k-effective and up to 13.14% of the power calculation.  Hence, the 
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single-cell calculation method is not sufficient for determining the power distribution 
inside the core of an SCWR. 
Peiman et al. (2012) analyzed the thermalhydraulic and neutronic aspects of a PT 
SCWR with HEC and 43-element Variant-20, respectively, as the reference fuel channel 
and the fuel bundle designs.  They investigated the impact of the number of energy 
groups on the thermal power of the fuel channels.  Peiman et al. (2012) compared the 
thermal powers of the fuel channels calculated based on two energy groups and nine 
energy groups and observed 3% difference between the results of the two approaches.  In 
their analysis 0.625 eV was selected as the energy boundary for the two-energy group 
diffusion calculation while the following energy boundaries were considered for their 
proposed nine-energy group diffusion calculation: 6065500.0, 821000.0, 15000.0, 
146.0740, 9.88, 0.625, 0.2866, and 0.1761 eV. 
Hummel (2015) conducted a transient thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling of 
the Canadian PT SCWR with an objective to analyze several postulated transients.  
Hummel (2015) used DRAGON and DONJON, respectively, for the transport and 
diffusion calculations.  The diffusion code, DONJON, was coupled with a 
thermalhydraulic code, namely, CATHENA.  In his analysis, HERC was used as the 
reference fuel channel in a core consisting of 336 fuel channels.  The length of each fuel 
channel was 5 meters and the fuel was considered to be a mixture of PuO2 and ThO2 
enclosed in the 64-element fuel bundles. 
CATHENA is a one-dimensional, two-phase flow thermalhydraulic code, which has 
been developed by AECL for analysis of LOCA in CANDU reactors.  In his analysis, 
Hummel (2015) used the Dittus-Boelter correlation to calculate the HTC at supercritical 
conditions and applied a correction factor for a sensitivity analysis.  In addition, the 
friction factor at supercritical conditions was calculated based on the Chen (1979) 
correlation shown in Equation (2-30).  Equation (2-30) can be applied to flows with 
Reynolds numbers varying from 4 × 103 to 4 × 108 and /𝐷ℎ𝑦 in the range of 0.05 to 
5 × 10−7 (Chen, 1979).  In Equation (2-30), 𝑓 is the friction factor,  is the surface 
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roughness in meter, 𝐷ℎ𝑦 is the hydraulic diameter in meter, and 𝐑𝐞𝑏 is the Reynolds 







































Hummel (2015) also investigated the impact of the gap conductance on the fuel 
centerline temperature.  To determine the sensitivity of the fuel centerline temperature on 
the gap between the fuel and the cladding, Hummel (2015) considered two cases: 1) a gap 
with a conductance equivalent to 8000 W/m
2
K and 2) no gap.  The results showed that 
the fuel centerline temperature increased by 300°C when the effect of the gap 
conductance was taken into account. 
Hummel (2015) used DARGON to generate the neutronic cross-sections of the 
lattice cell for every burnup step and for each of the 20 segments along the axial direction 
of the fuel channel.  Hummel (2015) divided the length of the fuel channel into 20 
segments in the thermalhydraulic and neutronic models to take into account the variation 
in the coolant density.  The neutronic cross-sections were then homogenized and 
condensed into eight energy groups in order to create the fuel tables for use in DONJON.  
The diffusion calculations were conducted using the DONJON code for a quarter of the 
core due to the symmetry in the core.  The model also considered a 100-cm radial 
reflector and a 75-cm axial reflector.  D2O was considered as the reflector medium. 
Hummel (2015) modeled the transients by varying the core boundary conditions.  
The result of his analysis indicates the magnitude of the power transients are higher at the 
end of the cycle when the fuel has higher burnups compared to the beginning of the cycle.  
In addition, there will be a consequential small power pulse when there is a sudden 
reduction or reversal in coolant flow.  In scenarios, where there are perturbations to the 
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coolant flow or temperature, the core will return to its initial operating conditions before 
the perturbation without any power oscillations. 
Ahmad et al. (2014; 2015) conducted a thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling of 
the Canadian PT SCWR with an objective to optimize the fuel assembly.  In their 
analysis, Ahmad et al. (2014; 2015) aimed to optimize the number of fuel elements in the 
fuel assembly, which consisted of two rings each ring having 31 fuel elements, on the 
basis of a thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling.  Ahmad et al. (2014; 2015) varied the 
number of the fuel elements on the rings while other specifications of the other fuel 
channel components were kept constant as those parameters had already been optimized. 
Ahmad et al. (2014; 2015) conducted transport and diffusion calculations using 
DRAGON and CITATION, respectively.  For the transport calculations, Ahmad et al. 
(2014; 2015) retrieved the neutronic properties of the lattice constituents from the 
WIMSD 69-energy group cross-section library.  Ahmad et al. (2014; 2015) took into 
account the variation of the coolant density in both the fuel region and the central FT.  In 
the diffusion analysis, a 4-energy group diffusion calculation was conducted for a core 
consisting of 336 HERCs with a total thermal power of 2540 MWth.  The result of their 
optimization showed that the optimum number of the fuel elements is 32 fuel elements 
per ring.  The maximum cladding temperature of the 64-element fuel bundle was below 
the design limit of 850°C. 
Kovaltchouk et al. (2015a) demonstrated the impact of the fuel design on the fuel 
centerline temperature of the ThO2-PuO2 fuel.  In their proposed design, Kovaltchouk et 
al. (2015a) separated the ThO2 and PuO2 fuels into two radial regions and compared the 
fuel centerline temperature profile against that of a homogeneous fuel composed of ThO2 
and PUO2.  For this purpose, Kovaltchouk et al. (2015a) calculated the power distribution 
inside a fresh core of the PT SCWR by conducting thermalhydraulic and neutronic 
coupling with the use of DRAGON, DONJON, and an in-house one-dimensional 
thermalhydraulic code.  The core consisted of 336 fuel channels with a total fission power 
of 2.5 GW.  The reference fuel channel and the fuel bundle in their analysis were, 
respectively, HERC and the 64-element fuel bundle. 
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The maximum fuel temperature was calculated for two cases.  In the first case, the 
fuel centerline temperature was calculated for a homogeneous mixture of ThO2 and PuO2.  
In the second case, a two-layer fuel was modeled, where ThO2 was located at the center 
of each fuel pin while PuO2 was modeled as the medium of the outer layer.  The result of 
their analysis showed that the maximum fuel temperature is lower for the two-layer fuel. 
Kovaltchouk et al. (2015b) calculated the power distribution inside a fresh core of a 
PT SCWR.  The core consisted of 336 fuel channels with a total fission power of 2.5 GW.  
The reference fuel channel and the fuel bundle in their analysis were HEC shown in 
Figure 2-6 and the 78-element fuel bundle.  13% wt. PuO2 + 87% wt. ThO2 was 
considered as the fuel in their analysis.  To determine the power distribution inside the 
core, Kovaltchouk et al. (2015b) conducted thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling with 
the use of DRAGON, DONJON, and a one-dimensional thermalhydraulic code. 
The neutronic cross-sections were calculated using a transport code, DRAGON.  
The axial length was divided into several segments to take into account the variation in 
the coolant density, coolant temperature and fuel temperature along the fuel channel.  The 
lattice pitch in the developed model was a square of 25 cm × 25 cm.  The macroscopic 
cross-sections were homogenized into two energy groups, which were used as an input to 
the diffusion code, DONJON.  Kovaltchouk et al. (2015b) also varied the mass flow rate 
in order to obtain an outlet coolant temperature of 625°C. 
Based on the above methodology, Kovaltchouk et al. (2015b) determined the power 
distribution inside the reactor core as well as the coolant temperature, density and fuel 
temperature along the axial direction.  The maximum fuel temperature was calculated for 
two cases.  In the first case, the fuel centerline temperature was calculated for a 
homogeneous mixture of ThO2 and PuO2.  In the second case, a two-layer fuel was 
modeled where ThO2 was located at the center of each fuel pin while PuO2 was modeled 
as the medium of the outer layer.  The result of their analysis showed that the maximum 
fuel temperature is lower for the two-layer fuel.  
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In contrast with subcritical conditions where a step change in density leads to a two-
phase flow, a single-phase flow presents at supercritical conditions owing to a gradual 
change in fluid density.  However, in reality, under some supercritical conditions low-
density fluid partially covers the surface of the fuel assembly, which in turn reduces the 
heat transfer rate from the surface to the high-density fluid.  This phenomenon is called 
the deteriorated heat transfer.  Although the critical heat flux is well studied at subcritical 
pressures, the DHT regime is not well understood and hence none of the available heat 
transfer correlations predict this phenomenon accurately.  Therefore, there is still a need 
for improving the accuracy of the available methods of calculating the HTC.  Hence, due 
diligence should be exercised in selecting a heat transfer correlation for the purpose of 
calculating the cladding/sheath temperature at SCW conditions. 
Despite the gradual density gradient across the reactor core, the difference between 
the coolant density at the inlet and the outlet of the reactor is significant.  For the subject 
PT SCWR, the inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant are, respectively, 350 and 
625°C, which correspond to coolant densities approximately from 625 to 67 kg/m3.  As a 
result, the traditional transport calculations in which one lattice cell adequately represents 
the neutronic properties of a fuel channel are no longer suitable for the SCWRs.  Hence, 
the significant variation in coolant density, in the SCWRs, requires the transport 
calculations to be performed at different locations along the fuel channel. 
In addition to significant variation in coolant density, the high operating 
temperature of the coolant (i.e., a nominal outlet temperature of 625°C) may result in high 
heat transfer rates from the coolant to the moderator depending on the fuel channel 
design.  Hence, the heat transfer rate from the coolant to the moderator should also be 
estimated, which, in addition to other parameters, depends on the HTC between the fuel 
channel and the moderator.  In the available literature, the HTC between the fuel channel 
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and the moderator is mostly assumed.  For instance, Shan et al. (2011) and Wu et al. 
(2015) assumed 600 and 1000 W/m
2
K, respectively, as the values of the HTC between 
the moderator and the outer surface of the fuel channel.  Hence, the assumed values for 
the HTC should be verified based on suitable correlations developed based on 
experiments. 
The high operating temperatures of the SCWRs also result in higher fuel 
temperatures compared to those of the current commercial water-cooled nuclear reactors.  
Higher fuel temperatures, in turn, result in smaller temperature differences between the 
operating temperature and the design temperature limit of the fuel.  Under normal 
operating conditions, these design limits are 1850°C for the UO2 fuel and 850°C for the 
cladding.  Hence, it is essential to calculate the fuel temperature with lower uncertainties. 
The uncertainty associated with the heat transfer correlation, which is used to 
calculate the rate of heat transfer between the cladding and the coolant, gives rise to 
uncertainties in calculating the cladding temperature, which in turn introduces 
uncertainties in the fuel temperature.  Another source of uncertainty is the thermal 
conductivity of the fuel which varies as a function of temperature and also depends on the 
manufacturing method, irradiation level, and percentage of porosity.  Therefore, caution 
should be exercised in selecting the correlations for the calculation of the HTC and the 
thermal conductivity of the fuel.  Another element of uncertainty in the calculation of the 
fuel temperature is the effect of the gap conductance between the fuel and the cladding.  
Therefore, the impact of the gap conductance on the fuel temperature should also be 
evaluated even though a collapsible cladding is considered for the subject PT SCWR. 
Further, in the SCWRs, the flow rate of the coolant is less than those of the 
conventional water-cooled nuclear reactors mainly due to larger coolant density in 
conventional nuclear reactors and high specific heat values in the SCWRs, specifically, as 
the coolant passes through a pseudocritical point.  Hence, the pressure drop at SCW 
conditions is expected to be small.  However, it is still necessary to examine the impact of 
the pressure drop on the thermophysical properties of the coolant and hence on the fuel 
and cladding temperatures under normal operating conditions. 
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The main objective of this thesis is to conduct a study on specifics of the 
thermalhydraulics and neutronics of a pressure-tube SCWR based on an understanding of 
the supercritical water phenomena and their impacts on reactor design and operation.  The 
main neutronic aspects, which have been incorporated in the neutronic model, include 1) 
variable coolant density along the heated length of the fuel channel, which affect the 
neutronic properties of a lattice and hence the neutron flux and 2) number of energy 
groups, which affect the calculated channel powers.  This thesis also evaluates the impact 
of the following thermalhydraulic modeling parameters on the fuel and cladding 
temperatures: 
 variable heat transfer coefficient, which is affected by the thermophysical 
properties of supercritical-water, axial heat flux, and three heat transfer regimes: 
normal, improved and deteriorated; 
 thermophysical properties, which are affected by the bulk-fluid-temperature 
profile along the heated length and pressure drop along the fuel channel; 
 variable axial and radial heat-flux profiles of the fuel assembly (bundle string), 
which are affected by the neutron flux; 
 radial non-uniform heat generation inside the fuel; 
 axial and radial variable thermal conductivity of the fuel; 
 contact thermal resistance between the fuel and cladding; 
 heat loss from the coolant to the moderator, which is affected by the thermal 
conductivity of the ceramic insert; 
 pressure drop of the coolant along the fuel channel. 
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Proposed Modeling Improvements 
4.1 Thermalhydraulic and Neutronic Coupling 
An essential aspect of a nuclear reactor design is the design of the fuel assembly, 
which requires the establishment of the design limits on the fuel and cladding 
temperatures.  From both the design and safety perspectives, it also involves complying 
with these temperature limits.  Hence, as part of a reactor design, thermalhydraulic 
calculations are performed to determine the maximum fuel and cladding temperatures 
under normal operating conditions.  Heat flux profiles of the fuel assemblies and also 
those of each element of the fuel assemblies are an important input to every 
thermalhydraulic assessment.  The power distribution inside a reactor core and in 
particular in every fuel assembly is determined through reactor physics or neutronic 
calculations. 
Reactor physics is concerned with the study of neutron interactions with matter 
inside a nuclear reactor with an aim to determine the neutron flux distribution inside the 
core.  This flux distribution is then used as a basis for the thermalhydraulic calculations 
with an objective to ensure that the fuel and sheath maintain their mechanical integrity 
under all normal operating conditions by complying with their temperature limits.  
Neutronic calculations, on the other hand, require inputs about the fuel temperature, 
coolant temperature, and density, as well as the moderator temperature and density.  
Therefore, due to the dependency between the thermalhydraulic and neutronic aspects of 
a reactor core, the thermalhydraulic and neutronic calculations are coupled. 
The thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling is performed using data transfer between 
the neutronic and thermalhydraulic calculations.  As illustrated in Figure 4-1, the 
thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling is an iterative process such that the output of one 
calculation is used to refine the input to the other calculation until convergence is 
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achieved.  In this context, the temperatures and/or densities of the fuel, coolant, and 
moderator calculated from the thermalhydraulic analysis are used as inputs in the 
transport calculation, the results of which are used as inputs in the diffusion calculation.  
This process repeats until certain parameters of both neutronic and thermalhydraulic 
calculations are converged. 
 
Figure 4-1 Thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling. 
 
The transport calculation (please, see Section 4.2.1 for background information) 
solves the neutron transport equation to determine the angular flux for all locations, all 
directions of motion and all energies.  The transport equation solves the neutron flux in 
seven variables (3 for space, 2 for direction, 1 for energy and 1 for the time).  To solve the 
angular flux and neutronic properties of the lattice cell, the materials of the lattice cell 
components are associated with their corresponding geometry and the neutronic 
properties of the constituents of the materials are retrieved from a cross-section library.  
Hence, the geometry of the lattice cell and materials associated with each component of 
the lattice cell are necessary inputs into the transport calculation. 
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The transport calculation requires the discretization of the continuous energy 
spectrum into a fine number of energy groups (e.g., 69 energy groups).  The neutronic 
properties and flux levels for the fuel pins, cladding, and moderator are determined from 
the solutions of the transport equation as a function of the discretized energy groups.  The 
neutronic properties of the lattice cell are calculated for each burnup step.  Then, these 
neutronic properties are discretized into a course number of energy groups (e.g., 2, 4 or 
10) and eventually homogenized over the geometry of the lattice cell.  These 
homogenized properties form the building block of the reactor in the diffusion 
calculation. 
The diffusion calculation solves the multigroup diffusion equations to determine the 
power distribution inside the reactor core.  Eventually, to close the feedback loop between 
the neutronic and thermalhydraulic calculations, the power profile is used as an input in 
the thermalhydraulic calculations (please, see Section 4.3 for detail information about the 
code).  In general, a thermalhydraulic code calculates the densities and temperatures of 
the fuel, cladding, and the coolant while the temperature of the moderator may be 
considered to be constant.  The latest calculated densities and temperatures are used to 
update the inputs of the transport calculation.  This process repeats until both the 
neutronic and thermalhydraulic parameters converge. 
The neutron cross-sections of the constituents of the lattice cell are retrieved from a 
nuclear cross-section library.  These cross-sections represent the likelihood of different 
outcomes that may result from the interaction of a neutron with a material or a target 
nucleus at a microscopic level.  When a neutron collides with the nucleus of an atom, the 
neutron is either scattered from its previous direction or absorbed.  Eventually, after 
several successive scattering reactions with nuclei, the neutron is absorbed (Lewis, 2008).  
As shown in Figure 4-2, a neutron can undergo either an elastic or inelastic scattering.  
However, when the neutron is absorbed, there are several outcomes: radiative capture, 
charged particle reactions, neutron-producing reaction and fission (Lamarsh and Baratta, 
2001). 
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Figure 4-2 Neutron interaction with matter and neutron cross-section (Lamarsh and 
Baratta, 2001). 
The microscopic cross-section is the terminology, which is used to show the 
effective area that a target nucleus presents to a neutron of certain energy for a certain 
nuclear reaction (Shultis and Faw, 2002).  As the definition of the microscopic cross-
section indicates, the microscopic cross-section of a nuclide, which has a unit of area, for 
each reaction depends on the energy of the neutron.  The microscopic cross-section 
depends, to a lesser degree, on the temperature of the target nuclide and the relative angle 
between the target nuclide and the neutron.  The microscopic cross-section can also be 
interpreted as the probability that a neutron of certain energy would undergo a certain 











Pu, respectively (National Nuclear Data Center, 
2014). 
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Figure 4-4 Microscopic cross-sections of 
235
U. 
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Figure 4-6 Microscopic cross-sections of 
239
Pu. 
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Figure 4-8 Microscopic cross-sections of 
241
Pu. 
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The retrieved microscopic cross-sections are then used to calculate the macroscopic 
cross-sections of the material.  Considering a target material with an atomic density of 𝑁 
(atoms/cm
3
), the probability of neutron interaction with the target can be expressed 
regarding the microscopic cross-section of the neutron and the atomic density of the 
target.  This relationship is defined as the macroscopic cross-section, which is calculated 
as the product of the microscopic cross-section and the atomic density, Σ = σN.  Where Σ 
is the macroscopic cross-section of the incident neutron in cm
-1
; σ is the microscopic 
cross-section of the incident neutron in cm
-2
; N is the atomic density of the target material 
in atoms/cm
3
.  Hence, the inverse of the macroscopic cross-section represents the distance 
that a neutron can travel in a target without making any interaction with the nuclides in 
the target. 
In brief, Figure 4-1 outlines the main steps involved in performing a 
thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling.  These steps are 1) transport calculation, 2) burnup 
calculation, 3) diffusion calculation and 4) thermalhydraulic calculation.  The next 
section, Section 4.2, provides more information about the transport and diffusion 
calculations in connection with this thesis.  Section 4.3 provides the details of the 
developed thermalhydraulic model. 
4.2 Neutronic Models 
4.2.1 Transport Calculation 
Transport theory draws a mathematical representation of transport of particles 
including neutrons, light photons or gamma rays.  Transport theory has been applied to 
many fields of science to provide answers to problems such as gas dynamics, car traffic 
and distribution of neutrons in nuclear reactors (Duderstadt and Martin, 1979).  In the 
latter application, the main goal of using the transport theory in reactor design is to 
determine the distribution of neutrons in the reactor, which is correlated to the reactor 
power.  From a design perspective, fuel and cladding temperatures should be kept below 
certain temperature limits under all normal operating conditions.  To comply with these 
design limits, fuel and cladding temperatures are calculated based on the power 
distribution inside a reactor core and within a fuel assembly. 
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The transport of neutrons in a nuclear reactor is governed by the neutron transport 
equation which is also known as the Boltzmann equation.  The complexity of the 
transport equation is a function of the nature of neutrons.  One characteristic of the 
neutrons is that they move in different directions with different speeds, which are 
governed by the energy of neutrons.  Consequently, the population of neutrons at a 
specific location is different than those of the other directions.  In addition, the number of 
neutrons also changes as a function of time.  Therefore, the transport equation should 
determine the neutron distribution as functions of space, direction, energy and time.  
Considering that three coordinate parameters are required to locate a neutron in space, 
two angles to specify the direction of the neutron, one parameter representing the energy 
of the neutron and one parameter for time, the neutron transport equation is a function of 
seven parameters. 
The ultimate goal of solving the neutron transport equation is to determine the 
neutron population at a specific location and direction.  The directional dependence of a 
neutron population depends not only on the location but also on the neutronic properties 
of the materials of the core such as the fuel composition, cladding material, coolant, and 
moderator.  The neutronic properties of core materials govern both the interaction of 
neutrons with the matter as well as the scattering of the neutrons.  In terms of interactions, 
the neutronic properties of materials determine the probability of absorption, fission or 
scattering of neutrons.  The scattering of neutrons itself is affected by the properties of 
materials such that neutrons are scattered in preferred directions.  Therefore, neutron 
angular density and properties of core materials are two governing quantities of the 
neutron transport equation. 
To achieve the main goal of determining the neutron angular flux, the solution of 
the neutron transport equation is determined.  However, it is not feasible to analytically 
find the exact solutions of the neutron transport equation, on account of its complexity 
caused by the seven variables.  As a result, a variety of techniques has been developed to 
calculate the solution of the neutron transport equation.  These techniques can be 
classified into two main categories: 1) deterministic and 2) stochastic techniques.  The 
deterministic techniques include the collision probability, spherical harmonics, discrete-
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ordinates and the method of characteristics while the Monte Carlo method is a stochastic 
technique (Sanchez and McCormick, 1982). 
The choice of the numerical method depends on the degree of information that is 
required to be determined about the spatial and angular distribution of a neutron 
population.  This choice also depends on the approximations used to model the 
geometrical configuration of the materials and their properties.  Despite all scientific 
factors that are considered when selecting a numerical method, the availability of the 
computer codes plays a significant role in selecting a numerical method.  Nevertheless, 
depending on a chosen numerical method, the solution of the transport equation is 
determined using one form of the transport equation, which best suits the implementation 
of the selected numerical method.  The transport equation can be represented in three 
forms: 1) the integral-differential, 2) integral and 3) surface-integral forms (Sanchez and 
McCormick, 1982).  The integral-differential form of the transport equation is shown as 




𝜕Ψ(𝑟, 𝐸, Ω, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡









The terms on the LHS of the neutron transport equation, Equation (4-1), represent 
the interaction mechanisms resulting in neutron losses while the terms on the RHS of 
Equation (4-1) represent the interaction mechanisms that lead to neutron gains (Inanc, 
1989).  The first term on the LHS of Equation (4-1) represents the time rate of change of 
neutron angular flux, 𝛹(𝑟, ?́?, Ώ, 𝑡).  The angular flux is the product of the neutron angular 
density and the neutron velocity. The neutron angular density, 𝑁(𝑟, ?́?, Ώ, 𝑡), is defined as 
the population of neutrons at a specific location and direction.  The second term on the 
LHS of Equation (4-1) represents the variation of the neutron angular flux along a given 
direction.  The third term on the LHS of Equation (4-1) represents the total neutron 
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interaction density at location 𝑟, energy 𝐸, direction Ω and time 𝑡.  𝛴𝑡(𝐸) is the total 
neutron macroscopic cross-section for all neutron interactions: scattering and absorption.  
The macroscopic cross-section is the product of neutron microscopic cross-section and 
the atomic density of the material.  The microscopic cross-section depends on the material 
and the energy of the incident neutron. 
The first term on the RHS of Equation (4-1) represents the scattering of neutrons 
from the energy group ?́? to the energy group 𝐸.  The second term on the RHS of 
Equation (4-1) represents a neutron source.  For a fission reactor, this term is replaced 
with terms representing the fission reactions.  Further, for this case, the balance between 
the neutron losses due to absorption or leakage and neutron production either due to the 
scattering of neutrons to a certain energy group or the fission reactions is provided by the 
k-effective eigenvalue. 
Among the deterministic techniques, spherical harmonics, discrete-ordinates and 
the method of characteristics techniques are used with the integral-differential form of the 
transport equation. Integral transport, collocation, and collision probability methods are 
used with the integral form of the transport equation.  The interface current and nodal 
methods are used with surface-integral form of the transport equation (Sanchez and 
McCormick, 1982).  A brief description of this method is provided in the following 
paragraphs as the DRAGON code, which is used for the purpose of reactor physics 
calculations presented in this thesis, implements the MOC. 
For the purpose of conducting transport calculations, in this thesis, the version 4.0.7 
of the DRAGON code (Marleau et al., 2011) was used in conjunction with the 69-group 
ENDF/B-VII.0 nuclear data library provided in the WIMS-D4 format (IAEA, 2007).  
DRAGON is a transport code, which allows for the calculation of the neutron flux, 
generating the cross-section database (e.g., absorption, scattering, fission and total cross-
sections) and computation of the neutronic properties of the lattice.  A lattice cell is 
defined as a unit cell, which can be used as a building block of the reactor core.  In an 
example of a PT SCWR, the lattice is a virtual square of 25.0 cm by 25.0 cm, which 
consists of the moderator, pressure tube, outer liner tube, insulator, inner liner tube, flow 
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tube, coolant, cladding, and fuel.  Figure 4-9 shows an image of a lattice generated by 
DRAGON.  In connection with the diffusion calculations, the transport calculations also 
involve homogenization of the cross-sections over the entire lattice cell using the 
calculated flux values and condensation of the cross-sections into 9 (nine) energy groups 
with the following energy boundaries: 6065500.0, 821000.0, 15000.0, 146.0740, 9.88, 
0.625, 0.2866, and 0.1761 eV. 
 
Figure 4-9  2-D view of a lattice generated by DRAGON. 
 
The following DRAGON modules have been used for the purpose of conducting 
transport calculations for this thesis: INFO:, LIB:, GEO:, EXCELL:, EXCELT:, SHI:, 
FLU:, EDI:, PSP:, ASM:, CPO:, EVO:, DELETE: and END:. 
Transport calculation requires the specifications of a lattice cell.  In DRAGON, a 
lattice cell is defined by specifying the geometry and dimensions of its components and 
the materials associated with each component.  In this thesis, the lattice cell consists of, 
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from outside to inside, the moderator, pressure tube, outer liner tube, ceramic insulator, 
inner liner tube, coolant, flow tube, coolant, cladding and fuel.  A cross-section library, 
which contains the neutronic cross-sections of the materials associated with all 
constituents of the lattice cell, should also be created. 
The LIB: module of the DRAGON coded was used to generate and modify a 
DRAGON micro library, MICROLIB.  The LIB: module requires two inputs: 1) 
microscopic cross-sections, which were retrieved from IAEA’s 69-energy-group library 
and 2) concentration of isotopes comprising a mixture in the form of number densities, 
which were entered into the input file based on the design specifications of the subject PT 
SCWR.  The atom densities of the constituents of the nuclear fuel can be calculated using 
the INFO: module.  For details about the LIB: and INFO: modules please see the user’s 
manual (Marleau et al., 2011). 
Then, the geometry of the lattice cell is constructed, and the material associated 
with each component of the geometry is mapped to it.  The GEO: module of the 
DRAGON code was used to build the geometry of the lattice cell.  The GEO: module 
assigns the mixtures to each component of the lattice cell. 
In the next steps, the flux calculation is performed based on the collision probability 
method.  For this purpose, the EXCELT: module of DRAGON was used.  The EXCELT: 
module performs full-cell collision probability calculation.  The SHI: module was used to 
account for the self-shieling effects.  The ASM: module was used to create collision 
probability matrices.  The FLU: module was used to solve the linear system of collision 
probability matrices.  The GEO: module passes geometry and material information into a 
tracking module (i.e., EXCELT:).  The tracking module (i.e., EXCELT:) provides data to 
the SHI:, ASM: and FLU: modules.  The LIB: module provides data to the ASM: and 
FLU: modules while the SHI: module can modify it. 
The neutronic properties of the lattice (e.g., cross-sections) are determined at 
different burnup values.  The burnup calculation is necessary since the isotopic 
composition of the fuel changes after the fuel has been irradiated.  For this purpose, the 
EVO: module of DRAGON was used to perform the burnup calculations. 
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Next, the neutronic properties of the lattice cell are homogenized over the lattice 
geometry and condensed into several energy groups (e.g., nine energy groups in this 
thesis).  For this purpose, the EDI: module of DRAGON was used for the condensation of 
the cross-sections in energy and homogenization of the microscopic cross-sections in 
space and storage of the information in the output files.  The EDI: module requires data 
from the FLU:, LIB: and EXCELT: modules. 
Eventually, a reactor cross-section database is created.  The reactor cross-section 
database contains the neutronic cross-sections of the lattice at different burnup values.  
For this purpose, the CPO: module of the DRAGON was used.  The created output files 
are used as inputs for the diffusion calculation, which is conducted using the DONJON 
code.  The CPO: module requires data from the EDI: and EVO: modules to generate the 
reactor cross-section library and save them in the form of output files. 
As described above, the lattice calculations, in this thesis, were performed with the 
use of several DRAGON modules.  In this analysis, the fuel channels inside the reactor 
core were grouped into three burnup zones.  For each burnup zone, the lattice calculations 
were conducted for the fuel channel with the maximum thermal power.  For each 
representative fuel channel, the lattice calculations were carried out at 20 cross-sections 
along the length of a fuel channel to account for the variation of the coolant density as the 
coolant density changes from approximately 625 kg/m
3
 to 67 kg/m
3
.  In other words, the 
coolant temperature, coolant density, fuel temperature, and temperatures of all other fuel 
channel components used in the lattice calculation for each section were obtained from 
the thermalhydraulic code. 
Transport calculation is an iterative process as the output of the transport 
calculation affects the thermal power distribution inside the reactor core determined by 
performing diffusion calculation.  The power distribution, in turn, affects the 
thermalhydraulic analysis of the core.  The thermalhydraulic characteristics of the core, 
on the other hand, impact the transport calculation due to potential changes in coolant 
densities and fuel temperatures.  Consequently, the inputs of the transport calculation, 
which are in the DRAGON input file, are updated with the most recent values of the 
coolant densities and fuel temperatures.  More information about the DRAGON input file 
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is provided in Appendix B.  Section 4.2.2 provides more information about the diffusion 
calculation. 
4.2.2 Diffusion Calculation 
As discussed, it is not feasible to find the exact analytical solutions of the transport 
equation as this equation has seven variables/unknowns.  For a steady-state analysis, the 
neutron transport equation can be written in the form of Equation (4-2) known as the 
diffusion equation (Hébert, 2010).  In Equation (4-2), it has been assumed that the 
probability of a neutron interaction is independent of the direction of the motion of the 
neutron.  This assumption results in the elimination of two variables from the neutron 
transport equation.  In general, the solutions to the diffusion equation are determined by 
dividing the energy spectrum into a certain number of energy groups. 
 
−𝐷𝑔(𝑟) ∇














In Equation (4-2), 𝑔 is the neutron energy groups (e.g., 1, 2, 3, …, G) where the 
smallest number represents the group with the highest energy range and the largest 
number represent the group with the lowest energy range.  𝐷𝑔 is diffusion coefficient of 
energy group 𝑔 in cm.  Σ𝑅,𝑔(𝑟) is the neutron removal cross-section of group 𝑔 in cm
−1.  
Σ𝑠
𝑔′→𝑔(𝑟) is the macroscopic scattering cross-section from energy group 𝑔′ to energy 
group 𝑔 in cm−1.  Σ𝑓,𝑔′ is the macroscopic fission cross-section of neutrons in energy 
group 𝑔′ in cm−1.  𝜈 is the number of neutrons emitted from a fission reaction.  𝜒𝑔 is the 
fission-neutron spectrum, which is the fraction of neutrons that are born with energy 𝑔.  
∅𝑔(𝑟) is the neutron flux density of energy group 𝑔 in (cm
2𝑠)−1.  The effective 
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multiplication factor is represented by 𝑘.  ∇2 is the Laplacian operator and is shown as 














The first term on the LHS of Equation (4-2) represents the number of neutrons 
within the energy group 𝑔 lost from a specific control volume due to diffusion.  The 
second term on the LHS of Equation (4-2) represents the number of neutrons lost, per unit 
volume per unit time, from the energy group 𝑔 inside the control volume due to 
absorption and/or scattering to another energy group other than the energy group 𝑔.  The 
third term on the LHS of Equation (4-2) represents the number of neutrons gained in the 
energy group 𝑔 due to the scattering of the neutrons from other energy groups, which are 
represented by 𝑔′, into the energy group 𝑔.  The first term on the RHS of Equation (4-2) 
represents the number of neutrons in the energy group 𝑔 generated due to fission of 
neutrons in the other energy groups, which are represented by 𝑔′. 
For illustration purposes, the diffusion equation has been written for two energy 
groups as shown in Equation (4-4) and Equation (4-5).  Based on these equations, the 
main inputs from the transport calculation to the diffusion calculation are the diffusion 
coefficient, macroscopic absorption cross-section, macroscopic scattering cross-section, 
macroscopic fission cross-section and the number of neutrons born in fission for each 
energy group.  The result of the diffusion calculation is the thermal power distribution 
inside the core, which in turn is used as an input for the thermalhydraulic calculation.  
The methodology for the thermalhydraulic calculations is provided in Section 4.3.  The 
remaining of this section provides information about the specifications used in the 
diffusion calculations conducted in this thesis using the DONJON code. 
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−𝐷1(𝑟) ∇
2 ∅1(𝑟) + (Σ𝑎,1(𝑟) + Σ𝑠,1→2(𝑟))∅1(𝑟) −
𝑣Σ𝑓,2∅2(𝑟)
𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓




2 ∅2(𝑟) + Σ𝑎,2(𝑟)∅2(𝑟) − Σ𝑠,1→2(𝑟)∅1(𝑟) = 0 (4-5) 
 
 
DONJON is one of the publically available codes which perform diffusion 
calculation.  In this thesis, the DONJON code (Sekki et al., 2011) was used for the 
purpose of computing the power distribution inside the reactor core.  To calculate the 
power distribution inside the reactor core, the solution of the diffusion equation is 
determined which requires information about the neutronic cross-sections.  The neutronic 
cross-sections depend on the fuel composition, which in turn depends on the fuel burnup 
and isotopic depletion.  Hence, the calculated power distribution depends on the neutronic 
properties (e.g., macroscopic cross sections) of the lattice cells comprising the reactor 
core.  In this context, the time-average and the instantaneous models are two calculation 
methods, which are used for determining the reactor power. 
The time-average model takes an average of the macroscopic cross-sections for a 
given fuel bundle/assembly for a certain burnup value.  The time-average model is mostly 
used for reactors, which are featured with online refueling such as CANDU reactors.  A 
unique aspect of such reactor is that the reactor is refueling while on power.  The time-
average model determines the equilibrium neutronic properties over a burnup step.  On 
the other hand, the instantaneous model determines the reactor power at a “snapshot” 
based on the neutronic properties at a specific burnup value.  Since, in this report, the 
chosen SCWR is batch refueled and the report takes into account the power distribution 
of a fresh core, the instantaneous model is used in this thesis report. 
The TINST: module of DONJON was used to calculate the power distribution 
inside the reactor core using the instantaneous model.  This module allows for the 
implementation of the batch refueling scheme.  There are many refueling patterns which 
can be selected each of which would result in a different power distribution inside the 
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reactor.  However, to achieve the objectives of this thesis, it was sufficient to determine 
the power distribution of a fresh core.  However, to allow the implementation of various 
3-batch refueling schemes in the future, the TINST: module was used in this thesis.  This 
module requires the instantaneous burnup values of each fuel bundle.  The values of the 
instantaneous burnup for the fuel bundles were calculated based on Equation (4-6), which 
calculates the discharge burnup as a function of the number of batches and the burnup of 
one single-batch loaded core (Cochran and Tsoulfanidis, 1999).  In Equation (4-6),  𝐵𝑑 is 
the discharge burnup of each fuel batch at the end of the n
th
 cycle, 𝑛 is the number of 










Considering a discharge burnup of 35,000 MW/MTU, based on Equation (4-6) and 
for a 3-batch refueling scheme, it is determined that the burnup of one batch is around 
23,333 MW/MTU.  It is also known that the burnup values of the fuel bundle(s) at the 
center of the core will be higher than those on the periphery.  Similarly, for each fuel 
channel, the burnup values are maximum at the center of the fuel channel and they 
decrease as the distance of a fuel bundle increases from the center of the fuel channel.  As 
such, to determine the burnup values, the core was divided into three burnup zones and 
for each burnup zone, the average channel power was determined.  Then, the ratio of the 
power of each representative channel to that of the burnup zone located at the center of 
the core was determined.  These ratios varied from 0.70 for the burnup zone, which 
consists of the fuel channels located on the periphery of the core, to 1.0 for the central 
burnup zone, and 0.9 for the burnup zone between these two burnup zones.  Further, the 
ratio of the bundle power to an average bundle power was determined.  Then, these ratios 
were multiplied by the determined burnup value of 23,333 MW/MTU for one fuel cycle.  
These ratios vary from 0.8 for the fuel bundles located at the inlet or outlet of a fuel 
channel and increase to 1.1 for the fuel bundles at the center of a fuel channel.  It should 
be noted again that the power distribution, in this thesis, was determined for a fresh core 
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and these burnup values were incorporated in the DONJON input file to allow the 
execution of the program. 
Diffusion calculation requires knowledge of the reactor size in the form of the 
number of fuel assemblies or fuel channels and the mixture properties for each fuel 
channel or burnup region.  Considering a fuel-channel type reactor, the number of fuel 
channels, the number of fuel bundles, and the radial size of the reflector are needed.  The 
GEO: module was used to define the boundary conditions, the number of fuel channels, 
the number of reflectors, the size of the lattice in x- and y-direction, the length of fuel 
bundles in the z-direction and the mesh size.  The boundary conditions, which specify 
where the neutron flux is zero, are also defined to complete the diffusion calculations.  In 
this thesis, the diffusion calculation accounts for a reflector with a thickness of about 60 
cm. 
In this thesis, the fuel channels inside the reactor core are assigned to three burnup 
zones depending on their location in the reactor core.  The diffusion coefficient, 
macroscopic absorption cross-section, macroscopic scattering cross-section and 
macroscopic fission cross-section are needed for each burnup zone and the reflector.  As 
described in Section 4.2.1, these neutronic properties were calculated using the DRAGON 
code and were condensed into nine energy groups.  The USPLIT: module was used to 
link the geometry and the materials. 
Diffusion calculation requires the discretization of the diffusion equation in space 
and energy domains.  The TRIVAT: module was used for the purpose of discretization of 
the geometry.  Each element of the geometry is associated with its corresponding 
material.  As such, a macroscopic library is created.  This library contains the neutronic 
properties of the reflector and the different fuel types as a function of different burnup 
steps.  The CRE: module was sued to create a macroscopic library for the reflector and 
each fuel type.  The RESINI: module was used for burnup calculations.  Eventually, the 
MACINI: module was used to create an extended macro-library, which contains the 
reflector library and the fuels library. 
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So far, the reactor geometry is constructed and discretized; an extended 
macroscopic library is created, which has the properties homogenized at different burnup 
steps and condensed into nine energy groups.  In the next steps, numerical solutions are 
obtained.  For this purpose, the TRIVAA: module was used to compute the set of system 
matrices corresponding to the tracking information.  The FLUD: module was used to 
calculate the numerical solutions to an eigenvalue problem, which corresponds to the set 
of system matrices created by the TRIVAA: module.  Appendix C provides more 
information about the DONJON input file. 
One of the outputs of the diffusion calculation is the thermal power of each fuel 
channel and each fuel bundle/assembly.  However, considering the fuel bundle design of 
the examined SCWR, it is known that the neutron flux and hence the thermal power 
values of the fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer rings are different.  In addition, 
the heat generation rate inside a fuel element varies as a function of the radial distance 
from the center of the fuel.  Consequently, it is necessary to determine the heat generation 
rate as a function of the radial distance from the center of the fuel in order to increase the 
accuracy of calculating the fuel temperature.  Section 4.2.3 provides further information 
about the heat generation inside the fuel. 
4.2.3 Heat Generation in Nuclear Fuels 
The energy produced by fission appears as the kinetic energy of fission fragments, 
fission-product decay (i.e., beta-rays, gamma-rays, and neutrinos), prompt gamma-rays, 
kinetic energy of fission neutrons, and capture gamma-rays.  The amount of heat 
deposited in the nuclear fuel can be estimated as the kinetic energy of fission fragments 
and beta-rays. 
The heat generation in the nuclear fuel can be calculated as the multiplication of the 
fission rate and the energy released per fission as shown in Equation (4-7) where 𝐺𝑓 is the 
fission energy released per fission and absorbed by the nuclear fuel and 𝑞𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑟) is the 
volumetric heat generation rate. 
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Considering that the neutron flux and fission rate are energy dependent, Equation (4-7) 
can be written as Equation (4-8).  
 
 






Equation (4-8) can be written as the sum of the product of the fission rate and 
neutron flux over a number of energy groups as shown in Equation (4-9). 
 
 







Equation (4-9) can be interpreted as such that the heat generation in a nuclear fuel 
varies in the radial direction of the fuel pellet.  Considering a cylindrical fuel pellet in a 
reactor core, as illustrated in Figure 4-10, the heat generation in the fuel is affected by the 
neutron flux.  In Figure 4-10, the fast neutron flux is the maximum at the center of the 
nuclear fuel and it decreases as the flux approaches the periphery of the fuel pellet.  On 
the other hand, the thermal neutron flux has its minimum at the center of the fuel and its 
magnitude increases as the distance increases from the center of the fuel.  A combination 
effect of the fission rate and neutron flux results in smaller heat generation rate at the 
center of a nuclear fuel and larger values as the radial distance increases from the center 
of the fuel for a thermal-spectrum reactor.  It should be emphasized that Figure 4-10 is 
just to illustrate the variation of the neutron flux within a cylindrical fuel. 
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Figure 4-10 Schematic variation of fast and thermal fluxes inside a cylindrical fuel 
element. 
 
In the developed model, the variation of the heat generation rate has been taken into 
account by considering the variation of the flux profiles from the ring to ring and within 
each fuel element.  As a result, the heat generation rate is different for the fuel elements in 
the inner ring and the outer ring considering the fuel bundle design of the subject PT 
SCWR.  In addition, for each ring, the heat generation rate varies in the radial direction. 
To account for the spatial effect of heat generation, the transport calculations were 
conducted such that the fuel geometry was divided into 30 radial segments and for each 
segment the integrated flux and fission rate were calculated and the results were merged 
into nine energy groups.  Then, the product of the fission rate and neutron flux was 
calculated for each energy group.  A summary of these steps is shown in Table 4-1 and 
Table 4-2. 
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Distance in cm from center of fuel element  























































































































































































































































































































































































4 4.68 1.40 2.33 3.27 4.20 5.14 6.07 7.01 7.95 8.88 9.82 1.08 1.17 1.26 1.36



































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  
0.013 0.025 0.038 0.050 0.063 0.075 0.088 0.100 0.113 0.125 0.138 0.150 0.163 0.175 0.188 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  
0.013 0.025 0.038 0.050 0.063 0.075 0.088 0.100 0.113 0.125 0.138 0.150 0.163 0.175 0.188 









































































































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  































































































































































































































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































2 4.76E 4.94E 5.28E 5.55E 5.73E 6.12E 6.27E 6.47E 6.87E 6.93E 7.16E 7.42E 7.40E 7.61E 7.62E



































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  
0.200 0.213 0.225 0.238 0.250 0.263 0.275 0.288 0.300 0.313 0.325 0.338 0.350 0.363 0.375 




























































































































































































































































Group 1 to 
9 
3.13% 3.42% 3.64% 3.89% 4.19% 4.42% 4.74% 5.05% 5.29% 5.67% 6.01% 6.34% 6.83% 7.29% 8.07% 
 
 


































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  



























































































































































































































8 2.94E 2.93E 2.91E 2.90E 2.89E 2.87E 2.87E 2.84E 2.83E 2.81E 2.79E 2.79E 2.77E 2.80E 2.86E



































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  
0.213 0.227 0.240 0.253 0.267 0.280 0.293 0.307 0.320 0.333 0.347 0.360 0.373 0.387 0.400 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Distance in cm from center of fuel element  





























































































































































































































Group 1 to 
9 
3.22% 3.45% 3.71% 3.94% 4.19% 4.46% 4.71% 5.01% 5.28% 5.58% 5.92% 6.25% 6.67% 7.15% 7.82% 
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The heat generated from the fuel elements in the inner ring contributes 48.6% of the 
heat generated from the fuel bundle while 51.4% of the heat is released from the fuel 
elements in the outer ring of the fuel bundle.  Figure 4-11 shows the percentage of the 
heat generation in the radial direction of the fuel elements for each of the 30 meshes along 
the radial direction of the fuel elements in the inner and the outer rings. 
 
 
Figure 4-11 Percentage of heat generation along the radial direction of the fuel. 
 
This section, Section 4.2.3, outlined the methodology for the calculation of the 
radial heat generation inside the fuel while the diffusion calculation was discussed in the 
previous section, Sections 4.2.2.  The next section, Section 4.2.4, gives detail information 
about the transfer of data between the neutronic and thermalhydraulic calculations. 
4.2.4 Transfer of Feedback between Thermalhydraulic and Neutronic Calculations 
In addition to the general steps, shown in Figure 4-1, which are involved in 
performing the thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling, there are other steps that should be 
taken in order to provide a feedback from the thermalhydraulic analysis into the neutronic 
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analysis and vice versa.  In this thesis, the feedback loop is closed through the use of 
several computer programs written in FORTRAN.  This computer programs are called 
“utilities” in this thesis.  Figure 4-12 shows the data flow diagram for the transport, 
diffusion, thermalhydraulic codes and the utilities. 
 
Figure 4-12 Data flow diagram for thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling in this 
thesis. 
The thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling starts with the transport calculation based 
on the initially guessed values (e.g., fuel temperature, coolant temperature, and coolant 
density).  In this thesis, a successful execution of the transport calculation produces 
output files containing the homogenized lattice cell data at different burnup steps for 20 
cross-sections along the heated length of a fuel channel.  These output files are used in the 
diffusion calculation, which in turn generates the thermal powers of every fuel bundle and 
fuel channel in the reactor core.  The calculated thermal powers are averaged over the fuel 
bundles.  However, for the calculation of the fuel temperature, the radial variation of the 
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volumetric heat generation rate inside the fuel was taken into account in the thermal 
hydraulic code.  While for the calculation of the cladding temperature, the heat flux 
associated with the fuel elements in each ring of the fuel bundle was determined. 
It is well known that the neutron flux and hence the heat flux vary from one ring to 
another ring of the fuel bundle.  For this purpose, a computer code (i.e., BundlePower-
HERC-64EL-3BZ.exe) was written (please, see Appendix F – BundlePower-HERC-
64EL-3BZ).  This utility reads the output of the diffusion calculation and extracts the 
thermal powers associated with the fuel channels with the maximum thermal power in 
each of the three burnup zones.  Then, it calculates the thermal power related to each fuel 
element.  The output of the utility is a text file, which provides the coefficients of a 
polynomial of degree 6 used for the calculation of the heat flux profiles of each ring as 
well as the average heat flux.  A subroutine, which is named “Polynomial”, was written in 
FORTRAN for the calculation of the coefficients of the polynomial.  This subroutine is 
presented in Appendix D – Polynomial.  This subroutine utilizes the Gaussian 
Elimination for solving matrices.  The Gaussian Elimination subroutine is presented in 
Appendix E – Gaussian Elimination.   
At this stage, the thermalhydraulic code is executed.  The thermalhydraulic code 
reads the heat flux profiles generated by the utility.  The developed thermalhydraulic code 
calculates the temperature profiles of the coolant, cladding, and the fuel.  Then, the 
required properties or parameters such as the coolant density and fuel temperature are 
calculated for 20 cross-sections along the heated length of the fuel channel.  The 
thermalhydraulic code prints these properties or parameters in an output file, which is 
created for the purpose of providing the feedback to the transport calculation. 
4.3 Thermalhydraulic Model 
As discussed in Chapter 2, there are several thermalhydraulic codes that have been 
developed or used to predict the thermalhydraulic behavior of the PT SCWRs.  These 
codes include one-dimensional thermalhydraulic codes such as CATHENA, sub-channel 
codes such as COBRA-TF-SC and ATHAS, and several in-house developed sub-channel 
and one-dimension codes.  In addition to being one-dimensional or sub-channel codes, 
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other differences exist between these thermalhydraulic codes with respect to the heat 
transfer correlations used to predict the HTC, empirical correlations used to calculate the 
friction factor, capability of the code in modeling the gap conductance between the fuel 
and the cladding, and consideration of the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator.  
The following paragraph outlines some of the differences between the developed code for 
this thesis and the other codes mentioned above. 
The developed thermalhydraulic code for this thesis is a one-dimensional code.  
This code uses the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation for the calculation of the HTC.  In 
comparison, the CATHENA code uses the Dittus-Boelter correlation.  For pressure-drop 
calculations, the developed code includes a large number of friction factor correlations 
such as the Filonenko (1954), Mikheev(1956), Petukhov (1970), Selander (1978), Itaya 
(1945), Blasius (1913) and Petrov and Popov (1985) correlations.  In contrast, codes such 
as CATHENA and COBRA-TF-SC include only Chen (1966) and Kirillov et al. (1990) 
correlation, respectively.  The developed code includes a model for taking into account 
the impact of the gap conductance on the fuel temperature.  On the contrary, COBRA-TF-
SC does not model the gap conductance while ATHAS and CATHENA model a constant 
number for a gas gap.  In regard to the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator, unlike 
the other codes, the developed thermalhydraulic code calculates the heat loss from the 
coolant to the moderator and takes into account the variation of the coolant temperature in 
the FT.  Table 4-3 draws a comparison between the developed thermalhydraulic code for 
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Table 4-3 Comparison of the thermalhydraulic code developed for this thesis and 
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Kondrat’ev, 
Oka, Yamagata 
et al., Swenson 
et al., Jackson, 
Jackson and 
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not modeled gas gap unknown modeled 
Transport 
Code 
DRAGON N/A N/A DRAGON DRAGON 
Diffusion 
Code 
DONJON N/A N/A CITATION DONJON 
# of Energy 
Groups 
8 N/A N/A 4 9 
Core 
Simulation 
1/4 of core N/A N/A 1/4 of core 




modeled not modeled N/A modeled modeled 







Shan et al. 
(2009) 




































unknown not modeled 
Fuel 
Channel 
HERC HERC HEC HERC HERC 
Fuel Bundle 64-element 62-element CANFLEX 64-element 64-element 










Not specified Not specified Not specified modeled 
 
4.3.1 Temperature Profiles: coolant, cladding, and fuel 
As discussed in Section 4.3, a thermalhydraulic code has been developed in 
MATLAB.  The thermalhydraulic code, which calculates the coolant, fuel and sheath 
temperature profiles, executes the following steps to conduct a steady-state one-
dimensional heat-transfer analysis.  First, the heated length of a fuel channel is divided 
into small increments of 1-cm length.  Second, the temperature profile of the coolant is 
calculated.  Third, the outer- and inner surface temperatures of the sheath/cladding are 
calculated.  A gap of 20 μm between fuel pellets and the sheath/cladding is considered to 
account for the effect of the fuel-sheath gap on the fuel temperature.  Then, the gap 
conductance and eventually the outer surface temperature of the fuel are calculated.  
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Finally, the temperature of the fuel in the radial and axial directions is calculated.  For this 
purpose, the thermalhydraulic code nodalizes the fuel pellet in the radial direction.  This 
nodalization is such that the thermalhydraulic code divides the radius of the fuel into 30 
increments and calculates the fuel temperature for each increment.  The following 
equations are used in sequence to determine the coolant, sheath, and fuel-centerline-
temperature profiles.  The REFPROP database was used for retrieving the thermophysical 
properties of the light water coolant and heavy water moderator as needed. 
 
 ℎ𝑖+1 = ℎ𝑖 +
𝑝 ∙ 𝑞𝑖
𝑚
∙ ∆𝐿 (4-10) 
 
 
In Equation (4-10), ℎ is the enthalpy of the coolant in J/kg, 𝑝 is the heated perimeter 
of the fuel bundle in meter, 𝑞 is the heat flux in W/m2, 𝑚 is the mass flow rate in kg/s, 





+ 𝑇𝑐 (4-11) 
 
 
In Equation (4-11), 𝑇𝑠ℎ,𝑜 is the outer surface temperature of the sheath/cladding in 
K, ℎ𝐻𝑇𝐶 is the heat transfer coefficient in W/m
2
K, 𝑞 is the heat flux in W/m2, 𝑇𝑐 is the 
coolant temperature in K. 
 
 










In Equation (4-12), 𝐍𝐮𝑏 is the Nusselt number, 𝐑𝐞𝑏 is the value of the Reynolds 
number at a pressure 𝑃 and a bulk-fluid temperature 𝑇𝑏, 𝐏𝐫̅̅̅̅ 𝑏 is the average Prandtl 
number, which is calculated based on Equation (2-14), and 
𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑏
 is the ratio of the fluid 
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density calculated at a wall temperature to the fluid density calculated at a bulk-fluid 
temperature.  These three parameters are determined based on the fluid properties 
calculated at the bulk fluid temperature. 
 
 
𝑇𝑠ℎ,𝑖𝑛𝑛 = 𝑇𝑠ℎ,𝑜 + 𝑄 ∙
𝑙𝑛(𝑟𝑜/𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑛)




In Equation (4-13), 𝑇𝑠ℎ,𝑖𝑛𝑛 is the inner-surface temperature of the sheath in K, 𝑇𝑠ℎ,𝑜 
is the outer-surface temperature of the sheath in K, 𝑄 is the heat transfer rate in W, 
𝑟𝑜/𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑛 is the ratio of the outer radius to inner radius of the sheath, ∆𝐿 is the mesh length 
in meter, and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity of the sheath material in W/mK. 
Equation (4-10) is used to calculate the enthalpy profile of the coolant.  Then, the 
corresponding temperature profile of the coolant can be determined based on the 
calculated enthalpies.  In other words, for each point along the heated length of a fuel 
channel the enthalpy is calculated.  Next, the calculated enthalpy and pressure of the 
coolant are entered into the REFPROP database as two independent variables to calculate 
the corresponding temperature of the coolant. 
Having calculated the temperature profile of the coolant based on Equation (4-10), 
the outer surface temperature of the sheath is determined using Equation (4-11).  The 
latter equation requires calculation of HTC between the sheath and coolant.  In this thesis, 
HTC has been calculated using the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation shown as Equation 
(4-12).  Then, the inner sheath temperature is calculated based on the heat conduction 
through the sheath using Equation (4-13). 
In Equation (4-11), 𝑞 is the heat flux, which varies along the axial direction of a fuel 
channel.  In this thesis, Axial Heat Flux Profiles (AHFPs) have been calculated for all 
fuel channels inside the core.  However, for the purpose of fuel-centerline-temperature 
calculation, the heat flux corresponding to a fuel channel with the maximum thermal 
power was used.  Also, the input from the lattice calculation was used to determine the 
power distribution in different rings of fuel bundles and also within each fuel element.  As 
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shown in Figure 7-2, fuel elements of the outer ring have a higher heat generation rate 
than those of the inner rings.  Therefore, this variation in heat generation rate and 
consequently in heat flux was taken into consideration.  Hence, the fuel centerline 
temperature was calculated for the fuel elements in the inner and the outer rings of the 
fuel bundle. 
The conduction heat transfer through the fuel can be determined with the use of the 
heat balance equation.  The use of the heat balance equation in a control volume can be 
interpreted as the relationship among the rate at which thermal energy is stored in the 
control volume, the rate at which thermal energy is entered into the control volume, the 
rate at which thermal energy is transferred out of the control volume, and the rate at 
which thermal energy is generated in the control volume.  This relationship is such that 
the rate at which thermal energy is stored in the control volume, ?̇?𝑠𝑡, is equal to the rate at 
which thermal energy is entering the control volume, ?̇?𝑖𝑛, minus the rate at which thermal 
energy is leaving the control volume, ?̇?𝑜𝑢𝑡, plus the rate at which thermal energy is 
generated in the control volume, ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛, as shown in Equation (4-14). 
 ?̇?𝑠𝑡 = ?̇?𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ?̇?𝑔𝑒𝑛 (4-14) 
 
For a control volume shown in Figure 4-13, the axial direction is represented by 𝑧, 
which is analogues to the axial direction of the fuel elements in a fuel bundle.  The radial 
direction is represented by 𝑟, which is analogues to the radial direction of the fuel 
elements.  The angular direction is represented by 𝜑.  Hence, the control volume is 
characterized by 𝑑𝑧, 𝑑𝑟, and 𝑟𝑑𝜑.  The rate at which energy is entering the control 
volume through its three faces along the axial, radial and angular directions is represented 
by 𝑄𝑧, 𝑄𝑟, and 𝑄𝜑 in W.  And the rate at which energy is leaving the control volume is 
represented by 𝑄𝑧+𝑑𝑧, 𝑄𝑟+𝑑𝑟, and 𝑄𝜑+𝑑𝜑 in W, respectively, in the axial, radial and 
angular directions where positive direction is in the direction of increasing 𝑧, 𝑟 or 𝜑.  The 
rate of heat generation in the control volume is represented by the product of the 
volumetric heat generation rate, 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 and the volume of the control volume as calculated 
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by 𝑑𝑧 × 𝑑𝑟 × 𝑟𝑑𝜑.  The rate at which the thermal energy is stored in the control volume 
is proportional to the specific heat and the time rate of change of temperature as 
represented by 𝜌 × (𝑑𝑧 × 𝑑𝑟 × 𝑟𝑑𝜑) × 𝑐𝑝
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡
 where 𝜌 is the density in kg/m3, 𝑑𝑧 × 𝑑𝑟 ×






 is the time rate of change 
of temperature.  Hence, Equation (4-14) can be written as Equation (4-15). 
 
Figure 4-13 Heat balance in a control volume (Incropera et al., 2006). 
 
 
𝜌 (𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑟 𝑟𝑑𝜑) 𝑐𝑝
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄𝑧 + 𝑄𝑟 + 𝑄𝜑 − 𝑄𝑧+𝑑𝑧 − 𝑄𝑟+𝑑𝑟 − 𝑄𝜑+𝑑𝜑
+ 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑟 𝑟𝑑𝜑) 
(4-15) 
 
With the help of a Taylor series expansion, the heat, which is leaving the control 
volume along the axial, radial and angular directions, can be represented in terms of the 
heat, which is entering the control volume along the respective directions, as shown in 
Equation (4-16) to Equation (4-18). 





















Substituting Equation (4-16) to Equation (4-18) into Equation (4-15), the latter 
equation can be written as Equation (4-19).  Further, Equation (4-19) can be written as 
Equation (4-20) since 𝑄𝑧, 𝑄𝑟, and 𝑄𝜑 are eliminated due to the presence of similar terms 
with a negative sign. 
 
𝜌 (𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑟 𝑟𝑑𝜑) 𝑐𝑝
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄𝑧 + 𝑄𝑟 + 𝑄𝜑 − 𝑄𝑧 −
𝑑𝑄𝑧
𝑑𝑧























𝑑𝜑 + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑟 𝑟𝑑𝜑) (4-20) 
 
The term on the left-hand-side of Equation (4-20) is the rate at which the thermal 
energy is stored in the control volume.  The last term on the right-hand-side of Equation 
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(4-20) is the rate at which heat is generated in the control volume.  While the first, second 
and third terms on the right-hand-side of Equation (4-20) are the net rates at which the 
thermal energy is entering/leaving the control volume, respectively, along the axial, radial 
and angular directions.  With the use of the Fourier’s law, shown as Equation (4-21), 
these terms can be correlated to the temperature.  In Equation (4-21), 𝑞𝑧 is the heat flux in 
W/m2 along the 𝑧 direction, 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/mK, and 𝑇 is the 
temperature in Kelvin.  The heat transfer rate in the axial, radial and angular directions 
























(𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝑧) (4-24) 
 
By substituting Equation (4-22) to Equation (4-24) into Equation (4-20), the latter 
equation can be written as Equation (4-25). 
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 𝑑𝑟 𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝜑) + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑑𝑧 𝑑𝑟 𝑟𝑑𝜑) 
(4-25) 
 
If both sides of Equation (4-25) are divided by the volume of the control volume, 




























 ) + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 (4-26) 
 
In determining the radial temperature distribution inside the fuel pellets and the fuel 
centerline temperature, the following assumptions are made: 
1) The axial heat conduction in the fuel is negligible compared to the heat 
transfer along the radial direction of the fuel. 
2) The angular temperature gradient in the fuel is negligible. 
3) Temperature distribution inside the fuel is calculated for steady-state 
conditions. 
Considering the above assumptions and the radial dependency of the volumetric 
heat generation, Equation (4-26) can be written as Equation (4-27).  The latter equation is 
used as the basis for deriving an equation for the calculation of the radial temperature 









) + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑟) = 0 (4-27) 
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If we assume that the thermal conductivity of the nuclear fuel as a function of 
temperature is in the general form shown in Equation (4-28), which is the case for 





𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑟)
 (4-28) 
 












) + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑟) = 0 (4-29) 
 
Equation (4-29) can be written as Equation (4-30) by keeping the volumetric heat 
generation on the left-hand-side of the equation and moving the rest to the right-hand-side 
















After multiplying both sides of Equation (4-30) by 𝑟 𝑑𝑟, Equation (4-30) can be 
written as Equation (4-31). 
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𝑟 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟 = −𝑑 (
1






Equation (4-31) can be written as Equation (4-32) after taking integral of both sides 














For simplicity, the left-hand-side of Equation (4-32) is represented by 𝑓(𝑟) as 
shown in Equation (4-33).  Hence, Equation (4-32) can be written as Equation (4-34). 
 




















𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑟)
 𝑑𝑇 (4-35) 
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After taking integral of the both sides of Equation (4-35), Equation (4-35) can be 











𝑙𝑛|𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑟)|] + 𝐶 (4-36) 
 
The surface temperature of the fuel is determined prior to calculating the 
temperature distribution inside the fuel.  If the radius of the fuel is represented by 𝑅𝑜, the 
outer surface temperature of the fuel is represented by 𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇(𝑅𝑜).  Implementation of 












𝑙𝑛|𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑅𝑜)| (4-37) 
 
Assuming that the value of 𝐶 is determined, Equation (4-36) can be further written 








− 𝐶 = −
1
𝐵
𝑙𝑛|𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑟)| (4-38) 
 
After multiplying both sides of Equation (4-38) by −𝐵 and taking exponentials of 








+ 𝐵 𝐶) = 𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑟) (4-39) 
 
Equation (4-39) can be solved in order to determine the radial temperature 
distribution inside the fuel pellets as shown in Equation (4-40). 


















In order to determine 𝑓(𝑟), the volumetric heat generation rate is considered to be 
estimated by a polynomial of degree 2 as shown in Equation (4-41).  After substituting 
Equation (4-41) into Equation (4-33), 𝑓(𝑟) is determined as shown in Equation (4-42). 
 



















𝑓(𝑟) can also be calculated based on Equation (4-43) where 𝑞′(𝑧) is the linear heat 
generation rate in W/m.  𝑃(𝑟) is the cumulative percentage of the volumetric heat 








For simplification, ?̃?(𝑧) is defined as shown in Equation (4-44).  Therefore, 
Equation (4-43) can be written as Equation (4-45). 
 








 𝑓(𝑟) = 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚(𝑟) ?̃?(𝑧) (4-45) 
 
Using Equation (4-42) and Equation (4-45), 𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚(𝑟) can be calculated based on 
Equation (4-46), where 𝑏0 to 𝑏2 are the coefficients of a polynomial of degree 2 














The cumulative percentage of the volumetric heat generation in the radial direction, 
𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑚(𝑟), can also be directly represented by a polynomial of degree 4 without the first 
two terms as shown in Equation (4-47) where 𝑎2 to 𝑎4 are the coefficients of the 
polynomial. 
 





In order to calculate the radial temperature distribution, the integral term in 
Equation (4-40) is determined as shown in Equation (4-48). 
 





































Therefore, 𝐶 in Equation (4-37) can also be determined as shown in Equation 
(4-49).  𝑅𝑜 is the outer radius of the fuel pellet in m and 𝑇(𝑅𝑜) is the surface temperature 
of the fuel in Kelvin. 
 
 















𝑙𝑛|𝐴 + 𝐵 𝑇(𝑅𝑜)| (4-49) 
 
Substituting Equation (4-48) and (4-49) into Equation (4-40), the radial temperature 
distribution can be calculated using Equation (4-50).  The terms in Equation (4-50) can 
further be reorganized and be written as shown in Equation (4-51).  Eventually, Equation 
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For the purpose of this thesis, the coefficients (i.e., a2, a3, a4) of the polynomial of 
degree 4 representing the percentage of the volumetric heat generation were determined 
based on the least-squares fitting technique and the output of the transport calculation 
from Dragon.  Excel solver function, LINEST, was used for the purpose of computing the 
optimal values for the coefficients.  These coefficients are listed in Table 4-4 for the fuel 
elements in the Inner and the Outer rings of the fuel assemblies/bundles. 
Table 4-4 Coefficients of polynomial of degree 4 representing the percentage of the 
volumetric heat generation. 
Coefficient Inner Ring Outer Ring 
a2 63008.46 57377.94 
a3 -2634975.39 -2091630.93 
a4 1261666027.18 830257466.15 
 
In a simplified approach towards determining the radial temperature distribution 
inside the fuel and the fuel centerline temperature, the following assumptions are made: 
1) The axial heat conduction in the fuel is negligible compared to the heat 
transfer along the radial direction of the fuel. 
2) The angular temperature gradient in the fuel is negligible. 
3) Heat generation inside the fuel is uniform. 
4) Thermal conductivity of the fuel is independent of temperature. 
5) Temperature distribution inside the fuel is calculated for steady-state 
conditions. 
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) + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 0 (4-52) 
 
Since this approach is also utilized for some cases in this thesis report, Equation 
(4-52) is used to derive an equation for the calculation of the fuel centerline temperature.  
With this objective, all the terms on the left-hand-side of Equation (4-52) have been 






) + 𝑟𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 0 (4-53) 
 
After taking the integral of Equation (4-53), Equation (4-53) can be written as 
Equation (4-54) where 𝐶1 is the constant of integration.  Further Equation (4-54) can be 





















= 0 (4-55) 
 
In order to determine the value of 𝐶1, a boundary condition needs to be specified.  
In this case, it can be assumed that there is an internal cavity inside the fuel with a radius 
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or 𝑗 creating a region with no heat generation or zero heat flux.  With this assumption, the 












By substituting 𝐶1 in Equation (4-55) and multiplying all the terms in this equation 










𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟 = 0 (4-57) 
 
When the fuel geometry is discretized in the radial direction and the fuel 
temperature is calculated from the outer surface of the fuel towards the center of the fuel 
in small increments, the thermal conductivity of the fuel can be considered to be 
independent of temperature.  Hence, Equation (4-58) can be obtained by solving Equation 
(4-57) and writing it in a discretized form. 
 
 









𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛,𝑖(ln 𝑟𝑖 − ln 𝑟𝑖+1) = 0 (4-58) 
 
If there is no central cavity in the fuel, the value of 𝑟𝑗 would be zero.  Hence, Equation 
(4-58) can be written as Equation (4-59). 
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𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛,𝑖 = 0 (4-59) 
 
Eventually, the radial temperature distribution inside the fuel can be calculated using 
Equation (4-60), which is obtained from Equation (4-59). 
 








Considering the relationship between the linear heat rate and the volumetric heat 
generation as shown in Equation (4-61), Equation (4-60) can also be written in terms of 
the linear heat rate as shown in Equation (4-62). 
 

















The fuel centerline temperature was calculated based on Equation (4-51), which 
takes into account a radial non-uniform heat generation rate and the temperature 
dependence of the thermal conductivity of the fuel.  To provide a basis for comparison, 
the fuel centerline temperature was also calculated using the simplified approach.  
Accordingly, for the calculation of the fuel centerline temperature, Equation (4-62) was 
used.  In Equation (4-62), 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛is the volumetric heat generation in W/m
3
, 𝑇𝑟 is the 
temperature of the fuel in the radial direction in K, 𝑟 is the radius of the fuel in meter, 
𝑘𝑎𝑣𝑔 is the thermal conductivity of the fuel based on the average temperature of the fuel 
segment between 𝑟𝑖+1 and 𝑟𝑖 in W/mK. 
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Equation (4-62) is valid if the change in the thermal conductivity as a function of 
temperature is negligible from one radial mesh to another.  In other words, the radial 
mesh should be selected such that a change in the number of radial meshes does not lead 
to a high variation in the calculated thermal conductivity.  To determine the number of 
radial meshes, ten cases were investigated where the number of the radial meshes was 
changed from 3 to 30.  As shown in Figure 4-14, the difference between the fuel 
temperature calculated based on 29 and 30 radial meshes is 1.3 and 2.1°C, respectively, 
for the inner ring and the outer ring.  These two temperature differences correspond to a 
thermal conductivity change of 0.0015 and 0.0022 W/mK for 15wt% PuO2/ThO2 and 
12wt% PuO2/ThO2 at 1600°C, respectively.  Therefore, the thermal conductivity change 
as a function of temperature is considered to be negligible with 30 meshes along the 
radial direction of the fuel elements.  As a result, it was decided to select 30 radial meshes 
in this thesis.  Consequently, the neutronic analysis was also conducted for 30 radial 
meshes in order to determine the heat generation rate for each of these radial nodes.  For 
the calculation of the radial heat generation, please, see Section 4.2.3. 
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Figure 4-14 Effect of mesh numbers on fuel centerline temperature calculation. 
As discussed, a gap of 20 μm is considered between the fuel pellets and the 
cladding to take into account the effect of the fuel-sheath gap on the fuel temperature.  
The gap conductance model is described in Section 4.3.2.  It is notable that the developed 
thermalhydraulic code takes into account the heat loss from a fuel channel to the 
moderator and the pressure drop along the fuel channel.  Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4 
provide detail information about the pressure drop and heat loss calculations, 
respectively. 
4.3.2 Gap Conductance 
Conduction through the gas, conduction due to fuel-sheath contacts and radiation 
heat transfer are three primary mechanisms, which govern the heat transfer through the 
fuel-sheath gap (Lee et al., 1995). 
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Several models have been developed for the calculation of the heat transfer rate 
through the fuel-sheath gap.  Some of these models include (Lee et al., 1995): 1) the offset 
gap conductance model; 2) the relocated gap conductance model; 3) Ross and Stoute 
model and 4) the modified Ross and Stoute model. 
To determine the effect of the gap conductance on the fuel centerline temperature, 
the modified Ross and Stoute model was used in the thesis.  In the modified Ross and 
Stoute model, the total heat transfer through the gap is calculated as the sum of the 
conduction through the gas ℎ𝑔, conduction due to fuel-sheath contacts ℎ𝑐, and radiation 
heat transfer ℎ𝑟 in W/m
2
K as represented in Equation (4-63). 
 
ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ℎ𝑔 + ℎ𝑐 + ℎ𝑟 (4-63) 
 
 
In the fuel-sheath gap, the gap width is very small.  As such, this small gap width 
does not allow for the development of natural convection in the gap.  Hence, the heat 




1.5(𝑅𝑓 + 𝑅𝑠ℎ) + 𝑡𝑔 + 𝑔
 (4-64) 
In Equation (4-64), ℎ𝑔 is the conductance through the gas in the gap in W/m
2
K, 𝑘𝑔 
is the thermal conductivity of the gas in W/mK, 𝑅𝑓 and 𝑅𝑠ℎ are the surface roughness of 
the fuel and the sheath in meter, 𝑡𝑔 is the circumferentially average fuel-sheath gap width 
in meter, and 𝑔 is the temperature jump distance in meter. 
The fuel-sheath gap is very small, in the range between 0 and 125 µm (Lassmann 
and Hohlefeld, 1987).  CANDU reactors use a collapsible sheath, which leads to small 
fuel-sheath gaps approximately 20 µm (Lewis et al., 2008).  Moreover, Hu and Wilson 
(2010) have reported a fuel-sheath gap width of 36 µm for a proposed PV SCWR.  In the 
present study, the fuel centerline temperature has been calculated for a 20-µm gap.  In 
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Equation (4-64), 𝑔 is the temperature jump distance, which is calculated using Equation 




















In Equation (4-65), 𝑔 is the temperature jump distance in meter; 𝑦𝑖 is the mole 
fraction of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ component of gas; 𝑔𝑜,𝑖 is the temperature jump distance of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 
component of gas at standard temperature and pressure in meter; 𝑇𝑔 is the gas temperature 
in the fuel-sheath gap in K; 𝑃𝑔 is the gas pressure in the fuel-sheath gap in MPa; and 𝑠 is 
an exponent dependent on the gas type. 
In reality, the fuel pellets become in contact with sheath creating contact points.  
These contact points are formed due to thermal expansion and volumetric swelling of fuel 
pellets.  As a result, heat is transferred through these contact points.  The conductive heat 
transfer rate at the contact points are calculated using Equation (4-66) (Ainscough, 1982).  














In Equation (4-66), ℎ𝑐 is the conduction due to fuel-sheath contact in W/m
2
K, 𝐴 is a 
constant; 𝑃𝑎 is the apparent interfacial pressure; 𝐻 is the Meyer hardness of the softer 
material.  𝑘𝑓 is the thermal conductivity of the fuel in W/mK, 𝑘𝑠ℎ is the thermal 
conductivity of the sheath in W/mK, 𝑅𝑓 is the surface roughness of the fuel in meter, and 
𝑅𝑠ℎ is the surface roughness of the sheath in meter. 
The last term in Equation (4-63) is the radiative heat transfer coefficient through the 
gap between the fuel and the cladding, which is calculated using Equation (4-67) 
(Ainscough, 1982).  It should be noted that the contribution of this heat transfer mode is 
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negligible under normal operating conditions.  However, the radiative heat transfer is 
significant in accident scenarios.  Nevertheless, the radiative heat transfer through the fuel-
sheath gap has been taken into account in this analysis.  In Equation (4-67), ℎ𝑟 is the 
radiative heat transfer coefficient through the gap between the fuel and the cladding/sheath 
in W/m
2
K, 𝜎 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, 𝑓 is the emissivity of the fuel, 𝑠ℎ is the 
emissivity of the sheath, 𝑇𝑓 is the absolute surface temperature of the fuel in K, and 𝑇𝑠ℎ is 













4.3.3 Pressure Drop 
Section 2.3.2 describes the pressure drop model. 
4.3.4 Heat-Loss from Coolant to Moderator 
It is desired to operate the moderator at a specific temperature and pressure.  As 
such, it is necessary to estimate the amount of heat added to the moderator in order to 
design the moderator system with a sufficient capacity to remove the heat.  Under normal 
operating conditions, heat is generated or transferred to the moderator due to 1) 
thermalization of neutrons, 2) heat transfer from the coolant to the moderator, and 3) heat 
transfer from the structures in contact with the moderator due to gamma heating.  Since 
the coolant temperature of the subject PT SCWR varies between 350 and 625°C, the heat 
transfer from the coolant to the moderator needs to be determined.  This section focuses 
on the calculation of heat loss from the coolant to the moderator. 
A steady-state one-dimensional heat transfer model has been developed to 
determine the heat loss of the coolant to the moderator.  The heat loss depends on the 
thermal resistance network of the fuel channel and the temperature difference between the 
coolant and the moderator as expressed in Equation (4-68).  The thermal resistance 
network of the fuel channel consists of eight components.  As shown in Figure 4-15, these 
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components are the thermal resistances of the ‘cold’ coolant, flow tube, ‘hot’ coolant, 
inner liner tube, ceramic insulator, outer liner tube, PT, and the moderator.  The equations 
used for the calculation of these thermal resistances have been identified in Sections 
4.3.4.1 through 4.3.4.7.  Figure 4-15 illustrates the thermal resistance network of the fuel 
channel.  In Equation (4-68), 𝑄 is the heat transfer rate in W, 𝑇𝑐 is the temperature of the 
coolant in K, 𝑇𝑚 is the temperature of the moderator in K, and 𝑅𝑡 is the total thermal 












Figure 4-15 Thermal resistance network of fuel channel. 
 
4.3.4.1 Thermal Resistance of Coolant 
The thermal resistance of the light-water coolant is calculated using Equation 
(4-69), which requires the calculation of the HTC.  In Equation (4-69), 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 is the 
thermal resistance of the coolant in K/W, ℎ𝐻𝑇𝐶 is the HTC in W/m
2
K, 𝐴 is the surface 
area of the FT or the inner LT in m
2
.  The HTC is calculated using Equation (4-70).  In 
Equation (4-70), ℎ𝐻𝑇𝐶 is the HTC in W/m
2
K, 𝐍𝐮 is the Nusselt number, 𝑘 is the thermal 
conductivity of the coolant in W/mK, 𝐷 is the diameter of the FT or the inner LT in 
meter.  In this thesis, 𝐍𝐮 is calculated based on the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation. 















4.3.4.2 Thermal Resistance of Flow Tube 
The thermal resistance of the FT is calculated using Equation (4-71).  The FT is 
made of zirconium modified 310 Stainless Steel.  However, in this study, the thermal 
conductivity of the FT material was calculated based on the thermal conductivity of 
stainless steel grade 310, which was calculated using Equation (4-72).  Equation (4-72) 
relies on the experimental data provided by Blumm et al. (2007).  The correlation, shown 
as Equation (4-72), was developed using Excel to determine the trend line based on a 
polynomial of degree five with an R-squared value of 0.9988.  The uncertainty involved 
in the measurement of the experimental data reported by Blumm et al., (2007) is 




 is the ratio of the outer radius to the inner radius of the FT, ∆𝐿 is the mesh 
length in meter, and 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/mK.  In Equation (4-72), 𝑘 is the 










𝑘 = 9 × 10−14𝑇5 − 3 × 10−10𝑇4 + 5 × 10−7𝑇3 − 4 × 10−4𝑇2 + 1.323
× 10−1𝑇 − 6.3628 
(4-72) 
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4.3.4.3 Thermal Resistance of Inner Liner Tube 
The thermal resistance of the inner LT is also calculated using Equation (4-71).  
Zirconium modified stainless steel grate 310 is selected as the material of choice for the 
inner LT.  The thermal resistance and thermal conductivity of the inner LT is calculated 
using Equation (4-71) and Equation (4-72). 
4.3.4.4 Thermal Resistance of Ceramic Insulator 
The most important thermophysical property of an insulator is its effective thermal 
conductivity, which changes as a function of temperature, percent porosity, and pore size.  
A higher porosity results in a lower thermal conductivity, which in turn results in less heat 
losses.  As a result, the ceramic insulator of the proposed fuel channel design is 70% 
porous and made of Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ).  YSZ has a low neutron absorption 
cross-section, low-thermal-conductivity, and high corrosion resistance when exposed to 
water at supercritical conditions (Chow and Khartabil, 2008).  These properties make 
YSZ a good candidate as an insulator. 
The thermal resistance of the insulator, which is a function of its effective thermal 
conductivity, is the primary factor in governing the heat loss from the fuel channel.  
Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of the porous 
YSZ insulator as a function of temperature and percentage of porosity based on 
appropriate theories and available equations.  Having calculated the effective thermal 
conductivity, the thermal resistance of the ceramic insulator is calculated using Equation 




the ratio of the outer radius to the inner radius of the insulator, ∆𝐿 is the mesh length in 
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Schlichting et al. (2001) developed a theory, which describes the thermal 
conductivity of dense YSZ as a function of temperature.  According to their theory, the 
intrinsic thermal conductivity of YSZ decreases as a result of scattering of phonons due to 
point defects.  On the other hand, the effective thermal conductivity increases at high 
temperatures due to irradiation effects.  The theoretical and experimental results of the 
study conducted by Schlichting et al. (2001) are shown in Figure 4-16, which indicates 
that for dense YSZ and within the operating temperature range of the SCWRs, the 
thermal conductivity does not have a strong dependency on temperature. 
 
 
Figure 4-16 Thermal conductivity of solid YSZ as a function of temperature. 
 
In cases where a porous insulator is used, the pores are filled with a medium.  
Hence, the effective thermal conductivity of the insulator must be determined based on 
theories that apply to porous media.  In this study, the effective thermal conductivity of 
the porous YSZ insulator has been calculated based on several theories and their related 
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equations including the Maxwell theory, Maxwell-Eucken, Jiang and Sousa, Landauer, 
Meredith and Tobias equations. 
Maxwell (1954) provided an equation, which determines the effective electric 
conductivity of a medium that consists of small spheres of another medium.  Since the 
conduction of electricity through a medium is analogous to the conduction of heat 
through a medium, the Maxwell equation, shown as Equation (4-74), can be used to 
calculate the effective thermal conductivity of a medium inside which small spheres of 
another medium are distributed (Maxwell, 1954).  Similarly, the Maxwell equation can be 
used to determine the thermal conductivity of a porous medium, where the small spheres 
of the second medium represent the pores.  In Equation (4-74), 𝑘1, 𝑘2, and 𝑃𝑣 are the 
thermal conductivity of the primary medium in W/mK, the thermal conductivity of the 
secondary medium or pores in W/mK, and the volume fraction of pores to the total 





2𝑘1 + 𝑘2 + 2𝑃𝑣(𝑘2 − 𝑘1)




Hu et al. (2010) provided information on the Maxwell-Eucken model and the 
Effective Medium Theory (EMT) as part of the study that they conducted on the thermal 
conductivity of porous YSZ.  Hu et al. (2010) used the Maxwell-Eucken equation, shown 
as Equation (4-75), which was developed based on EMT, Equation (4-76), to theoretically 
calculate the thermal conductivity of porous YSZ, where pores were filled with air.  
Similarly, these equations have been used to determine the effective thermal conductivity 
of the YSZ insulator based on the operating conductions of the subject PT SCWR.  In 
Equation (4-75) and Equation (4-76), 𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓, 𝑘1, 𝑘2, and 𝑃𝑣 are the effective thermal 
conductivity of the medium in W/mK, thermal the conductivity of the primary medium in 
W/mK, the thermal conductivity of the secondary medium or pores in W/mK, and the 
volume fraction of the pores to the total volume of the medium, respectively. 
 





2𝑘2 + 𝑘1 − 2(𝑘2 − 𝑘1)(1 − 𝑃𝑣)















Jiang and Sousa (2007) developed a 2-D modeling system, which allows for the 
prediction of the effective thermal conductivity of heterogeneous materials containing 
two or three different components.  They developed an equation, shown as Equation 
(4-77), based on the EMT and used it in their model to simulate the effective thermal 
conductivity of a heterogeneous porous medium.  Moreover, Khan et al. (2010) provided 
an equation, shown as Equation (4-78) which was developed by Meredith and Tobias.  In 
addition to the previous equations, Chow and Khartabil (2008) provided Equation (4-79) 
for the calculation of the thermal conductivity of porous YSZ.  The latter equation is 
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𝐴 − 2𝑃 + 0.409𝐵 𝑃7/3 − 2.133𝐶 𝑃10/3
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Figure 4-17 shows the effective thermal conductivity of 70% YSZ calculated based 
on the equations above.  As shown in Figure 4-17, the thermal conductivity of porous 
YSZ calculated based on the volumetric fraction of the solid and porous media has the 
highest value compared to those calculated based on other equations.  As a result, the 
volumetric fraction method provides effective thermal conductivity values, which can be 
considered as an upper bound for the thermal conductivities of porous media.  Similarly, 
calculated heat loss values would be the highest when the thermal conductivity of a 
porous insulator has been calculated based on the volumetric fraction method.  On the 
other hand, Maxwell-Eucken equation and the correlation provided by Jiang and Sousa 
(2007) result in the lowest effective thermal conductivity values.  Therefore, the effective 
thermal conductivities calculated from the latter equations can be considered as a lower 
bound on the effective thermal conductivity of porous media.  Other equations provide 
effective thermal conductivities between the upper and the lower bounds. 
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Figure 4-17 Effective thermal conductivity of 70% porous YSZ as a function of 
temperature (Peiman, 2011). 
4.3.4.5 Thermal Resistance of Outer Liner Tube 
The thermal resistance of the outer LT is calculated using Equation (4-71).  The 
outer LT is made of Excel alloy (Zr-3.5%wtSn-0.8%wtMo-0.8%wtNb-1130 ppm O).  
Compared with zirconium 2.5 %wt Nb, alloy Excel has a high creep resistance.  
Consequently, alloy Excel has lower creep growth rates than Zr 2.5%wt Nb while exposed 
to radiation.  For the purpose of calculating the heat loss from the coolant to the 
moderator the thermal conductivity of zirconium 2.5%wt Nb has been used as the thermal 
conductivity of alloy Excel was not found in the open literature.  The thermal 
conductivity of Zr 2.5%wt Nb is calculated using Equation (4-80) (IAEA, 2006).  In 
Equation (4-80), 𝑘 is the thermal conductivity in W/mK and 𝑇 is the temperature in K.  
The maximum error involved in calculating the thermal conductivity using Equation 
(4-80) is about 5% while the mean square error is 3.3%. 
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𝑘 = 27.3952 + (9687.14 𝑇 − 0.126187
× 108)/[(𝑇 − 1067.64)2 + 0.397548 × 106] 
(4-80) 
 
4.3.4.6 Thermal Resistance of Pressure Tube 
As summarized in Table 7-2, the selected material for the PT is alloy Excel 
(Zr-3.5%wtSn-0.8%wtMo-0.8%wtNb-1130 ppm O).  Similar to the outer LT, the 
conduction thermal resistance of the pressure tube is calculated based on Equation (4-71) 
(Incropera et al., 2006) while the thermal conductivity of the pressure tube is calculated 
using Equation (4-80). 
4.3.4.7 Thermal Resistance of Moderator 
The flow of the heavy-water moderator in the Calandria vessel is very complex due 
to momentum forces generated by the inlet jets and buoyancy forces (Kim et al., 2006).  
However, the flow can be modeled as a natural circulation.  Consequently, for the 
purpose of the calculation of the HTC between the outer surface of the fuel channel (e.g., 
the pressure tube) and the moderator, a natural circulation regime was assumed inside the 
Calandria vessel.  Further, Equation (4-69) and Equation (4-70) were used to calculate the 
thermal resistance of the moderator.  Moreover, the required HTC was calculated based 
on a correlation shown as Equation (4-81), which is recommended by Churchill and Chu 
(Incropera et al., 2006).  In Equation (4-81), 𝐍𝐮 is the Nusselt number, RaD is Rayleigh 
number, which was calculated using Equation (4-82), and 𝐏𝐫 is the Prandtl number.  In 
Equation (4-82), 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration in m/s2, 𝛽 is the volumetric thermal 
expansion in 1/K, 𝑇 is the temperature in K, 𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity in m2/s, 𝛼 is the 
thermal diffusivity in m
2
/s and 𝐷 is the diameter in meter. 
 


















4.3.5 Solution Procedure 
In the developed thermalhydraulic code, the solutions of the conservation of mass, 
momentum and energy equations are obtained based on the pressure-drop scheme.  The 
overall steps are shown in Figure 4-18 and are listed as follows: 
1. Initialize and set the boundary conditions. 
2. Start the axial sweep. 
3. Calculate the heat addition to the coolant from the fuel elements. 
4. Calculate the heat loss from the coolant, which flows through the annular gap 
between the FT and the inner LT, to the moderator and the heat transfer to the 
coolant flowing in the FT. 
a. Calculate the thermal resistance of the fuel channel components. 
b. Determine the temperature difference. 
c. Calculate the heat loss: 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
∆𝑇
𝑅𝑡
 where 𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 is the heat transfer rate 
in W, ∆𝑇 is the temperature difference in K, and 𝑅𝑡 is the total thermal 
resistance in K/W. 
5. Determine the enthalpy of the coolant along the axial direction using the 
conservation of energy equation.  The enthalpy values are used to calculate the 
temperature and the thermodynamic properties of the coolant.  The following steps 
are taken and appropriate equations are used in order to determine the enthalpy of 
the coolant. 
a. Conservation of energy equation is used to determine the enthalpy 
profile of the coolant. 
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b. Having calculated the enthalpy, temperature and thermophysical 
properties of the coolant are calculated using REFPROP. 
6. Calculate the HTC between the coolant and the cladding. 
7. Calculate the outer surface temperature of the cladding (the cladding temperature is 
guessed in the first iteration): 𝑇w = 𝑇b +
𝑞
ℎ
 where 𝑇w is the cladding temperature in 
K, 𝑇b bulk-temperature of the coolant in K, 𝑞 is the heat flux in W/m
2, and ℎ𝐻𝑇𝐶 is 
the HTC in W/m2K. 
8. Repeat steps "6" to "7" until the cladding temperature converges. 
9. Calculate the inner surface temperature of the cladding based on conduction heat 
transfer. 
10. Calculate the gap conductance between the inner surface of the cladding and the 
outer surface of the fuel pellets. 
11. Calculate the fuel temperature in the radial direction (if the simplified method is 
used the thermal conductivity of the fuel should be calculated prior to calculating 
the fuel temperature). 
12. Repeat step “11” until the fuel temperature converges. 
13. Evaluate the axial pressure drop by calculating the pressure drop due to 
 friction, acceleration, gravity, and local losses 
14. Repeat steps “3” to “13” until the pressure converges. 
15. Repeat steps “3” to “14” until the end of the fuel channel is reached. 
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Figure 4-18 Solution algorithm of the developed thermalhydraulic code. 
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4.3.6 Convergence Criteria 
The structure of the developed thermalhydraulic code consists of two main iteration 
loops, the inner iteration and the outer iteration.  The convergence criterion of the outer 
iteration is that of the coolant pressure, which is selected as 1 Pa.  The convergence 
criteria of the inner iterations are set to 0.1 W/mK for the thermal conductivity of the fuel 
and 0.1°C for the coolant, cladding, and insulator temperatures.  A convergence criterion 
of 1.0E-5 is used for 𝑘∞ in the thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis. 
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Verification and Validation of Thermalhydraulic Code 
5.1 Verification and Validation 
A high-level representation of the verification and validation process used in 
modeling and simulation is shown in Figure 5-1 (Oberkampf and Roy, 2010).  Based on 
this high-level analogy, modeling and simulation comprise of three constituents, which 
are the reality of interest, mathematical model and computer model.  The first constituent, 
the reality of interest, represents a physics phenomenon that is the subject of study and is 
described by a mathematical model.  The second constituent, the mathematical model, 
shows the relationship among the mathematical equations, modeling data, and conceptual 
model.  In other words, modeling in the context of mathematical modeling is concerned 
with the selection of important features of the physics phenomenon and appropriate 
mathematical equations that would best describe the physics phenomenon of interest.  
Hence, the mathematical model is comprised of various partial differential equations, 
constitutive equations, boundary conditions, initial conditions and the geometry of 
interest.  The third constituent, the computer model, is the implementation of the 
mathematical model in the form of a computer program.  In addition to the computer 
program, the computer model includes the modeling assumptions, inputs to the program, 
uncertainty associated with the model, available solution options and mesh size 
(Oberkampf and Roy, 2010). 
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Figure 5-1 Verification and validation of computer codes (Oberkampf and Roy, 
2010). 
 
As shown in Figure 5-1, three assessment activities are associated with the three 
constituent activities of modeling and simulation.  These assessment activities, which 
ensure the correctness of modeling and simulation outcome, are confirmation, 
verification, and validation.  Confirmation refers to a process which assesses the 
correctness of the modeling.  In other words, this process confirms that important features 
of the physics phenomenon of interests are selected and the mathematical approximation 
of the phenomenon properly describes the phenomenon.  The other two assessment 
activities, verification and validation, are described in the following sections. 
5.1.1 Verification 
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines verification as 
"evaluating the products of a software development phase to provide assurance that they 
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meet the requirements defined for them in the previous phase" (IEEE, 1991; IEEE, 1984).  
The main objective of verification of a computer program is to ensure that the program 
performs its intended function.  Hence, verification is the process of demonstrating that a 
given model is implemented properly into a computer program.  In other words, 
mathematical errors may be introduced into the computer code as a mathematical model 
is implemented in a computer code.  The verification process aims to identify and remove 
these errors.  Hence, the verification process, which deals with the mathematics of the 
model (Roache,1998), provides a higher degree of assurance that correct solution 
methods including equations and correlations have been chosen and properly 
implemented in the code. 
Verification can be divided into code verification and calculation/solution 
verification as illustrated in Figure 5-2.  Code verification, which is conducted once for 
all problems, tends to determine that a computer program performs its intended function.  
With this objective, the code verification process uses Software Quality Assurance (SQA) 
procedures and standards to identify the programming and implementation errors in the 
computer core and remove them.  The programming errors include errors in the input data 
files, source code programming, output data files, compilers and operating systems 
(Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002). Numerical algorithm verification is another element of 
code verification which ensures that correct solution algorithms have been correctly 
implemented in the computer code.  In numerical algorithm verification, the output of a 
computer code is compared with that of highly accurate analytical solutions or benchmark 
solutions (Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002).  If accurate solutions are not available, the 
method of manufactured solutions is used. 
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Figure 5-2 Code verification and solution verification (Oberkampf and Trucano, 
2002). 
It is necessary to perform proper code verification prior to performing solution 
verification as solution verification relies on a computer code and convergent numerical 
algorithms.  Solution verification focuses on the accuracy of the solutions of a computer 
code by estimating the numerical errors and uncertainties associated with the 
discretization of a mathematical model.  The main elements of solution verification are 
verification of the input data, verification of post-processing tools and numerical error 
estimation. 
Input data is any information that is required to run the computer code.  Some 
instances of input data are listed below.  Verification of the input data focuses on ensuring 
consistency between the model choices and correctness of the input data, which includes 
the input data obtained from the preprocessing computer programs.  The input data should 
be produced and archived as an output file for inspection if needed. 
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 Input files describing the models, sub-models, numerical algorithms 
 Boundary and initial conditions 
 Information of material properties 
 Information on thermo-physics properties 
 Geometry information 
Post-processing tools are any software or computer program that is used to process 
the output of a computer code, which is subject to solution verification.  It is good 
practice to automate the post-processing operations performed on the output of a 
computer code in order to minimize the human error.  If it is not possible to automate the 
post-processing steps, a quality checklist should be prepared.  The checklist should be 
filled out by the analyst as he or she goes through the post-processing steps.  
Nevertheless, these post-processing tools should be verified for their accuracy. 
Numerical errors can affect the solutions of a computer code because of round-off 
error, statistical sampling error, iterative error and discretization error (Oberkampf and 
Roy, 2010).  Among these sources of error, the dominant contributors to errors in 
solutions of a computer code are insufficient spatial or temporal discretization, 
insufficient iterative convergence, incorrect input options, and computer round-off 
(Oberkampf and Trucano, 2002).  As these sources of error are problem dependent, the 
solution verification should be conducted for each new problem to ensure, for instance, 
the solution has converged.  Even if the correct code is used (code verification) the 
solutions might be wrong due to insufficient resolution or iteration errors.  Therefore, the 
purpose of solution verification is to identify and quantify these errors in the solutions of 
a computer program. 
Quantification of errors is also related to estimating the uncertainty in the solutions.  
The uncertainty, in computational models, can be classified into two categories: 1) 
aleatory uncertainty and 2) epistemic uncertainty.  Aleatory uncertainty, which is also 
referred to in the literature as the random uncertainty, stochastic uncertainty, variability, 
or inherent uncertainty, is defined as the “uncertainty due to inherent randomness” 
(Oberkampf and Roy, 2010).  Aleatory uncertainty can be introduced into the 
computational model either in the model form itself or in the parameters of the model.  
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Aleatory uncertainty in parameters is mainly due to the mathematical description of the 
model, initial conditions or boundary conditions.  Epistemic uncertainty is defined as the 
uncertainty due to lack of knowledge about the reality of interest (Oberkampf and Roy, 
2010).  Epistemic uncertainty can be reduced as the greater knowledge is gained about the 
reality of interest.  Epistemic uncertainty may be introduced into the solutions of a 
computer program due to lack of sufficient experimental data for a physics parameter, 
limited understanding of the physics processes involved in the reality of interest, or 
insufficient knowledge about the boundary conditions of an experiment (Oberkampf and 
Roy, 2010).  Hence, epistemic uncertainty is related to the modeler while aleatory 
uncertainty is a property of the reality of interest that is being modeled by the modeler. 
5.1.2 Validation 
As discussed in Section 5.1.1, verification, as interpreted from Figure 5-1, is related 
to the mathematical/conceptual model and the computer code.  The code and solution 
verification activities are conducted prior to proceeding with model validation.  
Validation, on the other hand, deals with the relationship between the reality and the 
computer code.  More particularly, the validation process investigates how well the 
solutions of the computer program predict the reality of interest (or the physics 
phenomenon).  In other words, validation deals with the physics of the phenomenon as 
stated by Roache (1998). 
Through validation, the results of a computer program are compared with 
experimental data in order to determine the accuracy and uncertainty of the program.  It is 
also acceptable to compare the results of a computer program that is the subject of 
validation with the results of another computer program, which has already been 
validated when experimental data are not available. 
5.2 Verification and Validation Plans 
5.2.1 Verification Plan 
The mathematical/conceptual model of the developed thermalhydraulic code 
contains the partial differential equations for conservation of mass, energy and 
momentum, constitutive equations, initial values and boundary conditions.  The 
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verification plan outlined in this section aims to cover the activities that help in code 
verification and solution verification of the developed thermalhydraulic code. 
The verification plan aims to confirm that correct solution methods including 
equations and correlations have been chosen and implemented in the code.  For this 
purpose, the thermalhydraulic results obtained from CATHENA as presented by Wu and 
Novog (2015) were compared against those computed by the thermalhydraulic code 
developed for this thesis.  In their analysis, Wu and Novog (2015) used the latest 
Canadian PT SCWR design with 336 fuel channels and a total thermal power of 2540 
MW.  The reference fuel channel was HERC with the 64-element fuel bundle as the 
reference fuel bundle.  The heat generation was considered to be distributed such that 
48.6% of the heat is generated in the fuel elements in the inner ring and 51.4% of the heat 
is generated in the fuel elements in the outer ring.  Further design specifications used in 
their analysis are the same as those presented in Table 7-1 to Table 7-3. 
For the purpose of this verification, the coolant, cladding, and fuel temperature 
profiles were calculated based on the heat flux at the beginning of the cycle.  For this 
purpose, the power fractions, shown in Figure 5-3, were used to determine the heat flux 
associated with a fuel channel with a maximum thermal power of 9.56 MW.  As 
presented by Wu and Novog (2015), Figure 5-4 through Figure 5-6 show the coolant, 
cladding/sheath, and fuel centerline temperature profiles calculated using CATHENA.  In 
Section 5.3.1, a comparison is drawn between the results obtained from CATHENA and 
those generated from the thermalhydraulic code developed for this thesis. 
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Figure 5-3 Axial power distributions of BOC, MOC and EOC (power for given node 
divided by total power for all 10 axial nodes). 
 
Figure 5-4 Axial coolant temperature profile for the maximum power channel. 
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Figure 5-5 Axial fuel sheath temperature profile for the maximum power channel. 
 
Figure 5-6 Axial fuel centerline temperature profile for the maximum power 
channel for BOC. 
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5.2.2 Validation Plan 
For validation purposes, in this thesis, the thermalhydraulic model outlined in 
Section 4.3.1 to Section 4.3.4 was used along with the boundary conditions of the 
experiments conducted by Misawa et al. (2009) at supercritical conditions to compare the 
numerical results against the experimental values.  The experiments were conducted in a 
supercritical water test facility at Japan Atomic Energy Agency.  A cross-sectional view 
of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5-7. 
 
Figure 5-7 Cross-sectional configuration of the test section (Misawa et al., 2009). 
 
The experimental test section consists of seven vertical rods, which are electrically 
heated, with an outer diameter of 8 mm.  The rods are arranged in a hexagonal array 
while a minimum gap of 1 mm is maintained between the rods.  The heated length of the 
rods is 1500 mm.  The surface temperature of the rods is measured by six sheathed K-
type thermocouples the locations of which are shown in Figure 5-8.  To support the rods 
in their vertical configuration, five grid spacers are installed in the heated region of the 
test section.  The grid spacers are installed at 0, 300, 700, 900 and 1300 mm from the inlet 
of the heated region.  The grid spacers have a honeycomb structure with an axial length of 
25 mm.  Misawa et al. (2009) considered a loss coefficient of 0.7 for the grid spacers 
based on the measured values of the experiment conducted by Morooka et al. (2003).  
The experimental setup is also equipped with pressure sensors, which are located at 144 
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and 1360 mm from the inlet of the heated region (Misawa et al., 2009; Rohde et al., 
2015). 
The experimental dataset covers water within inlet temperatures of 24 and 238°C at 
an inlet pressure of 25 MPa.  The associated heat flux values vary between 19 and 34 
kW/m
2
.  Table 5-1 provides a summary of the experimental cases.  For validation 
purposes, the coolant temperature, rod wall-surface temperature, and pressure drop have 
been calculated by the thermalhydraulic code and the results have been compared against 
the experimental values.  The validation results are presented in Section 5.3.2. 
 
Table 5-1 Summary of the experimental cases for water at 25MPa (Misawa et al., 
2009; Rohde et al., 2015). 
Analysis Case Case A1 Case B1 Case B2 
𝑇𝑖𝑛, °C 24.25 80.45 238.17 
Inlet enthalpy, kJ/kg 124.66 357 1033 
Pressure, MPa 25 25 25 
Mass flow rate, kg/s 0.4388 0.2782 0.2713 
Mass flux, kg/m
2
s 2283 1448 1412 
Q of rod A, kW 0 19.67 34 
Q of rod B, D & F, kW 0 22.51 34 
Q of rod C, E & G, kW 0 22.52 34 
Pressure drop, kPa 58.1 N/A N/A 
 




Figure 5-8 Test section of the 7-rod bundle (Misawa et al., 2009). 
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5.3 Verification and Validation Outcomes 
5.3.1 Verification of Thermalhydraulic Code 
As specified in Section 5.2.1, the developed thermalhydraulic code was verified by 
comparing the coolant, cladding, and fuel centerline temperatures against those calculated 
by Wu and Novog (2015) using CATHENA.  There is a good agreement in the coolant 
temperature profile calculated using the thermalhydraulic code developed for this thesis 
and that generated by CATHENA.  A maximum relative error of 2% is observed between 
the results of the two codes.  As shown in Figure 5-9, the coolant temperature profile 
calculated by the thermalhydraulic code developed for this thesis shows a higher coolant 
temperature for all the points along the heated length of the fuel channel, which is 
considered to be conservative. 
 
Figure 5-9 Verification - coolant temperature profile - developed code for this thesis 
vs. CATHENA. 
The maximum relative error for the cladding temperature is 3.0% while the 
developed code for this thesis predicts higher cladding temperatures compared to those of 
CATHENA.  Higher calculated cladding temperatures, by the developed code, are 
considered to be conservative.  A comparison between the cladding temperature profiles 
calculated by the developed code and CATHENA is shown in Figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-10 Verification - cladding temperature profile - developed code for this 
thesis vs. CATHENA. 
 
For the fuel centerline temperature of the fuel elements of the inner and the outer 
rings, the maximum relative error is, respectively, 6.5% and 6.7%.  This discrepancy in 
fuel centerline temperatures may be due to implementation of different correlations for 
predicting the thermal conductivity of the fuel, different models for calculating the gap 
conductance between the cladding and the fuel, or differences in radial meshing 
associated with radial heat generation inside the fuel.  The thermal conductivity 
correlation, gap conductance model, and radial heat generation as implemented in the 
developed code are outlined, respectively, in Section 7.1, Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.2.3.  
But, detail information about these parameters as used in CATHENA has not been 
provided.  As shown in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12, similar to the coolant and cladding 
temperature profiles, the developed thermalhydraulic code for this thesis predicts 
relatively higher fuel centerline temperatures, which is considered to be conservative. 
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Figure 5-11 Verification - fuel temperature profile of inner ring - developed code for 
this thesis vs. CATHENA. 
 
Figure 5-12 Verification - fuel temperature profile of outer ring - developed code for 
this thesis vs. CATHENA. 
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5.3.2 Validation of Thermalhydraulic Code 
As specified in Section 5.2.2, the developed thermalhydraulic code was validated 
against the experiments conducted by Misawa et al. (2009) at supercritical conditions.  
Three cases were investigated.  In Case A1, the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid was 
approximately 24.3°C while there was no heat transfer from the seven rods to the cooling 
fluid.  In Case B1, the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid was 80.5°C while there was a 
heat transfer rate of 19.67 kW from the center rod and 22.5 kW from the six peripheral 
rods to the cooling fluid.  In Case B2, the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid was 
238.2°C while a heat transfer rate of 34 kW was applied to each one of the seven rods.  
The details of these cases are outlined in Table 5-1.  The followings are the validation 
results for the developed thermalhydraulic code. 
For Case A1, the pressure drop was 58.1 kPa based on the experimental result.  The 
pressure drop for this case was calculated based on a number of friction factor 
correlations while a loss factor of 0.7 was taken into account for the grid spacers.  Table 
5-2 shows a summary of the calculated pressure drops.  As shown in Table 5-2, the 
pressure drops calculated based on the Petrov and Popov (1985), Petukhov (1970), 
Blasius (1913), Filonenko (1954), and Mikheev (1956) correlations resulted in lowest 
uncertainties, respectively, 0.4%, 0.7%, 1.1%, 1.6% and 1.6% in comparison with the 
experimental result.  Therefore, the pressure drop model is in good agreement with the 
experiment and hence can be used in the thermalhydraulic code, which is developed for 
the analysis of the Canadian PT SCWR. 
 
Table 5-2 Calculated pressure drop for Case A1. 
Friction Factor Correlation Total Pressure Drop, kPa Uncertainty (%) 
Filonenko (1954) 59.0 1.6% 
Mikheev (1956) 59.0 1.6% 
Petukhov (1970) 58.5 0.7% 
Selander (1978) 59.6 2.6% 
Itaya (1945) 56.9 -2.0% 
Blasius (1913) 58.7 1.1% 
Colebrook 59.2 1.9% 
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Friction Factor Correlation Total Pressure Drop, kPa Uncertainty (%) 
Petrov and Popov (1985) 58.4 0.4% 
Darcy-Weisbach 59.2 1.8% 
Experimental Result 58.1 0.0% 
 
It is notable that Rohde et al. (2015) reported the pressure drop values calculated by 
a number of researchers for Case A1.  A summary of these calculated pressure drops is 
provided in Table 5-3.  As demonstrated in Table 5-3, the best-calculated pressure drop 
values have -3% and -7% deviation from the experimental results.  However, the 
developed model for this thesis results in lower uncertainties in calculating the pressure 
drop depending on the friction factor correlation. 
 
Table 5-3 Pressure drops of case A1 based on the experiment and calculations 
(Rohde et al., 2015). 
Contribution Pressure drop (kPa) 
Experimental 58.1 
TUD not determined 
UPisa 72.2 (+24%) 
BME NTI 68.1 (+17%) 
CNL 56.6 (-3%) 
CVREZ 69.2 (+19%) 
KIT-IKET not determined 
UMan 67.5 (+16%) 
KTH 67.6 (+16%) 
UOttawa 139.4 (+140%) 
McMU 53.7 (-7%) 
 
Misawa et al. (2009) also experimentally measure the pressure drop for a heated 
case in which the mass flux was set to 1500 kg/m
2
s, the heat flux of the rods was 34 
kW/m
2
 and the inlet temperature of the coolant was varied from 300 to 520 K.  The 
experimentally measured pressure drops are shown in Figure 5-13 as a function of the 
inlet temperature of the coolant.  Similar cases were simulated in order to examine the 
capability of the correlations when there is a heat transfer from the rods to the coolant.  
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For all cases, the loss coefficient associated with the grid spacers was kept constant 
similar to that of CaseA1.  A comparison showed that the Petrov and Popov (1985) 
correlation is the only correlation for which the uncertainty in predicting the pressure 
drop stays below 9%.  Other correlations including the Blasius (1913) correlation yield 
significantly higher uncertainties as the inlet temperature of the coolant increases. 
 
Figure 5-13 Experimentally measured pressure drop (Misawa et al., 2009). 
 
Further, the friction factors calculated using a selected number of friction factor 
correlations were compared against the friction factors obtained from Ishigai’s 
experiments on SCW.  Ishigai et al. (1976) conducted experiments on the supercritical 
water in a vertical experimental test section with an inner tube diameter of 3.92 mm.  The 
length of the heated section of the experimental setup was 625 mm.  The inlet pressure of 
the water in their experiments was set to 25.3 MPa.  The experimental friction pressure 
drop values, presented in Figure 5-14 correspond to a mass flux of 1000 kg/m
2
s with heat 
flux values of 290.8, 825.7, and1372.3 kW/m
2
.  The pressure drop due to the acceleration 
of the flow has been accounted for in the frictional pressure drop values shown in Figure 
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5-14.  It is interpreted from these experimental results that the frictional pressure drop and 
hence the friction factor decreases as the heat flux increases. 
 
Figure 5-14 Friction pressure drop based on Ishigai et al. (1976). 
 
Having retrieved the friction pressure drops from Figure 5-14, the corresponding 
experimental friction factors were calculated based on Equation (2-17).  The same 
boundary conditions as described above were used to calculate the friction factors using 
the Blasius (1911), Filonenko (1954), Petrov and Popov (1985), and Chen (1985) 
correlations.  The tube-wall temperature was not available for the experimental data 
points.  However, there was enough information (e.g., heat flux, mass flux, and fluid 
enthalpy) to calculate the tube-wall temperature.  For these instances, the inner surface 
temperature of the tube was calculated using Equation (5-1).  In Equation (5-1), 𝑇𝑤 is the 
wall-tube temperature in K, 𝑞 is the heat flux in W/m2, ℎ𝐻𝑇𝐶, is the heat transfer 
coefficient in W/m
2
K, and 𝑇𝑏 is the bulk-fluid temperature in K.  The calculation of the 
HTC, requires a correlation to calculate the Nusselt number.  In this analysis, the Nusselt 
number was calculated using the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation, Equation (4-12).  Then, 
the calculated friction factors were plotted against the ones determined based on 
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experimental values of Ishigai et al. (1976).  As shown in Figure 5-15, the Blasius (1911), 
Filonenko (1954), and Chen (1985) correlations result in large uncertainties in calculating 
the friction factor specifically at high heat flux values.  While the Petrov and Popov 
(1985) correlation results in lower uncertainties compared to the other correlations.  The 
uncertainty associated with the Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation in predicting the 





+ 𝑇𝑏 (5-1) 
 
 
Figure 5-15 Uncertainty associated with the Blasius (1913), Filonenko (1954), Petrov 
and Popov (1985), and Chen (1985) friction factor correlations. 
 
For Case B1 and Case B2, the rod wall-surface temperature was calculated and 
compared against the experimentally measured wall temperatures.  The HTC was 
calculated based on the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation.  Figure 5-16 shows the analytical 
results as well as the experimentally measured wall temperatures for Case B1.  Excluding 
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the two outliers, the calculated wall temperatures are in agreement with the experimental 
results within ±7%.  The maximum uncertainty associated with the outliers is 19%.  
Figure 5-17 shows the analytical results as well as the experimentally measured wall 
temperatures for Case B2.  For Case B2, the calculated wall-surface temperatures are in 
agreement with the experimental results within ±11%.  This discrepancy is mainly due to 
the fact that the developed thermalhydraulic code is a one-dimensional code.  In contrast 
to a sub-channel thermalhydraulic code, which calculates the coolant and wall-surface 
temperatures for each sub-channel and each one of the wall-surfaces within a sub-
channel, in a one-dimensional thermalhydraulic code, the wall-surface temperatures are 
calculated based on an average mass flow rate and bulk-fluid temperature across a cross-
section of the experimental setup.  The latter approach leads to a higher relative error 
between the numerical results and the experimentally measured wall-surface 
temperatures. 
 
Figure 5-16 Experimental (Misawa et al., 2009) and analytical rod wall temperatures 
for Case B1. 
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Figure 5-17 Experimental (Misawa et al., 2009) and analytical rod wall temperatures 
for Case B2. 
In this thesis, the HTC between the fuel rods and the coolant has been calculated 
based on the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation.  From a validation and safety point of view, 
it is necessary to know the uncertainty of this correlation in calculating the HTC and 
sheath/cladding wall temperature.  The uncertainty associated with the Mokry et al. 
(2011) correlation in the prediction of the HTC is ±25%.  Hence, the HTC values 
calculated by the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation are within ±25% deviation from the 
experimental values.  The ±25% uncertainty in HTC is translated to ±15% uncertainty 
in calculating the wall temperature.  Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 show the uncertainty in 
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Figure 5-18 Uncertainty associated with the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation in 





























Figure 5-19 Uncertainty associated with the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation in predicting 
the wall temperature.  
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In support of the objectives of this thesis, several analysis cases were defined to 
investigate the impact of several modeling parameters on the thermalhydraulic and 
neutronic modeling of the subject PT SCWR.  A reference thermalhydraulic model (i.e., 
Reference case) has been defined.  The Reference case does not include any of the 
modeling parameters and represents the current state-of-the-art in modeling.  Other cases 
model the impact of one parameter while one case takes into account the impact of all the 
examined modeling parameters. 
In the Reference case, the coolant pressure is assumed to be constant.  In other 
words, the pressure drop is neglected.  It is assumed that there is no gap between the fuel 
and the cladding.  The heat flux is considered to be a cosine heat flux calculated 
mathematically.  In the calculation of the heat flux, it is also assumed that the maximum 
channel power is approximately 1.25 times the average thermal power per channel.  No 
heat loss from the coolant to the moderator is taken into account.  The thermalhydraulic 
analysis for the Reference case is conducted using a one-dimensional thermalhydraulic 
code, which has been developed as part of this study.  Section 4.3 provides detail 
information on the modeling aspects of this thermalhydraulic code. 
Further, six other cases were defined to determine the impact of several modeling 
parameters on the thermalhydraulic/neutronic analysis of the subject PT SCWR.  The 
difference between each case and the Reference case is as follows.  In Case 1, the axial 
heat flux profile has been calculated based on a thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling in 
contrast to other cases where the heat flux is assumed to have a cosine shape based on a 
thermal power of about1.25 times the average thermal power per channel.  Section 4.1 
provides detail information about the thermalhydraulic/neutronic analysis conducted in 
this thesis.  In addition to heat flux, Case 1 also investigates the impact of the thermal 
conductivity of the fuel on the fuel temperature.  In Case 2, a gap between the fuel and the 
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cladding has been modeled to study the impact of the contact resistance on fuel 
temperature.  In Case 3, the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator has been 
calculated.  In Case 4, the pressure drop of the coolant has been modeled to study the 
impact of the pressure changes on the thermophysical properties of the coolant and hence 
on the fuel and cladding temperatures.  In Case 5, axial heat flux profile and non-uniform 
volumetric heat generation rate inside the fuel have been calculated based on a 
thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling.  In Case 6, all the changes have been implemented.  
In other words, the pressure drop, contact resistance, axial heat flux and non-uniform heat 
generation inside the fuel based on thermalhydraulic and neutronic coupling, and heat 
loss from the coolant to the moderator have been included in Case 6.  Table 6-1 provides 
a summary of the modeling parameters considered in each case. 




Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 









(fuel and cladding) 
No No Yes No No 
No 
Yes 
Heat loss No No No Yes No No Yes 
Pressure drop No No No No Yes No Yes 
Non-uniform heat 
generation 
No No No No No Yes Yes 
 
  
                                                 
10
 Only the impact of different axial heat fluxes on the inner and the outer rings have been examined. 
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7.1 Analysis Inputs 
This section summarizes the design specifications used as the inputs into the 
analysis presented in this thesis.  These design specifications include the core geometry, 
fuel channel materials and dimensions, and fuel bundle design.  The design specifications 
of the examined PT SCWR are summarized in Table 7-1.  The reactor core consists of 
336 fuel channels with a total thermal power of 2540 MW.  The inlet and outlet 
temperatures of the coolant are, respectively, 350 and 625°C at a pressure of about 25 
MPa.  The coolant is light water while heavy water is selected as the moderator.  The 
temperature of the moderator is kept at 80°C at a low pressure. 
 
Table 7-1 Operating parameters of PT SCWR (Wu and Novog, 2015). 
PT SCWR Specifications Value 
Total thermal power, MWth 2540 
Thermal efficiency 45-48% 
Total electric power, MWel 1143-1219 
Coolant/moderator H2O/D2O 
Average coolant mass flow rate, kg/s 4.45 
Coolant inlet temperature, °C 350 
Coolant outlet temperature, °C 625 
Coolant outlet pressure, MPa  25 
Fuel bundle design 64-element 
Hydraulic diameter, mm 6.8 
Heated length, m 5.0 
Number of fuel channels 336 
Core radius (including radial reflector region, m 2.55 
Core height (including axial D2O reflector regions, m 6.5 
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HERC has been selected as the reference fuel channel in this thesis because, unlike 
HEC, HERC along with the new core design of the Canadian PT SCWR eliminate the 
need for the feeder pipes.  The feeder pipes are susceptible to flow accelerated corrosion 
in CANDU reactors which operate at significantly lower coolant temperatures and 
pressures.  Considering, the higher operating temperatures and pressure of the Canadian 
PT SCWR, the probability of a loss of coolant accident would significantly increase due 
to the feeder pipes.  WASH-1400 (U.S. NRC, 1975), which is considered as the most 
rigorous study on reactor safety, concluded that small pipe breaks in the primary cooling 
system are the most contributing factor to a complete reactor core meltdown.  Hence, the 
elimination of the feeder pipes because of the use of the new core design and HERC 
increases the safety of operation and significantly reduces the probability of a complete 
core meltdown. 
A reactor core consisting of HEC or REC with a ceramic insulator with certain fuel 
bundle designs has a positive void coefficient of reactivity.  A positive void coefficient of 
reactivity means that the reactivity and hence the reactor power increase as a result of a 
decrease in coolant density.  The increase in reactor power, in turn, increases the fuel and 
sheath temperatures, which causes further reduction in coolant density.  On the other 
hand, the study conducted by Pencer et al. (2014) showed that HERC achieves a negative 
coolant void coefficient of reactivity. Therefore, HERC demonstrates a superior safety 
feature compared to the other designs in case of a large loss of coolant accident as a result 
of which the impact of a positive void coefficient would be significant. 
Another safety aspect of HERC along with its 64-element fuel bundle is that the 
fuel and cladding temperatures are below their design limits of 1850°C and 850°C, 
respectively.  Previous studies have shown that the fuel temperature of the fuel bundles 
associated with HEC (Miletic, Peiman et al. 2015) and REC (Peiman et al., 2014) exceed 
the design limit.  Therefore, HERC and its fuel bundle comply with a fundamental safety 
requirement in regard to the fuel temperature and cladding temperatures under normal 
operating conditions. 
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One important safety requirement for the Canadian PT SCWR is to comply with the 
no-core-melt criterion. Wu et al. (2015) performed a safety assessment of the Canadian 
PT SCWR and concluded that the reactor complies with the no-core-melt concept in case 
of a LOCA with the coincidental loss of ECC.  To the knowledge of the author, there is 
no study in support of the other fuel channel designs and their associated core 
configuration. 
The heat loss from the coolant to the moderator from REC is significantly high.  On 
the other hand, the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator is significantly lower from 
HERC, HEC, and REC with a ceramic insulator.  In addition to the heat loss from a fuel 
channel, thermal expansion of the fuel channel components is of significant importance 
especially due to the high inlet and outlet temperatures of the coolant.  Unlike HEC, REC 
and REC with a ceramic insulator, HERC allows for an effective handling of the 
expansion of the fuel channel components.  Unlike HEC, HERC is only suspended from 
the top and hence various thermal expansions due to power variation in the fuel channels 
can be effectively accommodated.  Even though REC and REC with a ceramic insulator 
are also suspended from the top, these two designs may suffer from local flow blockages 
(e.g., flow tube becomes in contact with liner tube) causing local hot spots as the fuel 
assembly is located inside the flow tube in case of vibration or seismic events. 
Considering these factors, HERC has been selected as the reference fuel channel in this 
thesis.  Figure 2-10 illustrates the fuel channel design while Table 7-2 lists the materials 
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Table 7-2 Specifications of the Canadian SCWR fuel channel (Wu and Novog, 2015; 























9.2 - - - 
Flow tube, t 0.1 - - - 
Flow tube, 
OD 















14.4 - - - 
Inner liner 
tube, t 
0.05 - - - 
Inner liner 
tube, OD 







Insulator, ID 14.5 - - - 
Insulator, t 0.55 - - - 
Insulator, 
OD 










15.6 - - - 
Outer liner 
tube, t 
0.05 - - - 
Outer liner 15.7 - - - 
                                                 
11
 In this thesis, Mn and S are not modeled in the composition of the material and their corresponding 
weight percentages are added to that of Fe resulting in a weight percentage of 52.48% for Fe. 
12
 In this thesis, Y is not modeled in the composition of the material and its corresponding weight 
percentage is added to that of Zr resulting in a weight percentage of 74.5% for Zr. 


















15.7 - - - 
Pressure 
tube, t 
1.2 - - - 
Pressure 
tube, OD 
18.1 - - - 
Moderator N/A D2O 99.833 D2O; 0.167 H2O 1.0851 










The fuel assembly consists of 64 fuel elements located in two rings (Ahmad et al., 
2015; Yetisir et al., 2015; Pencer et al., 2014).  There are 32 fuel elements in each ring.  
The fuel elements in the inner ring of the optimized assembly have an outer diameter of 
8.3 mm and those located in the outer ring have an outer diameter of 9.3 mm.  The 
cladding thickness is 0.6 mm (Pencer et al., 2013).  The lattice pitch is a square of 25 
cm×25 cm.  The size of the lattice is based on an optimization analysis of the fuel-to-
moderator ratio to achieve a negative coolant void coefficient of reactivity and a high fuel 
burnup (Pencer et al., 2014).  Table 7-3 provides a list of the specifications of the fuel 
assembly.  The thermal conductivity of the fuel has been calculated based on the Cozzo et 
al. (2011) correlation, Equation (2-3).  Figure 7-1 shows the burnup zones used in the 
diffusion calculations; however, it should be noted that the results reflect the 
characteristics of a fresh core. 
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Table 7-3 64-element fuel bundle specifications. 
Inner Ring Outer 
Ring 
Inner Ring Outer Ring 
Number of Rods 32 32 
Pitch Circle Radius, cm 5.4 6.575 
Radius of Fuel Pins, cm 0.435 0.460 
Thickness of Fuel 
Cladding, cm 0.06 0.06 
Materials of Fuel Pins 










Material of Cladding 
Zr-modified 310 Stainless 
Steel 





 7.90 7.90 
 
 
Figure 7-1 Burnup zones defined in DONJON input file. 
All the friction factor correlations provided in Section 2.3.2 have been used in the 
calculation of the pressure drop and the results have been presented based on each one of 
those correlations.  The impact of the grid spacers on the pressure drop is shown at every 
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0.5 meters along the heated length of the fuel channel.  The local pressure loss associated 
with the geometry of the fuel channel at the bottom of the fuel channel has been taken 
into account.  Further assumptions, associated with the thermalhydraulic and neutronic 
analysis conducted in this thesis, are listed below. 
 The analysis is conducted for a core, which consists of fresh fuel. 
 The neutronics model does not take into account the effect of control rods or 
neutron absorbers (in the fuel or dissolved in the coolant) on the power 
distribution inside the reactor core.  The exclusion of the reactivity mechanisms is 
because, currently, work is in progress in terms of the design of these reactivity 
mechanisms.  In addition, the focus of this work is on thermalhydraulic and 
neutronic coupling and studying the impact of several thermalhydraulic 
parameters on the fuel and cladding temperature.  Further, the exclusion of the 
reactivity mechanisms results in higher power profiles which in turn lead to higher 
fuel and cladding temperatures.  Therefore, it is considered as a conservative 
approach in calculating the fuel and cladding temperatures. 
 The mass flow rate of the coolant is adjusted to obtain an outlet coolant 
temperature of 625°C. 
 The heat transfer improvement due to the presence of the grid spacers is not taken 
into account.  Therefore, the cladding temperatures are conservative as the grid 
spacers tend to decrease the cladding temperature about 20-30°C owing to the 
turbulence flow downstream of the grid spacers. 
 The pressure drop due to the inlet or outlet orifice is not taken into account in 
calculating the pressure drop.  This exclusion of these local pressure losses is 
aligned with the scope of this thesis, which is limited only from the inlet to outlet 
of the fuel channel.  It is understood that the inlet and outlet orifices cause some 
pressure losses and should be taken into account when the design is completed 
and more details are available. 
 The pressure variation due to entrance effect to the fuel region (i.e., inside the 
flow tube at the bottom of the fuel channel) and exit from the fuel region is not 
taken into account in calculating the pressure drop. 
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 The variation of the coolant density in the central flow tube has been taken into 
account. 
 The effective thermal conductivity of the ceramic insulator has been calculated 
based on the Maxwell-Eucken equation. 
 The moderator temperature is considered to be constant at 80°C.  The moderator 
system is equipped with a number of heat exchangers, which keep the moderator 
temperature relatively constant under normal operating conditions.  Since the 
scope of this work is limited to normal operating conditions, it is also a valid 
assumption to consider that the moderator temperature is constant. 
7.2 Thermalhydraulic Results 
This section presents the results of the thermalhydraulic cases described in Chapter 
6.  The design specifications used in this analysis are summarized in Section 7.1 unless 
otherwise specified.  For the Reference case, Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4 the thermal 
power of the fuel channel was considered to be approximately 1.25 times the average 
thermal power per channel.  In all cases, ThO2-PuO2 was selected as the reference fuel as 
per the specifications outlined in Section 7.1.  The analysis results of the Reference case 
are presented in Section 7.2.1.  For other cases, only the impact of the corresponding 
modeling aspect is presented.  The heat flux profiles used as the inputs in Case 1, Case 5 
and Case 6 were calculated based on a thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis.  
Further, in these three cases, different heat flux profiles were used for the inner ring and 
the outer ring of the fuel bundles.  In contrast, in other cases, an average heat flux over 
the fuel bundle was used.  In other words, it was assumed that the heat flux profile of the 
inner ring and the outer ring were equal for the latter cases.  Figure 7-2 shows the axial 
heat flux profile used for the Reference case, Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4.  As shown in 
Figure 7-2, the average heat flux is the same as the heat flux associated with the fuel 
elements in the inner ring and the outer ring of the fuel assembly. 
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Figure 7-2 Heat-flux profiles of ThO2-PuO2 fuel elements in inner and outer rings of 
fuel bundle and average heat flux for fuel channel with the thermal power of 9.446 
MW. 
7.2.1 Results and Discussion: Reference Case 
For the subject PT SCWR, the inlet temperature of the coolant is 350°C.  As the 
coolant flow downward inside the FT, its temperature increases to around 381°C.  Then, 
the coolant flows upward in the annular gap between the FT and the inner LT, where heat 
is transferred from the fuel bundles to the coolant.  Eventually, the outlet temperature of 
the coolant increases to 628°C with a mass flow rate of 5.8 kg/s.  Figure 7-3 shows the 
variation of the coolant temperature and HTC along the heated length of the fuel channel 
for the Reference case. 
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Figure 7-3 Temperature profiles of coolant and claddings and HTC variation along 
the fuel channel. 
Further for the Reference case, the fuel centerline temperature, and cladding 
temperature profiles were calculated based on the heat flux profile shown in Figure 7-2.  
The heat flux profile is approximately cosine-shape corresponding to a fuel channel with 
a thermal power of 9.446 MW.  The maximum fuel centerline temperatures reach 1759 
and 1809°C, respectively, for the fuel elements of the inner and the outer rings.  Figure 
7-5 shows the temperature variation of the ThO2-PuO2 fuel in the radial direction at the 
location of the maximum temperature.  The maximum cladding temperature reaches a 
maximum temperature of 661°C, which is below the design temperature limit of 850°C. 
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Figure 7-4 Coolant, cladding, and fuel centerline temperature profiles for Reference 
case. 
 
Figure 7-5 Temperature variation across ThO2-PuO2 fuel element at the location of 
maximum temperature for Reference case. 
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Having presented the result of the thermalhydraulic analysis for the Reference case, 
the following sections present the impact of the specific modeling parameters associated 
with each case on the calculation of the fuel and cladding temperatures.  It is notable that 
the analyzed cases do not attempt to predict the absolute impact of each modeling 
parameter in the form of a range.  In the contrary, the objective is to determine the 
sensitivity of the thermalhydraulic results (e.g., fuel and cladding temperatures) on the 
specified modeling parameters. 
7.2.2 Results and Discussion: Case 1 
The only difference between the Reference case and Case 1 is that Case 1 calculates 
the heat flux based on a thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis, which represents 
the properties of a fresh core.  The mass flow rate of the coolant is set to 5.8 kg/s to keep 
the outlet temperature of the coolant within one percent deviation from the design 
temperature of 625°C.  Unlike the Reference case, which applies the same axial heat flux 
to the fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer ring, Case 1 differentiates between the 
axial heat flux profiles applied to the fuel elements in the inner and the outer rings.  
Figure 7-6 shows the axial heat flux profiles of the fuel elements in the inner and the 
outer rings. 
It should be noted that the heat flux profiles presented in this thesis are based on the 
properties of a fresh core without any reactivity mechanism devices being in the core and 
with no boron poison in the moderator.  The reactivity control mechanisms help in 
flattening the flux.  In addition, in a fresh core, the addition of boron poison in the 
moderator reduces the impact of access reactivity on the heat flux.  Further, refueling of 
the core also helps in flattening the flux especially when an equilibrium core is achieved.  
Nevertheless, for the purpose of achieving the objectives of this thesis, the 
thermalhydraulic and neutronic analysis was conducted based on the characteristics of a 
fresh core. 
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Figure 7-6 Axial heat flux profile for Case 1. 
 
The maximum fuel centerline temperature reaches 1592 and 1787°C for the fuel 
elements in the inner ring and the outer ring, respectively.  In Case 1, the maximum fuel 
centerline temperature of the inner ring is approximately 168°C and that of the outer ring 
is 23°C lower compared with the results of the Reference case.  These lower fuel 
centerline temperatures are mainly because of the shape of the heat flux as both fuel 
channels have similar thermal powers.  The heat flux peak in the Reference case reaches a 
maximum of approximately 1400 kW/m
2
 at the center of the fuel channel while the 
maximum heat flux in Case 1 stays below 1300 kW/m
2
 with the peak values located 
around 1-meter away from the inlet and the outlet of the fuel channel  Figure 7-7 shows 
the variation of the fuel temperature at the location of the maximum temperature for a 
fuel element in the outer ring in the radial direction.  The maximum cladding temperature 
reaches approximately 671 and 678°C for the fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer 
ring, respectively.  Compared with the Reference case, the maximum cladding 
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temperature of the inner and the outer rings is slightly higher mainly because of taking 
into account the variation of heat flux in the inner and the outer rings. 
 
Figure 7-7 Temperature variation across ThO2-PuO2 fuel element at the location of 
maximum temperature in Case 1. 
As stated before, the differences presented for the fuel and cladding temperatures do 
not suggest that in reality these differences are observed.  On the other hand, the 
presented results only tend to show the impact of the heat flux variation between different 
rings of a fuel bundle specifically on the fuel centerline temperature.  It should be noted 
that there are many power profiles in a reactor core.  The Axial Heat Flux Profile (AHFP) 
varies from a fuel channel to another.  This variation in AHFP is due to the location of the 
fuel channels in the reactor core, fuel burnup, presence of reactivity control mechanisms, 
and refueling scheme.  In this thesis, an AHFP associated with a fresh core is taken into 
account as lower powers are attributed to an equilibrium core.  Taking into account an 
extreme case in terms of AHFP was intended to cover a wide range of AHFPs eliminating 
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the need to determine the sheath and fuel centerline temperatures for a wide range of 
possible AHFPs. 
Even though assuming an AHPF and applying a factor (e.g., 1.25 or 1.4) to estimate 
the power of a fuel channel with the maximum thermal power based on an average 
thermal power per channel may be adequate in an early stage of a reactor design, further, 
as the design progresses in its development more detail analysis is required.  A 
thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis is a next stage in conducting detail analysis 
with an objective to reduce the uncertainties and validate the assumptions in regard to 
AHFPs.  A thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis allows for identifying the fuel 
channel with the maximum thermal power.  The heat flux associated with the fuel 
elements located in different rings of a fuel bundle can also be determined.  The selection 
of a cosine shape AHFP, similar to the one selected in the Reference case, requires 
making some assumptions such as the ratio of the maximum fuel channel power to 
average channel power, the shape of the heat flux, and considering the same AHFP for all 
the fuel elements in a fuel assembly.  Hence, a thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling 
analysis can be used to validate these assumptions and utilize more realistic heat flux 
profiles. 
In addition to the heat flux, Case 1 also aims to determine the sensitivity of the fuel 
centerline temperature on the thermal conductivity of the fuel, specifically, ThO2-PuO2.  
The thermal conductivity of a nuclear fuel depends on many parameters such as 
temperature, composition, irradiation level, porosity, and manufacturing method.  The 
impact of these parameters on the thermal conductivity of UO2 has been well studied and 
captured in Figure 2-12 to Figure 2-14.  There have been limited studies on the thermal 
conductivity and in general thermophysical properties of ThO2-PuO2.  The limitation in 
the available experimental data is due to the extensive care that is required for 
measurements dealing with plutonium containing compounds, which makes the 
experiments expensive.  In addition, unlike the fast-neutron-spectrum reactors, which 
may deploy ThO2-PuO2 with plutonium concentrations around 40%, the water-cooled 
thermal-neutron-spectrum reactors are designed with low concentrations of plutonium 
around 10% (Bakker et al., 1997).  At low plutonium concentrations, the thermophysical 
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properties of the ThO2-PuO2 fuel are very close to those of ThO2.  Figure 7-8 shows the 
thermal conductivity of ThO2, ThO2-PuO2 with several concentrations of PuO2 based on 





Figure 7-8 Thermal conductivity for ThO2, PuO2 and ThO2-PuO2 after porosity 
correction to 95% TD (Cozzo et al., 2011; Basak et al., 1989). 
Two correlations for the calculation of the thermal conductivity of ThO2-PuO2 were 
developed by Cozzo et al. (2011) and  IAEA (2006) as presented in Section 2.2.4.  The 
thermal conductivity of ThO2-PuO2 for 12 wt% and 15 wt% PuO2 have been calculated 
and shown in Figure 7-9.  These two concentrations were selected as they correspond to 
the fuel compositions of the subject PT SCWR in this thesis.  As shown in Figure 7-9, 
there are significant differences in predicting the thermal conductivity of ThO2-PuO2 
based on the Cozzo et al. (2011) and IAEA (2006) correlations.  Such high differences in 
                                                 
13
 Only the thermal conductivity values provided by Cozzo et al. (2011) correspond to a 95% TD fuel. 
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thermal conductivity are translated to significant uncertainties in calculating the fuel 
centerline temperature. 
 
Figure 7-9 Thermal conductivity of ThO2-PuO2. 
 
To investigate the impact of the uncertainties in predicting the thermal conductivity 
of the fuel, the fuel centerline temperature was calculated for the fuel elements in the 
inner ring and the outer ring of the subject PT SCWR using the thermal conductivity 
correlations provided by Cozzo et al. (2011) and IAEA-TECDOC-1496.  The maximum 
difference between the fuel centerline temperatures for the inner ring was 517°C and 
472°C for the outer ring while the Cozzo et al. (2011) correlation resulted in lower 
calculated fuel centerline temperatures.  Hence, the correlation used to predict the thermal 
conductivity of the fuel has a great impact on the calculated fuel temperatures.  The fuel 
centerline temperature profiles are shown in Figure 7-10. 
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Figure 7-10 Fuel centerline temperature profile in the axial direction based on 
thermal conductivity correlations provided by Cozzo et al. (2011) and IAEA-
TECDOC-1496. 
 
In addition to high degrees of uncertainty in predicting the thermal conductivity of 
ThO2-PuO2 based on the available correlations, to the knowledge of the author, there are 
few studies (Jeffs, 1969; Kelly and Franceschini, 2013) on the impact of irradiation on the 
thermophysical properties of ThO2-PuO2 and specifically its thermal conductivity.  Thus, 
accurate information about the thermophysical properties of the ThO2-PuO2 fuel 
specifically its thermal conductivity is needed.  Hence, it is highly recommended to 
experimentally investigate these properties, especially under irradiation. 
7.2.3 Results and Discussion: Case 2 
The only difference between the Reference case and Case 2 is that Case 2 takes into 
account the impact of the gap conductance on the fuel centerline temperature.  The mass 
flow rate of the coolant is set to 5.8 kg/s for both cases to keep the outlet temperature of 
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the coolant within one percent of the desing temperature of 625°C.  The maximum fuel 
centerline temperature reaches 1939°C and 1996°C for the fuel elements in the inner ring 
and the outer ring, respectively.  Compared with the results of the Reference case, a gap 
with a thickness of 20 μm increases the fuel centerline temperature by 180°C and 187°C, 
respectively, for the fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer ring, respectively.  
Therefore, it is necessary to model the impact of the gap conductance on the fuel 
centerline temperature.  Figure 7-11 shows the variation of the fuel temperature at the 
location of the maximum temperature for a fuel element in the inner ring and the outer 
ring in the radial direction.  It is notable that the modeling of the gap conductance does 
not impact the estimated cladding temperatures. 
 
Figure 7-11 Temperature variation across ThO2-PuO2 fuel element at the location of 
maximum temperature in Case 2. 
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As presented in Section 4.3.2, the gap conductance depends on a number of 
parameters including the temperature and properties of the gas in the gap between the fuel 
and the cladding.  It is also expected that the high operating conditions of the subject PT 
SCWR make the radiative heat transfer more pronounced.  Further, the properties of the 
gas vary as a function of temperature and depend on the burnup level.  The high target 
burnup (e.g., 40,000 MW.day/MTU) for the subject PT SCWR results in the production 
of more fission gasses, which in turn changes the dynamics of the fuel and cladding 
interaction and hence the gap conductance.  Therefore, the impact of the gas conductance 
is not adequately modeled with a constant number and hence a suitable model should be 
implemented in the thermalhydraulic models to adequately take into account the impact 
of the gap conductance on the fuel temperature. 
In addition, the modeling of gap conductance is in close relationship with the 
modeling of the fuel and cladding interaction.  The fuel and cladding interaction imposes 
stress on the cladding and hence has an impact on the mechanical integrity of the 
cladding.  The cladding is considered as an engineering barrier against the release of the 
fission products and if its mechanical integrity is compromised, the likelihood of fission 
products release increases.  Therefore, to model the fuel performance, the mechanical 
interaction between the fuel and the cladding should be molded as well as the gap 
conductance.  Hence, instead of using a constant number for the gap conductance, it is 
recommended to implement a gap conductance model in the thermalhydraulic code(s) of 
the subject PT SCWR. 
7.2.4 Results and Discussion: Case 3 
The only difference between the Reference case and Case 3 is that Case 3 takes into 
account the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator.  The mass flow rate of the 
coolant is set to 5.8 kg/s for both cases to keep the outlet temperature of the coolant 
within one percent of the design temperature of 625°C.  Heat is transferred from the fuel 
bundles to the “hot” coolant.  Then, some heat is transferred from the ‘hot’ coolant to the 
‘cold’ coolant through the FT owing to the temperature difference between the ‘hot’ 
coolant and the ‘cold’ coolant.  Due to the significant temperature difference between the 
‘hot’ coolant and the moderator, heat is also transferred from the ‘hot’ coolant to the 
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moderator.  Figure 7-12 shows the heat transfer from the ‘hot’ coolant to the ‘cold’ 
coolant and also from the ‘hot’ coolant to the moderator. 
 
Figure 7-12 Heat transfer rate from the 'hot' coolant to the 'cold' coolant and 
moderator. 
The insulator significantly reduces the heat transfer from the ‘hot’ coolant to the 
moderator because of its low thermal conductivity.  Figure 7-13 shows the thermal 
resistances of the coolant, moderator, and the fuel channel components.  Figure 7-14 
captures the temperature variation of the insulator in the radial direction.  Figure 7-15 
shows the temperature profiles of the fuel channel components. 
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Figure 7-13 Thermal resistances of coolant, moderator and fuel channel 
components. 
 
Figure 7-14 Temperature variation of the insulator in the radial direction. 
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Figure 7-15 Temperature profiles of the fuel channel components. 
When the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator is taken into account, there is 
approximately 8°C drop in the outlet temperature of the coolant.  Similarly, 4°C reduction 
is observed for the fuel centerline temperature and 7°C for the cladding temperature.  The 
heat loss profiles shown in Figure 7-12 corresponds to 73.4 kW heat transfer from the 
‘hot’ coolant to the ‘cold’ coolant and 138.5 kW of heat loss from the coolant to the 
moderator per fuel channel.  The total heat loss from the coolant to the moderator is 
approximately 46.5 MW, which corresponds to approximately 1.8% of the total thermal 
power of the reactor. 
In addition to the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator, heat is also deposited 
in the moderator due to neutron and gamma heating.  The latter two heat sources are 
expected to be approximately 5% of the thermal power of the reactor.  The sum of the 
neutron and gamma heating is of the same order of magnitude as the decay heat 
immediately following a reactor shutdown.  In order to keep the moderator temperature at 
a constant pressure (e.g., 80°C), the heat should be removed from the moderator via the 
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moderator system, which, in addition to other equipment, consists of a number pumps and 
heat exchangers depending on the amount of heat that needs to be removed from the 
moderator.  Hence, it is necessary to estimate the amount of heat deposited (i.e., neutron 
and gamma heating) and transferred (i.e., heat loss from the coolant to the moderator) to 
the moderator. 
In addition to estimating the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator, the 
developed thermalhydraulic code allows for the computation of the operating 
temperatures of the fuel channel components and is essential for determining an optimum 
thickness of the ceramic insulator.  Such optimum thickness minimizes the heat loss from 
the coolant to the moderator during normal operating condition and allows for sufficient 
heat transfer to the moderator during accident scenario to meet the no-core-melt safety 
criterion for the subject PT SCWR. 
7.2.5 Results and Discussion: Case 4 
The only difference between the Reference case and Case 4 is that Case 4 takes into 
account the pressure drop of the coolant.  The pressure drop varies from 82.4 to 114.6 kPa 
per fuel channel depending on the friction factor and correction factors used in the 
calculation of the pressure drop.  Table 7-4 provides a summary of the calculated pressure 
drops. 
Table 7-4 Total pressure drop per fuel channel in kPa. 
Pressure Drop, kPa N/A Popov (1967) 





Filonenko (1954) 106 93 98 108 
Mikheev(1956) 103 N/A N/A N/A 
Petukhov (1970) 108 N/A N/A N/A 
Selander (1978) 113 97 103 114 
Itaya (1945) 111 N/A N/A N/A 
Blasius (1913) 103 91 96 105 
Colebrook 113 98 104 115 
Petrov and Popov (1985) 89 82 85 90 
Darcy-Weisbach 112 N/A N/A N/A 
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As discussed previously, several researchers have proposed correction factors be 
applied to the friction factor in cases where the heat transfer to or from the cooling fluid is 
not taken into account.  Among the examined friction factor correlations shown in Table 
7-4, the Mikheev (1956), Petukhov (1970), Itaya (1945), and Petrov and Popov (1985) 
correlations take the effect of heat transfer into consideration.  Hence, the friction factors 
calculated by these correlations have not been multiplied by the correction factors.  As 
such, in columns 3 to 5 of Table 7-4, the total pressure drops associated with the Mikheev 
(1956), Petukhov (1970), Itaya (1945), and Petrov and Popov (1985) correlations are 
denoted with “N/A” as these correlations already account for the effect of heat transfer.  
On the other hand, the correction factors developed by Popov (1967), Kirillov et al. 
(1990), and Tarasova & Leont’ev (1968) were applied to the friction factors calculated 
based on the Filonenko (1954), Selander (1978), Blasius (1913), Colebrook, and Darcy-
Weisbach correlations.  The second column in Table 7-4 lists the total pressure drop for 
which the friction losses were calculated based on the friction factor correlations listed in 
the first column without any correction factor being applied to them.  In column 3 to 5 of 
Table 7-4, the total pressure drops are listed while their corresponding friction pressure 
drops were calculated based on the friction factors listed in the first column and 
correction factors stated on top of Table 7-4. 
Figure 7-16 shows the pressure profile of the coolant along the fuel channel based 
on the Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation without any correction factor being applied to 
it.  The pressure profile associated with the Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation has been 
selected as the Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation predicts the friction pressure drop 
with more accuracy than the other available friction factor correlations as per the 
discussion provided in Section 5.3.2. 
As the coolant flows downward inside the FT, the dominant contributors to the 
pressure changes are gravity and acceleration while the pressure drop due to friction is 
negligible.  The acceleration pressure drop is caused by the changes in the density of the 
coolant as heat is being absorbed by the coolant.  The main source of heat transfer to the 
‘cold’ coolant is a portion of heat that is transferred from the ‘hot’ coolant through the FT 
to the ‘cold’ coolant.  Consequently, the temperature of the coolant reaches 381°C, which 
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is about 31°C higher than the inlet temperature of the coolant.  During this temperature 
increase, the temperature of the coolant reaches the pseudocritical point, which in turn 
results in a significant variation in the density of the coolant and hence a pronounced 
acceleration pressure drop. 
Even though the acceleration of the coolant results in some pressure drop, but the 
pressure of the coolant increases due to the effect of gravity, which is acting in the same 
direction as the coolant flow.  The percent contribution of the gravitation, acceleration, 
and friction pressure changes is shown in Figure 7-17.  In Figure 7-17, the friction 
pressure drop is calculated based on the Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation without any 
correction factor being applied to it. 
 
Figure 7-16 Pressure profile of the coolant along the heated length of the fuel 
channel. 
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Figure 7-17 Pressure drop or enhancement contributors as coolant flow downward. 
 
As the coolant flows upward through the annular gap between the FT and the inner 
LT, its pressure further drops.  As shown in Figure 7-18, the dominant contributors to 
pressure drop are the local and friction losses followed by the acceleration and gravitation 
pressure drops.  The friction pressure drop, presented in Figure 7-18, is based on the 
Petrov and Popov (1985) correlation without any correction factor being applied to it.  It 
should be noted that the pressure drop is highly dependent on the mass flux and coolant 
density.  The density of the coolant itself is affected by the heat flux such that the density 
decreases as the heat flux increases.  The pressure drop is inversely proportional to the 
coolant density such that a reduction in coolant density results in an increase in the 
pressure drop.  An increase in the mass flux results in an increase in the pressure drop as 
the pressure drop is proportional to the mass flux to the power of two.  Therefore, the 
pressure drop varies from fuel channel to fuel channel and the percentages provided in 
Figure 7-18 apply only to the specific conditions based on which the pressure drop was 
computed. 
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Figure 7-18 Pressure drop contributors as coolant flow upward. 
Unlike the pressure drops due to gravity and acceleration, which are calculated 
based on equations, the friction and local losses are dependent on the empirical 
correlations.  As discussed in Section 2.3.2, several correlations have been developed for 
the calculation of the friction factor at supercritical conditions.  The most reliable of these 
correlations predict the friction factor with uncertainties around ±20% compared to the 
experimental results.  Even though there have been efforts to develop friction factor 
correlations with more accuracy, there have been few attempts to determine loss 
coefficient associated with, for instance, the grid spacers or other appendages of a fuel 
assembly.  Therefore, to further improve the accuracy in the predictability of the pressure 
drop of the subject PT SCWR, the friction factors should be validated against a wide 
range of experimental data points and new correlations should be developed if necessary.  
In addition, research and development is required for the purpose of determining the loss 
coefficients in association with the grid spacers or other appendages of the fuel assembly 
at SCW conditions.  Consequently, the impact and distribution of pressure-drop 
contributors presented in Figure 7-18 may change. 
Although the estimation of the pressure drop is required for design purposes, the 
estimated pressure drop has no effect on the fuel centerline and cladding temperatures at 
normal operating conditions.  To investigate the impact on the thermophysical properties 
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of the coolant, the percent change of several thermophysical properties has been 
calculated at 25 MPa and 24.65 MPa, which takes into account a pressure drop of 350 
kPa.  As shown in Table 7-5, the impact of a minor pressure change on the 
thermophysical properties of the coolant and hence on the coolant temperature is 
negligible. 
Table 7-5 Impact of minor pressure changes on thermophysical properties of SCW. 
Parameter T P ρ h cp k μ 
Unit (°C) (MPa) (kg/m
3
) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kg.K) (mW/m.K) (μPa.s) 
1 350 25 625.45 1623.9 6.9779 481.12 72.738 
2 350 24.65 623.98 1625.2 7.0324 479.98 72.526 
Percent 
difference 
N/A 1.40% 0.24% 0.08% 0.78% 0.24% 0.29% 
3 625 25 67.584 3566.5 2.8797 106.5 35.497 
4 625 24.65 66.523 3569.4 2.8683 106.04 35.456 
Percent 
difference 
N/A 1.40% 1.57% 0.08% 0.40% 0.43% 0.12% 
5 1000 25 43.196 4570.2 2.6392 148.3 49.103 
6 1000 24.65 42.583 4571.2 2.6368 148.06 49.083 
Percent 
difference 
N/A 1.40% 1.42% 0.02% 0.09% 0.16% 0.04% 
 
Table 7-5 presents density, enthalpy, specific heat, thermal conductivity, viscosity, 
and Prandtl number corresponding to 350, 625 and 1000°C at 25.0 MPa and 24.65 MPa.  
For SCW at 350°C, a pressure change from 25 MPa to 24.65 MPa results in 0.78% 
change in the specific heat, 0.24% change in the density and thermal conductivity, 0.29% 
change in the viscosity.  As the temperature increases, a similar change in the pressure 
results in less percentage of change in the thermophysical properties of the SCWR.  For 
instance, at 625°C, the percentage of change in the specific heat is reduced to 0.40% 
compared to 0.78% at 350°C.  Therefore, pressure changes in the order of a few hundred 
kilopascals have a negligible impact on the thermophysical properties of the SCW. 
Similar to the case of minor pressure changes, as the temperature of the working 
fluid increases the impact of large pressure changes on the thermophysical properties of 
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the fluid becomes less pronounced.  However, within the operating range of the subject 
PT SCWR, if the variation in pressure is in the order of few mega Pascal, which may 
happen during transients or accident conditions, the change in the thermophysical 
properties of the SCW is significant.  For instance, as presented in Table 7-6, the change 
in the specific heat is around 11.75% at 350°C when the pressure changes from 25 MPa 
to 21 MPa.  Therefore, pressure changes in the order of a few megapascal have a 
significant impact on the thermophysical properties of the coolant and hence on the heat 
transfer from the fuel bundles to the coolant, which in turn influences the cladding and 
fuel temperatures.  Thus, the implementation of an accurate pressure drop model is an 
inseparable part of a thermalhydraulic model for the SCWRs. 
Table 7-6 Impact of major pressure changes on thermophysical properties of SCW. 
Parameter T P ρ h cp k μ 
Unit (°C) (MPa) (kg/m
3
) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kg.K) (mW/m.K) (μPa.s) 
1 350 25 625.45 1623.9 6.9779 481.12 72.738 






3.05% 1.03% 11.75% 2.91% 3.69% 
3 625 25 67.584 3566.5 2.8797 106.5 35.497 






17.62% 0.93% 4.39% 4.73% 1.24% 
5 1000 25 43.196 4570.2 2.6392 148.3 49.103 






16.19% 0.25% 1.00% 1.78% 0.46% 
 
In addition, an accurate prediction of the pressure drop is more important in a sub-
channel analysis.  The pressure drop along the sub-channels determines the cross-flow 
rates between the sub-channels, which in turn has an impact on mass and momentum 
transfer between the sub-channels.  Hence, an accurate computation of the cladding and 
fuel temperature profiles depends on these parameters and hence on the pressure drop 
model, which solely depends on the friction factor correlation and loss coefficients.  
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Therefore, validation of the friction factor correlation and determination of the loss 
coefficient at the SCW conditions is highly recommended for the subject PT SCWR. 
7.2.6 Results and Discussion: Case 5 
The only difference between the Reference case and Case 5 is that Case 5 takes into 
account the variation of the axial heat flux for the inner ring and the outer ring as well as 
a non-uniform heat generation rates inside the fuel.  The maximum fuel temperature 
reaches 1596 and 1813°C for the fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer ring, 
respectively.  In comparison to Case 1, which only accounts for the variation of axial heat 
flux for the inner ring and the outer ring, accounting for a non-uniform radial heat 
generation results in an increase of about 4 and 26°C for the fuel elements in the inner 
ring and the outer ring, respectively.  Figure 7-19 shows the variation of the fuel 
temperature at the location of the maximum temperature in the radial direction for a fuel 
element in the inner ring and the outer ring. 
 
Figure 7-19 Temperature variation across ThO2-PuO2 fuel element at the location of 
maximum temperature in Case 5. 
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7.2.7 Results and Discussion: Case 6 
Case 6 includes all the modeling enhancements: axial heat flux profile of the fuel 
bundles, gap conductance between the fuel pellets and the cladding, heat loss from the 
coolant to the moderator, the pressure drop of the coolant along the fuel channel, and the 
non-uniform heat generation inside the fuel.  For this case, the heat flux was determined 
based on a thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis.  The core was divided into three 
burnup zones and for each burnup zone the fuel channel with the maximum thermal 
power was selected.  The thermalhydraulic characteristics of these representative fuel 
channels were used to conduct transport and hence diffusion calculations.  Figure 7-20, 
Figure 7-21, and Figure 7-22show the heat flux profiles associated with the fuel channels 
with the maximum thermal power in burnup zone 1, 2 and 3, respectively.  It is notable 
that the presented heat flux profiles represent the characteristics of a fresh core. 
 
Figure 7-20 Heat flux profile for fuel channel with maximum thermal power in 
burnup zone 1. 
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Figure 7-21 Heat flux profile for fuel channel with maximum thermal power in 
burnup zone 2. 
 
Figure 7-22 Heat flux profile for fuel channel with maximum thermal power in 
burnup zone 3. 
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As stated in Section 4.3.6, a convergence criterion of 1.0E-5 was used for 𝑘∞ in the 
thermalhydraulic/neutronic coupling analysis.  In order words, the input file for the 
transport calculation should be updated with the required thermalhydraulic parameters 
such as the fuel temperature and coolant density until the difference between two 
consecutive calculated 𝑘∞ is less than 1.0E-5.  The thermalhydraulic and neutronic analysis 
converged after three iterations.  Figure 7-23 shows the variation of the heat flux for these 
iterations associated with a fuel channel in burnup zone 3. 
 
Figure 7-23 Variation of heat flux through five iterations for fuel channel in burnup 
zone 3. 
 
As mentioned in Section 4.2.4, the axial heat flux value at a point along the heated 
length of the fuel channel is determined based on a polynomial of degree 6.  Figure 7-24 
shows the heat flux profiles based on the interpolation of the polynomial of degree six 
and the actual heat flux values for the 20 segments along the heated length of the fuel 
channel.  The actual heat fluxes were computed based on the output of DONJON, which 
provides the thermal power for each segment of the fuel bundle/assembly and DRAGON, 
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which helps in identifying the percentage of the power generated from the fuel elements 
in the inner and outer rings.  The relative error between the interpolated and actual heat 
flux values is around 2.3% for the first three and the last three points while it varies from 
0.1% to 1.5% for the other 14 points. 
 
 
Figure 7-24 Comparison of actual heat flux values and estimated profiles based on a 
polynomial of degree 6. 
 
For Case 6, the mass flow rate of the coolant was set to 4.9, 5.2 and 5.6 kg/s, 
respectively, for the fuel channels in burnup zone 1, 2 and 3 to keep the outlet 
temperature of the coolant at 625°C.  Since the maximum fuel centerline temperatures 
correspond to the fuel channel in burnup zone 3, the results for this fuel channel is 
presented.  The maximum fuel centerline temperature reaches 1811 and 2074°C for the 
fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer ring, respectively.  Compared with the results 
of the Reference case, the maximum fuel centerline temperature of the fuel elements in 
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the inner ring is approximately 52°C and those of the outer ring is 265°C higher.  Figure 
7-25 shows the heat flux profiles associated with Case 6 and that of the Reference case.  
Figure 7-26 shows the variation of the fuel temperature at the location of the maximum 
temperature in the radial direction for a fuel element in the inner ring and the outer ring. 
 
Figure 7-25 Cosine-shape axial heat flux profiles for Reference case and the channel 
with maximum thermal power in burnup zone 3 based on thermalhydraulic and 
neutronic analysis. 
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Figure 7-26 Temperature variation across ThO2-PuO2 fuel element at the location of 
maximum temperature in Case 6. 
 
It is notable that the reported fuel centerline temperatures are based on Equation 
(4-51) and a non-uniform volumetric heat generation.  To draw a comparison between the 
fuel centerline-temperature profiles calculated using Equation (4-51) and Equation (4-62), 
the fuel centerline temperature for the Inner and Outer rings were also calculated and the 
temperature profiles are shown in Figure 7-27.  The result shows that the maximum 
difference in computed fuel centerline temperature between the two approaches is 0.93% 
and 1.06%, respectively, for the inner and outer rings. 
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Figure 7-27 Fuel centerline temperature along the heated length of the fuel channel 
for Case 6 based on Equation (4-51) and Equation (4-62). 
 
However, as illustrated in Figure 7-28, a maximum relative error of 5.9% and 6.7% 
exist in association with the computed fuel temperatures in the radial direction, 
respectively, for the inner and the outer rings.  In other words, the two methods are in 
good agreement in calculating the fuel centerline temperature profile, but the computed 
temperature distributions inside the fuel pellets experience a larger difference. 
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Figure 7-28 Temperature variation across ThO2-PuO2 fuel element at the location 
of maximum temperature in Case 6 based on Equation (4-51) and Equation (4-62). 
 
The iterative approach, which uses Equation (4-62) and accounts for a non-uniform 
volumetric heat generation, is considered to be conservative because this approach 
demonstrates slightly higher fuel temperatures compared to the analytical approach.  In 
addition, the iterative method is more versatile since a variety of fuels (with different 
correlations for their thermal conductivity) can be studied with this method without a 
need to derive the equations specific for each case where the thermal conductivity 
correlation does not match the format of Equation (4-28).  Nevertheless, in addition to the 
calculation method, there are a variety of factors that affect the fuel temperature.  These 
factors are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
As shown in Figure 7-29, the temperature of a nuclear fuel pin depends on a 
number of parameters including the HTC between the coolant and the cladding, gap 
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conductance between the fuel and the cladding, interaction between the fuel and the 
cladding, heat generation rate in the fuel and the thermal conductivity of the fuel.  Under 
normal operating conditions, the heat generation rate and the thermal conductivity of the 
fuel are the two most important parameters, which affect the temperature distribution 
inside the fuel. 
 
Figure 7-29 Parameters affecting the temperature distribution of nuclear fuels. 
 
In a fission reactor, the heat generation rate depends on the reaction rate and the 
amount of recovered fission energy, which is about 200 MeV per fission reaction.  The 
fission reaction rate, which depends on the neutron flux, neutronic properties of the fuel 
constituents, fuel composition, and fuel enrichment, is determined by the multiplication of 
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the neutron flux as a function of energy and space, fission cross-section as a function of 
energy, and the atomic density of certain uranium atoms as a function of space. 
The neutron flux varies depending on the location of a fuel assembly in the reactor 
core.  Also, within a fuel assembly, the neutron flux varies depending on the location of a 
fuel element.  Further, within each fuel element, the neutron flux changes as a function of 
space.  For instance, inside a fuel element of a thermal-spectrum nuclear reactor, the fast-
neutron flux has its maximum value at the center of the fuel pin while the fast-neutron 
flux decreases by approaching the outer surface of the fuel pin.  On the other hand, the 
thermal-neutron flux has its maximum value at the outer surface of a fuel element because 
the neutrons are thermalized in the moderator.  The thermal-neutron flux decreases by 
approaching the center of the fuel pin (Kessler, 1983).  This phenomenon is called 
thermal-neutron flux depression. 
The atom density of uranium isotopes can be considered to be uniform in a “fresh” 
fuel, but the isotopic density changes during the burnup.  As a result, the isotopic density 
of fissionable isotopes varies as a function of space and time inside the fuel.  The overall 
impact of these parameters (i.e., neutron flux, neutronic properties, and atomic density of 
fissionable isotopes) results in a non-uniform heat generation inside the fuel such that the 
heat generation has its minimum value at the center of a cylindrical fuel element while the 
percentage of the heat generation increases as the distance from the center increases.  
Todreas and Kazimi (1990) indicated that thermal-neutron flux depression “is often 
neglected for small-diameter low-absorbing fuel rods but should not be ignored for thick, 
highly absorbing rods”.  For screening purposes and in cases where a degree of 
conservatism is taken into account, the implementation of a uniform heat generation is 
easier and leads to calculated fuel centerline temperatures which are higher than those 
calculated based on a non-uniform heat generation.  Nevertheless, the inclusion of a non-
uniform heat generation in the calculation of the fuel temperature distribution should be 
taken into consideration depending on the scope of an analysis and the degree of 
conservatism inherent in the analysis. 
As another factor affecting the fuel temperature, the thermal conductivity of the fuel 
depends on several parameters including temperature, density, stoichiometry, fabrication 
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method, irradiation, gaseous fission products, movement of voids inside the fuel, micro-
cracking, and grain boundaries.  The overall impact of these parameters results in large 
uncertainties in the calculation of the thermal conductivity of the fuel and hence the fuel 
temperature.  Therefore, it is of paramount importance to ensure proper correlations are 
used for the calculation of the thermal conductivity of the fuel while calculating the fuel 
temperature distribution. 
In Case 6, the cladding temperature reaches a maximum of 808 and 833°C for the 
fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer ring, respectively.  These cladding 
temperatures are based on an HTC calculated using the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation.  
The corresponding cladding temperatures reach a maximum of 747 and 764°C, 
respectively, for the fuel elements in the inner and the outer rings if the Dittus-Boelter 
correlation is used.  Thus, the Dittus-Boelter correlation overestimates the HTC, which in 
turn results in an underestimation of the cladding temperature by about 9% compared to a 
cladding temperature calculated based on the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation.  
Consequently, the fuel centerline temperature is also underestimated when the cladding 
temperature is calculated based on the Dittus-Boelter correlation. 
However, it should be noted that this deviation (i.e., 9%) is within the uncertainty of 
Mokry et al. correlation for calculated temperatures (about ±15%).  Therefore, this 
finding confirms that the use of the Dittus-Boelter correlation is also adequate and 
justified in the design of SCWRs. 
Figure 7-30 shows the regular and average specific heat and Prandtl number.  As 
shown in Figure 7-30, the regular specific heat and Prandtl number are approximately 
twice larger than the average specific heat and Prandtl number.  These parameters 
influence the calculated HTCs based on the Mokry et al. (2011) and Dittus-Boelter 
correlations.  In other words, the larger regular Prandtl numbers contribute to larger HTC 
values when calculated based on the Dittus-Boelter correlation. 
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Figure 7-30 Regular and averaged Prandtl number and specific-heat profiles for 
water along heated length of SCWR fuel channel. 
 
As a sensitivity case, Case 6 was repeated with a high-thermal-conductivity fuel, 
namely, UC.  The results show a reduction in the fuel centerline temperature.  The 
maximum fuel centerline temperature reaches 1041 and 1105°C, respectively, for the fuel 
elements in the inner ring and the outer ring.  As shown in Figure 7-31, the variation of 
the fuel temperature in the radial direction at the location of the maximum fuel 
temperature of 1105°C associated with the outer ring of the fuel bundle.  The calculated 
fuel temperature profiles are based on Equation (4-62). 
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Figure 7-31: Temperature profiles across UC fuel element at a location with 
maximum temperature. 
Even though the UC fuel results in lower fuel centerline temperatures, there are 
other factors that need to be considered for selecting a nuclear fuel.  One important factor 
is the chemical compatibility of the fuel with the cladding and the coolant.  Ma (1983) 
and Kirillov et al. (2007) reported speculative chemical compatibility of UC with water 
(e.g., UC reacts with water).  Another factor is the melting point of the fuel.  Although, 
the fuel centerline temperature is significantly lower for UC, its melting point is also 
lower compared to that of UO2 (Cox and Cronenberg, 1977; Lundberg and Hobbins, 
1992).  Hence, a lower temperature limit should be considered for this fuel. 
In addition, the fuel should be highly enriched in order to achieve the target exit 
burnup of the subject PT SCWR mainly due to the fuel channel design and materials 
selected for its components.  Further, UC has a relatively higher volumetric swelling 
compared with UO2, which may impose some challenges to the fuel design to 
accommodate the gaseous fission products and protect the physical integrity of the 
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cladding.  Therefore, even though UC may be a good choice for nuclear reactors cooled 
with coolants other than water, it may not be an optimum choice for a water-cooled 
nuclear reactor unless the design challenges related to the chemical compatibility and 
volumetric swelling of UC are addressed through further research and development. 
For the UO2 fuel with 89% SiC, the maximum fuel centerline temperature reaches 
1403 and 1611°C, respectively, for the fuel elements in the inner ring and the outer ring.  
The calculated fuel temperature profiles are based on Equation (4-62).  Similarly, the 
variation of the fuel temperature in the radial direction at the location of the maximum 
fuel temperature for UO2-SiC is shown in Figure 7-32.  Even though the melting point of 
this fuel is high and it is chemically compatible with water, the main issue with UO2 
based fuels and specifically composite fuels such as UO2-SiC is that the fuel should be 
highly enriched in 
235
U to reach the required target burnup.  Hence, as discussed, in 
addition to the maximum fuel centerline temperature, other factors should be taken into 
consideration when selecting a nuclear fuel.  As such, ThO2-PuO2 has been selected as the 
fuel of choice for the subject PT SCWR. 
 
Figure 7-32: Temperature profiles across UO2-SiC fuel element at a location with 
maximum temperature.  
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Conclusions and Remarks 
A thermalhydraulic code has been developed with an objective to conduct a study 
on the specifics of the thermalhydraulics and neutronics of a pressure-tube SCWR based 
on an understanding of the supercritical water phenomena and their impacts on reactor 
design and operation.  The developed thermalhydraulic code is versatile such that the 
thermalhydraulic aspects of various fuel channel designs can be easily evaluated.  The 
developed thermalhydraulic code is capable of calculating the temperature profiles of the 
coolant, cladding and the fuel while it takes into account the pressure drop of the coolant 
and the heat loss from the coolant to the moderator. 
The developed one-dimensional thermalhydraulic code uses a bare-tube heat-transfer 
correlation, which was developed for upward flow of supercritical water within the 
operating conditions of a PT SCWR, as a conservative approach towards any bundle 
design.  The selected correlation is known as the Mokry et al. (2011) correlation, which is 
currently the most accurate correlation compared to the other 14 bare-tube heat-transfer 
correlations (this statement is based on IAEA (2014)).  The Mokry et al. (2011) 
correlation was developed by Mokry, S., Pioro, I.L., Farah, A., King, K., Gupta, S., and 
Peiman, W., from the Faculty of Energy Systems and Nuclear Science at UOIT.  The 
Mokry et al. (2011) correlation is capable of predicting the heat transfer coefficients at 
normal and improved heat-transfer regimes including the heat transfer at pseudo-boiling.  
Furthermore, another empirical correlation was used to define a minimum heat flux at 
which the deteriorated heat-transfer regime starts. 
The developed thermalhydraulic code offers a wide number of correlations in the 
pressure-drop and heat-loss modules.  In the pressure-drop module, the developed 
thermalhydraulic code incorporates a variety of friction factor correlations such as the 
Blasius (1913), Filonenko (1954), Petukhov (1970), and Petrov and Popov (1985) 
correlations.  In the heat-loss (from the coolant to the moderator) module, the code 
provides a comprehensive collection of equations for the calculation of the effective 
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thermal conductivity of the ceramic insulator, which plays a significant role in 
determining the heat transfer rate from the coolant to the moderator.  The implemented 
equations include the Maxwell, Maxwell-Eucken, Jiang and Sousa, Landauer, Meredith 
and Tobias equations. 
To further demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of the developed 
thermalhydraulic code, the code has been verified and validated.  For the purpose of 
verifying the developed thermalhydraulic code, the coolant, cladding, and fuel centerline 
temperatures obtained from CATHENA as presented by Wu and Novog (2015) were 
compared against those computed by the developed thermalhydraulic code.  There is a 
good agreement in the coolant temperature profile calculated using the thermalhydraulic 
code developed for this thesis and that generated by CATHENA.  A maximum relative 
error of 2% was observed between the results of the two codes.  The maximum relative 
error for the cladding temperature was 3.0% while the developed code for this thesis 
predicts higher cladding temperatures compared to those of CATHENA. 
For the fuel centerline temperature of the fuel elements of the inner and the outer 
rings, the maximum relative error is, respectively, 6.5% and 6.7%.  This discrepancy in 
fuel centerline temperatures may be due to implementation of different correlations for 
predicting the thermal conductivity of the fuel, different models for calculating the gap 
conductance between the cladding and the fuel, or differences in radial meshing 
associated with radial heat generation inside the fuel.  Nevertheless, the developed 
thermalhydraulic code for this thesis predicts relatively higher fuel centerline 
temperatures, which is considered to be conservative. 
For the purpose of validating the developed thermalhydraulic code, the 
thermalhydraulic model was used along with the boundary conditions of the experiments 
conducted by Misawa et al. (2009) at supercritical conditions to compare the numerical 
results against the experimental values.  The calculated pressure drops were in agreement 
with the experimental results within ±1.6% and less.  Therefore, the pressure drop model 
is in good agreement with the experimental data.  The rod wall-surface temperature was 
also calculated and compared against the experimentally measured wall-surface 
temperatures for two cases.  In the first case, the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid was 
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80.5°C while there was a heat transfer rate of 19.67 kW from the center rod and 22.5 kW 
from the six peripheral rods to the cooling fluid.  Excluding the outliers, the calculated 
wall-surface temperatures were in agreement with the experimental results within ±7%.  
In the second case, the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid was 238.2°C while a heat 
transfer rate of 34 kW was applied to each one of the seven rods.  Tthe calculated wall-
surface temperatures are in agreement with the experimental results within ±11%. 
The developed thermalhydraulic code was utilized to investigate the impact of the 
following parameters on the fuel and cladding temperatures: 1) variable heat transfer 
coefficient, which is affected by the thermophysical properties of supercritical-water, 
axial heat flux, and three heat transfer regimes: normal, improved and deteriorated; 2) 
thermophysical properties, which are affected by the bulk-fluid-temperature profile along 
the heated length and pressure drop along the fuel channel; 3) variable axial and radial 
heat-flux profiles of the fuel assembly (bundle string), which are affected by the neutron 
flux; 4) axial and radial variable thermal conductivity of the fuel; 5) radial non-uniform 
heat generation inside the fuel; 6) contact thermal resistance between the fuel and 
cladding; 7) heat loss from the coolant to the moderator, which is affected by the thermal 
conductivity of the ceramic insert; and 8) pressure drop of the coolant along the fuel 
channel. 
This thesis investigated the impact of the heat transfer correlation on the calculation 
of the cladding temperature.  Calculation of the cladding temperature revealed that 
slightly lower cladding temperatures are computed when the HTC is calculated with the 
Dittus-Boelter (1930) correlation.  The overestimation of the HTC in turn results in an 
underestimation of the cladding temperature by about 8% (under the conditions outlined 
in this thesis) compared to a cladding temperature calculated based on the Mokry et al. 
(2011) correlation.  However, this deviation is within the uncertainty of the Mokry et al. 
(2011) correlation for calculated temperatures (about ±15%).  Therefore, this finding 
confirms that the use of the Dittus-Boelter correlation is also adequate and justified in the 
design of SCWRs.  Based on this conclusion the design of the SCWR can proceed with 
the current tools.  Eventually, when experimental data are available for a particular 
bundle design proposed to be used in an SCWR, a new more and accurate heat-transfer 
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correlation will be developed based on these data and our knowledge of specifics of heat 
transfer at supercritical pressures will be implemented in the developed code. 
A study was conducted to investigate the impact of the variation of the axial and 
radial heat-flux profiles of a fuel assembly as well as a non-uniform heat generation 
inside the fuel pellets on the fuel centerline temperature.  The results of this study show 
that the fuel centerline temperature is more sensitive to the axial heat flux associated with 
various rings or fuel elements of a fuel bundle rather than to a non-uniform volumetric 
heat generation inside the fuel pellets.  Thus, it is highly recommended to account for the 
variation of the axial heat flux for each ring of the fuel bundle.  Further, the impact of a 
non-uniform volumetric heat generation on the fuel centerline temperature is negligible.  
The results of this study further imply that the inclusion of a non-uniform heat generation 
in the calculation of the temperature distribution inside the fuel pellets should be 
commensurate with the scope and objectives of a study. 
In addition to the heat flux profile, the thermal conductivity of the fuel has an 
enormous influence on the temperature distribution in the fuel.  The fuel centerline 
temperature was calculated for ThO2-PuO2 while the thermal conductivity of the fuel was 
estimated based on two available correlations.  The fuel centerline temperatures showed 
significant differences due to large differences in the predicted thermal conductivity 
values.  Thus, accurate knowledge about the thermophysical properties of the ThO2-PuO2 
fuel and specifically its thermal conductivity is needed.  In regard to the thermal 
conductivity of ThO2-PuO2, in addition to temperature, the impact of the fuel 
composition, porosity, and manufacturing methods should also be investigated.  Further, 
it is highly recommended to experimentally investigate the impact of irradiation on the 
thermal conductivity of ThO2-PuO2. 
Even though a collapsible cladding/sheath is considered for the examined PT 
SCWR, the gap conductance should still be considered in the thermalhydraulic modeling.  
When a collapsible cladding is used, still a gap thickness of 20μm to 36μm is taken into 
account.  Based on the available information and the assumptions made in this thesis, the 
results of this analysis suggest that the gap conductance should be included in the 
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thermalhydraulic models of the SCWRs as the maximum fuel temperature would be 
underestimated if the pellet/cladding gap is not modeled. 
In addition, modeling of the gap conductance is in close relationship with the 
modeling of the fuel and cladding interaction.  The fuel and cladding interaction imposes 
stress on the cladding and hence has an impact on the mechanical integrity of the 
cladding.  The cladding is considered as an engineering barrier against the release of the 
fission products and if its mechanical integrity is compromised, the likelihood of a release 
of fission products increases.  Therefore, to model the fuel performance, the mechanical 
interaction between the fuel and the cladding should be molded as well as the gap 
conductance.  Hence, it is recommended to implement a gap conductance model in the 
thermalhydraulic code(s) of the PT SCWRs. 
The amount of the heat transfer from the coolant to the moderator was also 
calculated.  Based on the developed thermalhydraulic model, it is expected that in average 
136 kW of heat is transferred from the coolant to the moderator per fuel channel.  This 
amount of heat corresponds to 1.8% of the total thermal power of the reactor or about 46 
MW.  The impact of taking this heat loss into account is negligible on the fuel and 
cladding temperatures.  In fact, modeling of the heat loss reduces the cladding and fuel 
temperatures by a few degrees.  Nevertheless, it is necessary to implement such model in 
the thermalhydraulic code as a means of calculating the heat transfer to the moderator, 
especially under accident scenarios.  In this context, it is highly recommended to develop 
correlations for the prediction of the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel channels 
and the moderator. 
The analysis results show that the impact of the pressure drop on the fuel and 
cladding temperatures is negligible.  However, it should be noted that this negligible 
impact is only valid when the pressure drop at normal operating conditions is considered.  
In accident scenarios where the pressure may drop significantly, the pressure drop and 
hence the changes in the heat transfer regime and the thermophysical properties of the 
coolant will have a significant impact on the fuel and cladding temperatures. 
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An accurate prediction of the pressure profile of the coolant is more important in a 
sub-channel analysis.  The pressure drop along the sub-channels determine the cross-flow 
rates between the sub-channels, which in turn has an impact on mass and momentum 
transfer between the sub-channels.  Hence, an accurate computation of the cladding and 
fuel temperature profiles depends on these parameters and hence on the pressure drop 
mode, which solely depends on the friction factor correlation and loss coefficients.  
Therefore, it is highly recommended to validate the available friction factor correlations 
or develop new correlations as currently there is a limited experimental data on pressure 
drop at SCW conditions.  Similarity, the loss coefficients associated with the appendages 
of the fuel assembly (e.g., endplates, spacers, and bearing pads) should also be 
determined experimentally at SCW conditions for the subject PT SCWR. 
The investigation of the use of a high-thermal-conductivity fuel, namely, UC 
showed that even though the UC fuel results in lower fuel centerline temperatures, the 
chemical compatibility of the fuel with the cladding and the coolant deserves a significant 
attention.  Several research studies have reported speculative chemical compatibility of 
UC with water (e.g., UC reacts with water).  In addition, although the fuel centerline 
temperature is significantly lower for UC, it has a higher volumetric swelling compared to 
UO2 and its melting point is also lower compared to that of UO2 or ThO2-PuO2.  Hence, a 
lower temperature limit should be considered for this fuel.  Further, the fuel should be 
highly enriched in 
235
U to achieve the target exit burnup of the subject PT SCWR.  
Therefore, even though UC may be a good option for nuclear reactors cooled with 
coolants other than water, it may not be an optimum choice for a water-cooled nuclear 
reactor unless the design challenges related to its chemical compatibility and volumetric 
swelling are addressed through further research and development. 
Similar to UC, the use of an enhanced-thermal-conductivity fuel, namely, UO2 fuel 
with 89% SiC was also investigated.  Even though the melting point of this fuel is high 
and it is chemically compatible with water, the main issue with UO2 based fuels and 
specifically composite fuels such as UO2-SiC is that the fuel should be highly enriched in 
235
U to reach the required target burnup.  Hence, as discussed, many factors, in addition to 
the maximum fuel centerline temperature, should be taken into account when selecting a 
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As the development of the SCWRs is in progress, the following research activities are 
recommended for future work: 
 To develop a more accurate heat-transfer correlation based on bundle data, as 
more experimental data will be available and the design of the fuel assembly will 
be finalized. 
 To develop empirical correlations for the friction factor and local losses at 
supercritical conditions to further increase the accuracy of predicting the pressure 
drop. 
 To determine the mixing coefficients between the sub-channels of a fuel assembly 
and to develop a sub-channel thermalhydraulic code. 
 To develop correlations for the prediction of the thermal conductivity of ThO2-
PuO2 and to experimentally investigate the impact of irradiation on the thermal 
conductivity of ThO2-PuO2. 
 To develop an empirical correlation for the calculation of the HTC between the 
fuel channels and the moderator. 
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tic; % TIC and TOC functions work together to measure elapsed time.  
HERC_1D_SPEC_MASTER; % Reactor core specficiation are read from this script. 
 
while ((Conv_DELP_cc > 1)||(Conv_DELP_hc > 1)) 
    HERC_1D_HEATLOSS ; 
    HERC_1D_FCLT ; 
    HERC_1D_DELP ; 
     
    Conv_DELP_cc = max(max(max(abs(PDcc_FAG_TEMP - PDcc_FAG)))); 
    Conv_DELP_hc = max(max(max(abs(PDhc_FLAG_TEMP - PDhc_FLAG)))); 
end 
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while((DELTH > .1) || (DELTC > .1) || (DELTINSID > .1) || (DELTINSOD > .1)) 
    % counter(i,1) = counter(i,1)+1; 
    % HOT COOLANT Thermal Resistance for heat loss to cold coolant  ******* 
    for id=1:NODE 
        % thermal resistance of the hot coolant 
        Rhc_HLcc(id) = 1 /(HTC_hc(id) * AFTID);   
        Rhcm_HLcc(id)= 1 /(HTC_hc(id) * pi * FTID); 
    end 
         
     % HOT COOLANT Thermal Resistance for heat loss to moderator  ***** 
    for id=NODE:-1:1 
        % thermal resistance of the hot coolant 
        Rhc_HLm(id) = 1 /(HTC_hc(id) * ALTID_In);   
        Rhcm_HLm(id)= 1 /(HTC_hc(id) * pi * ALTID_In); 
    end 
    % FLOW TUBE Thermal Resistance 
**************************************** 
    for i=1:NODE 
        % average temperature of the flow tube 
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        TFTavg(i) = (TFTID(i) + TFTOD(i))/2; 
        % thermal conductivity of the flow tube, zirconium modified 310 
        % Stainless Steel (Blumm et al.,2007) 
        K_FT(i)=  ((9*10^(-14))*TFTavg(i)^5)-((3*10^(-10))* TFTavg(i)^4)... 
            +((5*10^-7)*TFTavg(i)^3)-((4*10^-4)*TFTavg(i)^2)... 
            +((1.323*10^-1)*TFTavg(i))-6.3628; 
        % thermal resistance of the flow tube 
        RFT(i) = (log(FTOR/FTIR))/(2*pi*DELZ * K_FT(i)); 
        RFTm(i) = RFT(i)*DELZ; 
    end 
    % COLD COOLANT Thermal Resistance 
************************************* 
    for i=1:NODE 
        % thermal resistance of the cold coolant 
        Rcc(i)= 1 /(HTC_cc(i) * AFTID); 
        Rccm(i)= 1 /(HTC_cc(i) * pi * FTID); 
    end 
    % Inner LINER TUBE Thermal Resistance ********************************* 
    for i=1:NODE 
        % average temperature of the inner liner tube 
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        TLT_In_avg(i) = (TLTID_In(i) + TLTOD_In(i))/2; 
        % thermal conductivity of the inner liner tube, zirconium modified 
        % 310 Stainless Steel (Blumm et al.,2007) 
        K_LT_In(i) =  ((9*10^(-14))*TLT_In_avg(i)^5)-((3*10^(-10))... 
            * TLT_In_avg(i)^4)+((5*10^-7)*TLT_In_avg(i)^3)-((4*10^-4)... 
            *TLT_In_avg(i)^2)+((1.323*10^-1)*TLT_In_avg(i))-6.3628;  
        % thermal resistance of the inner liner tube 
        RLT_In(i) = log(LTOD_In/LTID_In)/(2 * pi * DELZ * K_LT_In(i)); 
        RLT_In_m = RLT_In(i) * DELZ; 
    end 
    % CERAMIC INSULATOR Thermal Resistance 
******************************** 
    switch (Method9) 
        case 'YSZ' 
            for i=1:NODE 
                for j=1:RIns; 
                    % average temperature of the insulator 
                    TINS(i,j)= (TINSID(i) - TINSOD(i))*(1/log(INSIR/INSOR))... 
                        *(log(R_INS(j)/INSOR))+TINSOD(i); 
                    % thermal conductivity of the porious areas filled with 
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                    % water 
                    K_PORS(i,j) = refpropm('L','T',TINS(i,j),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); 
                    % thermal conductivity of the solid volume of the  
                    %insulator made of YSZ 
                    K_YSZ(i,j) = y0ins + ains * (TINS(i,j) - 273.15)+ bins ... 
                        * (TINS(i,j) - 273.15)^2 + cins * (TINS(i,j) - 273.15)^3; 
                    % various correlations and equations for the 
                    % calculation of the thermal conductivty of the porous 
                    % insulator 
                    switch (Method1) 
                        case 'Jiang' 
                            f_ins=4.5 ; 
                            k_eff_ins(i,j)=(1/(f_ins-2))*((f_ins*v2*0.5-1)... 
                                *K_PORS(i,j)+(f_ins*v1*0.5-1)*K_YSZ(i,j)... 
                                + sqrt((((f_ins*v2*0.5-1)*K_PORS(i,j) ... 
                                + (f_ins*v1*0.5-1)*K_YSZ(i,j))^2)... 
                                +(2*f_ins-4)*K_PORS(i,j)*K_YSZ(i,j))); 
                        case 'Maxwell' 
                            k_eff_ins(i,j)= K_YSZ(i,j)*((2*K_YSZ(i,j)... 
                                +K_PORS(i,j)+2*v2*(K_PORS(i,j)-K_YSZ(i,j)))... 
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                                /(2*K_YSZ(i,j)+K_PORS(i,j)-v2 ... 
                                *(K_PORS(i,j)-K_YSZ(i,j)))); 
                        case 'Maxwell-Eucken' 
                            k_eff_ins(i,j)=K_PORS(i,j)*((2*K_PORS(i,j)... 
                                +K_YSZ(i,j)-2*(K_PORS(i,j)-K_YSZ(i,j))*v1)... 
                                /(2*K_PORS(i,j)+K_YSZ(i,j)... 
                                +(K_PORS(i,j)-K_YSZ(i,j))*v1)); 
                        case 'Landaure' 
                            B1_INS = A*K_YSZ(i,j) + B_INS * K_PORS(i,j); 
                            C1_INS = K_YSZ(i,j) * K_PORS(i,j); 
                            k_eff_ins(i,j) = (-B1_INS - sqrt((B1_INS^2)-4*(-2)*C1_INS))/(-4); 
                        case 'Meredith' 
                            km_ins = K_PORS(i,j)/K_YSZ(i,j); 
                            am_ins = (2+km_ins)/(1-km_ins); 
                            bm_ins = (6+3*km_ins)/(4+3*km_ins); 
                            cm_ins = (3-3*km_ins)/(4+3*km_ins); 
                            k_eff_ins(i,j) = K_YSZ(i,j) * ((am_ins-2*v2... 
                                +0.409*bm_ins*(v2^(7/3))-2.133*cm_ins... 
                                *v2^(10/3))/(am_ins+v2+0.409*bm_ins... 
                                *(v2^(7/3))-0.906*cm_ins*v2^(10/3))); 
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                        case 'vf' 
                            k_eff_ins(i,j) = v1*K_YSZ(i,j)+v2*K_PORS(i,j); 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            %figure(3);mesh(1:RIns,1:n,TINS); 
            %figure(4);mesh(1:RIns,1:n,k_eff_ins); 
            for ii= 1:(NODE -1) 
                % the cumulative thermal resistance of the insulator in the 
                % radial direction is initially set to zero 
                RINST(ii)=0; 
                for j=1:(RIns-1); 
                    % effective thermal conductivity of the insulator 
                    K1_INS(ii,j)=(k_eff_ins(ii,j)+k_eff_ins(ii,j+1)... 
                        +k_eff_ins(ii+1,j)+k_eff_ins(ii+1,j+1))/4; 
                    % thermal resistance of the insulator 
                    RINS(ii,j) = (log(R_INS(j+1)/R_INS(j)))/(2*pi*DELZ*K1_INS(ii,j)); 
                    RINST(ii) = (RINS(ii,j)+RINST(ii)); 
                end 
            end 
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            %figure(5); mesh(1:RIns-1,1:n-1,K1_INS); 
            %figure(6); mesh(1:RIns-1,1:n-1,h) 
        case 'GAS' 
            R_Annular_Gap = linspace(RLTOD,RPTID,RIns); %N_Annular_Ga 
            %Tb = linspace(353,353,space); 
            for i=1:NODE; 
                for j=1:RIns; 
                    % temperature of the insulator in the radial direction 
                    TINS(i,j)= (TINSID(i) - TINSOD(i))*(1/log(INSIR/INSOR))... 
                        *(log(R_INS(j)/INSOR))+TINSOD(i); 
                    insulator_temperature(i,j)= T; 
                    % thermal conductivity and other properties of CO2 used 
                    % as a thermal insulator 
                    CO2_k(i,j) = (10^-3)*CO2thermalconductivity(TINS(i,j)); 
                    CO2_v(i,j) = (10^-4)*CO2kinemeticviscosity(TINS(i,j)); 
                    CO2_alpha(i,j) = (10^-4)*CO2thermaldifusivity(TINS(i,j)); 
                    CO2_Pr(i,j) = CO2Pr(TINS(i,j)); 
                    CO2_Ra(i,j) =(9.8*(1/TINS(i,j))*(TINSID(i,j) - ... 
                        TINSOD(i,j))*L_C_CO2^3)/(CO2_v(i,j) * CO2_alpha(i,j)); 
                    K_EFF_CO2(i,j) = 0.386*CO2_k(i,j)*((CO2_Pr(i,j)... 
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                        /(0.861+CO2_Pr(i,j)))^0.25)*(CO2_Ra(i,j)^0.25); 
                end 
            end 
            %figure(3);mesh(1:m,1:n,insulator_temperature); 
            %figure(4);mesh(1:m,1:n,k_eff); 
            for i=1:(NODE-1); 
                for j=1:(RIns-1); 
                    % thermal conductivity of CO2 thermal insulator 
                    
k1_CO2(i,j)=(K_EFF_CO2(i,j)+K_EFF_CO2(i,j+1)+K_EFF_CO2(i+1,j)+K_EFF_CO2(i
+1,j+1))/4; 
                    % thermal resistance of CO2 thermal insulator 
                    R_CO2(i,j) = 
(log(R_Annular_Gap(j+1)/R_Annular_Gap(j)))/(2*pi*DELZ*k1_CO2(i,j)); 
                    
h_CO2(i,j)=2*K_EFF_CO2(i,j)/(2*R_Annular_Gap(j)*log(R_Annular_Gap(j+1)/R_Ann
ular_Gap(j))); 
                end 
            end 
            %figure(5); mesh(1:m-1,1:n-1,k1); 
            %figure(6); mesh(1:m-1,1:n-1,h) 
            for i=1:(NODE-1); 
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                % the cumulative thermal resistance of the insulator in the 
                % radial direction is initially set to zero 
                R_CO2_total(i)=0; 
                for j=1:(RIns-1); 
                    %  thermal resistance of CO2 thermal insulator 
                    
R_CO2(i,j)=(log(R_Annular_Gap(j+1)/R_Annular_Gap(j)))/(2*pi*DELZ*k1_CO2(i,j)); 
                    % convection heat transfer coefficient 
                    
h_CO2(i,j)=2*k1_CO2(i,j)/(2*R_Annular_Gap(j)*log(R_Annular_Gap(j+1)/R_Annular_
Gap(j))); 
                    % total thermal resistance of CO2 thermal insulator 
                    R_CO2_total(i) =(R_CO2(i,j)+R_CO2_total(i)); 
                    % thermal resistance of the insulator 
                    RINST(i)=R_CO2_total(i) ; 
                end 
            end 
    end 
     
       % Outer LINER TUBE Thermal Resistance ****************************** 
    for i=1:NODE 
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        % average temperature of the outer liner tube 
        TLT_Out_avg(i) = (TLTID_Out(i) + TLTOD_Out(i))/2; 
        % thermal conductivity of the outer liner tube(TEC-DOC-1496, 2006) 
        K_LT_Out(i) = 27.3952+(9687.14*TLT_Out_avg(i)-0.126187*10^8)... 
            /(((TLT_Out_avg(i)-1067.64)^2)+0.397548*10^6);   
        % thermal resistance of the outer liner tube 
        RLT_Out(i) = log(LTOD_Out/LTID_Out)/(2 * pi * DELZ * K_LT_Out(i)); 
        RLT_Out_m = RLT_Out(i) * DELZ; 
    end 
    % PRESSURE TUBE Thermal Resistance 
************************************ 
    for i=1:NODE 
        % average temperature of the pressure tube 
        TPT_avg(i) = (TPTOD(i) + TPTID(i))/2; 
        % thermal conductivity of the pressure tube (TEC-DOC-1496, 2006) 
        K_PT(i) =27.3952+(9687.14*TPT_avg(i)-0.126187*10^8)... 
            /(((TPT_avg(i)-1067.64)^2)+0.397548*10^6);  
        % thermal resistance of the pressure tube 
        RPT(i) = (log(PTOD/PTID))/(2 * pi * DELZ * K_PT(i)); 
        RPTm(i) = (log(PTOD/PTID))/(2 * pi * K_PT(i)); 
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    end 
    % MODERATOR Thermal Resistance 
**************************************** 
    for i=1:NODE 
        % average temperature between the moderator temperature and the 
        % pressure tube outer surface temperature 
        Tmod_avg(i) = (Tmod(i));% + TPTOD(i))/2; 
        % thermophysical properties and other parameters used for the 
        % calculation of the thermal resistance of the moderator 
        beta_m(i) = 1 /Tmod_avg(i); 
        DENS_m(i) = refpropm('D','T',Tmod_avg(i),'P',Pmod,'D2O'); 
        V_m(i) = refpropm('V','T',Tmod_avg(i),'P',Pmod,'D2O'); 
        K_m(i) = refpropm('L','T',Tmod_avg(i),'P',Pmod,'D2O'); 
        Cp_m(i) = refpropm('C','T',Tmod_avg(i),'P',Pmod,'D2O'); 
        Pr_m(i) = V_m(i) * Cp_m(i) /K_m(i); 
        KVR(i) = V_m(i) / DENS_m(i); 
        Ra_m_PTOD(i) = (g_gravity * beta_m(i)* (abs(TPTOD(i) - Tmod(i)))... 
            *(PTOD^3) * Pr_m(i))/ (KVR(i)^2); 
        Nu_m_PTOD(i) = (0.6 + ((0.387 * Ra_m_PTOD(i)^(1/6))... 
            /((1+(0.559 /Pr_m(i))^(9/16))^(8/27))))^2; 
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        HTCm_PTOD(i) = K_m(i) * Nu_m_PTOD(i) / PTOD; 
        % thermal resistance of the moderator 
        Rm(i) = 1 /(HTCm_PTOD(i) * APTOD); 
        Rmm(i) = 1 /(HTCm_PTOD(i) * pi * PTOD); 
    end 
    % HEAT LOSS TO COLD COOLANT 
******************************************* 
    for i=1:NODE-1 
        % sum of the termal resistances of the hot coolant, flow tube and 
        % the cold coolant 
        UA_inverse(i) = Rhc_HLcc(i) + RFT(i) + Rcc(i); 
        % inverse of the sum of the thermal resistances 
        UA(i) = 1/ UA_inverse(i);     
        %plot(ZDown,UA) 
        % temperature difference between the hot coolant and the cold 
        % coolant 
        DeltaThccc(i) = THC(i) - TCC(i); 
        HLcc(i) = UA(i)* DeltaThccc(i); 
    end 
    % HEAT LOSS TO MODERATOR 
********************************************** 
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    for i=1:NODE-1 
        % sum of the tehrmal resistance of the hot coolant, inner liner 
        % tube, insulator, outer liner tube, pressure tube and the 
        % moderator 
        UA_m_inverse(i) =  Rhc_HLm(i) + RLT_In(i) + RINST(i) ... 
            + RLT_Out(i) + RPT(i) + Rm(i); 
        % inverse of the sum of the thermal resistances 
        UA_m(i) = 1/ UA_m_inverse(i);     
        % plot(ZDown,UA) 
        % temperature difference between the hot coolant and the moderator 
        DeltaThcm(i) = THC(i) - Tmod(i); 
        % heat loss to the moderator 
        HLm(i) = UA_m(i) * DeltaThcm(i); 
    end 
    % **************************** Heat Balance *************************** 
     
    % COLD COOLANT NEW TEMPERATURE 
**************************************** 
    for i=1:NODE 
        % thermophysical properties and other parameters of the cold  
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        % coolant at build fluid temperature and wall temperature 
        HLc_net(i) = (HLcc(i) + HLm(i)); 
        H_ccb(i) = (H_ccb(i)+ (HLcc(i)/m_cc )); 
        TCC_new(i) =  refpropm('T','H',H_ccb(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); 
        H_ccw(i) = refpropm('H','T',TFTID(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); 
        H_ccb(i) = refpropm('H','T',TCC_new(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); % enthalpy 
        TCC_new(i) =  refpropm('T','H',H_ccb(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); 
        Cp_ccb(i) = refpropm('C','T',TCC_new(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); % specific heat 
        Cp_ccw(i) = refpropm('C','T',TFTID(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); % specific heat 
        Cp_ccavg(i) = (H_ccw(i)-H_ccb(i))/(TFTID(i)-TCC_new(i)); % average specific 
heat 
        K_ccb(i) = refpropm('L','T',TCC_new(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); % thermal 
conductivity 
        V_ccb(i) = refpropm('V','T',TCC_new(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); % viscosity 
        V_ccw(i) = refpropm('V','T',TFTID(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); % viscosity 
        V_ccRbw(i) = V_ccb(i)/V_ccw(i); 
        Pr_ccavg(i) = (V_ccb(i) *Cp_ccavg(i) )/K_ccb(i); 
        Pr_ccb(i) = (V_ccb(i) * Cp_ccb(i) )/K_ccb(i); 
        Pr_ccw(i) = (V_ccb(i) * Cp_ccw(i) )/K_ccb(i); 
        Pr_ccRwb(i) = Pr_ccw(i)/Pr_ccb(i); 
        DENS_ccb(i) = refpropm('D','T',TCC_new(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); 
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        DENS_ccw(i) = refpropm('D','T',TFTID(i),'P',Pcc(i,1,1),'water'); 
        DENS_ccRwb(i) = DENS_ccw(i)/DENS_ccb(i); 
        Re_ccb(i) = G_FT * Dhy_FT / V_ccb(i); 
        Re_ccw(i) = G_FT * Dhy_FT / V_ccw(i); 
%         Nu_ccb(i) = 0.0061 * (Re_ccb(i)^0.904) * (Pr_ccavg(i)^0.684) * 
(DENS_ccRwb(i)^0.564); % Mokry et al. (2011) 
        Nu_ccb(i) = 0.023 * (Re_ccb(i)^0.8) * (Pr_ccb(i)^0.4); % Dittus-Boelter (1930) 
         
        HTC_cc(i) = Nu_ccb(i) * K_ccb(i) /FTID; % Heat Transfer Coefficient 
        Rcc(i) = 1 /(HTC_cc(i) * AFTID); 
        Rccm(i) = 1 /(HTC_cc(i) * pi * FTID); 
      end 
    % Hot Coolant Temperature ********************************************* 
    for i=NODE:-1:1 
        if(i==NODE) 
            % parameters of the hot coolant are set equal to those of the  
            % cold coolantat the point where the coolant flows from inside  
            % the flow tube to the gap between the flow tube and the inner  
            % liner tube 
            THC_new(i) = TCC_new(i); 
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            CP_hcb(i) = CP_ccb(i);       % specific heat 
            H_hcb(i) = H_ccb(i);         % enthalpy 
            K_hcb(i) = K_ccb(i);         % thermal conductivity 
            V_hcb(i) = V_ccb(i);         % viscosity 
            Cp_AVG_hcb(i) = CP_ccavg(i); % average specific heat 
            Pr_AVG_hcb(i) = Pr_ccavg(i); % average Pr number 
            DENS_hcb(i) = DENS_ccb(i);   % 'hot' coolant density at bulk temp 
            Re_hcb(i) =  Re_ccb(i);      % Reynolds number at bulk temperature 
            Nu_hcb(i) = Nu_ccb(i);       % Reynolds number at wall temperature 
            HTC_hc(i) = HTC_cc(i);       % Heat Transfer Coefficien 
            for k=1:NRing 
                DENS_hcw(i,k) =   refpropm('D','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water'); 
                V_hcw(i,k) = refpropm('V','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');     %  
viscosity 
                H_hcw(i,k) =   refpropm('H','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water'); 
                V_hcw_avg(i)=V_hcw(i,k); 
                DENS_hcw_avg(i)=DENS_hcw(i,k); 
                H_hcw_avg(i)=H_hcw(i,k);    
            end 
        else 
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            DeltaT = 4; 
            while (DeltaT > 2) 
                %H_hcb(i,k) = (H_hcb(i+1,k)+ (RINGHTD(k) * DELZ* 
qfelz(i+1,k))/(G*ARINGF(k))); %  enthalpy 
                Q_channel_kW(i)= DELZ * 
(RINGHTD(1)*qfelz_kW(i,1)+RINGHTD(2)*qfelz_kW(i,2)); 
                H_hcb(i) = H_hcb(i+1)+ ((1000*Q_channel_kW(i)-HLc_net(i))/m_hc); 
                % H_hcb(i) = H_hcb(i+1)+ abs((1000*Q_channel_kW(i)-HLcc(i))/m_hc); 
                THC_new(i) = refpropm('T','H',H_hcb(i),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');     % 
temperature 
                Cp_hcb(i) = refpropm('C','T',THC_new(i),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');    %  specific 
heat 
                K_hcb(i) = refpropm('L','T',THC_new(i),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');     %  thermal 
conductivity 
                V_hcb(i) = refpropm('V','T',THC_new(i),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');     %  viscosity 
                DENS_hcb(i) = refpropm('D','T',THC_new(i),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water'); 
                Pr_hcb(i) = (V_hcb(i) * Cp_hcb(i))/K_hcb(i); 
                Re_hcb(i) = G_ANS * Dhy_ANS  / V_hcb(i); 
                Pr_AVG_hcb(i) = Cp_AVG_hcb(i)*V_hcb(i)/K_hcb(i); 
                %Pr_AVG_hcw(i,k)=Cp_AVG_hcw(i,k)*mu_hcw(i,k)/k_hcw(i,k); 
%                 Nu_hcb(i) = 0.0061 * ((Re_hcb(i))^0.904)*((Pr_AVG_hcb(i))^0.684) 
*((DENS_hcw_avg(i)/DENS_hcb(i))^0.564); % Mokry et al. (2011) 
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                Nu_hcb(i) = 0.023 * (Re_hcb(i)^0.8) * (Pr_hcb(i)^0.4) ; % Dittus-Boelter 
(1930) 
                HTC_hc(i) = Nu_hcb(i) * K_hcb(i) / Dhy_ANS ; % Heat Transfer Coefficient 
                % convection heat transfer coefficient is used to validate the 
                % initial guessing of the cladding T 
                for k=1:NRing 
                    TCLDOD_new(i,k) = (1000*qfelz_kW(i,k)/HTC_hc(i))+THC_new(i); 
                    DeltaTR(i,k) = abs(TCLDOD_new(i,k) - TCLDOD(i,k)); 
                    T_min(i,k) = min(TCLDOD(i,k),TCLDOD_new(i,k)); 
                    TCLDOD(i,k) = T_min(i,k) + (DeltaTR(i,k)/2); 
%                   K_CLD(i,k) = 0.0163 * TCLD_avg(i,k)+ 9.7653;    % Thermal 
conductivity of Inconel-600 
                    K_CLD(i,k) =  ((9*10^(-14))*TCLD_avg(i,k)^5)-((3*10^(-10))* 
TCLD_avg(i,k)^4)+((5*10^-7)*TCLD_avg(i,k)^3)-((4*10^-
4)*TCLD_avg(i,k)^2)+((1.323*10^-1)*TCLD_avg(i,k))-6.3628; %zirconium modified 
310 Stainless Steel (Blumm et al.,2007) 
                    % RCLT(i,k)= 
(log(BUNDLELOD(k)/BUNDLELID(k)))*(BUNDLELOD(k)/2)*K_CLD(i,k)); 
                    % TCLDID(i,k) = TCLDOD(i,k)+(1000*qfelz_kW(i,k) * RCLT(i,k)); 
                    TCLDID(i,k) = TCLDOD(i,k)+((1000*qfelz_kW(i,k) * 
(BUNDLELOD(k)/2)*(log(BUNDLELOD(k)/BUNDLELID(k))))/K_CLD(i,k)); 
                    TCLD_avg(i,k) = (TCLDOD(i,k)+TCLDID(i,k))/2; 
                end 
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                DeltaT=max(max(DeltaTR)); 
                %              end 
            end 
            for k=1:NRing 
                Cp_hcw(i,k) = refpropm('C','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');    %  
specific heat 
                K_hcw(i,k) = refpropm('L','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');     %  
thermal conductivity 
                V_hcw(i,k) = refpropm('V','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water');     %  
viscosity 
                H_hcw(i,k) = refpropm('H','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water'); 
                Pr_hcw(i,k) = (V_hcw(i,k) *Cp_hcw(i,k))/K_hcw(i,k); 
                DENS_hcw(i,k) = refpropm('D','T',TCLDOD(i,k),'P',Phc(i,1,1),'water'); 
                Re_hcw(i,k) = G_ANS * RINGDHY(k) / V_hcw(i,k); 
                Cp_AVG_hcb(i,k)=(H_hcw(i,k)-H_hcb(i))/(TCLDOD(i,k)-THC_new(i)); 
            end 
             
            for k=1:NRing 
                Cp_hcw_avg(i)= 
(Cp_hcw(i,1)*RINGHTD(1)+Cp_hcw(i,2)*RINGHTD(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
                K_hcw_avg(i)= 
(K_hcw(i,1)*RINGHTD(1)+K_hcw(i,2)*RINGHTD(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
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                V_hcw_avg(i)= 
(V_hcw(i,1)*RINGHTD(1)+V_hcw(i,2)*RINGHTD(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
                H_hcw_avg(i) = (H_hcw(i,1) *RINGHTD(1)+H_hcw(i,2) 
*RINGHTD(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
                Pr_hcw_avg(i) = 
(Pr_hcw(i,1)*RINGHTD(1)+Pr_hcw(i,2)*RINGHTD(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
                DENS_hcw_avg(i) = 
(DENS_hcw(i,1)*RINGHTD(1)+DENS_hcw(i,2)*RINGHTD(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
                Re_hcw_avg(i) = (Re_hcw(i,1)+Re_hcw(i,2))/NRing; 
                
Cp_AVG_hcb_avg(i)=(Cp_AVG_hcb(i,1)*RINGHTD(1)+Cp_AVG_hcb(i,2)*RINGHT
D(2))/sum(RINGHTD); 
                 
            end 
             
        end 
    end 
    % NEW SURFACE TEMPERATURES 
******************************************** 
    for i=1:NODE -1 
        %          for i=1:NODE 
        TFTOD(i) = abs(THC_new(i) - HLcc(i) * Rhc_HLcc(i)); 
        TFTID(i) = abs(THC_new(i) - HLcc(i) * (Rhc_HLcc(i)+RFT(i))); 
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        TLTID_In(i) = Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * 
(Rm(i)+RPT(i)+RLT_Out(i)+RINST(i)+RLT_In(i)); 
        TLTOD_In(i) = Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * (Rm(i)+RPT(i)+RLT_Out(i)+RINST(i)); 
        TINSID_new(i)= Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * (Rm(i)+RPT(i)+RLT_Out(i)+RINST(i)); 
        TINSOD_new(i)= Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * (Rm(i)+RPT(i)+RLT_Out(i)); 
        TLTID_Out(i) = Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * (Rm(i)+RPT(i)+RLT_Out(i)); 
        TLTOD_Out(i) = Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * (Rm(i)+RPT(i)); 
        TPTID(i) = Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * (Rm(i)+RPT(i));  
        TPTOD(i) = Tmod(i) + HLm(i) * Rm(i); 
         
        TMININSID(i) = min(TINSID_new(i),TINSID(i)); 
        DelINSID(i)  = abs( TINSID_new(i)-TINSID(i)); 
        TINSID(i)    =  TINSID_new(i); 
        TMINSOD(i)   = min(TINSOD_new(i),TINSOD(i)); 
        DelINSOD(i)  = abs( TINSOD_new(i)-TINSOD(i)); 
        TINSOD(i)    = TINSOD_new(i); 
    end 
     
    for i=NODE:NODE 
        TFTID(i)   = TFTID(i-1)  ; 
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        TFTOD(i)   = TFTOD(i-1)  ; 
        TLTID_In(i)   = TLTID_In(i-1)  ; 
        TLTOD_In(i)   = TLTOD_In(i-1)  ; 
        TLTID_Out(i)   = TLTID_Out(i-1)  ; 
        TLTOD_Out(i)   = TLTOD_Out(i-1)  ; 
        TPTID(i)   = TPTID(i-1)  ; 
        TPTOD(i)   = TPTOD(i-1)  ; 
        TINSID(i)  = TINSID(i-1) ; 
        TINSOD(i)  = TINSOD(i-1) ; 
        HLm(i)=HLm(i-1); 
    end 
    DELTINSID = max(DelINSID); 
    DELTINSOD = max(DelINSOD); 
     
    Pr_hcRwb =Pr_hcw_avg./Pr_hcb; 
    V_hcRbw = V_hcb./V_hcw_avg; 
    DENS_hcRwb = DENS_hcw_avg./DENS_hcb; 
     
    %     DELTA TEMPERATURE HOT&COLD  
************************************* 
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    for i=1:NODE 
        DeltaTHot(i) = abs(THC(i) - THC_new(i)); 
        DELTHm(i) = DeltaTHot(i) ; %max(DeltaTHot); 
        DeltaTCold(i) = abs(TCC(i) - TCC_new(i)); 
        DELTCm(i) = DeltaTCold(i); %max(DeltaTCold); 
    end 
    DELTH = max(DELTHm); 
    DELTC = max(DELTCm); 
    %      HOT COOLANT TEMPERATURE  
*************************************** 
    for i=1:NODE 
        if THC(i) > THC_new(i); 
            THC(i)=THC_new(i)+DeltaTHot(i)/2; 
        elseif THC(1,i) < THC_new(i); 
            THC(i)=THC_new(i)-DeltaTHot(i)/2; 
        end 
    end 
    %     COLD COOLANT TEMPERATURE 
**************************************** 
    for i=1:NODE 
        if TCC(i) > TCC_new(i); 
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            TCC(i)=TCC_new(i)+DeltaTCold(i)/2; 
        elseif TCC(i) < TCC_new(i); 
            TCC(i)=TCC_new(i)-DeltaTCold(i)/2; 
        end 
    end 










% HLm has imaginary values 
% use the new averaged parameters from the specification file 
% use heat flux instead of QCh_max_kW 
% THC should be modified in the specification file to remove the coolant temperature of 
the rings 




% This program calculates the temperature profiels of the coolant, sheath 
% or cladding as well as the the fuel centerline temperature profile.  
% The inputs to this code are as follows: the inlet temperature of the 
% coolant,  the majj flow rate of the coolant, the operating prejjure of 
% the coolant, and various axial heat flux profiles which are uniform, 
% cosine shap, downstream-skewed, and upstream-skewed cosine. Additionally, 
% the thermal conductivities of several nuclear fuels as a function of 
% temperature have been included into this code in order to calcualte the 
% fuel centerline temperature of the following nuclear fuels: UO2, ThO2, 
% MOX, UC, UC2, UN, UO2-SiC, UO2-C, and ThO2-PuO2.  
% Moreover, appropriate correlations 
% have been added to the code in ordert to calcualte the thermal 
% conductivities of the aforementioned fuels as a function of porosity. 
 
 
% Rate of HEAT Generation 
************************************************* 
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for kq=1:NRing 
    for iq=1:NODE 
        q_linear(iq,kq) = pi * qfelz_kW(iq,kq) *  BUNDLELOD(kq) ;  % linear heat rating, 
kW/m 
        Q_gen(iq,kq) = 1000 * 4 * qfelz_kW(iq,kq) / ID_Fuel(kq) ;  % volumetric heat 
generated, W/m^3 










% the following for loop calculates the outer surface temperature of the 
% cladding. then, it determines the inner surface temperature of the 
% cladding due to conduction through the thicknejj of the cladding. next, 
% the code calcualtes the heat tranfer coefficient acrojj the gap between 
% the fuel and the sheath in order to calculat the outer surface 
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% temperature of the fuel. finally, the radious of the fuel is divided into 
% samll segments in order to calculate the fuel centerline temperature. 
 
% initially, the sheath or cladding temperature is not known, 
% therefore, an initial geujj of the surface temperature of the clading 
% is required. having made an initial guess, the code calculates the 
% cladding temperature using the Newton's law of cooling. then, the 
% code compares the initial temperature guess and the new calculated 
% values and calculates the temperature difference between these two 
% values. next, the code takes the avergae value of the two succedding 
% temperatures and repeats the calculation until the difference between 
% to succedding calculations is lejj than 0.1 K. 
 
 
% FUEL CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE 
********************************************* 
for i=NODE:-1:1 
    % Initial thermal conductivity values of several nuclear fuels 
    for k=1:NRing 
        for jj = 1:FuelSeg 
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            switch(Method3) 
                case 'uo2' 
                    alphauo2 = 2.6-0.5*(10^(-3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k)); 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = ((1-alphauo2*PORS)/(1-
alphauo2*0.05))*((100/(7.5408+17.692*(10^(-3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k))+3.6142*((10^(-
3))*TFUEL(jj,i,k))^2))+((6400/(((10^(-3))*TFUEL(jj,i,k))^(5/2)))*(exp((-16.35)/(10^(-
3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k)))))); % UO2 
                case 'tho2' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)^(2/3))*(1/(0.0327 + 1.603*10^-4 * TFUEL(jj,i,k))); 
% ThO2 
                case 'uc2' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(0.115+2.7*10^(-
5)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)+2.8*10^(-10)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^2+3.035*10^(-
12)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3);% UC2 
                case 'uc' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(1.95*0.1+3.57*10^(-
8)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15-850)^2); % UC 
                case 'un' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = 1.864*(exp(-2.14*PORS))*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)^0.361); % UN 
                case 'mox' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+2*PORS))*1.158*((1/(A_MOX+C_MOX*(10^(-
3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k))))+((6400/(((10^(-3))*TFUEL(jj,i,k))^(5/2)))*(exp((-16.35)/(10^(-
3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k))))));% MOX 
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                case 'sic_85%uo2' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = -9.59*(10^-9) * TFUEL(jj,i,k)^3 + 4.29*(10^-5) * 
TFUEL(jj,i,k)^2 - 6.87*(10^-2) * TFUEL(jj,i,k) + 46.8;   % UO2 + SiC   ( 85% UO2) 
                case 'sic_89%uo2' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = -1.16*(10^-8) * TFUEL(jj,i,k)^3 + 5.03*(10^-5) * 
TFUEL(jj,i,k)^2 - 7.76*(10^-2) * TFUEL(jj,i,k) + 49.1;   % UO2 + SiC   ( 89% UO2) 
                case 'uo2c_vol1' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) =15.7 ;   % UO2 + 1 vol % graphite SiC   ( 95% TD UO2) 
                case 'uo2c_vol2' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) =35.7 ;   % UO2 + 2 vol % graphite SiC   ( 95% TD UO2) 
                case 'uo2_beo' 
                    k_f(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*((1+0.01)/(1-0.01))*(abeo 
*((TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^4) + bbeo * ((TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3) +  cbeo * 
((TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^2) + dbeo * (TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15) + fbeo );   % uo2_beo 
                case 'tho2-puo2' 
%                     k_f(jj,i,k) = 1/(6.071*0.001+5.72*0.1*wtpu(k)-
5.937*0.1*wtpu(k)^2+2.4*0.0001*TFUEL(jj,i,k)); % tho2_puo2 
                 k_f(jj,i,k) = 1/(-
0.08388+1.7378*wtpu(k)+(2.62524*0.0001+1.7405*0.0001*wtpu(k))*TFUEL(jj,i,k)); % 
tho2_puo2 
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            end 
        end 
    end 
    % end 
 
     
    % GAP CONDUCTANCE & FUEL TEMPERATURE 
********************************** 
    for k=1:NRing 
        for jj=1:FuelSeg 
            if jj ==1 
                Tg(i,k) = (TCLDID(i,k)+TFUEL(jj,i,k))/2; 
                kg(i,k)= 20*ag * Tg(i,k)^sg ; 
                g_gap(i,k) = (1/((1/go_FP)... 
                    *((Tg(i,k)/273)^(sg+.5))*(0.101/Pg))); 
                hg(i,k) = kg(i,k)/(1.5*(RFNS_f+RFNS_c)+ t_gap + g_gap(i,k)); 
                hrad(i,k)= c_rad *((TFUEL(jj,i,k)^4 - TCLDID(i,k)^4)... 
                    /(TFUEL(jj,i,k) - TCLDID(i,k))); 
                hs(i,k)= As_gapc * ((2*K_CLD(i,k)*k_f(jj,i,k))/(K_CLD(i,k)... 
                    +k_f(jj,i,k)))* (Pa_Hc_gapc ^nc_gapc )... 
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                    *(1 / (1 * r_eff_gapc^0.5)); 
                h_cond(i,k) = hg(i,k)+hrad(i,k)+hs(i,k); 
                % fuel temperature while considering the gap between the 
                % fuel and the cladding 
                TFUEL(jj,i,k)=TCLDID(i,k) + ((q_linear(i,k)*1000)... 
                    /(pi*BUNDLELOD(k) * h_cond(i,k))); 
                % fuel temperature without a gap between the fuel and the 
                % cladding 
                % TFUEL(jj,i,k)=TCLDID(i,k) ; % without gap 
                DeltaT_Gap(i,k)=TFUEL(jj,i,k)-TCLDID(i,k); 
            else 
                1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
******************************************* 
    for k=1:NRing 
        for jj=1:FuelSeg-1 
            DELKFUEL=10; 
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            TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k) = TFUEL(jj,i,k)+200; 
            while (DELKFUEL > .5) 
 
                % recalculation of the thermal conductivity values of the 
                % fuels in the radial direction 
                switch(Method3) 
                    case 'uo2' 
                        alphauo2 = 2.6-0.5*(10^(-3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k)); 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = ((1-alphauo2*PORS)/(1-
alphauo2*0.05))*((100/(7.5408+17.692*(10^(-3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k))+3.6142*((10^(-
3))*TFUEL(jj,i,k))^2))+((6400/(((10^(-3))*TFUEL(jj,i,k))^(5/2)))*(exp((-16.35)/(10^(-
3)*TFUEL(jj,i,k)))))); % UO2 
                    case 'tho2' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)^(2/3))*(1/(0.0327 + 1.603*10^-4 * 
TFUEL(jj,i,k))); % ThO2 
                    case 'uc2' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(0.115+2.7*10^(-
5)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)+2.8*10^(-10)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^2+3.035*10^(-
12)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3);% UC2 
                    case 'uc' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(1.95*0.1+3.57*10^(-
8)*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15-850)^2); % UC 
                    case 'un' 
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                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = 1.864*(exp(-2.14*PORS))*(TFUEL(jj,i,k)^0.361); % UN 
                    case 'mox' 




                    case 'sic_85%uo2' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = -9.59*(10^-9) * TFUEL(jj,i,k)^3 + 4.29*(10^-5) * 
TFUEL(jj,i,k)^2 - 6.87*(10^-2) * TFUEL(jj,i,k) + 46.8;   % UO2 + SiC   ( 85% UO2) 
                    case 'sic_89%uo2' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = -1.16*(10^-8) * TFUEL(jj,i,k)^3 + 5.03*(10^-5) * 
TFUEL(jj,i,k)^2 - 7.76*(10^-2) * TFUEL(jj,i,k) + 49.1;   % UO2 + SiC   ( 89% UO2) 
                    case 'uo2c_vol1' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) =15.7 ;   % UO2 + 1 vol % graphite SiC   ( 95% TD UO2) 
                    case 'uo2c_vol2' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) =35.7 ;   % UO2 + 2 vol % graphite SiC   ( 95% TD UO2) 
                    case 'uo2_beo' 
                        k_f1(jj,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*((1+0.01)/(1-0.01))*(abeo 
*((TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^4) + bbeo * ((TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3) +  cbeo * 
((TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15)^2) + dbeo * (TFUEL(jj,i,k)-273.15) + fbeo) ;   % uo2_beo 
                    case 'tho2-puo2' 
%                         k_f1(jj,i,k) = 1/(6.071*0.001+5.72*0.1*wtpu(k)-
5.937*0.1*wtpu(k)^2+2.4*0.0001*TFUEL(jj,i,k)); % tho2_puo2 
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               k_f1(jj,i,k) = 1/(-
0.08388+1.7378*wtpu(k)+(2.62524*0.0001+1.7405*0.0001*wtpu(k))*TFUEL(jj,i,k)); % 
tho2_puo2 
                
                 
                end 
                 
                switch(Method3) 
                    case 'uo2' 
                        alphauo2 = 2.6-0.5*(10^(-3)*TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)); 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-alphauo2*PORS)/(1-
alphauo2*0.05))*((100/(7.5408+17.692*(10^(-3)*TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k))+3.6142*((10^(-
3))*TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k))^2))+(6400/(((10^(-3))*TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k))^(5/2)))*(exp((-
16.35)/(10^(-3)*TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)))));  % UO2 
                    case 'tho2' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-PORS)^(2/3))*(1/(0.0327 + 1.603*10^-4 * 
TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k))); % ThO2 
                    case 'uc2' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) =((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(0.115+2.7*10^(-
5)*(TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15)+2.8*10^(-10)*(TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-
273.15)^2+3.035*10^(-12)*(TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3);% UC2 
                    case 'uc' 
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                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(1.95*0.1+3.57*10^(-
8)*(TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15-850)^2); % UC 
                    case 'un' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = 1.864*(exp(-
2.14*PORS))*(TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)^0.361); % UN 
                    case 'mox' 




                    case 'sic_85%uo2' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = -9.59*(10^-9) * TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)^3 + 4.29*(10^-
5) * TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)^2 - 6.87*(10^-2) * TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k) + 46.8;   % UO2 + SiC   
( 85% UO2) 
                    case 'sic_89%uo2' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = -1.16*(10^-8) * TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)^3 + 5.03*(10^-
5) * TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)^2 - 7.76*(10^-2) * TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k) + 49.1;   % UO2 + SiC   
( 89% UO2) 
                    case 'uo2c_vol1' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = 15.7;   % UO2 + 1 vol % graphite 
                    case 'uo2c_vol2' 
                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = 35.7;   % UO2 + 2 vol % graphite 
                    case 'uo2_beo' 
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                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*((1+0.01)/(1-0.01))* (abeo 
*((TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15)^4) + bbeo * ((TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3) +  cbeo * 
((TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15)^2) + dbeo * (TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)-273.15) + fbeo) ;   % 
uo2_beo 
                    case 'tho2-puo2' 
%                        k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = 1/(6.071*0.001+5.72*0.1*wtpu(k)-
5.937*0.1*wtpu(k)^2+2.4*0.0001*TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k)); % tho2_puo2 
                k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k) = 1/(-
0.08388+1.7378*wtpu(k)+(2.62524*0.0001+1.7405*0.0001*wtpu(k))*TFUEL_guess(jj,i
,k)); % tho2_puo2 
                 
                end 
                 
                % thermal conductivity of the fuel 
                k_f(jj,i,k)=(k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k)+k_f1(jj,i,k))/2; 
                % fuel temperature 
                TFUEL(jj+1,i,k) = (Q_gen(i,k) * (r_f(jj,k)^2 - r_f(jj+1,k)^2) 
)/(4*k_f(jj,i,k))+TFUEL(jj,i,k); 
                % average fuel temperature 
                TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k) = (TFUEL(jj+1,i,k)+TFUEL(jj,i,k))/2; 
                 
                % recalculation of the thermal conductivity of the nuclear 
                % fuels 
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                switch(Method3) 
                    case 'uo2' 
                        alphauo2 = 2.6-0.5*(10^(-3)*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)); 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-alphauo2*PORS)/(1-
alphauo2*0.05))*((100/(7.5408+17.692*(10^(-3)*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k))+3.6142*((10^(-
3))*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k))^2))+(6400/(((10^(-3))*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k))^(5/2)))*(exp((-
16.35)/(10^(-3)*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)))));  % UO2 
                    case 'tho2' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k)= ((1-PORS)^(2/3))*(1/(0.0327 + 1.603*10^-4 * 
TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k))); % ThO2 
                    case 'uc2' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(0.115+2.7*10^(-
5)*(TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15)+2.8*10^(-10)*(TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-
273.15)^2+3.035*10^(-12)*(TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3);% UC2 
                    case 'uc' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*100*(1.95*0.1+3.57*10^(-
8)*(TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15-850)^2); % UC 
                    case 'un' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = 1.864*(exp(-2.14*PORS))*(TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)^0.361); % 
UN 
                    case 'mox' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-
PORS)/(1+2*PORS))*1.158*((1/(A_MOX+C_MOX*(10^(-




                    case 'sic_85%uo2' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k)= -9.59*(10^-9) * TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)^3 + 4.29*(10^-5) * 
TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)^2 - 6.87*(10^-2) * TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k) + 46.8;   % UO2 + SiC   ( 85% 
UO2) 
                    case 'sic_89%uo2' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = -1.16*(10^-8) * TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)^3 + 5.03*(10^-5) * 
TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)^2 - 7.76*(10^-2) * TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k) + 49.1;   % UO2 + SiC   ( 89% 
UO2) 
                    case 'uo2c_vol1' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = 15.7;   % UO2 + 1 vol% graphite 
                    case 'uo2c_vol2' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = 35.7;   % UO2 + 1 vol% graphite 
                    case 'uo2_beo' 
                        k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = ((1-PORS)/(1+PORS))*((1+0.01)/(1-0.01))*(abeo 
*((TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15)^4) + bbeo * ((TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15)^3) +  cbeo * 
((TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15)^2) + dbeo * (TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)-273.15) + fbeo) ;   % 
uo2_beo 
                    case 'tho2-puo2' 
%                         k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = 1/(6.071*0.001+5.72*0.1*wtpu(k)-
5.937*0.1*wtpu(k)^2+2.4*0.0001*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k)); % tho2_puo2 
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                 k_f2(jj+1,i,k) = 1/(-
0.08388+1.7378*wtpu(k)+(2.62524*0.0001+1.7405*0.0001*wtpu(k))*TFUEL_avg(jj,i,k
)); % tho2_puo2 
                 
                end 
                % difference between the calcualted thermal conductivities 
                % in two successive iterations 
                DELKFUEL = abs(k_f2(jj+1,i,k) - k_f_guess(jj+1,i,k)); 
                TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k) = min(TFUEL(jj+1,i,k),TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k))+ 
abs(TFUEL(jj+1,i,k)-TFUEL_guess(jj,i,k))/2; 
            
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
% FUEL CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE 
***************************************** 
for k=1:NRing 
    for i=1:NODE 
        FCLT(i,k) = TFUEL(FuelSeg,i,k); % Fuel centerline temperature 
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    end 
end 
 
RingNumber1 = 1; % ring number to find the location with maximum FCLT 






    FCLT_RGB1(irgb1,1) = TFUEL(i,MAX_FCLT_INDEX1,RingNumber1) -273.15; % 
Fuel centerline temperature 
    FCLT_RGB2(irgb1,1) = TFUEL(i,MAX_FCLT_INDEX2,RingNumber2) -273.15; % 
Fuel centerline temperature 
    irgb1=irgb1-1; 
end 
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% ring number which is used to calculate the fuel centerline temperature  
% for the fuel elements of that ring 
OuterRing = 2; 
sPra = size(Pr_hcRwb); 
sPr = sPra(2); 
Pr_hcRwb_PD = [Pr_hcRwb,Pr_hcRwb(sPr)]; 
sDENSa = size(DENS_hcb); 
sDENS = sDENSa(2); 
DENS_hcb_PD = [DENS_hcb,DENS_hcb(sDENS)]; 
sHhca = size(H_hcb); 
H_hcb_PD = [H_hcb,H_hcb(sHhca(2))]; 
 
% These temporary arrays are created to calculate the different between new 
% and old pressure drop values. These differences are used to calcualate 
% the criterion for convergence of all modules (i.e., heat loss, pressure 
% drop and fuel centerline temperature) 
 
% pressure drop of the cold coolant due to friction, acceleration and 
% gravity 
PDcc_FAG_TEMP = PDcc_FAG ; 
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% pressure drop of the hot coolant due to friciton, local losses, 
% acceleration and gravity 
PDhc_FLAG_TEMP = PDhc_FLAG ; 
 
% pressure drop for the cold coolant 
for ipd =1:NODE 
    % switch (Method6) 
    %     case 'coldpressuredrop' 
    % FRICTION FACTOR CORRELATIONS 
************************************ 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            if (jpd==1) 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 1/(1.82*log10(Re_ccb(ipd)) - 1.64)^2 ; 
 
             % friction factor correlation Filonenko () from Incropera 
             % et al. (2006)!VERIFIED This equation is for fluids with  
             % constant properties. In other words, the effect of heat  
             % transfer into the fluid and property changes should be  
             % taken into consideration. Filonenko is a good approximation  
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             % of Colebrook equation for smooth tube in the range  
             % 4000 <= Re <=10^12 
            elseif(jpd==2) 
                % Mikheev(1956)from >> Pioro et al. (2004) !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (1/(1.82 * log10(Re_ccb(ipd))... 
                    - 1.64)^2)*(Pr_ccRwb(ipd)^(1/3)); 
            elseif(jpd==3) 
                % Petukhov’s correlation from >> Zhao and Jiang (2011) 
                % !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (1/(1.82 * log10(Re_ccb(ipd))... 
                    - 1.64)^2) *(1/V_ccRbw(ipd))^0.24; 
                % the Filonenko correlation is used to calcualte the friction 
                % factor based on bulk fluid temperature 
            elseif(jpd==4) 
                % Selander (1978) from  IAEA (2001) !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)=4/(3.8 * log10((10/Re_ccb(ipd))... 
                    +(0.2*EPS/Dhy_FT)))^2 ; 
                % this equation, which is valid for rough and smooth tubes, 
                % is an explicit form of Colebrook equation. 
            elseif(jpd==5) 
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                % Itaya Correlation with correction from Vierstraete et al. 
                % (2011)  !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (0.314/(0.7-1.65*log10(Re_ccb(ipd))... 
                    +((log10(Re_ccb(ipd)))^2)))*(V_ccRbw(ipd)^-0.72); 
            elseif(jpd==6) 
                % Soviet scientists from Cheng&Schulenberg (2001) 
                % !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (1/(1.82*log10(Re_ccb(ipd)/8))^2)... 
                    *(DENS_ccRwb(ipd)^.4);  
            elseif(jpd==7) 
                % Blasius equation from Oka et al.(2010) + ICONE20-54361 
                % AND ICONE20-54844   !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 0.3164/(Re_ccb(ipd))^0.25 ;  
            elseif(jpd==8) 
                %Colebrook 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 4 * ( 3.48 - 1.7372 * ... 
                    log(2*(EPS/Dhy_FT)-(16.2426/Re_ccb(ipd))... 
                    *log((((2*EPS/Dhy_FT)^1.1098)/6.0983)... 
                    +(7.149/Re_ccb(ipd))^0.8981)))^-2;  
            elseif(jpd==9) 
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                %Petrov and Popov’s correlation from >> Zhao and Jiang(2011) 
                %!VERIFIED 
                sf(ipd)= 0.023 * (abs(qfelz(ipd,OuterRing))/G_FT)^0.42; 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= [1/(1.82*log10(Re_ccw(ipd))-1.64)^2]... 
                    *(DENS_ccRwb(ipd))*(1/V_ccRbw(ipd))^sf(ipd);  
                % The Filonenko correlation is used to calcualte the friction 
                % factor based on fluid properties at wall temperature 
            elseif(jpd==10) 
                % The Darcy-WeiBbach friction factor >>Gomez et al. (2008) 
                FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)=(-1.8*log10(((EPS/(Dhy_FT *3.7))^1.11)... 
                    +(6.9/Re_ccb(ipd))))^(-2); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    % CORRECTION FACTOR CORRELATIONS 
************************************** 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            if(kpd==1) 
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                % No correction is implemented (i.e., a correction  
                % factor of one is used) 
                CORFACTcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 1;  
            elseif(kpd==2) 
                % Leung et al.(2005) 
                CORFACTcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= V_ccRbw(ipd)^-0.28 ;   
                % CFcc is an array which only contains the correction 
                % factors 
                CFcc(ipd,kpd)=V_ccRbw(ipd)^-0.28 ;   
            elseif(kpd==3) 
                %  Popov(1967) 
                CORFACTcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= DENS_ccRwb(ipd)^.74 ;     
                CFcc(ipd,kpd)=DENS_ccRwb(ipd)^.74 ; 
            elseif(kpd==4) 
                % Kirillov et al.(1990) 
                CORFACTcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= DENS_ccRwb(ipd)^.4 ;     
                CFcc(ipd,kpd)=DENS_ccRwb(ipd)^.4 ; 
            elseif(kpd==5) 
                % Tarasova&Leont’ev(1968) 
                CORFACTcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= V_ccRbw(ipd)^-0.22 ;   
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                CFcc(ipd,kpd)=V_ccRbw(ipd)^-0.22 ; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % FRICTION/ACCELARATION/GRAVITATIONAL PRESSURE DROP 
******************* 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            if (ipd~= NODE) 
                % product of friction factors and correction factors  
                CFFFcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)=CORFACTcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)... 
                    * FFACTRcc(ipd,jpd,kpd) ; 
                % pressure drop due to friction 
                DeltaPcc_fr(ipd,jpd,kpd) =  CFFFcc(ipd,jpd,kpd) ... 
                    * (DELZ/Dhy_ANS) * ((G_FT^2)/(2*DENS_ccb(ipd))) ; 
                % pressure drop due to acceleration 
                DeltaPcc_acc(ipd,1) = (G_FT^2) ... 
                    * ( (1/DENS_ccb(ipd+1)) - (1/DENS_ccb(ipd))) ; 
                % pressure change (drop/increase) due to gravity 
                DeltaPcc_g(ipd,1) = -g_gravity * ((H_ccb(ipd+1)... 
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                    *DENS_ccb(ipd+1) + H_ccb(ipd) * DENS_ccb(ipd))... 
                    /(H_ccb(ipd+1) + H_ccb(ipd)))*DELZ ; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % FRICTION FACTOR * CORRECTION FACTOR 
***************************** 
    for jpd=1:nff 
        for kpd=1:ncf 
            % this array contains the average values for the multiplication 
            % of friction factor and correction factor 
            CFFcc(jpd,kpd)=mean(CFFFcc(:,jpd,kpd)); 
        end 
    end 
    % PRESSURE DROP *************************************************** 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            if (ipd ~= NODE) 
                % pressure drop profile due to friction, acceleration, and 
                % gravity 
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                PDcc_FAG(ipd,jpd,kpd) = DeltaPcc_fr(ipd,jpd,kpd) ... 
                    + DeltaPcc_acc(ipd,1) + DeltaPcc_g(ipd,1) ;  
                % PDcc_FLAG(ipd,jpd,kpd) = DeltaPcc_fr(ipd,jpd,kpd) ... 
                % + DeltaPcc_acc(ipd,1) +  DeltaPcc_g(ipd,1) + DeltaP_l(ipd,1);   
                % total pressure drop profile : friction, acceleration,   
                % gravity, and local 
            end 
        end 
    end 







% Pressure at the bottom of the cold leg is equal to the pressure at the 
% bottom of hot leg 
%     for kpd = 1:ncf 
%         for jpd = 1:nff 
%             Phc(NODE,jpd,kpd) = Pcc(NODE,jpd,kpd) ; 
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%         end 
%     end 
 
% %     case 'hotpressuredrop' 
% pressure drop for the hot coolant 
for ipd=NODE:-1:1 
    % FRICTION FACTOR CORRELATIONS 
************************************ 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            %                 ipd = id; 
            if (jpd==1) 
                % friction factor correlation 
                % Filonenko () from Incropera et al. (2006)!VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 1/(1.82 * log10(Re_hcb(ipd)) - 1.64)^2 ; 
                 
                % This equation is for fluids with constant properties. in other 
                % workds, the effect of heat transfer into the fluid and property 
                % changes should be taken into consideration. 
                % Filonenko is a good approximation of Colebrook equation for 
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                % smooth tube in the range 4000 <= Re <=10^12 
            elseif(jpd==2) 
                % Mikheev(1956)from >> Pioro et al. (2004) !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (1/(1.82*log10(Re_hcb(ipd))-1.64)^2)... 
                    *(Pr_hcRwb_PD(ipd)^(1/3)) ;    
            elseif(jpd==3) 
                % Petukhov’s correlation from >> Zhao and Jiang 
                % (2011)!VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (1/(1.82*log10(Re_hcb(ipd))-1.64)^2)... 
                    *(1/V_hcRbw(ipd))^0.24;    
                % the Filonenko correlation is used to calcualte the friction 
                % factor based on bulk fluid temperature 
            elseif(jpd==4) 
                % Selander (1978) from  IAEA (2001) !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)=4/(3.8*log10((10/Re_hcb(ipd))... 
                    +(0.2*EPS/Dhy_ANS)))^2 ;   
                % this equation, which is valid for rough and smooth tubes, 
                % is an explicit form of Colebrook equation. 
            elseif(jpd==5) 
                % Itaya Correlation with correction from Vierstraete et al 
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                % 2011  !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (0.314/(0.7-1.65*log10(Re_hcb(ipd))... 
                    +((log10(Re_hcb(ipd)))^2)))*(V_hcRbw(ipd)^-0.72);  
            elseif(jpd==6) 
                % Soviet scientists from Cheng&Schulenberg 2001 
                % !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= (1/(1.82*log10(Re_hcb(ipd)/8))^2)... 
                    *(DENS_hcRwb(ipd)^.4);  
            elseif(jpd==7) 
                % Blasius equation from Oka et al.(2010) + ICONE20-54361 
                % AND ICONE20-54844   !VERIFIED 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 0.3164/(Re_hcb(ipd))^0.25 ;  
            elseif(jpd==8) 
                % Colebrook 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 4 * ( 3.48 - 1.7372 * log(2*(EPS/Dhy_ANS)-
(16.2426/Re_hcb(ipd))*log((((2*EPS/Dhy_ANS)^1.1098)/6.0983)+(7.149/Re_hcb(ipd))^
0.8981)))^-2 ;  
            elseif(jpd==9) 
                % Petrov and Popov’s correlation from >> Zhao and Jiang 
                % (2011)!VERIFIED 
                sf(ipd)= 0.023 * (abs(qfelz(ipd,OuterRing))/G_ANS)^0.42; 
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                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= [1/(1.82 * log10(Re_hcw(ipd)) - 1.64)^2] * 
(DENS_hcRwb(ipd)) * (1/V_hcRbw(ipd))^sf(ipd);  
                % The Filonenko correlation is used to calcualte the friction 
                % factor based on fluid properties at wall temperature 
            elseif(jpd==10) 
                % The Darcy-WeiBbach friction factor >> Gomez et al.(2008) 
                FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)=(-1.8*log10(((EPS/(Dhy_ANS 
*3.7))^1.11)+(6.9/Re_hcb(ipd))))^(-2); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    % CORRECTION FACTOR CORRELATIONS 
************************************** 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            % No correction is implemented (i.e., a correction  
            % factor of one is used) 
            if(kpd==1) 
                CORFACThc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= 1; 
            elseif(kpd==2) 
                % Leung et al.(2005) 
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                CORFACThc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= V_hcRbw(ipd)^-0.28 ;    
                % CFhc is an array which only contains the correction 
                % factors 
                CFhc(ipd,kpd)=V_hcRbw(ipd)^-0.28 ;   
            elseif(kpd==3) 
                % Popov(1967) 
                CORFACThc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= DENS_hcRwb(ipd)^.74 ;     
                CFhc(ipd,kpd)=DENS_hcRwb(ipd)^.74 ; 
            elseif(kpd==4) 
                % Kirillov et al.(1990) 
                CORFACThc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= DENS_hcRwb(ipd)^.4 ;     
                CFhc(ipd,kpd)=DENS_hcRwb(ipd)^.4 ; 
            elseif(kpd==5) 
                % Tarasova&Leont’ev(1968) 
                CORFACThc(ipd,jpd,kpd)= V_hcRbw(ipd)^-0.22 ;   
                CFhc(ipd,kpd)=V_hcRbw(ipd)^-0.22 ; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
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    % FRICTION/ACCELARATION/GRAVITATIONAL PRESSURE DROP 
******************* 
    for kpd=1:ncf 
        for jpd=1:nff 
            % product of friction factors and correction factors 
            CFFFhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)=CORFACThc(ipd,jpd,kpd)... 
                * FFACTRhc(ipd,jpd,kpd) ; 
            % pressure drop due to friciton losses 
            DeltaPhc_fr(ipd,jpd,kpd)= CFFFhc(ipd,jpd,kpd)*(DELZ/Dhy_ANS)... 
                *((G_ANS^2)/(2*DENS_hcb_PD(ipd))) ; 
            if(ipd>=2) 
                % pressure drop due to acceleration 
                DeltaPhc_acc(ipd,1) = G_ANS^2*((1/DENS_hcb_PD(ipd-1))... 
                    - (1/DENS_hcb_PD(ipd))) ; 
                % pressure change (drop/increase) due to gravity 
                DeltaPhc_g(ipd,1) = +g_gravity *((H_hcb_PD(ipd-1)... 
                    *DENS_hcb_PD(ipd-1) + H_hcb_PD(ipd) * DENS_hcb_PD(ipd))... 
                    /(H_hcb_PD(ipd-1) + H_hcb_PD(ipd)))*DELZ ; 
            end 
        end 
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    end 
    % FRICTION FACTOR * CORRECTION FACTOR 
***************************** 
    for jpd=1:nff 
        for kpd=1:ncf 
            % this array contains the average values for the multiplication 
            % of friction factors and correction factors 
            CFFhc(jpd,kpd)=mean(CFFFhc(:,jpd,kpd));   
        end 
    end 
    % LOCAL PRESSURE DROP 
************************************************* 
     
    for ipdd = NODE:-(2*NODE/Nbundle):Ebundle 
        % LLChc = 0.6*2 + 0.12 * 1 + 0.05 * 3 ; 
        % LLC (local_loss_coefficient) 
        % End plates (average missalligned),spacers (Brasnarof et al 2011), bearing pads 
(assumed) 
         
        if(ipdd==NODE) 
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            % LOCAL PRESSURE DROP - U-TURN 
******************************** 
            LLUThc = 0.6; % this number should change 
            DeltaPhc_UT_l = LLUThc * ((G_ANS^2)/(2*DENS_hcb_PD(ipdd))) ; 
            DeltaPhc_l(ipdd,1)=DeltaPhc_UT_l ; 
        else 
            DeltaPhc_l(ipdd,1) = LLChc * ((G_ANS^2)/(2*DENS_hcb_PD(ipdd))) ; 
        end 
    end 
    % PRESSURE DROP 
******************************************************* 
    for kpd = 1:ncf 
        for jpd = 1:nff 
            % pressure drop due to friction, acceleration and gravity 
            PDhc_FAG(ipd,jpd,kpd) = DeltaPhc_fr(ipd,jpd,kpd) ... 
                + DeltaPhc_acc(ipd,1) + DeltaPhc_g(ipd,1); 
             
            % pressure drop due to friction, acceleration, gravity and 
            % local losses 
            PDhc_FLAG(ipd,jpd,kpd) = DeltaPhc_fr(ipd,jpd,kpd) ... 
                + DeltaPhc_acc(ipd,1)+DeltaPhc_g(ipd,1)+DeltaPhc_l(ipd,1); 
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        end 
    end 
end 
 
% pressure drop is used as a criterion for convergence when pressure drop, 
% fuel centerline temperature and heat loss calculation modules run. Since  
% PDcc_FAG and PDhc_FLAG are 3-D matrecies, three time max is taken form 
% Conv_DELP_cc and Conv_DELP_hc matrix to find the maximum value of the  
% differences in pressure drop calculations. 
 
% Conv_DELP_cc = max(max(max(abs(PDcc_FAG_TEMP - PDcc_FAG)))) ; 
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for ipd=1:NODE 
    for kpd = 1:ncf 
        for jpd = 1:nff 
            % pressure profile of the cold coolant 
            % pressure drop is divided by 1000 to have it in kPa since the 
            % pressure is in kPa 
            Pcc(ipd+1,jpd,kpd) = Pcc(ipd,jpd,kpd)-(PDcc_FAG(ipd,jpd,kpd)/1000);  
        end 




    for kpd = 1:ncf 
        for jpd = 1:nff 
            % presure profile of the hot coolant 
            if(ipd==NODE) 
                Phc(ipd,jpd,kpd) = Pcc(ipd,jpd,kpd) ; 
            elseif  (ipd==1) 
                Phc(ipd,jpd,kpd) = Phc(ipd+1,jpd,kpd) - (PDhc_FLAG(ipd+1,jpd,kpd)/1000); 
            else 
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                Phc(ipd,jpd,kpd) = Phc(ipd+1,jpd,kpd) - (PDhc_FLAG(ipd,jpd,kpd)/1000); 
            end 
        end 








    for kpd = 1:nff 
        for jpd = 1:ncf 
            PD_FF_CF(kpd,jpd)=Pcc(1,kpd,jpd)-Phc(1,kpd,jpd); 
        end 




    for kpd = 1:1 
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        for jpd = 1:1 
            Phc_Filonenko_NOcorr(ipd,1)=Phc(ipd,kpd,kpd); 
        end 
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Appendix B – DRAGON Input File 
 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*           Modules, Linked_list,and Binary and ASCII Files          * 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
  
 LINKED_LIST     SCWRLIB     SCWRGEO     SCWRTRKT 
                 SCWRTRKS    SCWRPIJ     SCWRFLUX     SCWREDI 
                 COMPOSCWR   SCWRBRN     SCWRBURNUP   CpoREFL ; 
  
 MODULE          INFO:   LIB:   GEO:   EXCELL:   EXCELT:   SHI: 
                 FLU:    EDI:   PSP:   ASM:      CPO:      EVO: 
                 DELETE: END: ; 
  
 SEQ_BINARY TRACKFS ; 
  
 SEQ_ASCII SCWRREG3.ps SCWRMIX3.ps 
  
           EDIF41.txt EDIF42.txt EDIF43.txt EDIF44.txt 
           EDIF45.txt EDIF46.txt EDIF47.txt EDIF48.txt 
           EDIF49.txt EDIF50.txt EDIF51.txt EDIF52.txt 
           EDIF53.txt EDIF54.txt EDIF55.txt EDIF56.txt 
           EDIF57.txt EDIF58.txt EDIF59.txt EDIF60.txt 
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           FLUXF41 FLUXF42 FLUXF43 FLUXF44 FLUXF45 
           FLUXF46 FLUXF47 FLUXF48 FLUXF49 FLUXF50 
           FLUXF51 FLUXF52 FLUXF53 FLUXF54 FLUXF55 
           FLUXF56 FLUXF57 FLUXF58 FLUXF59 FLUXF60 
  
           CpoMode13      CpoRefl13 
           CpoRPower203   CpoRPower103   CpoRPower23 
  
           CpoFUL41  CpoFUL42  CpoFUL43  CpoFUL44  CpoFUL45  CpoFUL46 
           CpoFUL47  CpoFUL48  CpoFUL49  CpoFUL50  CpoFUL51  CpoFUL52 
           CpoFUL53  CpoFUL54  CpoFUL55  CpoFUL56  CpoFUL57  CpoFUL58 
           CpoFUL59  CpoFUL60 ; 
  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*                     Variables and Constants                        * 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
! Determining weight % of elements 
  
 REAL     ZIRCONIA_TOT   GADOLIN_TOT   ERBIUM_TOT  ; 
  
 REAL     UO2_TOT_O1     UO2_PuO2_O1  UO2_SiC_O1 
          UO2_BeO_O1 UO2_ThO2_O1  PuO2_ThO2_O1 
          UC_ThO2_O1 UN_ThO2_O1   UN_O1 UC_O1 ; 
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 REAL     UO2_TOT_O2     UO2_PuO2_O2  UO2_SiC_O2 
          UO2_BeO_O2 UO2_ThO2_O2  PuO2_ThO2_O2 
          UC_ThO2_O2 UN_ThO2_O2   UN_O2 UC_O2 ; 
  
 REAL     UO2_TOT_O3     UO2_PuO2_O3  UO2_SiC_O3 
          UO2_BeO_O3 UO2_ThO2_O3  PuO2_ThO2_O3 
          UC_ThO2_O3 UN_ThO2_O3   UN_O3 UC_O3 ; 
  
 REAL     UO2_TOT_O4     UO2_PuO2_O4  UO2_SiC_O4 
          UO2_BeO_O4 UO2_ThO2_O4  PuO2_ThO2_O4 
          UC_ThO2_O4 UN_ThO2_O4   UN_O4 UC_O4 ; 
  
 REAL     TwtPu239O1    TwtPu239O2    TwtPu239O3   TwtPu239O4 
          TwtPu240O1    TwtPu240O2    TwtPu240O3   TwtPu240O4 
          TwtPu241O1    TwtPu241O2    TwtPu241O3   TwtPu241O4 
          TwtPu242O1    TwtPu242O2    TwtPu242O3   TwtPu242O4  ; 
 REAL     wtPu239O1     wtPu239O2     wtPu239O3    wtPu239O4 
          wtPu240O1     wtPu240O2     wtPu240O3    wtPu240O4 
          wtPu241O1     wtPu241O2     wtPu241O3    wtPu241O4 
          wtPu242O1     wtPu242O2     wtPu242O3    wtPu242O4  ; 
  
 REAL      wto16c1O1      wto16c2O1     wto16O1 
           wto16c1O2      wto16c2O2     wto16O2 
           wto16c1O3      wto16c2O3     wto16O3 
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           wto16c1O4      wto16c2O4     wto16O4  ; 
  
 REAL      wto16fc1O1    wto16fc2O1    wto16fO1 
           wto16fc1O2    wto16fc2O2    wto16fO2 
           wto16fc1O3    wto16fc2O3    wto16fO3 
           wto16fc1O4    wto16fc2O4    wto16fO4  ; 
  
 REAL      Twtu235O1     Twtu238O1 
           Twtu235O2     Twtu238O2 
           Twtu235O3     Twtu238O3 
           Twtu235O4     Twtu238O4 ; 
 REAL      wtu235O1      wtu238O1 
           wtu235O2      wtu238O2 
           wtu235O3      wtu238O3 
           wtu235O4      wtu238O4 ; 
  
 REAL      TwtC12fO1     TwtN14fO1 ; 
 REAL      wtC12fO1      wtN14fO1 ; 
  
 REAL      TwtC12fO2     TwtN14fO2 
           TwtC12fO3     TwtN14fO3 
           TwtC12fO4     TwtN14fO4 ; 
 REAL      wtC12fO2      wtN14fO2 
           wtC12fO3      wtN14fO3 
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           wtC12fO4      wtN14fO4 ; 
  
 REAL      TwtSi28O1     TwtSi29O1     TwtSi30O1 
           TwtSi28O2     TwtSi29O2     TwtSi30O2 
           TwtSi28O3     TwtSi29O3     TwtSi30O3 
           TwtSi28O4     TwtSi29O4     TwtSi30O4 ; 
 REAL      wtSi28O1      wtSi29O1      wtSi30O1 
           wtSi28O2      wtSi29O2      wtSi30O2 
           wtSi28O3      wtSi29O3      wtSi30O3 
           wtSi28O4      wtSi29O4      wtSi30O4 ; 
  
 REAL      TwtTh232O1    TwtTh232O2    TwtTh232O3   TwtTh232O4 ; 
 REAL      wtTh232O1     wtTh232O2     wtTh232O3    wtTh232O4 ; 
  
 REAL      TwtBeO1       TwtBeO2       TwtBeO3      TwtBeO4    ; 
 REAL      wtBeO1        wtBeO2        wtBeO3       wtBeO4    ; 
  
 REAL      TwtEO162O1    TwtEO164O1    TwtEO166O1 
           TwtEO167O1    TwtEr168O1    TwtEr170O1  ; 
 REAL      wtEr162O1     wtEr164O1     wtEr166O1 
           wtEr167O1     wtEr168O1     wtEr170O1  ; 
  
 REAL      TwtZr90O1     TwtZr91O1     TwtZr92O1 
           TwtZr94O1     TwtZr96O1 ; 
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 REAL      wtZr90O1      wtZr91O1      wtZr92O1 
           wtZr94O1      wtZr96O1 ; 
  
 REAL      TwtGd154O1    TwtGd155O1    TwtGd156O1 
           TwtGd157O1    TwtGd158O1    TwtGd160O1  ; 
 REAL      wtGd154O1     wtGd155O1     wtGd156O1 
           wtGd157O1     wtGd158O1     wtGd160O1  ; 
  
! Avogadro's Number 
 REAL           NA := 6.022E+23  ; 
 REAL           PI := 3.14159265 ; 
! * * * * * * *<<< Fuel Name >> * * * * * * * * 
  
 STRING      FUELNAME := "ThO2PuO2" ; 
 STRING      FUELNUMBER ; 
  
 ! * * * * * * *<<< Fuel Enrichment >> * * * * * * * * 
  
! O: Option 
 REAL        EU235O1      EU235O2     EU235O3     EU235O4   := 
             8.5          8.5         8.5         8.5 ; 
  
 REAL       Ab_U235_O1  Ab_U235_O2  Ab_U235_O3  Ab_U235_O4  := 
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             EU235O1 100.0 / 
             EU235O2 100.0 / 
             EU235O3 100.0 / 
             EU235O4 100.0 / ; 
  
! Fuel Porosity 
 REAL FuelPorosity  :=  5.0  ; 
  
! Percent theoretical density of the fuel 
 REAL pTDf := 1.0 FuelPorosity 100.0 / - ; 
  
 REAL  DfuelR1  DfuelR2 :=  9.91  9.87 ; 
  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*                   Mixtures' Names and Numbers                      * 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
  
! Numbers for material mixtures 
 INTEGER   coolCNTR  coolR1 coolR2  cladR1  cladR2  := 
           1         2       3      4       5 ; 
 INTEGER   FT   coolANULS  LINER   YSZ   LINERO  PT  := 
           6    7         8        9     10      11 ; 
 INTEGER   FuelO1    FuelO2   mod  := 
           12        13       14 ; 
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 INTEGER   u235      u238     o16       B10      B11 := 
           15       16        17       18        19 ; 
  
! numbers associated with isotopes based on IAEA 69 energy group library 
  
 STRING     libH1        libD2       libAm241     libu234 
            libu235      libu236     libu238      libPu239 
            libPu240     libPu241    libPu242     libZr 
            libNb        libFe       libCr        libMn 
            libCu        libSi       libNi        libo16 
            libHe4       libC        libSn        libB10 
            libB11       libP        libS         libMo 
            libPu238     libTh232    libPa233     libU233 
            libO         libXe135    libSm149     libNp239 ; 
  
 EVALUATE   libH1        libD2       libAm241     libu234  := 
            "3001"       "3002"      "951"        "234" ; 
 EVALUATE   libu235      libu236     libu238      libPu239  := 
            "2235"       "236"       "8238"       "6239" ; 
 EVALUATE   libPu240     libPu241    libPu242     libZr    := 
            "1240"       "1241"      "242"         "91" ; 
 EVALUATE   libNb        libFe       libCr        libMn    := 
            "93"         "2056"      "52"         "55" ; 
 EVALUATE   libCu        libSi       libNi        libo16   := 
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            "3063"       "29"        "58"         "6016" ; 
 EVALUATE   libHe4       libC        libSn        libB10   := 
            "4"          "2012"      "118"        "10" ; 
 EVALUATE   libB11       libP        libS         libMo := 
            "11"         "31"        "32"         "4095" ; 
 EVALUATE   libPu238     libTh232    libPa233     libU233 := 
            "948"        "2232"      "1233"       "9233" ; 
 EVALUATE   libO         libXe135    libSm149     libNp239 := 
            "6016"       "4135"      "4149"       "1939" ; 
  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*                     Variables and Constants                        * 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
  
! Determining weight % of elements 
 REAL            Iwtu235R1     Iwtu238R1    Iwto16fR1 
                 Iwtu235R2     Iwtu238R2    Iwto16fR2 ; 
  
! Isotopic density of hydrogen, deuterium, and oxygen of the coolant 
 REAL            isoH1cR1     isoD2cR1    isoO16cR1 
                 isoH1cR2     isoD2cR2    isoO16cR2 ; 
  
! moderator purity: Ref. >> Pavelescu and Cepraga (2007) 
! Coolant and moderator purities 
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 REAL            coolp        coolD2p     modD2p      modH1p ; 
 EVALUATE        coolp        modD2p  :=  100.0       99.833 ; 
 EVALUATE        modH1p       coolD2p := 
                 100.0        modD2p - 
                 100.0        coolp  - ; 
 ECHO            modH1p       coolD2p ; 
  
 REAL  mO16 mH1 mD2 mZr ; 
 EVALUATE mO16 mH1 mD2 mZr := 
       15.99491461956 
       1.00782503207 
       2.01410177785 
       91.224 ; 
  
 REAL mH2O mD2O mZro2 ; 
 EVALUATE  mH2O mD2O mZro2 := 
           mH1 2.0 * mO16 + 
           mD2 2.0 * mO16 + 
           mO16 2.0 * mZr + ; 
  
 REAL wtH1c wtD2c wto16c wto161c wto162c wtzrysz1 wto16ysz1 ; 
 EVALUATE wtH1c   := mH1 2.0 * mH2O / coolp * ; 
 EVALUATE wtD2c   := mD2 2.0 * mD2O / coolD2p * ; 
 EVALUATE wto161c := mO16 mH2O / coolp * ; 
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 EVALUATE wto162c := mO16 mD2O / coolD2p * ; 
 EVALUATE wto16c  := wto161c wto162c + ; 
 EVALUATE wtzrysz1 := mZr 100.0 * mZro2 / ; 
 EVALUATE wto16ysz1 := mO16 2.0 * 100.0 * mZro2 / ; 
  
 REAL wtH1m wtD2m wto161m wto162m wto16m ; 
 EVALUATE wtH1m   := mH1 2.0 * mH2O / modH1p * ; 
 EVALUATE wtD2m   := mD2 2.0 * mD2O / modD2p * ; 
 EVALUATE wto161m := mO16 mH2O      / modH1p * ; 
 EVALUATE wto162m := mO16 mD2O      / modD2p * ; 
 EVALUATE wto16m  := wto161m wto162m +         ; 
  
! Lattice pitch, cm 
! tclad: thickness of sheath in cm 
! LBS: length of the bundle string, cm 
! Power_ch: power per channel in kw 
 REAL latticepitch     tclad   :=    25.0   0.06 ; 
 REAL LBS  Power_ch := 20.0 25.0 *  7600.0 ; 
  
! Fuel bundle geometry, cm 
  
 REAL  center     ring1      ring2    := 
       0.00000    5.4        6.575   ; 
REAL   cencols1   cencols2   cencols3  cencols4 := 
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       0.9200     1.8400     2.7600    3.6800 ; 
REAL   midcols1   modseg1    modseg2 := 
       5.9875     10.2000    11.3500 ; 
  
! OD of cladding in cm 
 REAL      cladCNTROD  cladR1OD    cladR2OD  := 
           0.0         0.99        1.04    ; 
 REAL      cladCNTROR     cladR1OR    cladR2OR 
           cladCNTRIR     cladR1IR    cladR2IR ; 
 EVALUATE  cladCNTROR     cladR1OR    cladR2OR  := 
           cladCNTROD 2.0 / 
           cladR1OD 2.0 / 
           cladR2OD 2.0 / ; 
  
 EVALUATE  cladCNTRIR     cladR1IR    cladR2IR   := 
           cladCNTROR     tclad - 
           cladR1OR       tclad - 
           cladR2OR       tclad - ; 
  
 INTEGER MaxNmix := 14 ; 
! number of elements on each ring of the fuel bundle 
 INTEGER     n0     n1     n2    := 
             0      32     32    ; 
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 REAL        N0     N1     N2     := 
             0.0    32.0   32.0   ; 
  
! fuel volume in cm3, density in g/cm3, and fuel mass in g 
 REAL FUEL_VOL FUEL_VOLR1  FUEL_VOLR2 
      FUEL_m   FUEL_mR1    FUEL_mR2 ; 
 REAL FUEL_DENS ; 
 REAL FUEL_DENSR1 FUEL_DENSR2 := 9.91 9.87 ; 
  
 EVALUATE FUEL_VOLR1  FUEL_VOLR2 := 
   PI LBS N1 cladR1IR cladR1IR  *  *  *  * 
   PI LBS N2 cladR2IR cladR2IR  *  *  *  *    ; 
  
 EVALUATE FUEL_mR1  FUEL_mR2 := 
   FUEL_DENSR1  FUEL_VOLR1 * 
   FUEL_DENSR2  FUEL_VOLR2 * ; 
 EVALUATE FUEL_m   := FUEL_mR1    FUEL_mR2   + ; 
 EVALUATE FUEL_VOL := FUEL_VOLR1  FUEL_VOLR2 + ; 
  
 REAL rFTin rFTout ; 
  
 EVALUATE rFTin rFTout := 4.6000000E+000 4.7000000E+000 ; 
  
 REAL   rLINERin rLINERout rYSZin rYSZout rLINEROin rLINEROout 
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 rPTin rPTout := 7.2000000E+000 
 7.2500000E+000 7.2500000E+000 7.8000000E+000 7.8000000E+000 
 7.8500000E+000  7.8500000E+000  9.0500000E+000 ; 
 ECHO "rLINERin rLINERout rYSZin rYSZout" 
 rLINERin rLINERout rYSZin rYSZout ; 
  
  ECHO "rLINEROin rLINEROout rPTin rPTout" 
 rLINEROin rLINEROout rPTin rPTout ; 
  
 REAL rlattice := latticepitch 2.0 / ; 
 REAL llattice := rlattice -1.0 * ; 
 ECHO llattice rlattice ; 
  
*========================* 
*=== Burn-up Variables ==* 
*========================* 
 REAL Power := Power_ch FUEL_m  1000.0 / / ; 
  
 ECHO "Power in kW per kg of fuel is : " Power ; 
! Burn-up time intervals(DelT) 
*        =     1 day  for    0 to    1 day 
*        =     4 days for    1 to    5 days 
*        =     5 days for    5 to   10 days 
*        =    10 days for   10 to   50 days 
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*        =    20 days for   50 to  150 days 
*        =   150 days for  250 to  900 days 
* Timei  =    initial time 
* Timef  =    final time 
  
 REAL DelT Timec Timei Timef := 
      1.0  1.0   0.0   0.0  ; 
  
! Initial temperatures in Kelvin 
 REAL  TPT         Tmod  := 
       370.0       353.0 ; 
 REAL  TcoolRc     TcoolR1  TcoolR2  ; 
 REAL  TcladRc     TcladR1  TcladR2  ; 
 REAL  TLINER      TYSZ     TLINERO  ; 
 REAL  TCEL        TfuelR1  TfuelR2  ; 
 REAL  DcoolCNTR   DcoolR1  DcoolR2  ; 
 REAL  TcoolANULS  DcoolANULS        ; 
 REAL  TFTLIN TFT  TFTLOUT           ; 
 REAL  TfuelR3     TfuelR4           ; 
 REAL  TcladR3     TcladR4           ; 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
! * * * * * * *<<< Densities >> * * * * * * * * 
! Densities are in g/cm3 
! density of 310 stainless steel 7.98 g/cm3 
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! Kaneda et al. (2011) 
! density of Zr-modified stainless steel is 7.9 g/cm3 
! density of moderator 99.833%D2O;0.167%H2O is 1.0851 g/cm3 
! density of Zirconium alloy is 6.52 g/cm3 
! density of Zirconia (ZrO2) is 5.83 g/cm3 
! Raouafi and Marleau (2015) 
! zirconium hydride 5.56 g/cm3 
  
 REAL   Dclad Dmod    := 
        7.90  1.0851  ; 
 REAL   DPT   DFTLIN  DFT   DFTLOUT  DLINER  DLINERO   := 
        6.52  7.90   7.90  7.90     7.90    6.52 ; 
 REAL   DYSZ := 5.83 ; 
  
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 INTEGER nSegMax :=  20 ; 
 INTEGER nIter :=  1 ; 
 WHILE nIter nSegMax <= DO 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
 IF nIter 1 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     8.99439E+02     6.24098E+02     7.65449E+02     4.05362E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
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     6.73964E-02     6.22239E-01     0.00000E+00     9.75045E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.82255E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.20142E+03     1.24465E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter  2 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     8.87210E+02     6.25636E+02     7.52972E+02     4.04626E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     6.88710E-02     6.17097E-01     0.00000E+00     1.05130E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.06653E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.60077E+03     1.71590E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   3 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     8.66292E+02     6.27171E+02     7.36811E+02     4.03402E+02 
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 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     7.16261E-02     6.11799E-01     0.00000E+00     1.09220E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.11302E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.89343E+03     2.07309E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   4 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     8.40543E+02     6.28704E+02     7.19683E+02     4.01944E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     7.55023E-02     6.06323E-01     0.00000E+00     1.10698E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.13135E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     2.07161E+03     2.29694E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   5 = THEN 
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 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     8.13001E+02     6.30238E+02     7.03576E+02     4.00417E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     8.04329E-02     6.00645E-01     0.00000E+00     1.10238E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.12851E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     2.14918E+03     2.39861E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   6 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     7.85901E+02     6.31773E+02     6.89659E+02     3.98950E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     8.64107E-02     5.94739E-01     0.00000E+00     1.08463E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.11109E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     2.15276E+03     2.40843E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
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 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   7 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     7.60732E+02     6.33309E+02     6.79704E+02     3.97623E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     9.34814E-02     5.88580E-01     0.00000E+00     1.05922E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.08497E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     2.11159E+03     2.36203E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   8 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     7.38327E+02     6.34846E+02     6.73579E+02     3.96465E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.01756E-01     5.82137E-01     0.00000E+00     1.03086E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.05530E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
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 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     2.05144E+03     2.29142E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   9 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     7.19037E+02     6.36384E+02     6.67832E+02     3.95478E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.11422E-01     5.75371E-01     0.00000E+00     1.00315E+03 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     1.02608E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.99138E+03     2.22045E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   10 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     7.02880E+02     6.37925E+02     6.63101E+02     3.94633E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.22784E-01     5.68230E-01     0.00000E+00     9.78577E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
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     1.00007E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.94348E+03     2.16415E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   11 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.89695E+02     6.39467E+02     6.59313E+02     3.93910E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.36310E-01     5.60658E-01     0.00000E+00     9.58347E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.78644E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.91317E+03     2.12926E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   12 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.79261E+02     6.41011E+02     6.56415E+02     3.93271E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.52674E-01     5.52584E-01     0.00000E+00     9.42130E+02 
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 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.61467E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.89951E+03     2.11460E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   13 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.71352E+02     6.42557E+02     6.54364E+02     3.92675E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.72785E-01     5.43916E-01     0.00000E+00     9.28906E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.47444E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.89667E+03     2.11304E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   14 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.65716E+02     6.44104E+02     6.53123E+02     3.92211E+02 
 ; 
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 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     1.97758E-01     5.34538E-01     0.00000E+00     9.17142E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.34961E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.89411E+03     2.11159E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   15 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.62002E+02     6.45653E+02     6.52600E+02     3.91927E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     2.28747E-01     5.24297E-01     0.00000E+00     9.04742E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.21835E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.87636E+03     2.09124E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   16 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
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     6.59715E+02     6.47202E+02     6.52619E+02     3.91776E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     2.66526E-01     5.12981E-01     0.00000E+00     8.89438E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     9.05752E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.82419E+03     2.02848E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   17 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.58269E+02     6.48752E+02     6.52933E+02     3.91693E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     3.10657E-01     5.00283E-01     0.00000E+00     8.69115E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     8.84562E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.71723E+03     1.89879E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
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 ELSEIF nIter   18 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.57050E+02     6.50303E+02     6.53294E+02     3.91625E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     3.57862E-01     4.85708E-01     0.00000E+00     8.38954E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     8.53190E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     1.53441E+03     1.67832E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   19 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.55676E+02     6.51854E+02     6.53617E+02     3.91605E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     4.00241E-01     4.68367E-01     0.00000E+00     7.83916E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     7.95237E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
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     1.25210E+03     1.34252E+03     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ELSEIF nIter   20 = THEN 
 EVALUATE  TcoolRc   TcoolANULS   TFT        TPT := 
     6.54474E+02     6.53405E+02     6.53939E+02     3.91665E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  DcoolR1   DcoolANULS   TcladRc    TcladR1    := 
     4.27737E-01     4.46518E-01     0.00000E+00     7.04741E+02 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TcladR2   TcladR3      TcladR4    TCEL       := 
     7.09713E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 EVALUATE  TfuelR1   TfuelR2      TfuelR3    TfuelR4    := 
     8.87253E+02     9.18400E+02     0.00000E+00     0.00000E+00 
 ; 
 ENDIF ; 
  
 EVALUATE TFTLIN  TFTLOUT TLINERO := TFT  TFT TPT ; 
  
 EVALUATE  TLINER  TYSZ :=   TcoolRc  TcoolRc TPT + 2.0 /  ; 
  
 EVALUATE   DcoolCNTR DcoolR2  :=  DcoolR1   DcoolR1   ; 
 EVALUATE   TcoolR1   TcoolR2  :=  TcoolRc   TcoolRc   ; 
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*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
*                          Defining Mixtures                         * 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
  
 SCWRLIB := LIB: :: 
   MXIS 100 NMIX <<MaxNmix>> CTRA WIMS 
   DEPL LIB: WIMSD4 FIL: IAEALB 
   MIXS LIB: WIMSD4 FIL: IAEALB 
  
! The coolant is light water 
   MIX <<coolCNTR>>  <<TcoolANULS>>  <<DcoolANULS>> 
       <<libo16>>  <<wto16c>> 
       <<libH1>>   <<wtH1c>> 
       <<libD2>>   <<wtD2c>> 
  
   MIX <<coolR1>>  <<TcoolR1>>  <<DcoolR1>> 
       <<libo16>>  <<wto16c>> 
       <<libH1>>   <<wtH1c>> 
       <<libD2>>   <<wtD2c>> 
  
  MIX <<coolR2>>  <<TcoolR2>>  <<DcoolR2>> 
      <<libo16>>  <<wto16c>> 
      <<libH1>>   <<wtH1c>> 
      <<libD2>>   <<wtD2c>> 
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! The cladding is made of Zr-modified 310 Stainless Steel 
! Kaneda, J., Kasahara, S., Kano, F., Saito, N., Shikama, 
! T. and Matsui, M. (2011) Material Development for 
! Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactor. 5th International 
! Conference on SCWR (ISSCWR-5), Vancouver, 13-16 March 2011. 
  
  MIX <<cladR1>> <<TcladR1>> <<Dclad>> 
      <<libNi>> 20.82 
      <<libCr>> 25.04 
      <<libFe>> 52.48 
      <<libC>> 0.034 
      <<libSi>> 0.51 
      <<libZr>> 0.59 
      <<libMo>> 0.51 
      <<libP>> 0.016 
  
 MIX <<cladR2>> <<TcladR2>> <<Dclad>> 
     <<libNi>> 20.82 
     <<libCr>> 25.04 
     <<libFe>> 52.48 
     <<libC>> 0.034 
     <<libSi>> 0.51 
     <<libZr>> 0.59 
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     <<libMo>> 0.51 
     <<libP>> 0.016 
! The pressure tube is made of Zr-Excel 
! Zr - 3.5%Sn - 0.8%Nb - 0.8%Mo Chow and Khartabil (2008) 
   MIX <<PT>> <<TPT>> <<DPT>> 
       <<libSn>> 3.50 
       <<libMo>> 0.8 
       <<libNb>> 0.80 
       <<libZr>> 94.90 
  
   MIX <<YSZ>> <<TYSZ>> <<DYSZ>> 
       <<libZr>> 74.5 
       <<libo16>> 25.5 
  
! inner insulator liner - Zr-modified 310 Stainless Steel 
   MIX <<LINER>> <<TLINER>> <<DLINER>> 
       <<libNi>> 20.82 
       <<libCr>> 25.04 
       <<libFe>> 52.48 
       <<libC>> 0.034 
       <<libSi>> 0.51 
       <<libZr>> 0.59 
       <<libMo>> 0.51 
       <<libP>> 0.016 
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! The outer liner is made of Zr-Excel 
! Zr - 3.5%Sn - 0.8%Nb - 0.8%Mo Chow and Khartabil (2008) 
   MIX <<LINERO>> <<TLINERO>> <<DLINERO>> 
       <<libSn>> 3.50 
       <<libMo>> 0.8 
       <<libNb>> 0.80 
       <<libZr>> 94.90 
  
!  flow tube inner cladding - Zr-modified 310 Stainless Steel 
   MIX  <<FT>> <<TFT>> <<DFT>> 
        <<libNi>> 20.82 
        <<libCr>> 25.04 
        <<libFe>> 52.48 
        <<libC>> 0.034 
        <<libSi>> 0.51 
        <<libZr>> 0.59 
        <<libMo>> 0.51 
        <<libP>> 0.016 
  
  
! Fuel elements on the outer ring (15 wt% PuO2 in ThO2) 
   MIX <<FuelO1>> <<TfuelR1>> 9.91 
       <<libPu238>> 3.6383E-01 1 
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       <<libPu239>> 6.8743E+00 1 
       <<libPu240>> 3.0376E+00 1 
       <<libPu241>> 2.0149E+00 1 
       <<libPu242>> 9.3933E-01 1 
       <<libTh232>> 7.4700E+01 1 
       <<libPa233>> 0.0000E+00 1 
       <<libU233>> 0.0000E+00 1 
       <<libO>> 1.2070E+01 
       <<libXe135>> 1.0000E-10 
       <<libSm149>> 1.0000E-10 
       <<libNp239>> 1.0000E-10 
  
! Fuel elements on the outer ring (12 wt% PuO2 in ThO2) 
   MIX <<FuelO2>> <<TfuelR2>> 9.87 
       <<libPu238>>  2.9123E-01 1 
       <<libPu239>>  5.5026E+00 1 
       <<libPu240>>  2.4315E+00 1 
       <<libPu241>>  1.6129E+00 1 
       <<libPu242>>  7.5189E-01 1 
       <<libTh232>> 7.7340E+01 1 
       <<libPa233>> 0.0000E+00 1 
       <<libU233>> 0.0000E+00 1 
       <<libO>> 1.2080E+01 
       <<libXe135>> 1.0000E-10 
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       <<libSm149>> 1.0000E-10 
       <<libNp239>> 1.0000E-10 
  
   MIX <<mod>> <<Tmod>> <<Dmod>> 
       <<libo16>> <<wto16m>> 
       <<libH1>> <<wtH1m>> 




*                       Geometry Description                         * 
*--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
  
 SCWRGEO := GEO: :: CARCEL 15 1 1 
 X- REFL 
 X+ REFL 
 Y- REFL 
 Y+ REFL 
 EDIT 0 
 MESHX <<llattice>> <<rlattice>> 
 MESHY <<llattice>> <<rlattice>> 
  
! This creates a unit cell without the fuel bundle 
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 RADIUS <<center>> 
  <<cencols1>>  <<cencols2>>  <<cencols3>>   <<cencols4>> 
  <<rFTin>>     <<rFTout>>    <<midcols1>>   <<rLINERin>> 
  <<rLINERout>> <<rYSZout>>   <<rLINEROout>> <<rPTout>> 
  <<modseg1>>   <<modseg2>>   <<rlattice>> 
  
 MIX    <<coolCNTR>>  <<coolCNTR>> <<coolCNTR>> <<coolCNTR>> 
        <<coolCNTR>>  <<FT>>       <<coolR1>>   <<coolR2>> 
        <<LINER>>     <<YSZ>>      <<LINERO>>   <<PT>> 
        <<mod>>       <<mod>>      <<mod>>      <<mod>> 
  
! This module adds the fuel bundle to the unit cell 
 SPLITR 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 3 1 3 3 3 9 
 CLUSTER   ELEMENTR1 ELEMENTR2 
  
 :::      ELEMENTR1 := GEO: TUBE 2 
          MIX <<FuelO1>> <<cladR1>> 
          NPIN <<n1>> RPIN <<ring1>> APIN 0.0 
          RADIUS <<center>> <<cladR1IR>> <<cladR1OR>> 
          SPLITR 3 2 ; 
  
 :::      ELEMENTR2 := GEO: ELEMENTR1 
          MIX <<FuelO2>> <<cladR2>> 
          NPIN <<n2>> RPIN <<ring2>> APIN 0.349066 
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          RADIUS <<center>> <<cladR2IR>> <<cladR2OR>> 




 IF nIter 1 = THEN 
 SCWRMIX3.ps := PSP: SCWRGEO ::  TYPE MIXTURE ; 
 SCWRREG3.ps := PSP: SCWRGEO ::  TYPE REGION ; 
 ENDIF ; 
  
*------ 
*  Flux calculation 
*------ 
  
 SCWRTRKS TRACKFS := EXCELT: SCWRGEO :: 
 EDIT 2 ! To verify volume and surface integration errors 
 MAXR 95 TRAK TISO 16 30.0 ; 
  
 SCWRLIB := SHI: SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS TRACKFS :: 
 EDIT 1 NOLJ LEVEL 0 ; 
  
 SCWRPIJ := ASM: SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS TRACKFS :: 
 EDIT 1 
 PNOR NONL ; 
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 SCWRFLUX := FLU: SCWRPIJ SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
 EDIT 1 
 TYPE K ; 
  
 IF nIter 1 = THEN 
    FLUXF41 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 2 = THEN 
    FLUXF42 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 3 = THEN 
    FLUXF43 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 4 = THEN 
    FLUXF44 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 5 = THEN 
    FLUXF45 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 6 = THEN 
    FLUXF46 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 7 = THEN 
    FLUXF47 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 8 = THEN 
    FLUXF48 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 9 = THEN 
    FLUXF49 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 10 = THEN 
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    FLUXF50 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 11 = THEN 
    FLUXF51 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 12 = THEN 
    FLUXF52 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 13 = THEN 
    FLUXF53 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 14 = THEN 
    FLUXF54 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 15 = THEN 
    FLUXF55 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 16 = THEN 
    FLUXF56 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 17 = THEN 
    FLUXF57 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 18 = THEN 
    FLUXF58 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 19 = THEN 
    FLUXF59 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 20 = THEN 
    FLUXF60 := SCWRFLUX ; 
 ENDIF ; 
  
 SCWREDI := EDI: SCWRFLUX SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
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 EDIT 4 
 MICR ALL 
 MERG COMP 
  
  COND  6065500.0   821000.0   15000.0   146.0740 
        9.88        0.625      0.2866    0.1761 
  
 SAVE ; 
  
 IF nIter 1 = THEN 
    EDIF41.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 2 = THEN 
    EDIF42.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 3 = THEN 
    EDIF43.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 4 = THEN 
    EDIF44.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 5 = THEN 
    EDIF45.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 6 = THEN 
    EDIF46.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 7 = THEN 
    EDIF47.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 8 = THEN 
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    EDIF48.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 9 = THEN 
    EDIF49.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 10 = THEN 
    EDIF50.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 11 = THEN 
    EDIF51.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 12 = THEN 
    EDIF52.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 13 = THEN 
    EDIF53.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 14 = THEN 
    EDIF54.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 15 = THEN 
    EDIF55.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 16 = THEN 
    EDIF56.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 17 = THEN 
    EDIF57.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 18 = THEN 
    EDIF58.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 19 = THEN 
    EDIF59.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 20 = THEN 
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    EDIF60.txt := SCWREDI ; 
 ENDIF ; 
!--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
!                         Burn-up Calculation                        * 
!--------------------------------------------------------------------* 
  
 ECHO " Initial time is equal to: "  Timei ; 
  
 WHILE Timei Timec < DO 
   EVALUATE Timef := Timei DelT + ; 
   IF Timei 0.0 = THEN 
     SCWRBURNUP SCWRLIB := EVO: SCWRLIB SCWRFLUX SCWRTRKS :: 
  
       DEPL <<Timei>> <<Timef>> DAY POWR <<Power>> ; 
   ELSE 
     SCWRBURNUP SCWRLIB := EVO: SCWRBURNUP SCWRLIB 
     SCWRFLUX SCWRTRKS :: 
  
   DEPL <<Timei>> <<Timef>> DAY POWR <<Power>> ; 
   ENDIF ; 
  
   SCWRLIB := SHI: SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS TRACKFS :: 
   EDIT 1 NOLJ LEVEL 0  ; 
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   SCWRPIJ := DELETE: SCWRPIJ ; 
  
   SCWRPIJ := ASM: SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS TRACKFS :: 
   EDIT 1 
   PNOR NONL ; 
  
   SCWRFLUX := FLU: SCWRFLUX SCWRPIJ SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
   EDIT 1 
   TYPE K ; 
  
   SCWREDI := EDI: SCWREDI SCWRFLUX SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
   EDIT 4 
   MICR ALL 
   MERG COMP 
  COND  6065500.0   821000.0   15000.0   146.0740 
        9.88        0.625      0.2866    0.1761 
   SAVE  ; 
  
!-----------------------------------------------------------------* 
   IF Timef Timec = THEN 
      IF Timec 150.0 = THEN 
         EVALUATE DelT Timec := 250.0 900.0 ; 
      ENDIF ; 
      IF Timec 50.0 = THEN 
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         EVALUATE DelT Timec := 50.0 150.0 ; 
      ENDIF ; 
      IF Timec 10.0 = THEN 
         EVALUATE DelT Timec := 10.0 50.0 ; 
      ENDIF ; 
      IF Timec 5.0 = THEN 
         EVALUATE DelT Timec := 5.0 10.0 ; 
      ENDIF ; 
      IF Timec 1.0 = THEN 
         EVALUATE DelT Timec := 4.0 5.0 ; 
      ENDIF ; 
    ENDIF ; 
    EVALUATE Timei := Timef ; 
 ENDWHILE ; 
  
*------------ 
* CPO With burn-up 
*------------- 
  
 IF nIter 1 = THEN 
  
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL41     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 2 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL42     1" ; 
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 ELSEIF nIter 3 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL43     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 4 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL44     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 5 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL45     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 6 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL46     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 7 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL47     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 8 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL48     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 9 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL49     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 10 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL50     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 11 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL51     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 12 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL52     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 13 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL53     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 14 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL54     1" ; 
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 ELSEIF nIter 15 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL55     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 16 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL56     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 17 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL57     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 18 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL58     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 19 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL59     1" ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 20 = THEN 
 EVALUATE FUELNUMBER := "FUEL60     1" ; 
 ENDIF ; 
  
 COMPOSCWR := CPO: SCWRBURNUP SCWREDI :: 
 BURNUP REF-CASE NAME <<FUELNUMBER>> ; 
  
 IF nIter 1 = THEN 
  
   CpoFUL41 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 2 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL2 ; 
   CpoFUL42 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 3 = THEN 
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 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL3 ; 
   CpoFUL43 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 4 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL4 ; 
   CpoFUL44 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 5 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL5 ; 
   CpoFUL45 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 6 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL6 ; 
   CpoFUL46 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 7 = THEN 
 !  BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL7 ; 
   CpoFUL47 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 8 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL8 ; 
   CpoFUL48 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 9 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL9 ; 
   CpoFUL49 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 10 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL10 ; 
   CpoFUL50 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 11 = THEN 
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 !  BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL11 ; 
   CpoFUL51 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 12 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL12 ; 
   CpoFUL52 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 13 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL13 ; 
   CpoFUL53 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 14 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL14 ; 
   CpoFUL54 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 15 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL15 ; 
   CpoFUL55 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 16 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL16 ; 
   CpoFUL56 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 17 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL17 ; 
   CpoFUL57 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 18 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL18 ; 
   CpoFUL58 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 19 = THEN 
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 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL19 ; 
   CpoFUL59 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ELSEIF nIter 20 = THEN 
 !   BURNUP REF-CASE NAME FUEL20 ; 
   CpoFUL60 := COMPOSCWR ; 
 ENDIF ; 
  
  IF nIter 1 = THEN 
*------------ 
* CPO Reflector 
*------------- 
  
 SCWREDI := DELETE: SCWREDI ; 
 SCWREDI := EDI: SCWRFLUX SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
    EDIT 4 
    MERG REGI 
  
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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  COND  6065500.0   821000.0   15000.0   146.0740 
        9.88        0.625      0.2866    0.1761 
    SAVE ON  "MODE1    1" ; 
  
  CpoMode13 := SCWREDI ; 
  
 CpoREFL := CPO: SCWREDI :: 
 EDIT 3 
 STEP "MODE1    1" NAME "REFL1    1" ; 
 CpoRefl13 := CpoREFL ; 
  
 ENDIF ; 
  
 IF nIter 2 = THEN 
*------------ 
* Radial Power 
*------------- 
  
 SCWREDI := DELETE: SCWREDI ; 
 SCWREDI := EDI: SCWRFLUX SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
   EDIT 1 
   MERG  MIX 
   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0 
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   0 <<FuelO1>> 
     <<FuelO2>> 
   0 
  
  COND  6065500.0   821000.0   15000.0   146.0740 
        9.88        0.625      0.2866    0.1761 
   SAVE ON  "RING1    1" ; 
  
CpoRPower23 := SCWREDI ; 
ENDIF ; 
  
 IF nIter 10 = THEN 
*------------ 
* Radial Power 
*------------- 
  
SCWREDI := DELETE: SCWREDI ; 
SCWREDI := EDI: SCWRFLUX SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
   EDIT 1 
   MERG  MIX 
   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0 
   0 <<FuelO1>> 
     <<FuelO2>> 
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   0 
  
  COND  6065500.0   821000.0   15000.0   146.0740 
        9.88        0.625      0.2866    0.1761 
   SAVE ON  "RING1    1" ; 
  
CpoRPower103 := SCWREDI ; 
ENDIF ; 
  
 IF nIter 20 = THEN 
*------------ 
* Radial Power 
*------------- 
SCWREDI := DELETE: SCWREDI ; 
SCWREDI := EDI: SCWRFLUX SCWRLIB SCWRTRKS :: 
   EDIT 1 
   MERG  MIX 
   0   0   0   0   0 
   0   0   0   0   0 
   0 <<FuelO1>> 
     <<FuelO2>> 
   0 
  
  COND  6065500.0   821000.0   15000.0   146.0740 
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        9.88        0.625      0.2866    0.1761 
  
   SAVE ON  "RING1    1" ; 
  
CpoRPower203 := SCWREDI ; 
ENDIF ; 
 EVALUATE nIter := nIter 1 + ; 
  
 SCWRLIB   SCWRGEO   TRACKFS     SCWRTRKS    SCWRPIJ 
 SCWRFLUX  SCWREDI   COMPOSCWR   SCWRBURNUP 
  
 := DELETE: 
  
 SCWRLIB   SCWRGEO   TRACKFS     SCWRTRKS    SCWRPIJ 
 SCWRFLUX  SCWREDI   COMPOSCWR   SCWRBURNUP  ; 
  
 EVALUATE DelT Timec Timei Timef := 
      1.0  1.0   0.0   0.0 ; 
  
 ENDWHILE ; 
 END: ; 
  
 QUIT " THEND" . 
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Appendix C – DONJON Input File 
 
********************************************************************** 
*                                                                    * 
* Input file : SCWR_DONJON.x2m                                       * 
* Purpose   : Full-Core Calculation                                  * 





PROCEDURE  SCWRPgeom   SCWRPburn   SCWRPfmap  assertS  ; 
         
MODULE     DELETE:   GREP:    END:    CRE:    MACINI:    FLUD:    
           USPLIT:   DSET:    TAVG:   FLPOW:  TRIVAT:    TRIVAA: 
           NEWMAC:   RESINI:  GEO:    OUT:    UTL:       TINST:  




LINKED_LIST   SCWRGEOM    SCWRFMAP    SCWRMATEX    SCWRTRACK 
              SCWRMACFL   SCWRMACRO   SCWRMACRO1   SCWRMACRO2    
              SYSTEM      SCWRFLUX    SCWRPOWER    SCWROPTIM  
              DSCWRMACRO2        




LINKED_LIST   SCWRLREFL1    
              LFUEL1      LFUEL2       LFUEL3       LFUEL4  
              LFUEL5      LFUEL6       LFUEL7       LFUEL8  
              LFUEL9      LFUEL10      LFUEL11      LFUEL12  
              LFUEL13     LFUEL14      LFUEL15      LFUEL16  
              LFUEL17     LFUEL18      LFUEL19      LFUEL20    
              LFUEL21     LFUEL22      LFUEL23      LFUEL24  
              LFUEL25     LFUEL26      LFUEL27      LFUEL28  
              LFUEL29     LFUEL30      LFUEL31      LFUEL32  
              LFUEL33     LFUEL34      LFUEL35      LFUEL36  
              LFUEL37     LFUEL38      LFUEL39      LFUEL40   
              LFUEL41     LFUEL42      LFUEL43      LFUEL44  
              LFUEL45     LFUEL46      LFUEL47      LFUEL48  
              LFUEL49     LFUEL50      LFUEL51      LFUEL52  
              LFUEL53     LFUEL54      LFUEL55      LFUEL56  
              LFUEL57     LFUEL58      LFUEL59      LFUEL60   











INTEGER nbMIXmax            := 71 ;     ! Max # of reactor mixtures 
INTEGER nbMix       MaxReg  := 61 900000 ; 
INTEGER nbRefl      nbFuel  := 1  60 ;     
 
!It can be changed in case of having blocks with different geometries 
!Material #s for the reflector 
INTEGER mRef1   := 1 ;    
!mRef2  
 
!Material numbers of fuels 
INTEGER mFuel1   mFuel2   mFuel3   mFuel4  
        mFuel5   mFuel6   mFuel7   mFuel8  
        mFuel9   mFuel10  mFuel11  mFuel12 
        mFuel13  mFuel14  mFuel15  mFuel16  
        mFuel17  mFuel18  mFuel19  mFuel20  :=  
        2         3       4        5 
        6         7       8        9   
        10        11      12       13 
        14        15      16       17  
        18        19      20       21 ;    
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INTEGER mFuel21  mFuel22  mFuel23  mFuel24  
        mFuel25  mFuel26  mFuel27  mFuel28  
        mFuel29  mFuel30  mFuel31  mFuel32 
        mFuel33  mFuel34  mFuel35  mFuel36  
        mFuel37  mFuel38  mFuel39  mFuel40  :=  
        22       23       24       25 
        26       27       28       29   
        30       31       32       33 
        34       35       36       37  
        38       39       40       41 ;  
   
INTEGER mFuel41  mFuel42  mFuel43  mFuel44  
        mFuel45  mFuel46  mFuel47  mFuel48  
        mFuel49  mFuel50  mFuel51  mFuel52 
        mFuel53  mFuel54  mFuel55  mFuel56  
        mFuel57  mFuel58  mFuel59  mFuel60  :=  
        42       43       44       45 
        46       47       48       49   
        50       51       52       53 
        54       55       56       57  
        58       59       60       61 ;  
 
 
INTEGER nChannel      nBundle    := 336    20   ; 
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REAL    nChannel_R    nBundle_R  := 336.0  20.0 ; 
INTEGER n_comb_zone   refuel_sch := 3      20   ;                
 
!# of combustion zones and the refuelling scheme 0, 4, 8, or 10 
 
REAL l_bundle lattice := 24.765  25.0 ; 
REAL Power := 2540.0 ;               
 
! Total thermal power of the reactor 
 
REAL pBundle := Power nChannel_R / nBundle_R / ; 
REAL fuel_enrich := 8.5 ; 
REAL epsil Precf := 1.0E-4  1.0E-4 ; 
 
STRING Method := "MCFD" ;  
INTEGER degree quadr := 1 1 ; 
INTEGER iter iEdit :=  0 5 ; 
REAL Eps keff Bexit ; 
INTEGER splitZ := 1 ; 
* 
*===================================================================== 
*COMPO files and directories 
*===================================================================== 
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*--------------------- 
* COMPO files 
*--------------------- 
 
SEQ_ASCII SREFL1  :: FILE 'CpoRefl1'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL1  :: FILE 'CpoFUL1'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL2  :: FILE 'CpoFUL2'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL3  :: FILE 'CpoFUL3'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL4  :: FILE 'CpoFUL4'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL5  :: FILE 'CpoFUL5'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL6  :: FILE 'CpoFUL6'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL7  :: FILE 'CpoFUL7'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL8  :: FILE 'CpoFUL8'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL9  :: FILE 'CpoFUL9'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL10 :: FILE 'CpoFUL10'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL11 :: FILE 'CpoFUL11'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL12 :: FILE 'CpoFUL12'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL13 :: FILE 'CpoFUL13'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL14 :: FILE 'CpoFUL14'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL15 :: FILE 'CpoFUL15'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL16 :: FILE 'CpoFUL16'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL17 :: FILE 'CpoFUL17'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL18 :: FILE 'CpoFUL18'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL19 :: FILE 'CpoFUL19'  ; 
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SEQ_ASCII SFUEL20 :: FILE 'CpoFUL20'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL21  :: FILE 'CpoFUL21'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL22  :: FILE 'CpoFUL22'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL23  :: FILE 'CpoFUL23'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL24  :: FILE 'CpoFUL24'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL25  :: FILE 'CpoFUL25'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL26  :: FILE 'CpoFUL26'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL27  :: FILE 'CpoFUL27'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL28  :: FILE 'CpoFUL28'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL29  :: FILE 'CpoFUL29'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL30 :: FILE 'CpoFUL30'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL31 :: FILE 'CpoFUL31'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL32 :: FILE 'CpoFUL32'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL33 :: FILE 'CpoFUL33'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL34 :: FILE 'CpoFUL34'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL35 :: FILE 'CpoFUL35'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL36 :: FILE 'CpoFUL36'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL37 :: FILE 'CpoFUL37'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL38 :: FILE 'CpoFUL38'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL39 :: FILE 'CpoFUL39'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL40 :: FILE 'CpoFUL40'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL41  :: FILE 'CpoFUL41'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL42  :: FILE 'CpoFUL42'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL43  :: FILE 'CpoFUL43'  ; 
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SEQ_ASCII SFUEL44  :: FILE 'CpoFUL44'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL45  :: FILE 'CpoFUL45'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL46  :: FILE 'CpoFUL46'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL47  :: FILE 'CpoFUL47'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL48  :: FILE 'CpoFUL48'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL49  :: FILE 'CpoFUL49'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL50 :: FILE 'CpoFUL50'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL51 :: FILE 'CpoFUL51'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL52 :: FILE 'CpoFUL52'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL53 :: FILE 'CpoFUL53'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL54 :: FILE 'CpoFUL54'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL55 :: FILE 'CpoFUL55'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL56 :: FILE 'CpoFUL56'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL57 :: FILE 'CpoFUL57'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL58 :: FILE 'CpoFUL58'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL59 :: FILE 'CpoFUL59'  ; 
SEQ_ASCII SFUEL60 :: FILE 'CpoFUL60'  ; 
 
*--------------------- 
* COMPO directories 
*--------------------- 
STRING NameRefl1  := "REFL1      1" ; 
 
STRING NameFuel1  := "FUEL1      1" ; 
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STRING NameFuel2  := "FUEL2      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel3  := "FUEL3      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel4  := "FUEL4      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel5  := "FUEL5      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel6  := "FUEL6      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel7  := "FUEL7      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel8  := "FUEL8      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel9  := "FUEL9      1" ; 
STRING NameFuel10 := "FUEL10     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel11 := "FUEL11     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel12 := "FUEL12     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel13 := "FUEL13     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel14 := "FUEL14     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel15 := "FUEL15     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel16 := "FUEL16     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel17 := "FUEL17     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel18 := "FUEL18     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel19 := "FUEL19     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel20 := "FUEL20     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel21 := "FUEL21     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel22 := "FUEL22     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel23 := "FUEL23     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel24 := "FUEL24     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel25 := "FUEL25     1" ; 
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STRING NameFuel26 := "FUEL26     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel27 := "FUEL27     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel28 := "FUEL28     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel29 := "FUEL29     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel30 := "FUEL30     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel31 := "FUEL31     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel32 := "FUEL32     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel33 := "FUEL33     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel34 := "FUEL34     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel35 := "FUEL35     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel36 := "FUEL36     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel37 := "FUEL37     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel38 := "FUEL38     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel39 := "FUEL39     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel40 := "FUEL40     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel41 := "FUEL41     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel42 := "FUEL42     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel43 := "FUEL43     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel44 := "FUEL44     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel45 := "FUEL45     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel46 := "FUEL46     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel47 := "FUEL47     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel48 := "FUEL48     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel49 := "FUEL49     1" ; 
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STRING NameFuel50 := "FUEL50     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel51 := "FUEL51     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel52 := "FUEL52     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel53 := "FUEL53     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel54 := "FUEL54     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel55 := "FUEL55     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel56 := "FUEL56     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel57 := "FUEL57     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel58 := "FUEL58     1" ; 
STRING NameFuel59 := "FUEL59     1" ; 












* Geometry description 
*--------------------- 
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* 




* Reactor material index using USPLIT: module 
*--------------------- 
* 
SCWRGEOM SCWRMATEX := USPLIT: SCWRGEOM :: 
    EDIT 1  NGRP 9      ! The number of energy groups 
    MAXR  <<MaxReg>>    ! Check this number 
    NREFL <<nbRefl>> RMIX <<mRef1>>   
    NFUEL <<nbFuel>> FMIX  <<mFuel1>>   <<mFuel2>>   <<mFuel3>> 
               <<mFuel4>>  <<mFuel5>>   <<mFuel6>>   <<mFuel7>> 
               <<mFuel8>>  <<mFuel9>>   <<mFuel10>>  <<mFuel11>> 
               <<mFuel12>> <<mFuel13>>  <<mFuel14>>  <<mFuel15>> 
               <<mFuel16>> <<mFuel17>>  <<mFuel18>>  <<mFuel19>> 
               <<mFuel20>> <<mFuel21>>  <<mFuel22>>  <<mFuel23>> 
               <<mFuel24>> <<mFuel25>>  <<mFuel26>>  <<mFuel27>> 
               <<mFuel28>> <<mFuel29>>  <<mFuel30>>  <<mFuel31>> 
               <<mFuel32>> <<mFuel33>>  <<mFuel34>>  <<mFuel35>> 
               <<mFuel36>> <<mFuel37>>  <<mFuel38>>  <<mFuel39>> 
               <<mFuel40>> <<mFuel41>>  <<mFuel42>>  <<mFuel43>> 
               <<mFuel44>> <<mFuel45>>  <<mFuel46>>  <<mFuel47>> 
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               <<mFuel48>> <<mFuel49>>  <<mFuel50>>  <<mFuel51>> 
               <<mFuel52>> <<mFuel53>>  <<mFuel54>>  <<mFuel55>> 
               <<mFuel56>> <<mFuel57>>  <<mFuel58>>  <<mFuel59>> 
               <<mFuel60>>  








IF Method "MCFD" = THEN 
       SCWRTRACK := TRIVAT: SCWRGEOM ::  
       EDIT 1 MAXR <<MaxReg>> MCFD <<degree>> ; 
 
ELSEIF Method "PRIM" = THEN 
       SCWRTRACK := TRIVAT: SCWRGEOM ::  
       EDIT 1 MAXR <<MaxReg>> PRIM <<degree>> ; 
 
ELSEIF Method "DUAL" = THEN 
       SCWRTRACK := TRIVAT: SCWRGEOM ::  
       EDIT 1 MAXR <<MaxReg>> DUAL <<degree>> <<quadr>> ; 
 






* Macrolib for reflector using CRE: module 
*--------------------- 
* 
SCWRLREFL1 := SREFL1 ; 
 
SCWRMACRO1 := CRE: SCWRLREFL1 ::  
   EDIT 1 NMIX <<nbMix>>  
   READ COMPO SCWRLREFL1 MIX <<mRef1>> <<NameRefl1>> ENDMIX 





* Fuel-map specification 
*--------------------- 
* 
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LFUEL1    :=   SFUEL1  ; 
LFUEL2    :=   SFUEL2  ; 
LFUEL3    :=   SFUEL3  ; 
LFUEL4    :=   SFUEL4  ; 
LFUEL5    :=   SFUEL5  ; 
LFUEL6    :=   SFUEL6  ; 
LFUEL7    :=   SFUEL7  ; 
LFUEL8    :=   SFUEL8  ; 
LFUEL9    :=   SFUEL9  ; 
LFUEL10   :=   SFUEL10 ;  
LFUEL11   :=   SFUEL11 ; 
LFUEL12   :=   SFUEL12 ; 
LFUEL13   :=   SFUEL13 ; 
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LFUEL14   :=   SFUEL14 ; 
LFUEL15   :=   SFUEL15 ; 
LFUEL16   :=   SFUEL16 ; 
LFUEL17   :=   SFUEL17 ; 
LFUEL18   :=   SFUEL18 ;   
LFUEL19   :=   SFUEL19 ; 
LFUEL20   :=   SFUEL20 ; 
  
LFUEL21   :=   SFUEL21 ; 
LFUEL22   :=   SFUEL22 ; 
LFUEL23   :=   SFUEL23 ; 
LFUEL24   :=   SFUEL24 ; 
LFUEL25   :=   SFUEL25 ; 
LFUEL26   :=   SFUEL26 ; 
LFUEL27   :=   SFUEL27 ; 
LFUEL28   :=   SFUEL28 ; 
LFUEL29   :=   SFUEL29 ; 
LFUEL30   :=   SFUEL30 ;  
LFUEL31   :=   SFUEL31 ; 
LFUEL32   :=   SFUEL32 ; 
LFUEL33   :=   SFUEL33 ; 
LFUEL34   :=   SFUEL34 ; 
LFUEL35   :=   SFUEL35 ; 
LFUEL36   :=   SFUEL36 ; 
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LFUEL37   :=   SFUEL37 ; 
LFUEL38   :=   SFUEL38 ;   
LFUEL39   :=   SFUEL39 ; 
LFUEL40   :=   SFUEL40 ;  
 
LFUEL41   :=   SFUEL41 ; 
LFUEL42   :=   SFUEL42 ; 
LFUEL43   :=   SFUEL43 ; 
LFUEL44   :=   SFUEL44 ; 
LFUEL45   :=   SFUEL45 ; 
LFUEL46   :=   SFUEL46 ; 
LFUEL47   :=   SFUEL47 ; 
LFUEL48   :=   SFUEL48 ; 
LFUEL49   :=   SFUEL49 ; 
LFUEL50   :=   SFUEL50 ;  
LFUEL51   :=   SFUEL51 ; 
LFUEL52   :=   SFUEL52 ; 
LFUEL53   :=   SFUEL53 ; 
LFUEL54   :=   SFUEL54 ; 
LFUEL55   :=   SFUEL55 ; 
LFUEL56   :=   SFUEL56 ; 
LFUEL57   :=   SFUEL57 ; 
LFUEL58   :=   SFUEL58 ;   
LFUEL59   :=   SFUEL59 ; 
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LFUEL60   :=   SFUEL60 ; 
 
EVALUATE Eps := epsil 1.0 + ; 
 
 
WHILE Eps epsil > iter 20 < * DO 
      EVALUATE iter := iter 1 + ; 
 
*---- 
* Fuel-map macrolib 
*---- 
 
     
   SCWRMACFL := CRE:   LFUEL1   LFUEL2   LFUEL3   LFUEL4   LFUEL5 
                       LFUEL6   LFUEL7   LFUEL8   LFUEL9   LFUEL10 
                       LFUEL11  LFUEL12  LFUEL13  LFUEL14  LFUEL15 
                       LFUEL16  LFUEL17  LFUEL18  LFUEL19  LFUEL20 
                       LFUEL21  LFUEL22  LFUEL23  LFUEL24  LFUEL25 
                       LFUEL26  LFUEL27  LFUEL28  LFUEL29  LFUEL30 
                       LFUEL31  LFUEL32  LFUEL33  LFUEL34  LFUEL35 
                       LFUEL36  LFUEL37  LFUEL38  LFUEL39  LFUEL40 
                       LFUEL41  LFUEL42  LFUEL43  LFUEL44  LFUEL45 
                       LFUEL46  LFUEL47  LFUEL48  LFUEL49  LFUEL50 
                       LFUEL51  LFUEL52  LFUEL53  LFUEL54  LFUEL55 
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                       LFUEL56  LFUEL57  LFUEL58  LFUEL59  LFUEL60 
      
            SCWRFMAP ::  EDIT 0 READ  
            TABLE LFUEL1  MIX  <<mFuel1>>  <<NameFuel1>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL2  MIX  <<mFuel2>>  <<NameFuel2>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL3  MIX  <<mFuel3>>  <<NameFuel3>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL4  MIX  <<mFuel4>>  <<NameFuel4>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL5  MIX  <<mFuel5>>  <<NameFuel5>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL6  MIX  <<mFuel6>>  <<NameFuel6>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL7  MIX  <<mFuel7>>  <<NameFuel7>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL8  MIX  <<mFuel8>>  <<NameFuel8>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL9  MIX  <<mFuel9>>  <<NameFuel9>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL10 MIX  <<mFuel10>> <<NameFuel10>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL11 MIX  <<mFuel11>> <<NameFuel11>>  
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INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL12 MIX  <<mFuel12>> <<NameFuel12>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL13 MIX  <<mFuel13>> <<NameFuel13>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL14 MIX  <<mFuel14>> <<NameFuel14>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL15 MIX  <<mFuel15>> <<NameFuel15>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL16 MIX  <<mFuel16>> <<NameFuel16>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL17 MIX  <<mFuel17>> <<NameFuel17>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL18 MIX  <<mFuel18>> <<NameFuel18>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL19 MIX  <<mFuel19>> <<NameFuel19>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL20 MIX  <<mFuel20>> <<NameFuel20>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL21  MIX  <<mFuel21>>  <<NameFuel21>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL22  MIX  <<mFuel22>>  <<NameFuel22>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL23  MIX  <<mFuel23>>  <<NameFuel23>>   
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INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL24  MIX  <<mFuel24>>  <<NameFuel24>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL25  MIX  <<mFuel25>>  <<NameFuel25>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL26  MIX  <<mFuel26>>  <<NameFuel26>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL27  MIX  <<mFuel27>>  <<NameFuel27>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL28  MIX  <<mFuel28>>  <<NameFuel28>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL29  MIX  <<mFuel29>>  <<NameFuel29>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL30 MIX  <<mFuel30>> <<NameFuel30>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL31 MIX  <<mFuel31>> <<NameFuel31>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL32 MIX  <<mFuel32>> <<NameFuel32>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL33 MIX  <<mFuel33>> <<NameFuel33>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL34 MIX  <<mFuel34>> <<NameFuel34>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL35 MIX  <<mFuel35>> <<NameFuel35>>  
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INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL36 MIX  <<mFuel36>> <<NameFuel36>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL37 MIX  <<mFuel37>> <<NameFuel37>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL38 MIX  <<mFuel38>> <<NameFuel38>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL39 MIX  <<mFuel39>> <<NameFuel39>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL40 MIX  <<mFuel40>> <<NameFuel40>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL41  MIX  <<mFuel41>>  <<NameFuel41>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL42  MIX  <<mFuel42>>  <<NameFuel42>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL43  MIX  <<mFuel43>>  <<NameFuel43>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL44  MIX  <<mFuel44>>  <<NameFuel44>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL45  MIX  <<mFuel45>>  <<NameFuel45>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL46  MIX  <<mFuel46>>  <<NameFuel46>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL47  MIX  <<mFuel47>>  <<NameFuel47>>   
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INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL48  MIX  <<mFuel48>>  <<NameFuel48>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL49  MIX  <<mFuel49>>  <<NameFuel49>>   
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL50 MIX  <<mFuel50>> <<NameFuel50>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL51 MIX  <<mFuel51>> <<NameFuel51>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL52 MIX  <<mFuel52>> <<NameFuel52>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL53 MIX  <<mFuel53>> <<NameFuel53>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL54 MIX  <<mFuel54>> <<NameFuel54>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL55 MIX  <<mFuel55>> <<NameFuel55>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL56 MIX  <<mFuel56>> <<NameFuel56>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL57 MIX  <<mFuel57>> <<NameFuel57>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL58 MIX  <<mFuel58>> <<NameFuel58>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL59 MIX  <<mFuel59>> <<NameFuel59>>  
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INST-BURN   ENDMIX  
            TABLE LFUEL60 MIX  <<mFuel60>> <<NameFuel60>>  
INST-BURN   ENDMIX  





* Extended macro library 
*---- 
 
  SCWRMACRO2 SCWRMATEX := MACINI: SCWRMATEX SCWRMACRO1 SCWRMACFL :: 
  EDIT 0 ; 




* Complete macro library 
*---- 
 
       
* SCWRMACRO SCWRMATEX := NEWMAC: SCWRMATEX SCWRMACRO2 ::  
*         EDIT 1  ; 
* SCWRMACRO2 := DELETE: SCWRMACRO2 ; 
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*---- 
* Numerical solution 
*---- 
 
      SYSTEM := TRIVAA: SCWRMACRO2 SCWRTRACK :: EDIT 0 ; 
      SCWRMACRO2 := DELETE: SCWRMACRO2 ; 
      IF iter 1 = THEN 
              SCWRFLUX := FLUD: SYSTEM SCWRTRACK :: EDIT 0 
                       ACCE 3 3 ADI 4 EXTE 1000 <<Precf>>  
                       THER 1000 1.0E-2 ; 
      ELSE 
              SCWRFLUX := FLUD: SCWRFLUX SYSTEM SCWRTRACK :: EDIT 0 
                       ACCE 3 3 ADI 4 EXTE 1000 <<Precf>>  
                       THER 1000 1.0E-2 ; 
      ENDIF ; 
      SYSTEM := DELETE: SYSTEM ; 
 
*---- 
* fLUX AND POWER 
 
SCWRPOWER := FLPOW: SCWRFMAP SCWRFLUX SCWRTRACK SCWRMATEX :: 
                EDIT 5 PTOT  <<Power>>  
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                ; 
 
*---- 
* Burnups integration limits 
*---- 
      SCWRFMAP := TINST: SCWRFMAP SCWRPOWER :: 
 EDIT 1  
TIME 8.0 DAY 
 ; 
      SCWRPOWER := DELETE: SCWRPOWER ; 
 
*---- 







* Edit resulting fluxes and powers 
*--------------------- 
* 
 SCWRPOWER := FLPOW: SCWRFMAP SCWRFLUX SCWRTRACK SCWRMATEX :: 
              EDIT <<iEdit>> PTOT <<Power>>  ; 









*                                                                       * 
* Procedure : SCWRPburn.c2m                                             * 
* Purpose   : Average exit burnup for each combustion zone              * 
* CALL      : SCWRFMAP := SCWRPburn SCWRFMAP ;                          * 
*                                                                       * 
*************************************************************************  
   
!*********!*********!*********!*********!*********!*********!*********123 
 
PARAMETER SCWRFMAP :: ::: LINKED_LIST SCWRFMAP ; ; 
 
MODULE     END: RESINI: ; 
REAL B11     B12      B13      B14      B15       B16   
     B17     B18      B19      B110     B111      B112  
     B113    B114     B115     B116     B117      B118  
     B119    B120  :=  
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15714.4 18446.5 19664.8 20185.9 20400.6 20492.3 20544.4 20610.3 20684.2 20784.3 20885.0 20987.6 21077.4 
21149.3 21188.4 21152.7 20951.9 20397.6 19101.5 16245.5  
  ; 
  
REAL B21     B22      B23      B24      B25       B26   
     B27     B28      B29      B210     B211      B212  
     B213    B214     B215     B216     B217      B218  
     B219    B220  :=    
 
14060.3 16504.8 17594.8 18061.0 18253.1 18335.2 18381.8 18440.8 18506.9 18596.5 18686.6 18778.4 18858.7 
18923.0 18958.1 18926.1 18746.5 18250.5 17090.8 14535.4  
 ; 
  
REAL B31     B32      B33      B34      B35       B36   
     B37     B38      B39      B310     B311      B312  
     B313    B314     B315     B316     B317      B318  
     B319    B320  :=   
 
10752.0 12621.3 13454.8 13811.4 13958.3 14021.0 14056.7 14101.8 14152.3 14220.9 14289.7 14360.0 14421.4 




SCWRFMAP := RESINI: SCWRFMAP ::  
   EDIT 2  
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 BTYPE INST-BURN  
 
   REF-SHIFT COMB 20 20 20 
 
INST-BVAL BUND  
 
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
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<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
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<<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B31>> <<B31>> <<B31>>  
<<B31>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>> <<B21>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>  
<<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>> <<B11>>   
  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
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<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
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<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B32>> <<B32>> <<B32>>  
<<B32>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>> <<B22>>  
<<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>> <<B12>>  
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<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
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<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B319>> <<B319>> <<B319>>  
<<B319>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
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<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>> <<B219>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
<<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>> <<B119>>  
   
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
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<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>>  
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<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B320>> <<B320>> <<B320>>  
<<B320>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>> <<B220>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  
<<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>> <<B120>>  















*                                                                       *  
* Procedure: SCWRPfmap.c2m                                              * 
* Purpose  : Provide reactor fuel-map                                   * 
* CALL     : SCWRFMAP SCWRMATEX := SCWRPfmap SCWRMATEX ;                * 





PARAMETER SCWRFMAP SCWRMATEX :: :::  
          LINKED_LIST SCWRFMAP SCWRMATEX ; ; 
 
MODULE     END: RESINI: ; 
 
 
REAL   LatticeX  LatticeY := 25.0  25.0 ; 
REAL   l_bundle := 24.765 ; 
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REAL BP11     BP12      BP13      BP14      BP15       BP16    
     BP17     BP18      BP19      BP110     BP111      BP112   
     BP113    BP114     BP115     BP116     BP117      BP118   
     BP119    BP120  :=    
          246.2 247.8 251.0 359.0 428.3 
     484.6 527.8 557.6 573.5 575.0 
     562.2 535.5 496.3 446.0 386.6 
     319.6 315.6 311.6 307.6 303.6 ; 
   
 
 
REAL BP21     BP22      BP23      BP24      BP25       BP26   
     BP27     BP28      BP29      BP210     BP211      BP212  
     BP213    BP214     BP215     BP216     BP217      BP218  
     BP219    BP220  :=    
     242.2 246.2 249.4 326.2 391.3 
     444.5 485.8 515.0 531.4 534.6 
     524.9 502.3 468.1 423.4 370.1 
     309.6 305.6 301.6 297.6 293.6  ; 
 
REAL BP31     BP32      BP33      BP34      BP35       BP36   
     BP37     BP38      BP39      BP310     BP311      BP312  
     BP313    BP314     BP315     BP316     BP317      BP318  
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     BP319    BP320  :=    
  240.6 244.6 248.6 270.9 324.5 
     368.3 402.2 426.1 439.4 442.1 
     433.8 415.0 386.4 349.0 304.1 
     252.6 248.6 244.6 240.6 236.6 ; 
 
SCWRFMAP SCWRMATEX := RESINI: SCWRMATEX ::  
    EDIT 3  
 
 
    ::: GEO: CAR3D 26 26 20  
             EDIT 3  
             X- VOID X+ REFL  
             Y- VOID Y+ REFL  




! PLANE 1 
!  
! * - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! - 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! - 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! - 
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!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! A 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! B 
!   0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0  ! C 
!   0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0  ! D 
!   0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  ! E 
!   0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  ! F 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! G 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! H 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! J 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! K 
!  
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! L 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! M 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! N 
!   0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0  ! O 
!   0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  ! P 
!   0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0  ! Q 
!   0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0  ! R 
!   0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0  ! S 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! T 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! U 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! - 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! - 
!   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  ! - 








* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 2 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 2 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 2 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 2 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 2 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 17 17 37 37 37 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 37 37 37 17 17 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 17 17 37 37 37 37 37 57 57 57 57 37 37 37 37 37 17 17 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 17 17 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 17 17 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 2 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 2 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 2 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 2 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 






MESHX 0.0    20.0    40.0    60.0    85.0    110.0   135.0   160.0    
      185.0  210.0   235.0   260.0   285.0   310.0   335.0   360.0    
      385.0  410.0   435.0   460.0   485.0   510.0   535.0   560.0    
      580.0  600.0   620.0 
 
MESHY 0.0    20.0    40.0    60.0    85.0    110.0   135.0   160.0    
      185.0  210.0   235.0   260.0   285.0   310.0   335.0   360.0    
      385.0  410.0   435.0   460.0   485.0   510.0   535.0   560.0    
      580.0  600.0   620.0 
 
MESHZ 0.0        24.765     49.53     74.295    99.06    
      123.825    148.59    173.355    198.12    222.885     
      247.65     272.415   297.18     321.945   346.71     
      371.475    396.24    421.005    445.77    470.535   495.30  ;  
 
NXNAME  '-'  '-' '-'  
        '1'  '2'  '3'  '4'  '5'  '6'  '7'  '8'  '9'  '10'  
        '11' '12' '13' '14' '15' '16' '17' '18' '19' '20'  
        '-'  '-' '-' 
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NYNAME  '-' '-' '-'  
        'A'  'B'  'C'  'D'  'E'  'F'  'G'  'H'  'J'  'K'  
        'L' 'M' 'N' 'O' 'P' 'Q' 'R' 'S' 'T' 'U'  
        '-' '-' '-'  
 
 
NCOMB 3 B-ZONE  
1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1    ! 10                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1    ! 20                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2    ! 30                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  2  2    ! 40                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2    ! 50                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  3    ! 60                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  2  2  2  2  2  1  1    ! 70                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3    ! 80                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  2  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 90                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 100                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  2  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 110                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 120                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  2  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 130                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 140                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  3  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 150                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 160                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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3  3  3  3  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 170                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 180                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  3  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 190                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 200                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  3  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 210                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 220                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  2  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 230                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 240                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  3  3  2  2  2  1  1  1  1    ! 250                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3    ! 260                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
3  2  2  2  1  1  1  1  2  2    ! 270                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  3  3  3  3  2  2  2    ! 280                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2    ! 290                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  1    ! 300                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  1  1  2  2  2  2  2  2    ! 310                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
2  2  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1    ! 320                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1    ! 330                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
1  1  1  1  1  1                ! 340                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  
BTYPE INST-BURN  
BUNDLE-POW BUND  
  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
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<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
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<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>> <<BP31>>  
<<BP31>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
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<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>> <<BP21>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>  
<<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>> <<BP11>>   
  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
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<<BP32>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP12>> <<BP22>> <<BP22>>  
<<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>> <<BP32>>  
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<<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>>  
<<BP318>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP318>>  
<<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>>  
<<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
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<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP218>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>>  
<<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>> <<BP318>>  
<<BP318>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>> <<BP218>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>>  
<<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>> <<BP118>>  
   
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
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<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
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<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>> <<BP319>>  
<<BP319>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>> <<BP219>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
<<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>> <<BP119>>  
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<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
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<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>> <<BP320>>  
<<BP320>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
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<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>> <<BP220>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
<<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>> <<BP120>>  
 
 
 REF-SHIFT  COMB 20 20 20  
! BUNDLE-POW CHAN  
 
! EDIT 3  
! BTYPE TIMAV-BURN 
! TIMAV-BVAL       19000. 22000. 25000.  
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! Based on 64-element fuel bundle design and Tho2/PuO2 with a density of  
! 9910.0  9870.0  kg/m3 for Ring 1 and Ring 2 
 
FUEL WEIGHT  
 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714  
 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714 7.4714  










*                                                                       * 
* Procedure: SCWRPgeom.c2m                                              * 
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* Purpose  : Reactor geometry                                           * 
* CALL     : SCWRGEOM := SCWRPgeom :: <<SpZ>> ;                         * 
*                                                                       * 
*************************************************************************  
  
PARAMETER  SCWRGEOM :: ::: LINKED_LIST SCWRGEOM  ;  ; 
 
MODULE     END: GEO: USPLIT: ; 
INTEGER   SpZ  ; 
 
   :: >>SpZ<< ; 
 
SCWRGEOM := GEO: :: CAR3D 26 26 20 
EDIT 1 
   X- VOID X+ REFL 
   Y- VOID Y+ REFL 






* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 2 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 42 42 42 42 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 2 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 
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 1 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 43 43 43 43 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 2 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 0 
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 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 44 44 44 44 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 







* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 2 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 45 45 45 45 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 







* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 2 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
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 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 46 46 46 46 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 







* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 7 7 7 7 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 7 7 7 7 1 1 1 0 0 
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 0 0 1 1 1 7 7 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 7 7 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 7 7 27 27 27 27 27 47 47 47 47 27 27 27 27 27 7 7 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 7 7 27 27 27 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 2 27 27 7 7 1 1 1 0 
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 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
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 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 58 58 58 58 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 18 18 18 18 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 38 18 18 18 18 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 18 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 19 19 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 19 19 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 2 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 59 59 59 59 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 19 19 19 19 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 19 19 19 19 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 







* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 2 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 1 
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 0 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 60 60 60 60 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 20 20 20 20 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 






* - - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - - - 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 0 
 0 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 2 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 0 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
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 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 
 1 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 1 
 0 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 61 61 61 61 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 0 0 
 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 







MESHX 0.0    20.0    40.0    60.0    85.0    110.0    135.0     
      160.0  185.0   210.0   235.0   260.0   285.0    310.0     
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      335.0  360.0   385.0   410.0   435.0   460.0    485.0    
      510.0  535.0   560.0   580.0   600.0   620.0 
 
MESHY 0.0    20.0    40.0    60.0    85.0    110.0    135.0     
      160.0  185.0   210.0   235.0   260.0   285.0    310.0     
      335.0  360.0   385.0   410.0   435.0   460.0    485.0    
      510.0  535.0   560.0   580.0   600.0   620.0 
 
MESHZ 0.0              
      24.765     49.53     74.295     99.06     
      123.825    148.59    173.355    198.12    
      222.885    247.65    272.415    297.18     
      321.945    346.71    371.475    396.24   
      421.005    445.77    470.535    495.30   
 
 
SPLITX  2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  
        2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  
        2 2 2 2 2 2  
SPLITY 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  
        2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2  
        2 2 2 2 2 2  
 
SPLITZ <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>>  
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       <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>>  
       <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>> <<SpZ>>  
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Appendix D – Polynomial Regression 
This script determines the coefficients of a polynomial of degree m and is used in 
computing the heat flux profiles. 
 
!  -------------------------------------------------- 
!  Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft Visual Studio 
!  Free Format FTN95 Source File 
!  -------------------------------------------------- 
 
! This program takes as inputs heat flux values and corresponding 
locations along the core of the reactor 
! The output of this program is a list of coefficients of a polynomial 
of degree m 
! The coefficinets of this polynomial are used in the thermalhydraulic 
code to calculate the fuel centerline temperature. 
! Zlist is a 20*1 matrix, which contains the z values (locations) 
corresponding the heat flux values 
! Ylist is a 20*1 matrix, which contains the heat flux values 
corresponding to each Z value 
! Polycoeff is a 6*1 matrix, which contains the coefficients of a 
polynomial of degree m used for the calculation of heat flux in the 
thermalhydraulic code. 
 
SUBROUTINE Polynomial (Zlist,Ylist,Polycoeff) 
IMPLICIT NONE 
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REAL, INTENT(IN), DIMENSION(20) :: Zlist,Ylist 
REAL, INTENT(OUT), DIMENSION(7) :: Polycoeff 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,20):: DIVDIF 
REAL, DIMENSION(7,7) :: ZMTRX 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: ZYMTRX 
REAL, DIMENSION(10) :: REFMTRX 
INTEGER :: nPOLY, mPOLY, i, j, kPOLY 
INTEGER :: POLYDEGREE 
INTEGER :: NPoints, PolySIZE 
REAL :: Zdummy 
nPOLY = 2 
mPOLY = 2 
POLYDEGREE = 6 
NPoints = 20 
PolySIZE = 7 
 
DO i=1,10 
Zdummy = 0.0 
DO j=1,20 
Zdummy = Zdummy + (Zlist(j)**i) 
END DO 
REFMTRX(i) = Zdummy 
END DO 






DO i=1,(POLYDEGREE + 1) 
DO j=1,(POLYDEGREE + 1) 
IF ((i == 1) .AND. (j ==1))THEN 








Zdummy = 0.0 
DO i=1,(POLYDEGREE + 1) 
IF (i == 1)THEN 
DO j = 1,20 
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Zdummy = 0.0 
DO j=1,20 









END SUBROUTINE Polynomial 
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Appendix E – Gaussian Elimination 
This script is used to solve a matrix in “Polynomial” program, presented in Appendix D, 
for the calculation of the coefficient of a polynomial. 
!  -------------------------------------------------- 
!  Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft Visual Studio 
!  Free Format FTN95 Source File 
!  -------------------------------------------------- 
! This program sovles a matix using the Gaussian elimination method.  
! The inputs to this GaussElimination SUBROUTINE are n, A and B 
! n is the number of points for which the heat flux is defined as a 
flunction ! of the location along the core 
! A is an m*m matrix, which is calcualted as follows: 
! n             Sigma(xi)           Sigma(xi^2)     .....   Sigma(xi^m) 
! Sigma(xi)     Sigma(xi^2)         Sigma(xi^3)     .....   
Sigma(xi^m+1) 
! Sigma(xi^2)   Sigma(xi^3)         Sigma(xi^4)     .....   Sigma(xi^2m) 
! B is a m*1 matrix in the following form 
! Sigma(yi) 
! Sigma(xi * yi) 
! Sigma(xi^2 * yi) 
! Sigma(xi^m * yi) 
! GaussOut is a m*1 matrix, which contains the solutions, which are the 
coefficients of a polynomial of degree m 
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SUBROUTINE GaussElimination (n,A,B,GaussOut) 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER :: n,m, i, j, c, count 
REAL :: s, d 
REAL, INTENT(OUT), DIMENSION(7) :: GaussOut 
REAL,  DIMENSION(7,7) :: A 
REAL,  DIMENSION(7) :: B 
REAL,  DIMENSION(7) :: Xgauss 
REAL,  DIMENSION(7,7) :: AR 
REAL,  DIMENSION(7) :: BR 
REAL,  DIMENSION(1,7) :: XR 
 
AR = A 
BR = B 
 




c = 1 
WHILE (c < n) DO 
    DO i = c, n 
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        s = A(c,c) 
        Do j = c+1,n 
            A(i,j)= A(i,j)- A(i,c)*( AR(c,j)/ s) 
            BR(j)= B(j)- B(c)*( AR(c,j)/ s) 
        END DO 
    END DO  
 
    c = c + 1 
AR=A 
B=BR   
END  WHILE  
 
 
Xgauss(n) = B(n)/A(n,n) 
DO j = n,1,-1 
d = 0.0 
DO i = 1,n 
IF (i /= j) THEN 
  d = d + A(i,j)*Xgauss(i) 
  ELSE 
  s = A(i,j) 
  END IF 
  end do 
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  Xgauss(j)= (B(j)-d)/s 
  end do 
   
 
GaussOut = Xgauss 
 
END SUBROUTINE GaussElimination 
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Appendix F – BundlePower-HERC-64EL-3BZ 
The following is the code written in FORTRAN for the purpose of calculating the heat 
flux on different rings of fuel bundles as well as the average heat flux over the fuel 
bundles. 
 
!  -------------------------------------------------- 
!  Silverfrost FTN95 for Microsoft Visual Studio 
!  Free Format FTN95 Source File 




! This program prints out the power profile of each fuel channel  
! The program creates an output file, which consists of bundle powers 
! along the heated lenth of each fuel channel. The core has 336 fuel 
channels 
! The output file contains the total thermal power of each fuel channel 
 
IMPLICIT NONE 
! DECLARATION SECTION 
INTEGER :: n, n1, ierror1,ierror2, ierror3,ierror4,ierror5,ierror6, 
ierror7  
INTEGER :: ierror8,ierror9,ierror10,ierror11,ierror12,ierror13 
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INTEGER :: unit1, unit2, unit3, unit4, unit5, unit6, unit7, unit8, 
unit9, unit10 
INTEGER :: unit11, unit12, unit13 
INTEGER :: nx, ny, nz, nk 
INTEGER :: i, j,jj,ii, k , l, m, IT,  kk, jk 
INTEGER :: in, jn  
INTEGER :: Nsegment, Nbundle, Nchannel 
INTEGER :: EnergyGROUPS, Vcount 
INTEGER :: NMIX 
INTEGER :: POLYSIZE 
INTEGER :: ENGRC 
INTEGER :: NMAXCHANNEL 
INTEGER :: NRING 
INTEGER :: NCHANB1Z,NCHANB2Z,NCHANB3Z 
INTEGER :: ICHANMAXZ1B,ICHANMAXZ2B,ICHANMAXZ3B 
REAL :: PTEMPMAX 
REAL :: PBundle 
REAL :: LBundle 
REAL :: Zerodum 
REAL :: pi 
REAL :: Chdum1, Chdum2, Chdum3, Chdum4, Chdum5, Chdum6 
REAL :: SUM_VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF, SUM_VOLel_FLUX_NUSIGF 
REAL :: HeatedSurface,HeatedSurface_Bundle 
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REAL :: Cladt 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: 
PinHeatFluxR0,PinHeatFluxR1,PinHeatFluxR2,PinHeatFluxR3,PinHeatFluxR4 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: 
PinHeatFluxR1B1Z,PinHeatFluxR1B2Z,PinHeatFluxR1B3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: 
PinHeatFluxR2B1Z,PinHeatFluxR2B2Z,PinHeatFluxR2B3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(4,2) :: NU_SIGF 
REAL, DIMENSION(4,2) :: FLUXINTEG 
REAL, DIMENSION(4,2) :: FLUX_NUSIGF 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,26,20) :: BUNDLE3D20 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,20) :: DIVDIF 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,520) :: BUNDLE20P 
REAL, DIMENSION(1,336) :: ChannelP,CHANPOWR 
 
REAL, DIMENSION(10,336) :: BUNDLE10P 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,26) :: PTannel 
!REAL, DIMENSION(5,4) :: RPOWR 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: ChMaxPow 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: ChMaxPowB1Z, ChMaxPowB2Z,ChMaxPowB3Z 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(20,26) :: CHANNBR 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(20) :: INDEXNBR 
CHARACTER, DIMENSION(20)::INDEXLTR 
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REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: ZLOCATION,Bundle_Average_HeatFlux,AverageHeatFlux 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: 
Bundle_Average_HeatFluxB1Z,Bundle_Average_HeatFluxB2Z,Bundle_Average_Hea
tFluxB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(20) :: AverageHeatFluxB1Z, AverageHeatFluxB2Z, 
AverageHeatFluxB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: HeatFluxCoeffR0 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: HeatFluxCoeffR1,HeatFluxCoeffR2 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: 
HeatFluxCoeffR1B1Z,HeatFluxCoeffR1B2Z,HeatFluxCoeffR1B3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: 
HeatFluxCoeffR2B1Z,HeatFluxCoeffR2B2Z,HeatFluxCoeffR2B3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: HeatFluxCoeffR3,HeatFluxCoeffR4 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: HeatFluxCoeffR5,HeatFluxCoeffR6 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: AverageHeatFluxCoeff,QChMaxCoeff 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: 
AverageHeatFluxCoeffB1Z,AverageHeatFluxCoeffB2Z,AverageHeatFluxCoeffB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: QChMaxCoeffB1Z,QChMaxCoeffB2Z,QChMaxCoeffB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: AverageHeatFluxCoeff2,QChMaxCoeff2 
REAL, DIMENSION(7) :: AverageHeatFluxCoeff3,QChMaxCoeff3 
REAL, DIMENSION(7,2) ::HeatFluxCoeff 
INTEGER, DIMENSION(112) ::CHANLNBRZ1B,CHANLNBRZ2B,CHANLNBRZ3B 
REAL, DIMENSION(7,2) ::HeatFluxCoeffB1Z, HeatFluxCoeffB2Z, 
HeatFluxCoeffB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(520,20) :: BUNDLP52020 
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REAL, DIMENSION(20,2) :: PinPow, PinHeatFlux,PinLinearRating  
 
 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,2) :: PinPowB1Z,PinPowB2Z,PinPowB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,2) :: PinHeatFluxB1Z,PinHeatFluxB2Z,PinHeatFluxB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(20,2) :: 
PinLinearRatingB1Z,PinLinearRatingB2Z,PinLinearRatingB3Z 
REAL, DIMENSION(2,1) :: Sum_FLUXINTEG, Sum_NUSIGF, Sum_FLUX_NUSIGF 
REAL, DIMENSION(2,1) :: MIX_VOLring, VOLel_FLUX_NUSIGF, 
VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF,MIX_VOLel 
REAL, DIMENSION(2,1) :: PRPow, PElPow 
REAL, DIMENSION(2) :: NFelr, CladOD, SArea_1PIN 
REAL, DIMENSION(336,20) :: BUNDLE3D33620 
CHARACTER(LEN=72) :: str1, str2, str3, str4 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: str5 = 'test' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME1 = 'SCWR-DONJON-HERC-64EL-V01-
OUT.out' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME2 = 'BundlePower20H_Print.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME3 = 'BundlePower20V_Print.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME4 = 'ChannelPower_Print.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME5 = 'BundlePower10V_Print.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME6 = 'CpoRPower2' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME7 = 'Heatflux.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME8 = 'HeatfluxB1Z.txt' 
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CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME9 = 'HeatfluxB2Z.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME10 = 'HeatfluxB3Z.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME11 = 'HeatfluxAvgB1Z.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME12 = 'HeatfluxAvgB2Z.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=*), PARAMETER :: FILENAME13 = 'HeatfluxAvgB3Z.txt' 
CHARACTER(LEN=6), DIMENSION(1,6) :: dummy 
!CHARACTER(LEN=14), DIMENSION(1,5) :: Chdummy 
CHARACTER(LEN=6), DIMENSION(1,3) :: CHA  
REAL, DIMENSION(1,2) :: Chdummy 
CHARACTER(LEN=6) :: CT1 
CHARACTER(LEN=6) :: CT2 
CHARACTER(LEN=6) :: CT3 
CHARACTER(LEN=15):: CT4, CT5, CT6 
CHARACTER(LEN=6) :: CHA1, CHA2, CHA3 
CHARACTER(LEN=15):: CHA4, CHA5, CHA6 
CHARACTER(LEN=9) :: CHA7, CHA8, CHA9 
CHARACTER(LEN=9) :: dum7 
CHARACTER(LEN=15):: dum4, dum5, dum6 
CHARACTER(LEN=2) :: YLABEL, XLABEL 
 
CHARACTER(LEN=25) :: CHA10 
CHARACTER(LEN=19) :: CHA11 
CHARACTER(LEN=12) :: CHA12 
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CHARACTER(LEN=34) :: CHA13 
CHARACTER(LEN=41) :: CHA14 
CHARACTER(LEN=25) :: CHA15 
CHARACTER(LEN=35) :: CHA16 
CHARACTER(LEN=42) :: CHA17 
CHARACTER(LEN=16) :: ENDofFILE 
CHARACTER(LEN=8)  :: CHA19 
CHARACTER(LEN=25) :: CHA20 
CHARACTER(LEN=8)  :: CHA21 
CHARACTER(LEN=25) :: d1ummy25, d2ummy25 
CHARACTER(LEN=28) :: d1ummy28, d2ummy28 
CHARACTER(LEN=34) :: dummy34 
CHARACTER(LEN=35) :: dummy35 
CHARACTER(LEN=1)  :: dummy101 
CHARACTER(LEN=41) :: dummy41 
CHARACTER(LEN=42) :: dummy42 
CHARACTER(LEN=43) :: dummy43 
CHARACTER(LEN=19) :: dummy19 
CHARACTER(LEN=20) :: dummy20 
CHARACTER(LEN=23) :: dummy23 
CHARACTER(LEN=25) :: dummy25 
CHARACTER(LEN=11) :: dummy11 
CHARACTER(LEN=12) :: dummy12 
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CHARACTER(LEN=1)  :: dummy1 
CHARACTER(LEN=1)  :: CHNLNMBRL, MAXCHNLNMBRL 
CHARACTER(LEN=16) :: CRITERION 
CHARACTER(LEN=16) :: dummy16 
 
REAL :: CHPR1,CHPR2,CHPR3,CHPR4 
INTEGER :: CHPINT1,CHPINT2,CHPINT3, INDEXIDNrow, INDEXIDNcol, INDEXID 
INTEGER :: CHNLNMBRD, BUNDLNMBRD, MAXCHNLNMBRD 
REAL :: MAXBUNDLPOWR, AVGBUNDLPOWR, BUNDLFF, MAXCHNLPOWR, AVGCHNLPOWR, 
CHNLFF 
 
Cladt = 0.0006; 
PTEMPMAX = 0.0 
INDEXIDNrow = 0 
INDEXIDNcol = 0 
INDEXID = 0 
pi = 3.14 
PBundle = 0.0  
LBundle = 0.25  
Vcount = 0 
POLYSIZE = 7 
NCHANB1Z = 112 
NCHANB2Z = 112 
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NCHANB3Z = 112 
! EXECUTION SECTION 
unit1 = 11 
unit2 = 12 
unit3 = 13 
unit4 = 14 
unit5 = 15 
unit6 = 16 
unit7 = 17 
unit8 = 18 
unit9 = 19 
unit10 = 20 
unit11 = 21 
unit12 = 22 
unit13 = 23 
EnergyGROUPS = 4 
ENGRC = 0 
NMIX = 2 
n  = 1 
jj = 1 
kk = 1  
ii = 1 
Nbundle = 10 
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Nchannel = 336 
Nsegment = 20 
nx = 1 
ny = 3 
nk = 1   
Zerodum = 0.0  
SUM_VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF = 0.0 
SUM_VOLel_FLUX_NUSIGF = 0.0 
 
MAXBUNDLPOWR = 0.0 
CHNLNMBRL = 'O' 
CHNLNMBRD = 10 
MAXCHNLNMBRL = 'O' 
MAXCHNLNMBRD = 10 
BUNDLNMBRD = 10 
AVGBUNDLPOWR = 0.0 
BUNDLFF = 0.0 
MAXCHNLPOWR = 0.0 
AVGCHNLPOWR = 0.0 
CHNLFF = 0.0 
 
CHA1 = ' BUNDL'  
CHA2 = 'E POWE' 
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CHA3 = 'RS (kW'  
CHA4 = '               ' 
CHA5 = '     ** CHANNEL' 
CHA6 = ' POWERS IN RADI'  
CHA7 = 'NUSIGF   ' 
CHA8 = 'FLUX-INTG' 
CHA9 = 'VOLUME   ' 
CT1 = ' @BEFO' 
CT2 = 'RE ASS' 
CT3 = 'UMING ' 
CT4 = ' @BEFORE ASSUMI' 
CT5 = 'NG YOUR RUN WAS'  
CT6 = ' SUCCESSFUL    ' 
CHA10 = ' MAXIMUM BUNDLE POWER  = ' 
CHA11 = 'kW   =>   CHANNEL: ' 
CHA12 = '    BUNDLE #' 
CHA13 = ' AVERAGE POWER OVER ALL BUNDLES =    ' 
CHA14 = ' BUNDLE-POWER FORM FACTOR  =>  AVG/MAX = ' 
CHA15 = ' MAXIMUM CHANNEL POWER = ' 
CHA16 = ' AVERAGE POWER OVER ALL CHANNELS = ' 
CHA17 = ' CHANNEL-POWER FORM FACTOR  =>  AVG/MAX = ' 
ENDofFILE = ' @BEFORE ASSUMIN' 
CRITERION = '     --o--      ' 
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ZLOCATION = [0.125,0.375,0.625,0.875,1.125,1.375,1.625,1.875,2.125,2.375 
& 






               ,24,33,34,35,36,37,38,51,52,53,54,69,70,71,72,87,88,89,90   
& 
               ,107,108,109,110,127,128,129,130,147,148,149,150,167,168    
& 
               ,169,170,187,188,189,190,207,208,209,210,227,228,229,230    
& 
               ,247,248,249,250,265,266,267,268,283,284,285,286,299,300    
& 
               ,301,302,303,304,313,314,315,316,317,318,319,320,321,322    
& 




               ,55,56,57,58,59,64,65,66,67,68,73,74,75,84,85,86,91,92,93   
& 
               ,104,105,106,111,112,113,124,125,126,131,132,145,146,151    
& 
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               ,152,165,166,171,172,185,186,191,192,205,206,211,212,213    
& 
               ,224,225,226,231,232,233,244,245,246,251,252,253,262,263    
& 
               ,264,269,270,271,272,273,278,279,280,281,282,287,288,289    
& 
               ,290,291,292,293,294,295,296,297,298,305,306,307,308,309    
& 
               ,310,311,312] 
 
CHANLNBRZ3B = [60,61,62,63,76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,94,95,96,97,98,99,100   
& 
               ,101,102,103,114,115,116,117,118,119,120,121,122,123,133    
& 
               ,134,135,136,137,138,139,140,141,142,143,144,153,154,155    
& 
               ,156,157,158,159,160,161,162,163,164,173,174,175,176,177    
& 
               ,178,179,180,181,182,183,184,193,194,195,196,197,198,199    
& 
               ,200,201,202,203,204,214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222    
& 
               ,223,234,235,236,237,238,239,240,241,242,243,254,255,256    
& 
               ,257,258,259,260,261,274,275,276,277] 
 
CHANNBR = RESHAPE((/ 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 & 






































,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0  /),(/ 20,26 /)) 
 
 




CladOD = [0.0087,0.0092] 
NFelr = [32.,32.] 




















HeatedSurface = 0.0 




HeatedSurface_Bundle = HeatedSurface_Bundle + 
pi*CladOD(i)*NFelr(i)*LBundle 




DO i = 1,ny 
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Sum_NUSIGF(i,1) = 0.0 
Sum_FLUXINTEG(i,1) = 0.0 





END DO  
 
DO i = 1,20 
 DO j=1,26 
  DO k=1,20 
  BUNDLE3D20(i,j,k) = 0.0 
  END DO 
 END DO 
END DO 
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OPEN(UNIT = unit1, FILE = FILENAME1, STATUS = 'OLD', ACTION = 'READ', & 
 IOSTAT = ierror1) 
 
 IF (ierror1 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME1 
  1030 FORMAT (A,' opened successfully.') 
 ELSE IF (ierror1 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME1 
  1035 FORMAT (A,' failed to open.') 







 READ(unit1,1025) dummy(1,1), dummy(1,2), dummy(1,3) 
 1025 FORMAT (3A6) 
 !WRITE(*,1025) dummy(1,1), dummy(1,2), dummy(1,3) 
 DO WHILE ((CT1 /= dummy(1,1)).AND.(CT2 /= dummy(1,2)).AND.(CT3 /= 
dummy(1,3))) 
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IF (((CHA1 == dummy(1,1)).AND.(CHA2 == dummy(1,2))).AND. (CHA3 == 
dummy(1,3))) THEN 
!WRITE(*,555) dummy(1,1), dummy(1,2), dummy(1,3) 







1010 FORMAT (A2, 13F8.1) 









!WRITE(*,1010)    YLABEL,(BUNDLE3D20(i,j,nk),j=14,26) 
END DO  
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nk=nk+1 
END IF  
 
IF (nk == 21)THEN 
nk = 1 
END IF 
READ(unit1,1025) dummy(1,1), dummy(1,2), dummy(1,3) 







OPEN(UNIT = unit2, FILE = FILENAME2, STATUS = 'NEW', ACTION = 'WRITE', & 
 IOSTAT = ierror2) 
  
 IF (ierror2 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME2 
 ELSE IF (ierror2 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME2 
 END IF 
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 jk = 1 
 DO i=1,20 
 DO j=1,26 
 DO k=1,20 
 BUNDLP52020(jk,k) = BUNDLE3D20(i,j,k) 
 END DO  
 jk=jk+1 
 END DO 
 END DO 
  
OPEN(UNIT = unit3, FILE = FILENAME3, STATUS = 'NEW', ACTION = 'WRITE', & 
 IOSTAT = ierror3) 
  
 IF (ierror3 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME3 
 ELSE IF (ierror3 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME3 
 END IF 
 DO k=1,20 
 DO j=1,26 
 DO i=1,20 
 BUNDLE20P(i,jj) = BUNDLE3D20(k,j,i) 
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 END DO  
 jj = jj +1 
 END DO 
 END DO 
  
 DO i=1,Nsegment 
 WRITE(unit3,1045)(BUNDLE20P(i,j),j=1,520) 
 1045 FORMAT (520F8.1) 
 END DO 
 CLOSE(unit3) 
  
 DO i=1,Nchannel 
 Do j=1,20 
 ChannelP(1,i) = ChannelP(1,i)+ BUNDLE20P(i,j) 
 END DO  
 END DO 
  
 DO i=1,Nchannel 
 IF (ChannelP(1,i)>= Zerodum) THEN 
 NMAXCHANNEL = i 
 Zerodum = ChannelP(1,i) 
 END IF 
 END DO 







 OPEN(UNIT = unit1, FILE = FILENAME1, STATUS = 'OLD', ACTION = 'READ', & 
 IOSTAT = ierror1) 
  
 IF (ierror1 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME1 
  !   1030 FORMAT (A,' opened successfully.') 
 ELSE IF (ierror1 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME1 
   !  1035 FORMAT (A,' failed to open.') 
 END IF 
  
 READ(unit1,1026) dum4, dum5, dum6 
 1026 FORMAT (3A15) 
 !WRITE(*,1026) dum4, dum5, dum6 
  
DO WHILE ((CT4 /= dum4).AND.(CT5 /= dum5).AND.(CT6 /= dum6)) 
IF (((CHA4 == dum4).AND.(CHA5 == dum5)).AND. (CHA6 == dum6)) THEN 
!WRITE(*,555) dum4, dum5, dum6 
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!1010 FORMAT (A2, 13F8.1) 









!WRITE(*,1010)    YLABEL,(PTannel(i,j),j=14,26) 
END DO  
 
END IF  
READ(unit1,1026) dum4, dum5, dum6 
END  WHILE 
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 OPEN(UNIT = unit4, FILE = FILENAME4, STATUS = 'NEW', ACTION = 'WRITE', 
& 
 IOSTAT = ierror4) 
  
 IF (ierror4 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME4 
 ELSE IF (ierror4 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME4 
 END IF 
  
 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit4,1022)(PTannel(i,j),j=1,26) 
 1022 FORMAT (26F8.1) 





 OPEN(UNIT = unit5, FILE = FILENAME5, STATUS = 'NEW', ACTION = 'WRITE', 
& 
 IOSTAT = ierror5) 
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 IF (ierror5 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME5 
 ELSE IF (ierror5 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME5 
 END IF 
 




ii = ii+1 
END DO 
 
 DO i=1,Nbundle 
 WRITE(unit5,1046)(BUNDLE10P(i,j),j=1,Nchannel) 
 1046 FORMAT (336F8.1) 






OPEN(UNIT = unit6, FILE = FILENAME6, STATUS = 'OLD', ACTION = 'READ', & 
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 IOSTAT = ierror1) 
  
 IF (ierror6 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1080) FILENAME6 
  1080 FORMAT (A,' opened successfully.') 
 ELSE IF (ierror6 /= 0) THEN 
    WRITE(*,1085) FILENAME6 
  1085 FORMAT (A,' failed to open.') 
 END IF 
 
 
DO WHILE (Vcount <1) 
READ(unit6,1036) dum7 
1036 FORMAT (A9) 
 
IF (CHA7 == dum7) THEN 




READ(unit6,1012) Chdum5, Chdum4, Chdum5, Chdummy(1,1), Chdummy(1,2) 























IF (CHA9 == dum7) THEN 
Vcount = Vcount + 1 





READ(unit6,1012) Chdum5, Chdum4, Chdum4, Chdummy(1,1), Chdummy(1,2) 
 
DO i=1,NMIX 
!MIX_VOLring(i,1) = Chdummy(1,i)*LBundle*Nsegment 
MIX_VOLring(i,1) = (1.0E+4)*(pi/4)*((CladOD(i) - 2 * Cladt)*(CladOD(i) - 
2 * Cladt))*NFelr(i) 








 OPEN(UNIT = unit1, FILE = FILENAME1, STATUS = 'OLD', ACTION = 'READ', & 
 IOSTAT = ierror1) 
  
 IF (ierror1 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME1 
 ELSE IF (ierror1 /= 0) THEN 
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    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME1 
 END IF 
 
READ(unit1,1023)dummy16 
1023 FORMAT (1A16) 
 
 
 DO WHILE (dummy16 /= ENDofFILE) 
 IF (dummy16 == CRITERION) THEN 
 READ(unit1,1023)dummy16 
 READ(unit1,1023)dummy16 
  READ(unit1,1021) 
d1ummy28,MAXBUNDLPOWR,dummy20,CHNLNMBRL,dummy1,CHNLNMBRD,dummy11,BUNDLNM
BRD 
 1021 FORMAT (1A25,1F9.1,1A20,1A1,1A1,1I2,1A11,1I2) 
 
 READ(unit1,1011) dummy34, AVGBUNDLPOWR 
 1011 FORMAT (1A34,1F9.1) 
 READ(unit1,1013) dummy41, BUNDLFF 
 1013 FORMAT (1A41,1F7.4) 
 READ(unit1,1039) dummy101 
 1039 FORMAT (1A1) 
   READ(unit1,1015) 
d1ummy28,MAXCHNLPOWR,dummy20,MAXCHNLNMBRL,dummy1,MAXCHNLNMBRD 
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  1015 FORMAT (1A25,1F9.1,1A20,1A1,1A1,1I2) 
   
READ(unit1,1017) dummy35, AVGCHNLPOWR 
 1017 FORMAT (1A35,1F9.1) 
 READ(unit1,1019) dummy42, CHNLFF 
 1019 FORMAT (1A42 ,1F7.4) 
 END IF 
 READ(unit1,1023)dummy16 










IF (MAXCHNLNMBRL == INDEXLTR(i)) THEN 
INDEXIDNrow = INDEXNBR(i) 
NMAXCHANNEL = CHANNBR(INDEXIDNrow,INDEXIDNcol) 
END IF 
END DO 




 DO i=1,520 
 IF (BUNDLP52020(i,1)> 0.0) THEN 
 DO j=1,20 
 BUNDLE3D33620(kk,j) = BUNDLP52020(i,j) 
 END DO  
 kk = kk +1 
  END IF 
 END DO 
  
  
 DO i=1,336 
 DO j=1,20 
 CHANPOWR(1,i)=CHANPOWR(1,i)+BUNDLE3D33620(i,j) 
 END DO 
 END DO 
 DO i=1,336 
 WRITE(unit2,1020)( BUNDLE3D33620(i,j),j=1,20) 
 1020 FORMAT (20F8.1) 
 END DO  
 CLOSE(unit2) 
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 DO i=1,112 
  
 IF(CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ1B(i)) >= PTEMPMAX)THEN 
 ICHANMAXZ1B = CHANLNBRZ1B(i) 
 PTEMPMAX = CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ1B(i)) 
 ELSEIF(CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ1B(i))< PTEMPMAX)THEN 
  
 END IF 
  
 END DO 
  
  
 PTEMPMAX = 0.0 
 DO i=1,112 
  
 IF(CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ2B(i)) >= PTEMPMAX)THEN 
 ICHANMAXZ2B = CHANLNBRZ2B(i) 
 PTEMPMAX = CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ2B(i)) 
 ELSEIF(CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ2B(i))< PTEMPMAX)THEN 
  
 END IF 
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 END DO 
  
  
 PTEMPMAX = 0.0 
 DO i=1,112 
 
 IF(CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ3B(i)) >= PTEMPMAX)THEN 
 ICHANMAXZ3B = CHANLNBRZ3B(i) 
 PTEMPMAX = CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ3B(i)) 
 ELSEIF(CHANPOWR(1,CHANLNBRZ3B(i))< PTEMPMAX)THEN 
  
 END IF 
  




 DO j=1,20 
  ChMaxPowB1Z(j) = BUNDLE3D33620(ICHANMAXZ1B,j) 
  ChMaxPowB2Z(j) = BUNDLE3D33620(ICHANMAXZ2B,j)  
  ChMaxPowB3Z(j) = BUNDLE3D33620(ICHANMAXZ3B,j)  
  END DO 
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 DO i=1,NMIX 
MIX_VOLel(i,1) = MIX_VOLring(i,1)/NFelr(i) 
END DO 
 
DO i=1,EnergyGROUPS  
DO j=1,NMIX 





DO j=1,NMIX  
DO i=1,EnergyGROUPS  





VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF(i,1)= Sum_FLUX_NUSIGF(i,1)* MIX_VOLring(i,1) 
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SUM_VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF = SUM_VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF + 
VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF(i,1) 




PRPow(i,1) = VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF(i,1) / SUM_VOLring_FLUX_NUSIGF 




!ChMaxPow(j) = BUNDLE20P(j,NMAXCHANNEL) 
ChMaxPow(j) = BUNDLE3D33620(NMAXCHANNEL,j) 
END DO  
 
DO j=1,NMIX 




PBundle = PBundle+ SArea_1PIN(j) * NFelr(j) 
END DO 
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DO i=1,20 
AverageHeatFlux(i) = ChMaxPow(i) / PBundle 
AverageHeatFluxB1Z(i) = ChMaxPowB1Z(i) / PBundle 
AverageHeatFluxB2Z(i) = ChMaxPowB2Z(i) / PBundle 
AverageHeatFluxB3Z(i) = ChMaxPowB3Z(i) / PBundle 




PinPow(i,j) = PElPow(j,1) * ChMaxPow(i) 
PinPowB1Z(i,j) = PElPow(j,1) * ChMaxPowB1Z(i) 
PinPowB2Z(i,j) = PElPow(j,1) * ChMaxPowB2Z(i) 
PinPowB3Z(i,j) = PElPow(j,1) * ChMaxPowB3Z(i) 
PinHeatFlux(i,j) = PinPow(i,j)/SArea_1PIN(j) 
PinHeatFluxB1Z(i,j) = PinPowB1Z(i,j)/SArea_1PIN(j) 
PinHeatFluxB2Z(i,j) = PinPowB2Z(i,j)/SArea_1PIN(j) 
PinHeatFluxB3Z(i,j) = PinPowB3Z(i,j)/SArea_1PIN(j) 
PinLinearRating(i,j)=PinPow(i,j)/(pi * CladOD(j)) 
PinLinearRatingB1Z(i,j)=PinPowB1Z(i,j)/(pi * CladOD(j)) 
PinLinearRatingB2Z(i,j)=PinPowB2Z(i,j)/(pi * CladOD(j)) 
PinLinearRatingB3Z(i,j)=PinPowB3Z(i,j)/(pi * CladOD(j)) 
END DO 
END DO 
























 !CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR0,HeatFluxCoeffR0) 
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 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR1,HeatFluxCoeffR1) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR1B1Z,HeatFluxCoeffR1B1Z) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR1B2Z,HeatFluxCoeffR1B2Z) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR1B3Z,HeatFluxCoeffR1B3Z) 
   
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR2,HeatFluxCoeffR2) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR2B1Z,HeatFluxCoeffR2B1Z) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR2B2Z,HeatFluxCoeffR2B2Z) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR2B3Z,HeatFluxCoeffR2B3Z) 
  
! CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR3,HeatFluxCoeffR3) 
! CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,PinHeatFluxR4,HeatFluxCoeffR4) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,AverageHeatFlux,AverageHeatFluxCoeff) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,AverageHeatFluxB1Z,AverageHeatFluxCoeffB1Z) 
 CALL Polynomial(ZLOCATION,AverageHeatFluxB2Z,AverageHeatFluxCoeffB2Z) 




 DO j=1,NRing 
 DO i=1,POLYSIZE 
 IF (j==1)THEN 
 HeatFluxCoeff(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR1(i) 
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 HeatFluxCoeffB1Z(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR1B1Z(i) 
 HeatFluxCoeffB2Z(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR1B2Z(i) 
 HeatFluxCoeffB3Z(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR1B3Z(i) 
 ELSEIF (j==2) THEN 
 HeatFluxCoeff(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR2(i) 
 HeatFluxCoeffB1Z(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR2B1Z(i) 
 HeatFluxCoeffB2Z(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR2B2Z(i) 
 HeatFluxCoeffB3Z(i,j)= HeatFluxCoeffR2B3Z(i) 
END IF 
 END DO 





  !************************************************************* 
 OPEN(UNIT = unit7, FILE = FILENAME7, STATUS = 'NEW', ACTION = 'WRITE', 
& 
 IOSTAT = ierror7) 
  
 IF (ierror7 == 0) THEN 
 WRITE(*,1030) FILENAME7 
 ELSE IF (ierror7 /= 0) THEN 
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    WRITE(*,1035) FILENAME7 




 WRITE(unit7,*)'***                                                                                                 
***' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'***                This file contains the results of 
DIFFUSION calculations                         ***' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'***                which are used as inputs in the 
thermalhydraulic s code                          ***' 









 1031 FORMAT (/,A) 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>        NUSIGF values per energy 
group for each fuel mixture          <<<---               ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 1032 FORMAT(A) 
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 DO i=1,EnergyGROUPS 
  WRITE(unit7,1076)(NU_SIGF(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 
   1076 FORMAT (2X,ES16.10,2X,ES16.10,2X,ES16.10,2X,ES16.10,2X,ES16.10) 
  ! based on the number of mixtures 





 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Integrated flux times 











 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>                  Volume of each 
fuel ring in cm3                     <<<---              ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 







 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>     Multiplication of Volume(per 








 WRITE(unit7,*)   '               --->>>            Bundle Powers of the 






1027 FORMAT (2X,ES14.8,2X,ES14.8,2X,ES14.8,2X,ES14.8,2X,ES14.8) 
DO i=1,20 
Bundle_Average_HeatFlux(i)= ChMaxPow(i) / HeatedSurface_bundle 
END DO 






 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>            Bundle Powers of the 













 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>            Bundle Powers of the 
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DO i=1,20 





 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>            Bundle Powers of the 













 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Average heat flux of the 










 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Average heat flux of the 









 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Average heat flux of the 









 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Average heat flux of the 
Channel With Maximum POWER    B3Z   <<<---              ' 










 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>          Heat flux of 





 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinHeatFlux(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 




 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>          Heat flux of 
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 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinHeatFluxB1Z(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 




 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>          Heat flux of 





 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinHeatFluxB2Z(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 




 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>          Heat flux of 
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 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinHeatFluxB3Z(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 





 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Linear rating of 




   
 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinLinearRating(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 





 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Linear rating of 
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 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinLinearRatingB1Z(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 





 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Linear rating of 




   
 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinLinearRatingB2Z(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 





 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>         Linear rating of 
representative fuel elements, in kW/m    B3Z  <<<---            ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
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 DO i=1,20 
 WRITE(unit7,1027)(PinLinearRatingB3Z(i,j),j=1,NMIX) 




 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                    Coefficients of the heat flux 












 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                    Coefficients of the heat flux 
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 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                    Coefficients of the heat flux 











 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                    Coefficients of the heat flux 













 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                             Percent heat 









 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>                   Percent heat 












 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>                     Heated 










 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>                   Heated Perimeter 









 WRITE(unit7,*)'               --->>>                    Channel with 
the maximum power                    <<<---              ' 







WRITE(unit7,*)   '*-*-*    Channel # with maximum bundle power  *-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1032)'*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*--*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*--*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1913)CHNLNMBRL,CHNLNMBRD 




WRITE(unit7,*)'*-*-*          Bundle Number           *-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1032)'*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1914)BUNDLNMBRD 













WRITE(unit7,*)'*-*-* Maximum Channel Power, Average Channel Power, 
Channel Form Factor *-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1032)'*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1911) MAXCHNLPOWR, AVGCHNLPOWR,CHNLFF 
 1911 FORMAT (1F10.1,2X,1F10.1,2X,1F10.4) 






WRITE(unit7,*)'*-*-*   Maximum bundle Power, Average Bundle Power, 
Bundle Form Factor  *-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1032)'*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*' 
WRITE(unit7,1912) MAXBUNDLPOWR, AVGBUNDLPOWR, BUNDLFF 
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 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                Coefficients of the Average heat 










 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                Coefficients of the Average heat 







 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                Coefficients of the Average heat 
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 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>                Coefficients of the Average heat 







 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>     Coefficients of Polynomial of Degree 6 for 
Maximum Channel Power   MAX Channel          <<<--' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1069) (QChMaxCoeff(j),j=1,POLYSIZE) 
   
   
   WRITE(unit7,1031)'---------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>     Coefficients of Polynomial of Degree 6 for 
Maximum Channel Power   B1Z Channel          <<<--' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1069) (QChMaxCoeffB1Z(j),j=1,POLYSIZE) 
   
   
   WRITE(unit7,1031)'---------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------' 
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 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>     Coefficients of Polynomial of Degree 6 for 
Maximum Channel Power   B2Z Channel          <<<--' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1069) (QChMaxCoeffB2Z(j),j=1,POLYSIZE) 
   
   
   WRITE(unit7,1031)'---------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'--->>>     Coefficients of Polynomial of Degree 6 for 
Maximum Channel Power   B3Z Channel          <<<--' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1069) (QChMaxCoeffB3Z(j),j=1,POLYSIZE) 
   
   
    WRITE(unit7,1031)'--------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'                              --->>>     Maximum thermal 
power in  B1Z <<<---                         ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1081) CHANPOWR(1,ICHANMAXZ1B) 
  1081 FORMAT(ES17.9E2) 
     WRITE(unit7,1031)'-------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------' 
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 WRITE(unit7,*)'                              --->>>     Maximum thermal 
power in  B2Z <<<---                         ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1081) CHANPOWR(1,ICHANMAXZ2B)  
   
     WRITE(unit7,1031)'-------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'                              --->>>     Maximum thermal 
power in  B3Z <<<---                         ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1081) CHANPOWR(1,ICHANMAXZ3B) 
   
   
     WRITE(unit7,1031)'-------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,*)'                              --->>>     CHANNEL POWERS 
<<<---                         ' 
 WRITE(unit7,1032)'-----------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------' 
 WRITE(unit7,1082) (CHANPOWR(1,i),i=1,336) 




END PROGRAM BUNDLEPOWERHERC64EL3BZ 
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Appendix G – Verification of Utilities 
This appendix provides verification of the utility that calculates the heat flux profiles of the fuel elements of Inner Ring and Outer Ring 
of the fuel bundle based on the bundle powers generated as an output of the diffusion code, Donjon.  This utility, the source code for 
which is provided in Appendix I, uses two other utilities, namely, Polynomial Regression and Gaussian Elimination, to perform its 




Donjon output processed in Excel Utility output % Difference 













































1 189.1 80.9 108.2 0.219 0.231 369.8 468.1 3.70E+02 4.68E+02 0.05% 0.05% 
2 416.3 178.0 238.3 0.219 0.231 814.1 1030.5 8.15E+02 1.03E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
3 531.4 227.2 304.2 0.219 0.231 1039.2 1315.5 1.04E+03 1.32E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
4 579.6 247.8 331.8 0.219 0.231 1133.5 1434.8 1.13E+03 1.44E+03 0.05% 0.05% 





Donjon output processed in Excel Utility output % Difference 













































5 595.6 254.7 340.9 0.219 0.231 1164.8 1474.4 1.17E+03 1.48E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
6 597.8 255.6 342.2 0.219 0.231 1169.1 1479.8 1.17E+03 1.48E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
7 594.9 254.4 340.5 0.219 0.231 1163.4 1472.7 1.16E+03 1.47E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
8 590.7 252.6 338.1 0.219 0.231 1155.2 1462.3 1.16E+03 1.46E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
9 586.1 250.6 335.5 0.219 0.231 1146.2 1450.9 1.15E+03 1.45E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
10 581.6 248.7 332.9 0.219 0.231 1137.4 1439.7 1.14E+03 1.44E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
11 577.3 246.9 330.4 0.219 0.231 1129.0 1429.1 1.13E+03 1.43E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
12 573.2 245.1 328.1 0.219 0.231 1121.0 1418.9 1.12E+03 1.42E+03 0.05% 0.05% 





Donjon output processed in Excel Utility output % Difference 













































13 569.4 243.5 325.9 0.219 0.231 1113.6 1409.5 1.11E+03 1.41E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
14 565.6 241.9 323.7 0.219 0.231 1106.1 1400.1 1.11E+03 1.40E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
15 561.2 240.0 321.2 0.219 0.231 1097.5 1389.2 1.10E+03 1.39E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
16 553 236.5 316.5 0.219 0.231 1081.5 1368.9 1.08E+03 1.37E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
17 533.2 228.0 305.2 0.219 0.231 1042.8 1319.9 1.04E+03 1.32E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
18 484.9 207.4 277.5 0.219 0.231 948.3 1200.4 9.49E+02 1.20E+03 0.05% 0.05% 
19 376.5 161.0 215.5 0.219 0.231 736.3 932.0 7.37E+02 9.32E+02 0.05% 0.05% 
20 168.9 72.2 96.7 0.219 0.231 330.3 418.1 3.30E+02 4.18E+02 0.05% 0.05% 
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81 76 UO2 2.6-3.05
17
 water/Water thermal 
CANDU, Pressurised 
Heavy Water Reactor 
(PHWR) 






Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR 
& Magnox) 










CO2/ graphite thermal 
Light Water Graphite 
Reactor (RBMK & EGP) 
Russia 11 + 4 10.2 enriched UO2 2.4
21
 Water/ graphite thermal 
Fast Neutron Reactor 
(FBR) 
Russia 2 0.6 
UO2 and 
PuO2 






                                                 
14
 GWe = capacity in thousands of megawatts (gross) 
15
 Westinghouse design (Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 1984) 
16
 VVER design (Muraviev, 2014) 
17
 General Electric design (GE Nuclear Energy, 1972), initial enrichment is 1.7 to 2.0 wt% U235. 
18
 EC6 Design (Candu Energy, 2012) 
19




 RBMK design(Muraviev, 2014) 
22
 BN600 design (WNA, 2015b) 
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Appendix I – Heat-Transfer Correlations 
Table M-1 List of Nusselt number correlations examined by Zahlan et al. (2011). 
 Correlation 
Dittus-Boelter (1930) 𝐍𝐮b = 0.0243𝐑𝐞b
0.8𝐏𝐫b
0.4 




























Krasnoshchekov et al. 
(1967) 




















3 − 1) + 1.07
 
  𝑓 = (1.82𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝐑𝐞𝑏 − 1.64)
−2 






≥ 1.2;  𝑛 = 𝑛1 = 0.22 + 0.18
𝑇𝑤
𝑇𝑝𝑐
 𝑎𝑡 1 ≤
𝑇𝑤
𝑇𝑝𝑐
≤ 2.5; 𝑎𝑛𝑑  







Hadaller and Banerjee 
(1969) 
𝐍𝐮𝑓 = 0.0101 𝐑𝐞𝑓
0.8774𝐏𝐫𝑓
0.6112(𝐿/𝐷)0.0328 

















(1 + (𝐷/𝐿)2/3), 𝑓 = [0.79 ln(𝐑𝐞) − 1.64]−2 
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 Correlation 
Watts and Chou (1982), 






























































































Griem (1996) 𝐍𝐮b = 0.0169𝐑𝐞b
0.8356𝐏𝐫𝑏
0.432 
Koshizuka and Oka 
(2000) 










, for 𝐻 < 1.5 MJ/kg 




, for 1.5 ≤ 𝐻 ≤ 3.3
MJ
kg
;  and 




, for 3.3 ≤ 𝐻 ≤ 4
MJ
kg
, CHF = 200 𝐺1.2 
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 Correlation 










= min(𝐹1, 𝐹2) 
𝐹1 = 0.85 + 0.776(𝜋𝐴 × 10
3)2.4;           𝐹2 =
0.48
(𝜋𝐴,𝑝𝑐 × 103)
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Table M-2 Validity ranges of Nusselt number correlations (Zahlan et al., 2011). 








− − − − − 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 160; 
ReD ≥ 10,000; and 
L/Dhy ≥ 10 




− − − − − 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 16700 
ReD ≥ 10000; and 
L/Dhy ≥ 10 
Bishop et al. 
(1965) 
22.8−27.6 282−527 310−3460 651−3662 Tubes and annuli/upward Water 
Swenson et al. 
(1965) 
22.8−41.4 Tb = 75−576 
Tw = 93−649 
200−1800 542−2150 Tubes (D=9.42mm, 
L=1.83m) 
Water 
                                                 
23
 Incropera et al. (2006) 
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et al. (1967) 
− 0.9 < Tw/Tpc < 2.5 46−2600 − − CO2, 
8.104 < Reb < 5.10 
0.85 < Prb, avg<65 
0.9 < ρw/ ρb < 1.0 





− − − − − 0.5 ≤ Pr ≤ 2000 
3000 ≤ReD ≤ 5×10
6
; 
and L/Dhy ≥ 10 
Watts and Chou 
(1982) 
25 Tb = 150−310 
Tw = 260−520 Tin 
= 50−450 
175−440 106−1060 Tubes (D = 25;32.2 mm, L = 
2m) with upward and 
downward flow 
Water 
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s Flow Geometry/direction Medium, or Pr and 
Re Range 
Griem (1996) 22.08−25 332−424 300−600 500−2500 Tube (ID = 14 mm) Water 
Koshizuka and 
Oka (2000) 
31 Tb = 351−356 473 540 Tube (ID = 9.4 mm) Water 
Jackson (2002) 22.8−26.5 54−348 221−820 407−686 Tube (ID = 2−20.4 mm) Water 




− 233−3474 380−3600 Tube (ID= 7.5−26 mm) Water 
Mokry et al. 
(2009) 
24 320 < Tb,in< 350 Up to 
1250 
200−1500 Tube (4-m-long 
vertical)/upward 
Water 
Gupta et al. 
(2010) 
24 320 < Tb,in< 350 
380 < Tb,in< 406 
Tw < 700 
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Appendix J – Glossary 
Macroscopic cross section is the probability per unit length that a neutron will undergo a 
reaction (e.g., absorption or scattering) with a nucleus, Σ 
Mean free path is the mean distance travelled by a neutron between collisions, which 
calculated as the inverse of the macroscopic cross-section, λ=1/Σ 
Fissile nuclides undergo fission with neutrons of any energy (Shultis and Faw, 2002) 
Fertile nuclides can be transmuted into fissile nuclides by absorbing a thermal neutron, 
which follows a number of beta decays (Shultis and Faw, 2002) 
Fissionable nuclides undergo fission with high energy or fast neutrons (Shultis and Faw, 
2002) 
Compressed fluid is a fluid at a pressure above the critical pressure, but at a temperature 
below the critical temperature. 
Critical point (also called a critical state) is a point in which the distinction between the 
liquid and gas (or vapour) phases disappears, i.e., both phases have the same temperature, 
pressure and volume or density.  The critical point is characterized by the phase-state 
parameters Tcr, Pcr and Vcr, which have unique values for each pure substance (Pioro and 
Duffey, 2007). 
Deteriorated Heat Transfer is characterized with lower values of the wall heat transfer 
coefficient compared to those at the normal heat transfer; and hence has higher values of 
wall temperature within some part of a test section or within the entire test section. 
Improved Heat Transfer is characterized with higher values of the wall heat transfer 
coefficient compared to those at the normal heat transfer; and hence lower values of wall 
temperature within some part of a test section or within the entire test section.  In our 
opinion, the improved heat-transfer regime or mode includes peaks or “humps” in the 
heat transfer coefficient near the critical or pseudocritical points. 
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Near-critical point is actually a narrow region around the critical point, where all 
thermophysical properties of a pure fluid exhibit rapid variations. 
Normal Heat Transfer can be characterized in general with wall heat transfer coefficients 
similar to those of subcritical convective heat transfer far from the critical or 
pseudocritical regions, when are calculated according to the conventional single-phase 





Pseudocritical point (characterized with Ppc and Tpc) is a point at a pressure above the 
critical pressure and at a temperature (Tpc > Tcr) corresponding to the maximum value of 
the specific heat at this particular pressure. 
Supercritical fluid is a fluid at pressures and temperatures that are higher than the critical 
pressure and critical temperature.  However, in the present chapter, a term supercritical 
fluid includes both terms – a supercritical fluid and compressed fluid. 
Supercritical steam is actually supercritical water, because at supercritical pressures fluid 
is considered as a single-phase substance.  However, this term is widely (and incorrectly) 
used in the literature in relation to supercritical “steam” generators and turbines. 
Superheated steam is a steam at pressures below the critical pressure, but at temperatures 
above the critical temperature. 
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Appendix K – List of Publications / Presentations / Awards of W. Peiman 
K.1 – List of Publications 
 
In total: 2 chapters in books, 8 papers in refereed journals, 43 papers in refereed 
proceedings of international and national conferences and symposiums, and 5 major 
technical reports. 
 
K.1.1 – Publications during PhD Program 
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1. Peiman, W., Pioro, I., Gabriel, K., Hosseiny, M. (2016). Thermal Aspects of 
Conventional and Alternative Fuels. In Handbook of Generation IV Nuclear 
Reactors, Editor: I.L. Pioro, Elsevier – Woodhead Publishing (WP), Duxford, UK, 
940 pages. 
2. Peiman, W., Pioro, I. and Gabriel, K., 2012. Thermal Aspects of Conventional 
and Alternative Fuels in SuperCritical Water-Cooled Reactor (SCWR) 
Applications, Chapter in book “Nuclear Reactors”, Editor A.Z. Mesquita, 
INTECH, Rijeka, Croatia, pp. 123-156. 
 
Papers in Refereed Journals 
1. Peiman, W., Pioro, I., and Gabriel, K., 2015. Thermalhydraulic and Neutronic 
Analysis of a Re-Entrant Fuel Channel Design for Pressure-Channel Supercritical 
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K.2 – Presentations 
In total 10 conferences have been attended and presentations have been 
delivered. 
 
K.2.1 – Presentations during PhD Program 
1. 23rd International Conference on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-23), May17‑21, 
Chiba, Japan. 
2. 22nd International Conference on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-22), July 7‑11, 
Prague, Czech Republic. 
3. 20th International Conference On Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-20) – ASME 
2012 POWER Conference, July 30 - August 3, Anaheim, California, USA. 
4. 19th International Conference On Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-19), Osaka, 
Japan, October 24-25, 2011. 
5. 1st Int. Conf. on Future of Heavy Water Reactors, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 
October 2-5, 2011. 
 
K.2.2 – Presentations Prior to PhD Program 
1. 5th International symposium of Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactors (ISSCWR-5), 
Vancouver, Canada, March 13-16, 2011. 
2. 34th CNS/CAN Student Conference. Montreal, Canada, May 24 – 27th, 2010.  
3. 18th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-18), Xi'an, China, 
May 17 – 21
st
, 2010. 
4. 2nd Canada-China Joint Workshop on Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactors 
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(CCSC 2010). Toronto, Canada, April 25 – 28
th
, 2010. 
5. 17th International Conference on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE-17), Brussels, 
Belgium, July 12 – 16, 2009 
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K.3 – Awards and Honours 
K.3.1 – Awards and Honours during PhD Program 
 
Certificate of Appreciation from the ICONE-23 Organizing Committee for: 
 Peiman, W., Pioro, I., and Gabriel, K., 2015. Thermalhydraulic and Neutronic 
Analysis of a Re-entrant Pressure-Channel Supercritical Water-cooled Reactors, 
Proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Nuclear Engineering 
(ICONE-23), May17‑21, Chiba, Japan, Paper #1727. 
 Kowalczyk, D., Rafat, F., Chauhan, M., Peiman, W., and Pioro, I., Paper #1375 
“Pressure-Drop Analysis of a Re-Entrant Fuel Channel in a Pressure-Channel 
Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactor”; as Winners in the ICONE-23 Student Best 
Poster Competition at the 23
rd
 International Conference On Nuclear Engineering, 
Makuhari Messe, Chiba, Japan, May 17 –211, 2015. 
 
Akiyama Medal at ICONE-22 for:  
 Miletic, M., Peiman, W., Farah, A., Samuel, J., and Dragunov, A., Study on 
Neutronics and Thermalhydraulics Characteristics of SuperCritical Water-cooled 
Reactor (SCWR), Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Nuclear 
Engineering (ICONE-22), July 7‑11, Prague, Czech Republic, Paper #30040. 
 
Certificate of Appreciation from the ICONE-22 Organizing Committee for: 
 W. Peiman, I. Pioro and K. Gabriel, Paper #30614 “Thermal-Hydraulic and 
Neutronic Analysis of a Re-Entrant Fuel Channel Design for Pressure-Channel 
Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactors“; as Winners in the ICONE-22 Student Best 
Paper Competition at the 22
nd
 International Conference On Nuclear Engineering, 
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Prague, Czech Republic, July 7 – 11, 2014. 
 Sidawi, Kh., Vincze, A., Abdullah, R., Baldock, M., Peiman, W., and I. Pioro, I., 
Paper #30132 “Study on Thermalhydraulic Effects of Nuclear Steam Superheat 
for a Generic 1200-MWel Pressure-Channel Reactor” as Winners in the ICONE-
22 Student Best Poster Competition at the 22nd International Conference On 
Nuclear Engineering, Prague, Czech Republic, July 7 – 11, 2014. 
 Baldock, M., Abdullah, R., Sidawi, Kh., Vincze, A., Pioro, I., and  Peiman, W., 
Paper #30135 “Neutronics Studies on a Generic Pressure-Channel Reactor With 
Nuclear Steam Superheat” as Winners in the ICONE-22 Student Best Poster 
Competition at the 22nd International Conference On Nuclear Engineering, 
Prague, Czech Republic, July 7 – 11, 2014. 
Certificate of Appreciation from the ICONE-20 Organizing Committee for: 
 Peiman, W., Saltanov, Eu., Grande, L., Pioro, I., Rouben, B., and Gabriel, K., 
Paper #54596 “Power Distribution and Fuel Centerline Temperature in a Pressure-
Tube Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactor (PT SCWR); as Winners in the 
ICONE20-POWER2012 Conference Student Best Poster Competition, July 
30-August 3, Anaheim, CA, USA.ICONE-20  
 Miletić, M., Pioro, I., Růžičková, M., Fukač, R. and Peiman, W., Paper #54686 
“Supercritical-Water Experimental Setup for In-Pile Operation”; as Winners in the 
ICONE20-POWER2012 Conference Student Best Poster Competition, July 
30-August 3, Anaheim, CA, USA. 
K.3.2 – Award and Honours Prior to PhD Program 
ICONE-19 Certificate of Recognition to: 
 Abdalla, A., King, K., Qureshi, A., Draper, Sh., Peiman, W., Joel, J., Pioro, I. and 
Gabriel, K. as Winners in the ICONE-19 North American and European Student 
Best Paper Competition (Paper #43692 “Thermalhydraulic Analysis of 43- , 54- 
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and 64-Element Bundles with UO2 plus SiC Fuel for SuperCritical Water-cooled 
Reactors” and for participation in the Student Program. 
 Saltanov, Eu., Peiman, W., Caly, A. and Pioro, I. as Winners in the ICONE-19 
North American and European Student Best Poster Competition (Paper #43803 
“Heat-Transfer Calculations of a Re-Entrant Channel for Pressure-Tube SCWRs” 
and for participation in the Student Program. 
ICONE-18 “Best Poster of North American Student Track” for: 
 Peiman, W., Gabriel, K., & Pioro, I. (2010). Heat Loss Calculations in a SCWR 
Fuel-Channel Option. Proceedings of the 18
th
 International Conference On 
Nuclear Engineering-ICONE18. Xi'an, China: ASME. 
ICONE-17 “Best Paper of Student Track” for: 
 Peiman, W., Gabriel, K. and Pioro, I. “Thermal Design Options of New Pressure 
Channel for SCWRs”; selected as Winners in the ICONE-17 Student Best Paper 
Competition and for participation in the Student Program. 
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K.4 – List of Grants Associated with this Thesis 
Strategic Project Grant (NSERC), Safer fuel and cladding for future 
nuclear reactors, November 2015 – October 2018, collaborators: 
University of Saskatchewan and University of British Columbia. 2015-2018 
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Research Agreement 
#18417 (Coordinated Research Project (CRP) #I31025) 
“Understanding and Prediction of Thermal-Hydraulics Phenomena 
Relevant to Supercritical Water-Cooled Reactors (SCWRs)” 2014‑2017 
Ontario Graduate Studies (OGS) Scholarship 2014-2015 
NSERC Discovery Grant “Advanced Study on Supercritical Fluids 
in Innovative Technologies Application” 2012 
FEDDEV “UNITHERM Reactor Design and Technology Evaluation 
Project”, all – 2012 (for details see the attached our report, basic idea 
is to verify a possibility of using Russian Small Modular Reactors in 
Canada remote areas (mines, settlements, etc.). 2012 
MRI Ontario, International Strategic Opportunities Program (ISOP) 
“Development of Supercritical-Fluid Technology in Application to 
Next Generation Nuclear Reactors and Coal-Fired Thermal Power 
Plants” 2011-2012 
NSERC Discovery Grant “Heat Transfer at Supercritical Pressures”  2011 
NSERC/NRCan/AECL, Generation IV Energy Technologies 
Program” Alternative Fuel-Channel Design for SCWR” 2011 
 
